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Abstract

This thesis develops a quantitative cladistic approach to panbiogeography.

Algorithms for constructing and comp*irg area clad.ograms are developed

and implemented in a computer program. Examples of the use of this

software are described.

The principle results of this thesis are:

(1) The description of algorithms for implementing Nelson and platnick s

(1981) methods for constructing area cladograms. These algorithms

have been incorporated into a computer program.

@ Zandee and Roos' (1987) methods based on "component-compatibility"

are shown to be flawed.

(3) Recent criticisms of Nelson and PlatniclCs methods by E. O. Wiley are

rebutted.

(4) A quantitative reanalysis of Hafner and Nadlerrs (19gg) allozyme data

for gophers and their parasitic lice illustrates the utility of information

on timing of speciation events in interpreting apparent incongruence

between host and parasite dadograms.
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Introduction

A central paradox of modern biogeography, writes the geographer D. R.

Stoddart (1986:272),, is that its intellectual thrust

derives not from geographers at a[ but from theoretical directions given
over the last twenty years either by ecologists, notably such students-of G.
Evelyn Hutchinson as Robert MacArthur, or by sysiematists working on
museum collections, such as Gareth Nelson ana Norman platnick.l

Nelson and Platnick's contribution has been a synthesis of the biogeography

of Leon Croizat with the systematics of Willi Hennig. Emerging from that

synthesis are three questions;

..'(1) is endemism geographically non-random, and if so, what are the areas
of endemisml (2) given a list of ceriain areas of endemism, are the
interrelationships of the endemic taxa geographically non-random, and, if so,
what is the paftern (or patterns) formed by their inierrelationships?; and (3)
given a Pattern (or patterns) of interrelationship+ as represented by one or
lore c]1$ogram(s) of areas, does the pattern correlate with geological
history? lNelson and Platnick, 197g:476]

Nelson and Platnick's second question makes geographic cangruence

between area dadograms the central question for analytical biogeography

(Chapter 2)2. Getting iurswers to this question requires solving a number of

1.. 
. 
Arguably this "paradox" is not a paradox at all, but simply reflects the nature of the

subject. Another geographer, V. A. Anuchin (l9Z:112) writes-oi the same phenomenon in
geography, where "...specialists calling themselves geographers are essentiilly nof occupied
with gngraphy, while certain representatives of sciences associated with ii who do not
consider themselves geographersare enrichinggagraphy." [emphasisin originall
2. Of course not everyone shares this view ofUlogeogriphy. P.Stott (1989?00)writes of the
"{acile attempts o{ the cladist-vicariance school to tripci biogeography through ail hominmr
abuse, contrived dichotomies, pure assertion, and a pieposter6us-prgoi." Furth"ermore, "...the
attempts of one or two Museum biologists [i.e. Nelson lnd platnilkj-to make this ,the be.all-
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difficult methodological problems. It is those problems that this thesis

addresses. My aim is not to answer Nelson and PlatniclCs questiory but to
show hout it might be answered.

A guide to the thesis

This thesis is consists of seven stand alone chapters that were written as

papers for publication, and one computer program manual. The reader new

to biogeograPhy might like to start at Chapter 2, which is a rather personal

view of modern biogeography. The title of this thesis, "panbiogeography: A
dadistic approach", reflects the joint role the works of croizat (e.g. 195g) and

Hennig (1956) have played in shaping modern biogeography. Chapter 2

outlines their work, srd recent intelpretations and developments, particularly

that of the "grupo de bioge6grafos neozelandeses" (Crisci and Morrone, 19g9)

and the New York school.

Cladistic biogeography translates Croizafs track into the .uea

dadogram. My first forays into biogeography (page l9g7; craw and page

1988) were concerned with the relationship between these two techniques for

analysing distributions. Most dadists regard area cladograms as a replacment

for tracks, whereas I was interested in see if Croizafs original concept could

be developed further. In page (1987; included in this thesis as Appendix tr) I
equated tracks with minimal spanning hees, and went on to d.iscuss the

relationship between Nelson and plabnick's "component analysis", track

analysis, and compatibility analysis (Meacham and Estabrook, 19g5). My

PaPer attracted critical comment from Platnick and Nelson (1988) and

Humphries and Seberg (1989). Some of the latter authors' comments I found

particularly irksome, prompting me to write Chapter 3.

and+nd-all' of the subject are just unacceptable and their strictures on those who think
otherwise a downright danger to the subject.;,
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One point of dispute between Humphries and Seberg and myself was

the status of "component analysis", particularly "Nelson's consensus method"

(Nelson, 7979). h *y earlier work (page, lggz) I pointed to the connection

between Nelson's method and compatibility analysis. Both Humphries and

Seberg (page 7U71) and platnick and Nelson (198g:410-411) denied this

relationshiP3.This argument highlights the difficulty facing anyone who tries

to use the methods described by Nelson and plabrick (19g1) 
- there is little

agreement as just what those methods are. Chapter 4 represents my first effort

to formalise Nelson and Plabrick's methods, with the goal of implementing

those methods in a computer program.

other workers, notably Zandee and Roos (1987), have also tried to
formalise Nelson and Platnick's methods. Zandee and Roos arrived at a

somewhat different intelpretation than mine, and could not reproduce some

of Nelson and Platnick's results. This prompted me to write a corunentary on

their paper (ChaPter 5), in which I pointed out where I thought Zandee and

Roos had gone astray. I also took the opportunity to formalise Nelson's

consensus method, and to improve on the statistical analysis of Rosen's (1979)

poeciliid fish data presented in Chapter 4.

wiley (e.g., 1988) has also developed a quantitative approach to

cladistic biogeography, based on earlier work by Brooks (19g1). Flowever,

wiley has misrepresented Nelson and plabrick's methods, which he

draracterised as

a failed (if valian0 attempt to provide a general analytical protocnl for
vicariance biogeography. (Wiley, 1988:Z7B)

In Chapter 6 I refute Wiley's arguments, and go on to extend the work in

Chapter 4 (pages *72 to 4-1,9) on a parsimony criterion for component

3.I prove this relationship in Chapters 3 (pages 3-9 to 3-15) and 5 (pages 5-29 to 5-30).
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analysis. One of the attractions of Wiley's approach is that one simply codes

biogeographic data as dtaracters and throws them at the nearest parsimony

Program. A reflection of the success of these programs (such as Swofford,s

[19851 PALIP) is that workers tend to use them even when they are not

appropriate (see for example Chapter 5, pages 5-13 to 5-15).

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 provide algorithms for the basic methods of

dadistic biogeographic analysis. But algorithms by themselves are not

enough. To be of use to researchers they need to be implemented in a

computer program. with this aim in mind I wrote the computer program

coMPoNENT. Chapter 7 briefly describes coMpoNElrrr, and the user

documentation forms Appendix I. A copy of this software is included with

the thesis.

The final two chapters use the features of COMPONENT to explore

bootstrap estimates of confidence intervals for cladograms (Chapter 8) and to

study cospeciation between pocket gophers and their chewing lice (chapter

9). My method for calculating confidence intervals for trees was anticipated

by Sanderson (1989), so Chapter 8 has not been submitted for publication. I
have induded it here primarily because of its discussion of Kluge,s (1989)

PaPer on taxonomic congruence, the latter being part of the currently

fashionable attack on consensus methods.

Chapter 9 represents the logical conclusion of the preceding chapters.

Host-parasite cospeciation presents the s.une analytical problems as

biogeography. chapter 9 explores Hafner and Nadler,s (19gg) data set using a

variety of dadistic techniques and randomization tests. The algorithms

developed in Chapters 4 and 6 are used to show that an apparent instance of

incongruence between host and parasite phylogenies can be interpreted as

due to extinction of parasites, rather than dispersal. This hypothesis can be

tested using information on timing of speciation events provided by the

"molecular dock." Hafner and Nadley's data set is of great value to the field,
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and illustrates the importance of asking the right questions, ild collecting the

appropriate data. There is still scope for developing further techniques to

analyse their data.

Prospect

Tu Tpg*ant question for me is where I am going, not where I have been.
(David Harvey, quoted in Patersory 1994:1).

Rather than summarise the results of this thesis, I shall offer some pointers to

future developments. Firstly I believe clad.istic biogeographers should add

dendrograms to their analytical toolbox. Chapter 9 illustrates the possibilities

offered by dendrograms. There are also some interesting mathematical

relationships between dendrograms and random trees that statistical methods

could exploit. With the increasing flood of molecular data, d.endrograms offer

biogeographers a chance to incorporate time into their analyses. Chronology

remains one of the weakest aspects of phylogenetic and biogeographic

analysis (Croizat, 1958, vol 2a:189).a

Despite Nelson and platnick,s (1979:476) statement that cladistic

biogeography is "inherently statistical," many cladists seem loath to accept

this viewpoint. For example, Stonedahl (1999:21,4) writes of the

misguided view that statistical testing of concordance among clades is
nec:ssar{ to justify generalized hypotheses of area relationships.-probability
testing of concordance is unnecessary in cladistic biogeographic analysis. '

4.ffi: is not to sgqgsl that biogeography is an "historical science" resting as Stott 69g9:300)
puts it 'bn genuine historical evidence, that is, on the fossil record, on pa$iolory, and on the
written record, despite all their limitations and ambiguities." Iam tfgs5:agol;;pressed the
same sentiment "As phytogeography, like phylogeny, is an essentially historical science,
maly of its sources are extremely deficient.-" io *ruin Goizat (195& vol 1:xv) retorted ,I
fiytty repudiate of course the conclusion that phytogeography is an essentiauy historical
science, and even less do see...that its sources ari ertremety deficient. Lilce zoogography,
phtyogagraphy.'.can count on the wlole of tl_u rccords of lioin{ life to the stupndok i"i, 6y
uncountd thousanils of specia raltgtn1 the world ooer.If this souir is ,Extremely deficient,, man

- who has not learnd to explo"it iis wealth - is plainly g"il,y, not a generous nature.' See
also Platnick (1978).
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Yet, three sentences later, Stonedahl writes that

Concordance of distibution patterns is unlikely to be the result of chancr, so
that general statementsbased on even limited numbers of clades are strongly
supported.

After fust dismissing statistical testing of concordance among area

dadograms, Stonedahl then uses an explicitly statistical argument to justify

the reality of any such concordance! I see statistical tests of cladogram

concordance playing a important role in dadistic biogeography.

Empirical Progress is likely to be faster in studies of cospeciation than

in biogeogaPhy. Biogeography is less tractable, because rueas of endemism

need to be definedS, and hlpotheses of geological relationships between areas

need to be constructed. But perhaps the main obstacle is simply the lack of

biogeographers. Despite Plarrick and Nelson's (1978:15) admonition that "we

cannot justify the kinds of biogeographic analyses of partictrlar groups

commonly found relegated to the back pages of systematic revisions,"

biogeographic studies are still largely undertaken by systematists as an

afterthought. significant progress in biogeography will only come when the

biogeographic question is framed first, and then taxa with distributions

relevant to that problem are studied (cf. Chapter 9). Until this happens,

biogeography will simply remain an appendage of systematics, rather than a

discipline in its own right.

5.TS: is another neglected problem in the field, and is one area in which biogeographers
could learn fromgeographers. Fuzzy clustering methods hold partiorlar promisel
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New Zealand and the New Biogeographyr

Abshact New Zealand is both a source of biogeographic problems, and of

biogeographic ideas. The efforts of biogeographers to grapple with the

implications of the revolution in the earth sciences are described. Hennig,s

work on New Zealand flies and Croiza(s critique of biogeography are

disctrssed. The ideas of these two biologists have found their fullest

expression in recent work by biologists in New Zealand and New york.

I qybd plle-rpresented at the'Symposiumon panbiogeography", g-r0 May tggg held at
the National Museum of New Zealand, Wellington, New-Zeilana. I'uUti*rea in ruar, Zfltand
lournal of hology fl99D76:471483.
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Perhaps the terms of the debate would be considerably sharpened if
talgngmists- working on biogeographical probrems were familiar not only
with the techniques of pattern analysis which they do not use, but also with
the common qoyeptl_oi-Tod9T geography of which they are apparently
unaware. [Stoddart, 1986:304-3051

There is a deliberate ambigulfy in the title of this essay. New Zealand's biota

has been a sotuce of intriguingbiogeographic problems since its d.iscovery. At
the same time, New Zealand has become the cradle for the development of

some exciting if somewhat unorthodox ideas on biogeography. These

problems and ideas form the subject matter of this article.

A persistent problem in New z*arand biogeography has been the

Presence of numerous plants and animals that have their closest relatives in

other southern lands. From the time that Hooker (1853) drew attention to

these grouPs, biologists have sought to explain how taxa could have such

disbibutions. Hooker himself postulated an ancient land connection. The

majority however favoured dispersal, either directly across the oceans, or via

the northern land masses.

Historically this debate was resolved not by biologists, but by

geologists (Frankel, 1981). The flood of paleomagnetic and oceanographic

data obtained in the 1950's and 19d0's revived wegeney's (196G) moribund

hypothesis of continental drift. Much of the biota of the southern continents

could be explained as relicts of a Gondwanic flora and fauna. some

conunentators have conduded that this example serves to show that the

traditional dispersalist approach to biogeography was based on a mistake; it
wrongly assumed that the continents were always fixed in their current

positions. To many it seemed that this was a natural enough mistake. Biology

depends on geology for accurate paleogeographic maps. when geologists

drange their maps, so must biologists:

I believe that zoogeography has very little indeed to say about the former
Positions of the land masses, and at this point we are very much at the mercy
of the geologisb. [McDo w all, t973:921
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so, we need simply redraw our maps and proceed as before (e.g.

Briggs, 798n. Few had the perception to realise that traditional biogeography

might have been based not only on an error of fact, but also on an error of

method:

The number of biogeographers who confidently drew dispersal routes on
fixed continTl maPs ten or more years ato and now iust as confidently draw
dispersals of the same organisms on continental drifi maps must cause us to
seriously question the procedures of biogeographers. lEdmunds, 7g7s2s1l

By abdicating all judgement of past continental configurations to

geologists, biogeographers are effectively reduced to inventing imaginative

stories to explain the history of plants and animals. If this step is followed

then as geological explanations change, so must biological explanations.

Internal disputes, such as the causes for disjunct distributions, will not be

resolved internally, but by the geology of the day.

h this essay I wish to outline the work of two biologists, Willi Hennig
(19'1,3-1976) and Leon Croizat (1894-lggl), whose writings have become

central to the debate taking place within biogeography as we grapple with the

implications of the revolution in the earth sciences.

OF FLIES AND PHYI,OGENETICS

In 1950 the German entomologist Willi Hennig turned his attention to the

New Zealand fly fauna. Mtny Diptera in New Zealand have relatives in

South America. Hennig referred to groups having this pattern of relationships

as AS-groups. Does this pattern reflect a direct connection across the southern

oceans, or is the relation indirect, the result of eadr southern area sharing a

relationship with the Northern Hemisphere? To Hennig it seemed that



:..or-f can best try to explain the peculiar t)?e of distribution of the Agpoup
by firct asking whether there are any grounds which...favour the d.irect iather
!t-nn lhe 119it*t migration route. tpage u - note that aII page references to
I{"n"ig, 1960 are to an unpublished Engtish translation ii *re Auckland
University libraryl

The most convincing evidence for a direct route would be if

:...*.e.fiod Sgoypr, all $e subgroups of which are oncE again Aggroups,
that is to say families within sub-lamilies, tribe and genera,-au or wfict i"e
A$groups themselves...lp 15].

This is Hennig's multiple sister group rule (Fig. 2.1). Hennig himself

could find no grouP of flies with this structure of relationships, but he added

that

...one cannot rule out the possibility that a future more adequate systematic

P"g:$g"Uon of some dipterous groups will leld such a structrrei pattern.
Ip.7el

Indeed, as Hennig's work was being translated into English, the first
evidence emerged for multiple sister groups straddling Antarctica (Illies,

1965; Brundin,7966).

But Hennig provided more than a way of framing the question of biotic

relationships. He also contributed a method for recovering phylogenetic

relationships between organisms (Hennig,1966). This he called phylogenetic

systematics, better known today as cladistics (Eldredge and Cracraft, 1980;

Nelson and Platnick, 1981). Cennal to Hmnig,s methods was the concept of

synaPomorPhy. Hennig resolved the concept of similarity between organisms

into three parts (Fig. 2.2):

2-4

7. synaPomorphy 
- similarity due to a derived feature inherited from a

conunon ancestor.
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figy. 21. Hepq's multiple sister group rule. Herurig argued that the repeated octurrence
of sister taxa displaying connections Uetr,t'een South .fme-rica, New Zealjnd and Australia
would be the most convincing evidence for a direct transantarctic link between the biotas of
those areas. (Redrawn from Hennig,1960: Fig. 3).

plesiomorphy-similarity due to retention of a primitive feature.

convergence 
- similarity due to the independent aquisition of the

same feature.

He argued that only similarities of the first kind contained information

on the historicd relationships of organisms. While all biologists agreed that

convergenc€s are not valid indicators of relationship, there was confusion

over the role of plesiomorphy.

Armed with Hennigls phylogenetic systematics and the multiple sister

$rouP rule, the Swedish entomologist Lars Brundin investigated the

ddronomid midges. The resulting monograph (Bnrndin, 1966) is an ideal

2.

3.
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trc8-8,
h 

- 

h'--h,
t'- g-G,

synplesionorphy I a t

synapon0rphy th't

c0nvergence tc',
Figure L2- Diagram
illustrating Hennig's
concept of similarity, which
rnay be divided into
qmapomorphy,
symplesiomorphy, and
clnvergence. A, B, and C are
taxa; a, b and c are
characters that ch*ge
through time. (After
Hennig, 796fl:Fig44).

model for all systematists. It combines painstaking detail with a clearly

artiorlated theoretical framework. Brundin for.rnd massive repetition of AS-

grouPs within his midges. Not only that, but the pattern of relationships

between midges found on different continents was the same as that pred.icted

by the Wegner's hlpothesis of the fragmentation of Gondwana. This theme of
rigourous analysis of repetitive biogeographic patterns and the relationship of
these biological Pattelrui to geological patterns finds its greatest development

in the writhgs of Leon Croizat.

CROIZAT AND THE POVERTY OF BIOGEOGITAPHY

P.erhaps the- greatest :hgle measur€ of our'isolationism' in geography over
9" rytt haU-c1ntury lns Ueen our failure to ask any challengi"ngi"&tio"s of
the other social and physicat riences. lHaney, l96i)f.2al

Harvey's appraisal of geography is equally applicable to biogeography. one

biogeographer who was actrtely aware of the limitations of contemporary

biogeography was Leon Croizat. He wrote that
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'.[h..
ryi

Figure 2.3. The distributions (not in order) of a marine c:;ab (Leptograpsnsoariegatus), the fresh
waterJi.shes belonging to the family Galaxiidae, southern b*"lt trLs tgenus fiotlnfagud, and
F: *ia8" flyfamily Chironomidal. The reader is invited to speculate-on which diriribrruon
belongs to which gfoup of organisms.

should the geo.physicist and georogist turn to the phytogeographer, and
pointedly ask that he come forward with a rationaj itta"faiity'complete
accpunt of angiospermous dispersal-in the first place, the phytogeographer
would have nothing to offer..Haoing ruthing conoie' to- ofa,' the
phytogagrapha un ask nothing in riarn...He-cannot, in shori, trade
knowledge,and for this reason he, not only, but those who ought to rety oi
him are made all the poorer. lCroizat, l912:i_3,emphasis in tfre iriginaU '

Mudr of croizafs work can be regarded as a reformation of
biogeography, with the aims of developing both a satisfactory methodology,

and the eventual synthesis of biogeography with ecolory, geology and

systematics- In order to adrieve this aim, Croizat set about confronting the

preconceptions of the field. For example, he denied that there was any

difference between the biogeography of plants (conventionally studied as

'phytogeography") and that of animals (studied as "zoogeography"). He

')

\ 7 *V"s.
\ ,/0\''l ' t-) )
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Figule 2-d Wallace's biqgeographic regions of the world. (After Craw and page, 1988: Fig.
1r .)

questioned the conventional wisdom that the distribution patterns of

organisms with greatly differing ecologies are very different (Fig. 2.3). These

replicated distributions Croizat called "Eacks". The lack of correspondence

between tracks and current day geography led Croizat to conclude that

today's geography explained few of the biogeographic patterns he observed.

Noting the agreement between tracks and major tectonic features, he argued

that much of the world's biota had developed in situ since the Mesozoic

(Nelson, 79n). This led him to argue that many plant and animal groups are

Figure 2.5 The biogeographic regions of the world implied by Croizat's work. (After Craw
and Page, 1988:Fig. f2.)
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mudl older than currently thought.

In a radical departure from traditional biogeography, Croizat proposed

a new biogeographic classification in which biogeographic regions are not

land masses as in Fig. 2.4, but ocean basins (Fig. 2.5). Note that while the

oc€ans are the units, the land masses are not for they have connections to

more than one region. If biogeography and geology te intimately linked as

Croizat argues, then multipte biogeographic relationships imply multiple

geological relationships. Croizat's biogeographic classification can therefore

be considered to make geological predictions, some of which are spectacular

and have received support from recent geotogical work (Craw and Weston,

798'4').

THE NEW YORK SCHOOL

Our results are to sorne extent novel: cladograms and their agteernent in the
geographical dimension emerge as the keys to the future of our sciences.
lNelson and Platnick, 1981:x] -

Nelson's (1973) review of Croiza(s work began a resurgence of interest in

Croiza/s ideas. Nelson pointed to parallels between Croizafs and Hennig,s

ideas, as well as between the ideas of both authors and those of Daniele Rosa.

This similarity between Croizat and Hennig was c€mented by the publication

of Nelson and Plarrick's Systanntics and Biogeography: Vicariance and Clad.istics,

published in 1981. This demanding work outlined a methodology for both

systematics and biogeography. The cenbal concept of both disciplines is the

dadogram, the principle goal is the demonstration of the existence (or

otherwise) of congruence. Cladograms are diagrams expressing relationships

befween objects such as organisms and areas. Taxonomic congruence is the

agreement between dadograms for the same organisms derived from

different sources of information. An elegant demonstration of taxonomic
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Morr y Filh B
FirhA t{orsX l--.J,,
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\yb
t2t t25

\ycy
Itg_t* 39!*gt_.phicgongnrence. Ttuee fish and three mosseseach occupyone of theareas
1,2 and 3. The relatiorships between the the fish (A, B and C) and the three mosses (X, y and
Z) arc shown in b. If we replace each fish taxon and each moss taxon by the area that the
taxon occurs in, then we have two area dadograms (c). Note that the fish lnd the moss have
the same area dadogram. (After Wiley, l98l: Fig. g.D.

congruence is the study by Perury, Hendy and Foulds (penny et aI., l9g2;

Penny and Hendy, 1985) of the similarity between cladograms for 11

mammals derived from five different protein sequences.

Geographic congruence is the agreement between cladograms of areas

obtained from different organisms (Fig. 2.5). The notion of geographic

congruence is more problematic than taxonomic congruenc€. The theory of

descent with modification implies that all organisms are historically related.

History has occurred only once, therefore there is only one actual phylogeny.

This being the case then we expect taxonomic congruence tro be found.

Indeed, the ability to detect congruence is used as a criterion for the

evaluation of dadograrn building methods (permy and Hendy, I9g5;

Mickevidt, 1978). Croizafs claim that "ealth and life evolve together" is

considerably less accepted than the theory of evolution. So, geographic

congruence is a prediction to be tested, unlike tarconomic congruence which is

a goal tobe achieved.

Because Nelson and Platnick distinguish between cladograms

(summaries of character state distributions) and phylogenetic trees (the
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Fiqure 2-7. Rosen's (1978) study of geographic congruence between the fish Heterandria and
Xiphophotus in CenFal America. nJrnap on fre left shows the distributions of the
populations of the two fish. Each dirrete irea is numbered fiom 2 to 11 (area 1 is off the
rnap)..If-we replace gadr fish lopulation by the areas that it ocrurs in, then we produce the
area dadograms on {11et t.5*ther analysis shows that both fish agree on the retationstrips
of the areas 7,2,4,5, 8, 10, and 11.

historical pattern of taxon relationships), geographic congruence becomes

sucial to their system. Indeed, they regard it as the most important evidence

for the th"ory of evolution:

Evolution thus seems to depend upon the notion that cladogram and tree are
in fact bound as one, as revealed by actuar evidencE in hand. our
considerations slqryst that relevant evidence consists only of agreement in
the.geographical dirrrcnsion - agreement that is by no means-abundantly
available-at present. ln fact, this evidence is noable by its very scarcity.

Ttlgn3lty ?peakinp this evidence seems to have been tiken for granted a
which is understandable enough if only because cladograms and Lees were
only recently distinguished as different cucepts. wJ conclude, ther,efore,
that biogeogaphy (or geographical distribution of organisms) has not been
shown b be evidence for or against evolution in any sense. The significance
of biogeography has been merely that biogeography has raised the fossibilityof agreement between cladograms in -the 

geograptric dimension - i
possibility that has been little studied, uut -on! worthy of further
investigation. [Nelson and Platsrick, 79Bl :21ll
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To date, the late Donn Rosen's (l9Zg) study is the only convincing

evidence of geographic congruence (Fig. 2.7).

THE FALSE OPPOSITION OF IIVICARIANCE" AND'IDISPERSAL"

Much of the early interpretation of Croizafs work centred on the roles of

dispersal versus vicariance in the evolution of the earth's biota. Croizat was

dubbed a "vicariance biogeographer", the targets of his criticism were dubbed

"dispersalists". This crude classification does little justice to the views of either

camP. Croizat did not deny that dispersal occurs. Rather, his objections to

con temporary biogeography were primarily methodorogical:

There is no sense in looking for answers that the facts cannot return through
no fault of their own, but simply because the questions themselves are ineit.
[Croizat,19il:91

He was equaUy contemptuous of attempts to explain distributions by

invoking landbridges. Croiza(s goal was a method that could establish the

roles of both vicariance and dispersal in structuring the distribution patterns

that we see today. To be sure, Croizat argued that the role of dispersal was

greatly exaggerated, but this is an empirical conclusion that he reached by

applying his method, not an a priori assumption.

It is equally unfortunate that Nelson and PlatniclCs cladistic method

has become commonly known as "vicariance biogeography", for this implies

an a priori commitment to a partianliu process. Their position is more subtle

than that. In considering the question of whether a group has attained its

present distribution through vicariance or dispersal, they wrote:

P-erhaps the...question is impermeable to analysis because the results of both
dispersal and vicariance can be expressed in bnly one and the same way: a
P{teT of taxon distributions among different areas. lPlatnick and Nelbru
1978:71
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ttt'-"t-t-oi'

Figure 2.8. A cornparison between a minimal spanning tnee crrurecting 13- and 2G
duorrrosome sPTres of C'ossyVium in North America iAl *iA the track drawn-by Croizat for
the same group G) Gfter nage, U8Z:fig. e).

Nelson and Plabnick have followed Croizafs lead and shifted the focus

of biogeographic analysis away from a priori questions of vicarianc€ versus

dispersal towards methodological questions of area relationships. We can use

dadistics to explore the hlpothesis that much of New Zealand's biota is the

relic of a larger Gondwana biota. This is a tlpical vicariance model. But

equally, we could use dadistic methods to reconsFuct the history of the

Polynesian colonisation of the Pacific, by constructing cladograms for the

people themselves, and the crops and commensal organisms that they

brought with them (e.g kumara and the kiore). In this case we would be using

congruent area dadograms to study dispersal.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN NEW ZEALAND

New Zealand has been an active centre of developmcht of Croizafs ideas. The

initial emphasis on the publicizing of neglected aspece of Croizafs work has

given way to critical reappraisal and development of his ideas. It is clear that

Ctoiza(s writings contain a number of errors of fact, internal contradictions

and problematic concePts (notably the idea of orthogenesis, see Gray 1989)
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Figure 2 9. A classic reconstruction of Gondwana with the inferred ancestral disEibutions of
ratite birds and southern beech trees (Nothola6zs). Both troups are considered to be
biogeographically homologous. (Redrawn from st&ers,19g0:F1g. ri.s ana ts.g).

It is also dear that much of Croizafs biogeographic methodology is under

developed, ird this is an area of much activity (craw, lggz,l9g3, 19gg; page,

7987).

Recently I have suggested a graph theoretic interpretation of track

analysis that allows for statistical tests of track similarity (Page lgBZ). Graph

th"ory is a branch of mathematics that has for-urd application in engineering

psycltologT, physics and biology. Tracks can be interpreted as a kind of graph

calfsd a spanning tree (see also Nelsory l973r; Craw, lgg2). This idea captures

Croizafs original $nc€pt (Fig. 2.8). My attempt to develop a statistical test of

hack congruence was less successful (see Weston, l9g9). Unfortunately, some

workers have regarded my 1987 paper as a critique of cladistic biogeography

(Plabrick and Nelson, 1988; Humphries and Seberg, 1999), rather than as a

preliminary exploration of the problems and possibilities of both tracks and
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dadograms. In fact, since Page (7987) was written my research

concentrated on developing algorithms and computer software

constructing and comparing .uea dadograms (Page 1988; 7989)2.

Another tool in Croizafs methodological repertoire is the baseline. The

baseline may be used to show that backs that ovedap a lot might be different,

and that tracks that don't overlap at all might in some sense be the same. For

example, consider Robin Crards (1985) reanalysis of the classic'GondwaniC

groups in the New Zealand biota; ratites, Notlwfagus and kiopelmid frogs.

These three groups are generally considered to be parts of the s.une ancient

biota that occttrred on Gondwana land prior to its break up (Fig. 2.9). Craw

argued that the distributions of these groups, while they overlap are

fundamentally different. The frogs and beeches have a different baseline from

the ratites (Fig. 2.10). Note that although Notlwfagus and Fagus do not overlap

in their distributions, they both cross the Pacific ocean. As a result, Craw

argues that they both share the same baseline. The idea that tracks crossing

Figrrre 2.10. A reinterpretation of the biogeography of ratites and beech trees by Craw (1985).

Though both groups show considerable overlap in distribution, the ratites have Atlantic and
lndian Ocean baselines, whereas Nothofagus and its relative Fagus have a Pacific Ocean
baseline. Ratites and Notlwfagus are not considered to be biogeographically homologous.
(Redrawn from Craw, 1985).

has

for

2. Chapters 4 and 5 respectively.
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Figure 2-11. The rel,ationship between track geometry and plate tectonic geomery. In the
diagram on the left, tw9 troups-of organisms are Ostri-uuted icross a future"spreaaiirg riage.
As.the ridge develops the-two plates on the globe rotate with respect to each oit er aro.tt a tle
qgl.e of 

. 
plate rotatiol T" tr,,ro groups of organisrns ate no* disjunct. Because both

disjunctions can be related to the same evmt, thelwo tracks linking the two groups are said
to share the same baseline. Note also that the two tracks an" cotrce-ntric or, tti" $le of plate
rotation. This is the same relationstrip shown by transform faults in the sea flooi. for further
details see Craw and Page (1988).

the same ocean have the same baseline is obviously a bit weak, so Craw and I
(Craw and Page, 1988) have suggested that we can relate baselnes to major

tectonic features (Fig.11). While ourently lacking the rigour of cladistic

tedrniques, it might be interesting to further explore the possibilities of
Croiza(s methods. Biogeographers have a rather impoverished analytical

toolbox compared to their colleagues in hunan geography (e.g.Haggett, et al.

1977).

GEOLOGY AND GEOMORPHOLGY

Because both dispersal and vicariance can produae cgngnrent patterns of area

dadograms (Platsdck and Nelson, l97B), simply demonstrating geographic

congruence is not enough. Deciding whidr proc€ss, or combination of

Proc€sses have caused the pattern is a much harder question, and will require

effective communication between biogeographers and geologists. Rosen

(7978) has suggested that the language of branching diagrams (i.e. cladistics)
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IiqS: zP ntirty five drainage basiru in central North Ancrica (redrawn from Mayden,
1988:Fig.3).

may be an aPProPriate vehide for comrnrrnicatiory an idea being pursued by

Craw (1988).

croizat Q964) suggested that muctr cpuld be gained by forgng

mnceptual links between the biological and geological sciences.

Biogeographers have tended to ransack the geological literature in searctt of
partictrlar geological scenarios to explain partiorlar disribution patterns. Ttris

ignores the possibilities of comparing the concepts and methodologies of the

two disciplines. Geomorpholory in partianlar has many similarities with

biology. Charles Darwin had a considerable impact in both disciplines, and

there is a dose analogy between his concept of natural selection and erosion,

and between comparative anatomy and stratigraphy (Ghiselin, 7969).
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Iig*.2.13. The inferred preglacial drainage pattern in central North America (rcdrawn from
Mayden, 1988:Fig. 4).

Geomorphologists have to grapple with varying spatial and temporal scales

(schumm and uchty, 1955), problems familiar to ecologists and

biogeographers.

Perhaps the most imrnediate similarity is between the tree diagrams

used by dadists to portray relationships, and the tree diagrams used by

hydrologists to study river drainages (e.g. Strahler,.lg12). Workers studying

the biogeogfaPhy of fresh water organisms have yet to exploit the obvious

connection between the two kinds of trees. For example, Mayden (19gg) has

presented a dadistic analysis of freshwater fish occuring in the Central

Highlands region of North America. Mayden found that the pattern of

relationships betrreen tish occtuirg in different basins better reflected pasf
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Drainage patlerns

Figure 214. Three dadograms relecting past and present drainage patterns for the 35 basins
T lig. 2.12, and aT ar€a 

-dadogram implied 5y the phytog[nitic interrelationships of
freshwater fish octuring in those Uasins. Note the rit"tiot jruis oJ basins Zl toZB on the three
dadograms (see text). (Area cladogram from Maydery 1988. ihe cladograms for the drainage
basins arne drawn from the pattern of river interconnrtions in Figs. 12 iira tg.l.

drainage Patters, rather than the drainage patterns we see today. We can use

dadograms to rePresent today's drainage pattern (Fig. 2.12), iurd that inferred

to exist prior to the Pleistocene glaciations (Fig. 2.13). The cladograms (Fig.

2.14) are simply reflections of the intercorurections between the rivers.

If the cturent drainage pattern detersrined the phylogenetic

relationships of the fish living in those rivers we would expect, for example,

that fish in basins 21 to 28 would be most closely related to fish in those basins

to the south (29 to 34). Instead, Mayden found that the fish in basins 2l to?/g

Eue more dosely related to fish in the Ouachita and Ozark Highlands (basins 1

to 20). This is more cpnsistent with the preglacial drainage pattern. Obviously

this analysis has limitations 
- there are patterns of interrelationships

Area cladogram for fish
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between the fish that neither drainage pattern adequately explains 
- but I

hope that it illustrates one possible synthesis of biologicat and geological

methodologies.

PROSPECT

Biogeography is a strange discipline. In general, there are no institutes of
piogeography; there are no departments of it. There are no professional
biogeographers- no professors of it, no curators of it. It seems io have fuw
traditions. It seems to have few authoritative spokesmen. [Nelson, 1978:2691

Biogeography does not have a strong institutional base.Its very subject matter

demands that its practitioners straddle nrunerous disciplinary boundaries. To

do so successfully, without becoming a dilettante is the challenge for

biogeographers.

There is also the temptation to politely dismiss Croizat's work as of

historical interest only. Yet as a number of New Zealanders continue to show,

there is much of relevance that remains undeveloped. Nelson and Platniclis

synthesis of Croizat and Hennig has provided biogeography with a

rigourous, coherent methodolory that has begun to be extended further

(Simberloff, 1987; Page 7988, 1989). But this does not exhaust Croizafs

writings. Croiza(s work represents a broad theoretical and methodological

framework within which techniques such as track analysis and cladistics can

operate. As sudr it represents a compelling agenda for the coming decade.
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Tracks and Trees in the Antipodes: A reply to
Humphries and Sebergt

I do not class myseU in any particutar school of biogeographers but this does
not mean I will not be so classed by others. I have consciously avoided
adhering to any one master and have my reservations about the followers of
W. D. Matthew and Leon Croizat alike. [Sir Charles Flemingl

In a recent issue of this journal Humphries and Seberg (1989) strongly

criticized a paper of mine (Page, P8n that outlined a quantitative approach

to Croizafs track analysis (e.g. Croizat,7958,1964).Humphries and Sebergls

criticisms are serious; they iugue that I failed to draw tracks according to my

own method, that I falsely linked component analysis (Nelson and Platnick,

1981) with dique methods, that I dismissed component analysis as

computationally difficult, and that I failed to grasp such basic principles of

dadistics as parsimony and the testability of statements of homology.

My purpose in this paper is to reiterate what I believe were the main

points of Page (7987), and to show that they survive Humphries and Sebergls

critique intact. These four points are:

1. Tracks are spanning trees, and that, in. the absence of other

information, they are minimal-spanning trees (MST) in geographic

sPace.

1. To appear in Systaratic Tnology fl99D 39. The paper of mine that Humphries and Seberg
(1989) cdticized is induded in this thesis as Appendix tI.
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3.

4.

2. concordance between tracks based on spanning trees may be

statistically tested.

Nelson's (1979) consensus method is a clique method.

Biogeography can inform systematics.

Humphries and Seberg fail to understand both the method I outlined,

as well as their own preferred method of component analysis. At the same

time,I acknowledge that there are problems with track analysis as currently

conceived, ild with the paper Humphries and seberg criticize.

Humphries and seberg seem to regard my paper as a aitique of

dadistic biogeography. It was not intended as such, rather it was an

exploration of the possibility of quantifying Croizafs track analysis. As such I
believe it was moderately successful. Craw (1989) and Henderson (1989) have

elaborated on the interpretation of tracks as spanning trees. My proposed

statistical test of hack congruence is flawed (Weston, lggg), but Craw (19gg)

has avoided these flaws by combining the concept of distributional

compatibiuty (Page, 7987:b) with methods of generating random regular

graphs OVormald, 79U). Connor (1988) has independently arrived at the

s.une method.

Humphries and Seberg (7989:75) state that I dismissed component

analysis because it is difficult. Nothing could be farther from the truth. Lr my

paper I wrote (1987:7)

9u*ly, vicariance cladistics is a compuhtionally difficult method and, now
that the general principles have been irticulated iNel.ot and Platnick, 1981),
there is a need f9r $e development of procedures capable of handling
problems of a worthwhile size.
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Hardly a dismissal, instead an identification of the need for further work.

Indeed, this is exactly what my research since 1987 has involved, namely the

development of algorithms for Assumption 1 and 2 (page, lggg)2, Nelson,s

consensus method (Page,1989a)3, measuring the degree of parsimony of area

dadograms (Page 1990')4, and the implementation of these algorithms in a

ormputer program (Page, 1989b)5.

Of coursg with hindsight there are parts of Page (198n that I no longer

regard as valid. After reading Humphries and Seberg's critique I realize that I
did not dearly distinguish betrueen (1) using tracks as analytical tools and (2)

using tracks to present results. Tracks can be used to summarize the resulg of

a dadistic biogeographic analysis, and indeed have been used in this way by

Humphries et al. (1985). Tracks drawn for this purpose incorporate cladistic

information. For analytical purposes tracks are best restricted to situations

where dadistic information is unavailable OVeston, 7g8g), a restriction that

Humphries and Seberg (1989:ZZ) would presumably agree with. In this sense

tracks are an exploratory tool. For analytical pulposes cladistic information is,

of course, best expressed using cladograms. My attempt to combine spanning

trees and dadograms together as an analytical method was misguided. The

concept of "main massings" is horribly vague, but I believe Croizafs concept

of the baseline is potentially useful and deserves development (Craw and

Page, 1988), Platnick and Nelson's (1.988:413) comments not withstanding.

TRACKS AND SPAI{NING TREES

Ilr Page (7987) I suggested that Croizafs tracks rue spanning trees;

specifically, in the absence of other information, tracks are minimal spanning

2. Chapter4.
3. Chapter 5.
4. Chapter 6.
5. Chapter 7.
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Ti.g-"T 9.1. 
The spanning E9F with up to four vertices, and the number of ways to label each

(after Harary and Palmer, tgZStEig. l.r.D.

trees (MST). It was not my intention to suggest that Croizat always drew

MSTs 
- dearly he did not. My aim was to show that MSTs are one way of

formalizing track analysis, and that Croizat, on occasion, did draw tracks as

MSTs.

MSTs are spanning trees cronnecting a series of vertices suctr that the

length of the tree is the shortest possible. In this case the vertices are areas,

and the lengths of the brandres of the tree connecting the different areas

conesPonds to the geographic distance between the areas. I justified the

droice of the MST by appealing to parsimony, and gave an exnmple where

use of MSTs found the same track as Croizat. Humphries and Seberg objected

to my use of parsimony, and daimed that my method did not give the same

result as Croizat

Track and Parsimony

For n areas there are nn-2 possible spanning trees. The empirical content of a

statement is determined by what that statement prohibits (Popper,7972).For

1231
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two areas there is a single possible spanning tree, for three areas there are

three, for four areas there are 15 (Fig. 3.1). Three is the minimum number of

areas for which an informative track can be drawn (Craw, lggl); drawing any

one track for three areas exdudes two other possibilities. Exactly the s.une

logic applies to dadistics. For two areas there is only one possible cladogram,

but for three areas there are three possibilities, hence thee is the minimum

number of areas required for an informative area cladogram. This point

would be trivial, were it not for the fact that Seberg (1986:375) failed to grasp

it, and asserted that Crards discussion of the requirement for three areas was

based on what Seberg considers to be the fallacy that Croizat understood

phylogenetic relationships. The threearea requirement is a simple fact of

graPh th*ry and has nothing to do with Croizafs understanding of

phylogeny.

The fact that there are nn-2 spanning trees immediately raises the

question of how we choose among them. An obvious candidate is the MST,

which is the most "parsimonious" in the sense of minimizing the geographic

distance covered by the tree. Humphries and Seberg object to this use of

parsimony, but state (1989:72) that in dadistics "parsimony is used...as a

criterion of droice amongst competing hypotheses," which is exactly how I
used it to distingursh between then"-2 competing spanning trees.

Tracks drawn as MSTs may connect localities in a manner that does not

reflect their actual historical relationships (just as the acrual phylogeny of a

gouP of organisms may not be amongst the trees consistent with the most

parsimonious taxon dadogram for that group). However, my suggestion

(Page, 1987:8) that tracks be redrawn to accommodate other information is

inappropriate if tracks are to be used as ,rn analytical tool. Humphries and.

Seberg (p. 72) are right to prefer "consEucting an empirical th*ry from

modern distributions which can be used to interpret past distributions

between localities."
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Croizat Did Draw Minimal SpanningTrees

To illustrate the method I used MSTs to reproduce Croiza(s (1964) track

analysis of some 13- and 25-ctuomosome species of the cofton genus

Gossypium (Page, 1987:Fig. 6). Humphries and Seber g (t999:71) state that

Even a cursory glance-at page's figure 6A ... shows that the principle of
minimum distance could not have been used. Page's minimal*panning line
lonnectlg the Galapagos Islands and the Revilli Gigedos Islands wi6 ttre
Baj'a peninsula could have been much shorter tt iI haa been corurected
girectb/ to Cenhal America. It certainly was not in Croizat's mind when he
drew the figrte.

Had Humphries and seberg devoted more than a "cursory glance" to my

figure and the accompanying text, they would have read (page,lggr:g)

If a taxon has differentiated into distinct entities, then minimal-sparudng
trees for each can be constructed and then linked together by a ininimi
slaryng tree. This procedure produces tracks identicil to those drawn by
Croizat (Fig.6).

Figure 3.2 shows the distribution of the Gossypium taxa Croizat used. The

steps required to draw the track for these taxa are:

Plot the locality records for each taxon on a map (Fig. 3.2a).

For eadr taxon connect all the locarities it occupies by a MST (Fig. g.zb).

Corurect the MSTs for all the taxa by a MST (Fig. 3.2c).

The reason there is a MST or hack running from Baja California through the

Revilla Gigedos Islands to the Galapagos Islands is that these three stations

are occuPied by Gossypium klotzschianum. The tracks for the other taxa are

more geographically restricted. foining the tracks together links the G.

1.

2.
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Ftgun 33 The ttuee s@o invoh'ed in drawing the track for some 1$ and 26.chromosome
species of the cotton genus hssyVhm (d. Croizat, 1964:Fig. 271. (il Ttre dishibution of eadr
taxon is plotted (species abbreviationsr: to = torrrlenlrr;ufi, er = nnourianum,H - klotzsdtianwn,
th = thurfuri, at = aridutn, go = gosspil?s, tr = ffiohmt, ra = mimonilifl. G) Dstribution of
each taxon rePr€sentd as a minimal spanning tree or track. (c) The tracks for each individual
taxon arc connected togetherbya minimal spanning tree.

?-o'

?-o-

?-=-
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klotzschianum Ea&. to G. raimondii tn Peru, and to the remaining Gossypium in

North America and Hawaii. Croizat did use the simple criterion of
geographic distance to construct the track for Gossyrpium. Humphries and

Seberg's assertion that he did not is demonstrably false, and their attributing

his drawing the track the way he did track to his "prior geophysical

knowledge" is a lamentable distortion; for reasons of their own they wish to

imply that Croizafs tracks are not genuine empirical findings but rather

refl ect preconceived ideas.

Relationships or y oximity ?

Plaurick and Nelson (1988:412) are concerned that the MST criterion connects

localities that are geographically, but not necessarily cladistically prodmate.

This is of course a valid concern, but it is a general problem with all current

methods of biogeographic analysis, in that they all can confound geographic

proximity with cladistic relationship. This is best illustrated by considering

widespread taxa. The dadistic methods developed by Brooks (1981), Zandee

and Roos (lg9n, and Wiley (199g) explicitly asslune that if two or more areas

share the same taxon then those areas are each others closest relatives (page,

1.988, 1989a). Nelson and plaurick's (19g1) Assumption L makes the less

restrictive assumption that areas sharing the same taxon are convo( (sensu

Estabrook,7978) on an area dadogram. Nelson and plahrick,s Assumption 2

places even fewer restrictions on the possible relationships of Eueas sharing

the same taxon. Platnick's (19s1) reanalysis of Rosen, s (7979) study of

Xiphoplunrs and Hetnandria provides empirical evidence of widespread taxa

occupying dadistically unrelated areas (see my disctrssion of this study in

Page, 1988, 1989a).

But, given that the tirst step in cladistic biogeography is the

identification of areas of endemism based on the distributions of taxa, there is
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always the possibility that what appears to be a single area at one geographic

scale is in fact a conglomerate of more local, unrelated areas. Taxa that are

endemic at one scale are widespread at a more local level. If Rosen had only

the genw xiphoplwrus, then he could have regarded the ranges of the

populations of that fish as Eueas of endemism. However, the d.istribution of

Hetqanilria shows that some of those Xiphophorzs populations are in fact

widespread relative to some populations of Hetqandria. For example, the area

occupied by X. alaarai harbors two different, allopatric populations of

Hetqandria. cladistic biogeography also makes inferences about

biogeographic relationships based on proximity. The questiory then, is how

capable are the various biogeographic methods in distinguishing between

proximity and genuine relationship.

cuQurs ANrD CoMPONENT AITALYSTS

Both Humphries and seberg (1999), and platnick and Nelson (19gg) object to

my linking Nelson's (1929) consensus method with compatibility analysis.

Although it might not have been clear from the abstract to my paper, it
should have been obvious from the body of the paper (page, 19g7:6-7) that I
was not daiming that all of component analysis was a clique method, only

Nelson's consensus method. Humphries and Seberg do not attempt to refute

my daim, they merely assert ex cathedra that it is false. I am not the first to

recognize the nature of Nelson's method; F. R Mcl\dorris (pers. comm.) drew

Nelson'sattention to it in lg1z, as did a referee of.Nelson,s paper (Nelson,

pers.comm.).
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Nelson's Consensus Method Is a Clique Method

Nelson (1979:8) defined two possible relations between two components A
and B: A and B tue either combituble or noncunbinable. Combinable

components may be related by indusion (A c B, or B cA), exclusion (A n B =

@)or replication(A=B), henceA and B are crcmbinableif A n B e (e, A,By.

The analogous relationship between characters is cotnpatfuitrty (Estabrook and

Mclvlorris, 1980). A clique is graph in which every node is connected to every

other node. If the nodes are components, and two components are connected

if and only if they are compatible, then we have a clique of mutually

compatible comPonents. Such a clique defines a cladogram; in this context

dique and dadogram are synonyms.

A Nelson consensus tree is defined as follows (page, 19g9a): given a

collection of trees (called a yofile), the Nelson consensus tree is the tree

constructed from the dique G containing the components most frequently

replicated in the profile. If trn'o or more cliques have the same, maximal

number of replications of components, then the Nelson consensus tree is

constructed from those components common to all those cliques. Nelson,s

original definition did not specify that the replicated components had to be

compatible/ consequently his original definition need not result in a tree

(Mclvfonis et al., 1983:125). In the two studies treated by Nelson (Michener

179771, and Holloway and Jardine t196,gl) the situation of replicated but

incompatible components did not arise, hence it did not occur to Nelson to

specify that replicated components be compatible (Nelson, p€rs. comm.).

More formally, suPpose we have a set S containing all the non-trivial

comPonents (i.e. exduding the terms and component 0) found in the trees in

the profile. For each qDmponent i, let w; be the number of times that

comPonent occrrrs in the profile. The k diques Gr of S that have the greatest

number of replications of components are those that maximize
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where lc*l is the number of components in the clique G1. Nelson,s

components, T, are those components found in all the k cliques,

3-11

(1)

tttruett

T=ftrsrsrG .

The true components form the Nelson consensus

dadogram). Nelson's "ambiguous" components, .A,

some, but not all the diques

(2)

tree (Nelson's general

are those that occur in

a=(\JrrisrG;) \ T .

The "false" components, F, do not occur in any of the k cliques,

F=S \ (Tr,rA)

A Worh,cd Emmple

Nelson's method has been repeatedly confusedly with Sokal and Rohlf,s

(1981) strict consensus method (see Page [1989a1 for details-note that in that

PaPer I state [p. tnp that when comparing only two trees Nelson's method.

grves the same result as strict consensus, whictr is 4ot always true). Readers

should also be aware that Nelson and Plabrick's (1981) application of Nelson's

consensus method to Holloway and fardine's (1968) data contains a number

of minor errors. I discovered these errors while developing a computer

program that implements Nelson,s method (page, 19g9a, b).

(3)

(4)

6. Chapter 5 page 5-20.
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Figure 33. Thr€e area cladograms for (a) butterflies, O) birds, and (c) bats, and their Nelson
consensus tree (d) (redrawn from Nelson and platnick,lggl:Figp. g.29€.32).

Nelson and plahrick (19g1:493-50g) extsacted simptified area

dadograms from Holloway and fardine's (1958) study of Indo-Australian

biogeography. Three of the cladograms they studied are shown in Figure 3.3.

These three dadograms contain 11 different, non-trivial components

numbered 13 to 23 (Table 3.1). Table 3.2 shows the componenr compatibility

matrix for the 1l comPonents. This matrix supports three cliques that

maximize the vdue of equation 1 above : {r3., 14, rs, 16, lg, lg, zol , [lg, 14, ls,
16,77, 78,791, and {13, 74,75, 18,79, z0, zu. From equation 2, the set of true
qomPonents T = [73, 74, 15, 18, 19). These cpmponents form the Nelson

consensus tree, whictr is the same tree found by Nelson and Platnick. They

wrote (1981:501-502)

of the 11 different -!*gu-" components...six do not appear in the general
cradogram tFig. 3.31. Two of these (components 22 and zg), both derivei from
the bae, conllict with the general cladogram; these two components are,

ffgefop, faIS- gomponens. Of the four iernaining componenti (J6,17,20,
2l), each crculd be added singty to the generat ctalogranr" but they'mnllici
?Tolg themselves (16 with 21, 17 with 2b and 21,20 

"littr 
tz 2l with 15 and

17); these four components are. thercfore, ambiguous components.
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Table 3.1. The non-trioial cowonents in Figure 3.s. For each
component..the tqbp lists the numbq of times thit component occurs
in the gofile, and the elements of ttut component

Component Weight Elements

13

74

15

t6

17

18

19

20

21,

22

23

2

2

2

1

1

2

1'1, 72, 13, 14, 75,'/..5, 17, 7g

72,'1.3, 74, 75, 16, 77, 1g

'1.3,74,15,76,77,79

L3,"1,4

75,16,77,79

16,17,18

77r'l,g

'/..3,74,75

74,15

70,1'/..,'1,3,'1.4,75

11,13,74,75

using equations 3 and 4 the set of ambiguous components A - {13, ...

,21) \ (73,'l'4,15, 18, 19) = {"!.6,77,20,z'l,l,and the set of false components F =

[13, -.. ,23] \ [13, ... ,2'].1 = w, ?sl. This is the same result as Nelson and

Plahrick. The reader might like to verify that the conflicts between the

ambiguous comPonents listed by Netson and Plabrick are those given in the

compatibility marix (Table 3.2).

Humphries and sebergls protestations aside, clearly Nelson's

consensus method rs a dique method (page, 1989a). If they still believe

otherwise I invite them to refute my analysis. I should also point out that my

describing Nelson's method as a "clique method" is not intended as a criticism
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Tabl.e 3.2. Cotnponent cotnpatibilitv matrix for ttu components in Table S.l. The
mntrix is sttmmetricql-n.o1ily the lintr left iriangle is shoan. Conpatible pairs of
cotrponenti indicated W '7', incorpillitc i;irs Ay-r;r." 

-

13 t4 15 16 77 18 19 20 21 22 23

13 1

t4 11
15 111
t6 1111
77 11111
18 111111
19 1111111
20 1111rt11
27 111ort11l
22.oolol1ll1

23 1ootol1l11l

of that method, because "clique" is simply a graph-theoretic term for the

concept Nelson irnpticitly used. Furthermore, as I noted in lggr (p.z), clique

methods have useful properties:

BecauT the dique method can be generalized to situations where there is
more than one hierarchic pattern (by considering more than one clique to be
informative), vicariance cladistics ian accommodate -multiple sets of arca
interrelationships.

Craw (1983) had suggested that cladistic methods were insensitive to

situations where more than one set of area relationships was real, a point
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disputed by Platnick and Nelson (1984). My analysis of Nelson's consensus

method supported Platnick and Nelson's position.

TFIE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BIOGEOGRAPFTY AI{D SYSTEMATICS

A central theme in Nelson and PlatnicKs (1981) text is the relationship

betweerr systematics and biogeography. For Nelson and Plaurick (79872'tlt'

223) the primary evidence that dadograms ultimately reflect historical

descent is agreement between taxon dadograms in the geographic dimension

- 
geogFaphic congruence. Testing the hypothesis of geographic congruence

requires that cladograms for taxa are independent of geographic information,

otherwise a valid test isn't possible. The same argument has been used to

maintain the independence of systematics from evolutionary theory Plaurick,

1985; Patterson, 1988).

Croizat believed that his work had already established the existence of

geographic congruence, hence he argued that geographic distribution could

inform systematics. To borrow Wiley's (1975) usage of Poppe/s terminotogy,

Croizat was suggesting that the set of potential falsifiers of a phylogenetic

hypothesis be extended to indude geography. fu, when Croizafls

biogeographic analysis conflicted with Corner's hypothesis of relationships in

the genus Ficus (see Page, 7987:9-70), Croizat did not argue that the

hypothesis of geographic congruence was false, but that the problem lay with

Corner's systematics (of course, Croizat could have decided that his own

biogeographic analysis was at fault).

Before expanding on the Ficus example, I want to darify my earlier

disctrssion of "reciprocal illumination." My object was to show that Croizafs

position was reasonable (given that Croizat accepted congruence on the basis

of his earlier work), and that the logic of his argument was similar to the

relationship between characters and cladograms. I acknowledge that
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combining geographic information with phylogenetic information may

compromise the usefulness of both, hence I agree with Humphries and

sebergls criticisms of my suggestion of combining phylogenetic and

geographic information in constructing tracks (again, I did not d.istingursh

dearly between hacks as tools and tracks as srunmary diagrams).

Humphries and Seberg (19g9:73) caricature my position as suggesting

using "arr existing phylogeny to clarify the status of characters with
homologies difficult to establish," when actually I wrote (19g7:g)

' Initial staternents of homology ... nuy require modification in the light of the
reconstructed phylogeny, which is itself based on the original homology
statements...Indeed, the phylogeny may clarify the status of characters whoib
homolory is difficult to eltabush- on t6pologicat grounds, such as
electsomorphs...

In other words, the homology of individual character states (as well as

the ordering and direction of the interrelationships of those states) may be

evaluated in the light of the dadogram supported by those characters as a

whole (not just any "existing phylogeny"). This, of course, is the analytical

basis for Mickevich's transformation series analysis. Despite the fact that

Humphries and seberg quote a passage from Mickevich (19g2) against me (or

rather, against a caricature of me), they do not seem to have grasped the

implications of her work, for they critieize me for failing ,'to grasp the

distinction betrreen the two levels of testability for any phylogenetic

hlpothesis of homologl (Wiley, 7975); its own potential falsifiers and the

potential falsifiers to which it belongs as a proper subset." As Mickevich and

Mitter (1983:1 75) emphasize,

It should -h 1pp"t"t t by now that what are often considered the separate
issues of character-state definition, Eansformation-series derivation,
character evolution, and classification are not in fact independent realms of
investigation.
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My choice of the example of electromorphs as characters of possibly dubious

homology was based on Mickevich and Mitter,s (19g1, 19g3) work.

Tfte Ficus Exantple

Of the Ficus example Humphries and Seberg (7989:73)wrote that Croizat

'..considered the fip to have an Indian Ocean and Atlantic baseline and he
interpreted the character distributions for the taxa across the pacific, as a
consequenoe of "rccombination of characters" in terms of his preconceived
geographical origins.

They go on to state (Humphries and Seberg, l9g9:74) that they ,,cannot accept

a method that puts geography before characters.', Again Humphries and

Seberg seek to dismiss Croizafls empirical findings as "preconceived.,, They

also distort Croizafs iugument, for Croizat (196g) did not place geography

before characters. Rather, he was seeking to develop a synthesis between

character analysis and spatial analysis (Craw, 19gg). Cleady, although
Humphries and Seberg cite Croizafs (196g) work, they cannot have not read

it in any depth, for in it Croizat (1969:19-20) writes

Quite as the phylogent systematics, biogeography, etc., of Euphorbiaceae
require a firm preliminary appreciation or t[e cyitru,rm 

- this being the
standard inflorescence/flower of Euphorbia and iti near allies, that is, 

""borrt30vo of the entire E'phorbiaceae 
- so do the phyloge"y, ,yst"r""u"r,

_bioqlg"llhy, etc., of Moraceae demand a perfect ""i"oL"dini of til fi;
(technically speaking, sycrne), its origin, evoiutionary history, etc.

Croizat (1958) then proceeds at length (brevity was not one of Croizafs strong

Polnts) to discuss fig anatomy under the head.ings "On the sycone, its limits,
nature, and development" (pp.39-21) and "On certain details of the florets of
Moraceae in general, ird Ficus in particular', (pp. Zl-gg). Only after this

analysis does croizat develop his biogeographic analysis.
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T*.* 3.4.-Two_hypotheses of the cladistic relationships of African (Afr), New C-aledonian(NC), and New World (NW) figs. (a) Come/s hypoth*is, based on characters. (b) Goizafs
hypothesis, based on distribution.

A CWistic Vtsion

We can restate Croiza(s argument clad.istically. Cornerrs hlpothesis of
relationshiPs in the fig sections Urostigma and Pharmacosycea linked New
caledonia with the New world, so we can represent this as a cladogram

relating figs in Africa, New caredonia, *d the New world (Fig. 3.4).

Croizafs biogeographic analysis suggested that this connection was unlikely,
so he preferred to link figs in New caledonia with figs to the west (e.g.

Africa). Hence, Croizat atFibuted the similarity between New Caledonian

and New wortd figs to plesiomorphy (croizat, 196g:223; page, lggz:9).

Corner's hlpothesis was based on characters, whereas Croizat,s hlpothesis

was based on distribution. Both are equally testable hypotheses; Corner,s

hlpothesis predicts that the New caledonian and New world figs are

monophyletic, whereas Croizafs hlpothesis predice that they are not.I made

the suggestion that Wiebes (1992) cladogram for fig wasps (obligate

symbionts of Ficus) supported croizat's hlpothesis because the New
Caledonia and New World fig wasps that pollinate sections Urostigma and

Pharmacosyc€a are not monophyletic.
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Humphries and Seberg raised two objections. First they stated that

Wiebes' fig wasp dadogram was partly based on geographic considerations

(hence not independent of Croizafs geographical argument); second they

suggested that my argument presumes that fig wasps have coevolved with
their hosts. Their first objection is irrelevant, because Wiebes only used

geographic criteria to partition the subfamily Agaoninae. It is the occrurence

of the wasPs pollinating sections Urostigma and Pharmacosycea in both the

subfamilies Agaoninae and Blastophaginae (see page t9g7:Fig. z) that is
crucial to my argument, and Wiebes's division of the family Agaonidae into

those two subfamilies is based solely on the morpholo w of the scape and

mandibular appendage of the female wasp.

Cowolution as a Model for Biogeography

My use of the figs wasps does make the assumption that the wasps and their

hosts have coevolved (Page, 1987:1,0; "Assuming that agoanids and figs have

coevolved..."). This assumption is clearry testable. I find Humphries and

Seberg's discussion of recent cladistic work on coevolution ironic, for one of
the pioneers of that field (Brooks,19gg:24g) states that

The use of parasite phylogenies as independent estimators of host
Pf{ogFnies entails the same risks as using any characters to estimate any
phylogeny.

Brooks (1981) has sbongly argued that cladograms of taxa parasitic on

a host taxon have the same logical status as character state trees for characters

of the host; both contain information on the cladistic relationships of the host

taxon. A priori, both are valid sources of information. Croizafs view of the

relationship between biogeography and systematics may be interpreted as an

argument that the distribution of a taxon, properly analyzed, contains
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information on the relationships of that taxon. A further irony is that

dadistics, whidr croizat in his later years vigorously denounced (e.g.,

Croizat, 7978), may in fact make Croizafls project possible. (plabrick and

Nelson [1988] discuss Croizafs finat opinion of Hennig. Interestingly, Croizat

[1958:footnotes on pp.nZ and 233] wrote positively of Brundin,s [1965]

application of Herurigls methods to southern hemisphere biogeography. of
course, despite Croizafs views on Hennig, an interest in Croizafs work does

not necessarily make one an opponent of cladistics.)

If Croizat merely wanted to extend the set of potential falsifiers of a
taxon cladogram to indude distribution (for example a suite of corroborated

area dadograms for the areas in which the taxon of interest occurs), then

coevolution provides a model of such a method. As an example, Glenn and

Brooks (1985) used parasite dadograms to evaluate competing hypotheses of

relationships between hominoid primates. The close conceptual relationship

between the analysis of coevolution and biogeography has long been

recognized (e.g. Hennig, 1966:773), and is oplicitly stated by Humphries and

Seberg (7989:74):

...failures b-y parasites to colonize hosts and random colonizations by
parasites of more than one host cause similar problems as dispersal ani
extinction in biogeography.

To whictr I can only reiterate Brooks's point that all sources of cladistic

information may be misleading; the real question is how can we identify

which bits are telling us the truth. Whether biogeography will attain sufficient

precision to usefully inform systematics remains to be seen.

Finally, given my interest in methodolow r should point out that

Humphries and Seberg,s (1989:79 statement that the method used by

Humphries et al. (1936) to optimize the fit of a parasite cladogram onto a host

dadogram is being developed into a quantitative method by Humphries et al.
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(1988) and Kluge (1988) is incorrect. The method used by Humphries et al.

(1986) is a qualitative mapping between two dadograms and was used by

Nelson and Plaurick (1981) to measure the degree of parsimony of an area

dadogram, and is almost identical to the algorithm used by Goodman et al.

(7979) to reconcile gene and organism cladograms (Page, f988); I have

presented a detailed discussion of this method elsewhere (Page 1990)7. In

contrast, the quite different methods used by Humphries et al. (1988) are

derived from those of Zandee and Roos (198n, together with an inappropriate

use of the Wagner parsimony criterion; in both cases the methods are flawed

and arrive at demonstrably incorrect results (see Page, 7989a:773-175 for an

extended discussion). Klugds method is simply a modified version of

Brooks's (1981) parsimony procedure, the limitations of which are discussed

elsewhere (Page, 1990; see also Plahrick, 1988).

An AltqnatiaeViap

Nelson and Planrick's (1981) distinction between dadograms and phylogenies

may allow for an altemative resolution of our disagreement. For Nelson and

Plabrick biogeography is primarily relevant to phylogenetics, not systematics

per se. Nelson and Platnick distinguish betvveen cladograms and phylogenies,

and wrote that (1981:220-227)

The dadogram rnay be considered to have a truth of its own even if the true
historical explanation (the true tree [= the true phylogenyl) happens not to be
a member of the setdenoted by the dadogram...

How do we decide whidr tree is the true tree?

...a cladogram maybe judged true on the basis of agreement among samples
of characters (that agree for re:rsons other than chance alone or
methodological artifact); and that a tree (or a set of trees) may h judged

7. Chapter 6.
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historically true on the basis of agreement among cladograms of different
troups as considered in the geographical dimension. [Nelson and Platnick,
7987:2221

Plaurick and Nelson's (1988:412) remark that they "...see no real reciprocal

illumination possible, at the level of draracters, between systematics and

biogeography..." reflects this separation between dadograms and

phylogenies. Characters relate to dadograms and biogeography relates to

phylogenies. While Plaurick and Nelson (7987:412) allow that

...incongruence with a recognized biogmgraphic pattern can suggesf that a
systematic hlpothesis is incorrect...

they go on to state that

...the incongruence itself cannot provide the evidence neoessary to
demonstrate that such is the case. Character data supporting a different
cladistic hypothesis must be marshalled.

Under this view, claims for reciprocal illumination between systematics and

biogeography properly relate to phylogenetics. For the systematist,

biogeographic information plays a role when that systematist wants to go

from cladograms to phylogenies.

CONCLUSION

The reader who has struggled this far may wonder if there are any real

differences of substance between Humphries, Seberg, Platsrick, Nelson, and

myself, given that many of our differences concern technical questions (sudr

as "what is Nelson's consensus method?"), and that much of my more recent

work has been in the field of dadistics. In fact mudr of Humphries and

Seberg's critique has been superseded by events since Page (1987) was written

(Craw,1988). Track analysis and dadistics methods are complementary tools,
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and I arn interested in the strengths and limitations of both (page, 19g9c)8.

Our differences are more in the emphasis and interpretations we place on

such issues as the merib of track analysis, the value of Croizafs work, and the

role of statistics in biogeography. These differences have not prevented

dialogue to date; I hope they do not do so in the future.
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Quantitative Cladistic Biogeography: Constructi^g
and Comparing Area Cladogramsl

Abstract.-This paper describes methods for constructing and comparing area

dadograms. Three different interpretations (Assumption 0, 1 and 2) of

widespread taxa and redundant distributions are outlined. Algorithms for

Assumption 1 and 2 are presented, ild a measure of relative parsimony for

area dadograms is disctrssed. By using quantitative measures of the similarity

betwem two or more area dadograms it is possible to statisticdly test

hypotheses of biogeographic congruence. The algorithms described in this

paper have been implemented in a computer program available from the

author. Rosen's (7978,7979) and Cracraf(s (1986) data are reanalyzed using

this software.

1. Invited paper presented at the symposium'Vicariance Biogeography: Theory. Methods
and Applications," 2T December 7987 held at the Annual Meeting of the Society of Systematic
Zoology/American Society of Zoologists,New Orleans, louisiana, U.S.A. Published in
Systmutic Tnology, (198il 37 :2il-270.
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...ttven a list of certain areas of endemism, are the interrelationships of the
endemic taxa geographically non-random, and, if so, what is the pattern (or
paftems) formed by their interrelationships? lNelson and Platrrick, 1978:4761

Nelson and Plahrick's question addresses one aspect of the biogeographic

work of Leon Croizat (7952,1958, 964). To answer this question we need to

construct area dadograms from phylogenetic and distributional data. We also

need to compare area dadograms derived from different taxa, and to make

some judgement on whether these dadograms relate the same areas in similar

ways.

This paper describes methods for constructing and comparing area

dadograms. I outline three different intelpretations of missing areas,

widespread taxa, and redundant distributions (Assumption 0, 1 and 2), and

present algorithms for Assumption 1, and 2. I then address the neglected

problem of comparing ,uea cladograms. A statisticd test of dadogram

congruence is proposed.

The methods described in this paper have been implemented in a

computer program available from the author. To illustrate this program I

have reanalyzed the data of Rosen (1978,7979) and Cracraft (1985).

CONSTRUCTING AREA CLADOGRAMS

Definition of a Cladogram

A cladogram (sansu Nelson, 1979:8) can be modelled as kind of graph called a

n-tree (Fig. 4.1). A n-tree T is a rooted tree with each tip labelled with a unique

element of the set 5, where S is the set {sr,...,s,,} of study objects such as taxa or

iueas. The set of all tips rooted at a given internal node of a n-tree is the

duster of that node. The clusters of a n-tree T on S satisfy the following

conditions:
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Figure 4.1. A n-tree for four taxa.
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The singleton dusters ((sr),...{s,}} of a cladogram iue the tqms of that

dadogram, Ote non-singleton clusters :rre the cotttponents (Nelson, 1979;

Nelson and Plahtick, 1981). The trivial cluster {sr,..pn} is conponat 0. The

third condition components must satisfy is called corfuinability by Nelson

(7979), artd compatibility by Estabrook and McMorris (1980). I shall make use

of these definitions below.

TluProblan

To build an area dadogram we need to convert a cladogram of taxa into a

dadogran of areas. If every ta:<on is endemic to a different area, and every

area we are interested in harbors a taxon, then our task is Eivial. Simply

replacing each tarcon by the area that taxon occurs in will result in an area

dadogram. Unfortunately our task is complicated by missing areas,

widespread taxa and redundant distributions (Nelson,19g4). Missing areas

t1l {2} {3} l4I
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Tigo"" 42 The Problem of constructing an area cladogram for four areas (A, B, C, and D)
from four different taxon dadograms. If each taxon is endemic to a single area, and each arca
is harbors a single taxon then the problerr is trivial. Missing areas, widesprcad taxa and
rcdundant distributions can rcsult in a tree that is not an area clidogram (see tixt).

violate condition 1 above, because not all areas in the set S are in the

dadogram. Condition 2 wiU be violated by widespread taxa, because the tips

of the dadogran are not all labeled with a single area. Redundant

distributions can result in non-combinable ( = incompatible) components,

violating condition 3 (Fig. a.2).

Rules for converting taxon dadograms into area cladograms have been

proposed by Nelson and Plabrick (1981), Brooks (1981), Zandee and Roos

(1987) and wiley (798n. The methods, known as Assumption 0, 1 and 2, drtfer

in how they interpret widespread toca and redundant distributions.

Mickevich's (1981) method ("quantitative phylogenetic biogeography") is not

rliscussed as it requires non-overlapping area states and therefore does not

recognize any toca as widespread, whidr is unrealistic. The algorithms

Mickevich employs are also problematic (Swofford and Berlodrer, l9B7;

Swofford in prep.). Before describing Assumption 0, 1 and 2, I shatl darify the

relationship between component analysis and consensus.
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Confusion about Conrponents and Consensus

Nelson's (1979) "component analysis" and Nelson and platnick,s (19g1: 410_

467) "comPonent analysis" are not the same thi^g. Nelson's (lgzg) method.

produces general dassifications from fundamental cladograms based on

logically different data sets. It is a consensus method that uses the same

concepts as dtaracter compatibilify analysis (Meacham and Estabrook, 1985)

and is fonnally identical to finding the largest clique of a compatibility graph

(Page,798n.

Nelson and Plabrick's (1981) component analysis is a set of procedures

for constructing area cladograms (which they dubbed Assumption 1 and 2).

Although Nelson and Platnick use q)nsensus methods to produce general

area dadograms from individual area cladograms (Nelson and Plabrick,1981:

460-462; Platnick, 1981), this does not preclude the use of other criteria such as

Wagner parsimony (c.f. Miyamoto, 19g5).

The linking of Assumption 1 and 2 with consensus techniques by
wiley (1987:288) and Zandee and Roos (1997:329, 331) is misleading. It
confounds the construction of area cladograms with the comparison of area

dadograms. The debate over the relative merits of consensus and parsimony

methods for constructing general classifications (Miyamoto, 1985) is not

relevant to the problem of constructing individual area cladograms. Area

dadograms are analogous to character state trees, and Assumptions 0, L and 2

to dtaracter analysis. All three methods aim to partition the set of possible

area dadograms into economical and uneconomical subsets.In this sense they

are all parsimony methods (Nelson and platni ek,lggl: 422).
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Missing Areas

Some taxa may not have representatives in all the .ueas of interest. This

problem is trivial in the sense that if an area is not represented then there is no

inforrration on the relationships of that area.

WidespreadTaxa

Nelson and Plabrick (7978) explicitly equated widespread taxa with
plesiomorphic character states in systematics. They then argued that, by

analogy, widespread taxa are uninformative. This argument is unsatisfactory

because widespread taxa are simply taxa shared by two or more areas and

could equally well be equated with synapomolphies (wiley, lggz; zandee

and Roos, 1987)- Secondly, plesiomorphic character states are not necessarily

uninformative.

These points can be illustrated by using an analogy between

systematics and biogeography. The character in Fig. 4.3 corresponds to the

partition {(a,b},[c],(d,e]]. The relationship between the taxa (a,b,c,d,e] depends

on which state each taxon has, and on the relationship between the different

states.

,Assumption 0.- If the relationship between the characters is semi-

additive (Farris et al., lg70) then two or more taxa sharing the sarne state must

form a monophyletic Foup (assuming that the character state tree is true).

The analogous biogeographic interpretation is that areas sharing the same

area are monophyletic. This is the implicit assumption made by Brook's (1981,

1985) coding method, which Zandee and Roos (lggZ) have dubbed

Assumption 0. (Note that Assumption 0 uses additive bira"y coding to

represent cladogram structure. My analory with semi-additive coding applies

to how this method treats widespread taxa, not how it codes cladograms.)
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Figure 43. Character coding methods as an analogy with interpreting widespread taxa. The
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Assumption 2.- If the cltaracter is unordered so that any state may

change directly into any other state, this removes the constraint that taxa

sharing the same state must be convex on the taxon cladogram. What may be

true of one to(on with a gtven state may not be true of another taxon with the

same state. In this example, a, b, and c are more closely related to each other

than any is to d (whidr has state 1). However, a,b, and c are not more closely

related to each other than any is to e, which also has state 1. This is analogous

to Assumption 2 (Nelson and platnick, 1991:432).

Assumption 0 prohibits more area cladograms than Assumption 1,

which in turn has a higher empirical content than Assumption 2. If boldness

were the sole criterion then Assumption 0 would be clearly preferred (Zandee

and Roos, 1987). Nelson and Plabrick's preference for Assumption 2 over

Assumption 1 is the result of their conducting a thought experiment to test

the ability of the two methods to recover a postulated sequence of area

fragmentation. Assumption 0, which was not considered by Nelson and

Platnick, has the worst performance of the three methods.

Do 
'4ssumptions L and z Discard Eaidence from cluractrs?

Nelson and Plabrick (1981) presented Assumption 1 and 2 by considering the

possibility that a widespread taxon shared by two .ueas may subsequently be

resolved into fwo taxa, eadr endemic to a single area. Under Assumption 1

the two newly recognized taxa could be either mono- or paraphyletic. Under

Assumption 2 they could be polyphyletic. Wiluy (7987:297) iugues that this

treatnent of widespread taxa conflicts with the character data used to
construct the taxon dadogram. Any autapomorphy of a widespread taxon T

becomes a possible synapomorphy for the resolved taxa T1 and T2 (wiley

would allow Assumption 1 if taxon T had no autapomorphies). This

argument depends on the correctness of the original character data, and
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ignores the possibility that the additional information used to resolve taxon T

may support other taxon dadograms.

Suppose there are four taxa (A, B, C and D) related as in Fig.4.4B. Taxa

A,B, and D are eadt endemic to a different area, and taxon C is shared by two

areas. Assune that we have obsenred two characters, x and / (Fig. 4.4A), in
the four taxa. Character x has two states and ctraracter y has three states, two

of whidr (yl and Y2) are postulated to have been independently derived from

the third state (f). Character state yr is an autapomorphy for C (Fig. a. B). If
taxon C is resolved into two taxa, Cr and Cz, then yr becomes a

synapomofphy for C1 and C2 Grg. 4.4C). An area dadogram that postulated

that Cr and C2 could be paraphyletic or pollphyletic would have contradicted

the evidence offered by draracter state yr.

ffip@

fo/W
I r-/

Figure {.& Intelpretation of character states on a cladogram when a terminal
previously thoutht to be widespread is resolved into two endemic taxa (see text).
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Flowever, a different character state tree for y would allow Cr and C2 to

be paraphyletic (Fig.  . E F) without contradicting the observed distsibution

of character states. Other character state trees would allow Cr and Cz to be

pollphyletic (this is a restatement of the analogy with dtaracter coding

methods used above). Furtherurore, if the evidence for resolving C into C1

and Cz was character z, then this would contradict the originally postulated

character state tree for y. Although autapomorphies of trnresolved

widespread taxa may subsequently in many cases prove to be

synapomo{phies of the newly resolved taxa (as is always assumed by

Assumption 0), this need not always be the case.

Redundant D istr ib utions

A given area may harbor more than one taxon that may or may not be

endemic to that area. Such an area will occur more than once in a taxon

dadogram and is hence redundant. Assumption 0 does not have an explicit

procedure for handling rednndant disributions. Nelson and Platnick (1981)

describe two alternative interpretations of redundancy.

Figure 45. lnterpreting redundant disEibutions. (A) A four taxon cladogr.un, two taxa
occurring in the same areas. (B) The interpretation under Assumption 1. (C and D) The two
alternative interpretations under Assumption 2.

{
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'*sumption 7.- Given the four taxon, three area cladogram in Fig.

4-5A, we could assurne that whatever is true of one occrurence of C is true of

the other occurrence. The two occurrences of c could be explained by

invoking the extinction of taxa in areas A and B, leaving one occunence of C

as a relict of a larger pattern (Fig. a.5B). (For an example of an analogous

explanation of redundant taxa in a protein cladograrn see Hewett-Emmett et

al. 179761)- Assumption 1 implicitly asslunes that only speciation and

extinction have occurred. Dispersal is not considered.

Assumption 2- Alternatively, the two occturences of C could be

beated separately. This results in two different area cladograms (Fig.4.5C, D).

Assumption 2 can accornmodate dispersal processes. Nelson and platnick

have generalized Assumption 2 to handle taxa that are both widespread and

have redundant distributions. The reader is referred to their text for details.

ALGORITHMS

Coding methods for Assumption 0 have been described by Brooks (19g1),

Wiley (1987), Zandee and Roos (lgg7), and O,Grady and Deets (lggl).

Algorithms for Assumption 1 and 2 are presented in the Appendix. A more

formal exposition will be presented elsewhere (page, in prep.)z. Zandee and

Roos' (1987) implementation of Assumption 1 and 2 is incomplete as they do

not incorporate Nelson and platnick,s (19g1) procedures for handling

redundant distributions.

2-. The original version of this paper contained an excessive amount of graph theory whictr I
dropped, on the advice of Systenutic Zoology'seditor. The paper refenrt tt h"t" ai (page, in
prep.) was never written.
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tb
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Figure 4.6. (A) A dadogram for three taxa occurring h areas I, B, S and A. (B) A most
parsimonious area cladogram under Assumption l. There are two items of enon component
(1) and the extra taxon resulting from splitting taxon I into taxa la and lb. (C) A less
parsimonious area cladogram. There are l0 items of eror: the missing components 0, 3,3 and
4, the missing taxa in areas A,9 4 and L component (4) and the extra taxon resulting from
the splitting of taxon I into taxa la and lb. [After Nelson and Platnick (1981:figs. 7.17,7.74.1,
and 7.15.4)1.

Musures of Fit

Assumption 0.- Brooks (1981, 1985) and Wiley (7987) use the Wagner

Parsimony criterion for evaluating area dadograms. Zandee and Roos (7987)

use a combined parsimony-clique procedure. Homoplasy is inteqpreted as

reflecting dispersals and extinction OViley,l987; Zandee and Roos, 1987). The

existence of multiple, equally parsimonious reconsFuctions of homoplastic

comPonents on a Wagner tree (Swofford and Maddison, 1987) means that

several different historical scenarios may be postulated for the srune .rea

dadogram (Brooks, 1985).

tksumption 7 anil 2.- Nelson and Platnick's (1981) method for

measuring the degree of parsimony of two given area dadograms is related to

Goodman et al.'s (o979) procedures for reconciling gene and organism

phylogenies. As an e@mple, Fig. 4.5A shows a three taxon, four area
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dadogram. For four areas there are 15 possible area cladograms. Under

Assumption 1 there are three most parsimonious and 12 less parsimonious

area dadograms. An example of each is shown in Fig. 4.68 and 6c
respectively. Nelson and Plabrick consider that the three most parsimonious

area dadograms each contain two 'ltems of error" -in order to fit any one of

the three parsimonious solutions to the observed taxon cladogram they

postulate that one taxon and one component are "missing". Had the

widespread taxon differentiated then there would be four, not three taxa

(hence one missing taxon) and an additional component (hence the missing

comPonent). I do not find this interpretation helpfut. I think that it is simpler

to treat the widespread taxon as a source of ambiguity rather than as a source

oferror.

For eadr of the 12 less parsimonious area cladograms, Nelson and

Plahrick hypothesize a further four missing taxa and four missing

comPonenb, making a total of 10 items of error. However, these items are not

independent. If the cladogram in Fig. 4.5C is interpreted as a phylogeny, then

the extinction of the ancestral taxon corresponding to component 4logically

implies that it could not have left any descendants in areas B and |. Such

anomalies are avoided if the differences between the most parsimonious and

the less parsimonious area cladograms are interpreted as being due to
extinction and extra speciation events. For Fig. 4.6C there are three extinctions

(taxa in areas A and S, and component 4) and one extra speciation event (at

the root of the dadogram).

Goodman et al.'s (1979: Appendices A-2 and 3) algorithms require

only minor modifications. A parsimonious iuea cladogram is equivalent to a

gene phylogeny, a less parsimonious iuea cladogram corresponds to the

organism phylogeny. Gene duplication events correspond to sympatric

speciation (or allopatric speciation followed by dispersal resulting in

sympatry). Gene loss conesponds to taxon extinction.
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COMPARING AREA CI-ADOGRAMS

The result of a dadistic biogeographic analysis is a set of area cladograms for

a set of areas. The questions of interest are (1) how similar are the area

dadograms?; (2) are the similarities greater than would be expected due to

drance?; and if so, (3) what general area dadogram does the set of cladograms

agree on? The first question requires a measure of the similarity between

trees, commonly called a conso$us index. A statistical test requires that the

index has a known distribution under a given sampling hypothesis. The third

question requires a either a consensus method or a parsimony method.

P airatise T r ee Similarity

Rosen (1978, 7979) compared the similarity of two area dadograms by

pruning the two trees until he found the largest subtree that each tree had in

common. Algorithms for finding common pruned trees have been described

by Gordon (1985) and Finden and Gordon (1985). The probability of a

common tree of a given size was simply calculated as 1 divided by the

number of possible Eees of that size. This method is flawed because it does

not take into account how much incongruent information has to be discarded

to arrive at the conunon tree. Two methods based on components and triplets

avoid this problem and can be easily related to Nelson and PlatniclCs (1981)

analysis of cladogram structure.

Cotnponenfs.-If the information content of a cladogram is contained in

its components (see Adams [1986] for an alternative view), then one appealing

measure of tree similarity is the number of components present in one or

other of two trees, but not in both. This measure is the symmetric difference of

components
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sDc(Tt,Tz)= lTrl+ lrrl-z lTrnTzl

and is a metric, has a known probability distribution (Hendy et al., 1984), and

can be calculated efficiently (Day, 1985). Ie main drawback is that the ratio

the number of numerically distinct values of the index and the number of

distinct trees (Shao and Sokal's [1986] recognition ratio) is very low.

Triplets.- The second measure that has a higher recognition ratio can

be derived from Dobson's (7975) work on triplets. Triplets are three to(on

statements, and any cladogtam is a collection of three taxon statements

(Nelson and Plahick, 1981: 238). Estabrook et al. (1985) and Day (1986) have

described the analogous unit for unrooted trees as quartets, and have

described various measures of dissimilarity for trees based on quartets. For n

taxa there are n(n-1')(n-2)/6 triplets. If D is the number of triplets present in

both trees but different, and R is the number of triplets resolved in one tree

but not the other, then the symmetric difference between the two trees is

SDt- ?D + R

G eneralizin g P airw ise D ist ances

Many pairwise indices do not directly compare two trees, instead they

describe features of the consensus tree (Day and McMorris, 1985). Because

these indices have maximal values for fully resolved trees, a collection of

partially resolved but identical trees would not give a maximum vdue of the

consensus index. Day and Mclvlorris (1985) suggest salvaging such indices

(called consensus object inoariants) by using the formula

t
I(P) = 1 - tE U(Tt) /k- u(c@))l/max(U)

i=I

(1)

(2)

(3)
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Figure L7. A method for comparing more than two trees using a pairn'ise distance measure.
(A) A profiIe of four trees. (B) A graph of Day and McMorris' (1985) formula for a cunsensus
index. (O A pairwise distance matrix for the profile in (A). (D) A minimd length tree for the
trees in the profile in (A).

where I(P) is the modified consensus index, P is the collection or pofile of k

trees P = (Tu..Tr, C(P) is the consensus tree, and U is the qcnsmsus object

invariant with a maximum value mD((U). U we modify equation (3) by not

dividing by mo<(U), then the equation can be depicted as a graph in which

the consensus tree C(P) is connected by an edge to every tree in the profile,

and the length of each edge of the graph is the dissimilarity between the
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consensus tree and each tree in the profile (this idea was inspired by Day's

[1983a] work on set complexity).

Consider the four trees in Fig. A.7A. The graph in Fig. 4.78 is art

unrooted tree connecting the dadograms in the profile. It implies that all four

dadograms are equidistant from eadr other, but the distance matrix (Fig.

4.7C) shows that they are not. Note that this tree is not a parsimonious

description of the distances between the dadograms. Fig. 4.7D shows a most

parsimonious tree for the four dadograms.

The problem of finding the most parsimonious tree (or trees) for a

distance matrix is difficult. The method proposed here for comparing three or

more dadograms is a variant of Waterman et al.'s $9n) additive

evolutionary tree problem which Day (1983b) has shown to be NP-complete.

Exact solutions are possible only for small collections of trees. Large profiles

will require heuristic algorithms (Faith, 1985; Waterman et al., 7977; Fitch,

7981.; Saitou and Nei,7987) that cannot guarantee optimal solutions.

A most parsimonious dessiption of the similarities between a set of

area dadograms not only allows a statistical test of dadogram congruence,

but may show which area cladograms are more similar to each other than to

any other area dadogram. Distinct clusters of area dadograms may imply

that there is evidence for different sets of area relationships.

Comparing Multiple Equally Parsimonious Area Cladograms

The method outlined above for comparing area cladograms assumes that

there is only one area dadogram per taxonomic group. Flowever, as shown

below for Rosen's (1978) data, there may be many equally parsimonious area

dadograms. Itather than compare all trees in the set of area dadograms with

all trees in every other set, one could use a tree that is in some way
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representative of that set and compare that tree with trees derived in the same

way from other sets. One appealing candidate is the median tree

t
M(TI,...,T*) = (T e T:E d(f,T) is minimum)

i=7

where T is the set of all possible n-trees. Margush and Mclv{orris (1981) have

shown that the majority rule consensus tree (Maj(P)) is a member of the set of

median trees and that if the number of trees in the profile is odd then Mai(P)

is the unique median tree. Wareham (1995) has described algorithms for

calcrrlatin g Maj(P).

Unfortunately median trees may not be fully resolved. Unresolved

trees tend to be more similar than fully resolved trees because the former

have fewer components than the latter. Hence the similarity of two trees may

be confounded with their degree of resolution. One solution is to use a fully

resolved tree that is a refinement (Estabrook and McMorris, 1980) of Maj(P).

The median binary tree contains all the components of Mai@) together with

the remaining most frequently occurring components in the profile that are

compatible with the components ot Mnj(P). There may be more than one

median binary tree. For another application of this tree see Penny et al. (1982).

STATISTICAL TEST

Why Biogeography Nads Statistics

The problem of statistically testing area dadogram congruence has received

little attention since Rosen's (7978,7979) pioneering effort. Simberloff et d.'s

(1981) critique of Rosen's study has gone virtually unanswered (save for

Farris, 1981), despite Nelson and Plahricl<'s (197$ assertion that dadistic

biogeography is "inherently statistical." Cladistic biogeographers have shown

(4)
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a marked reluctance to respond to the issues raised by Simberloff et al. (1981;

see also Simberloff, 7987).

Biogeographic congruence is a theoretical notion that requires testing

(Nelson and Plaurick, 19U). We should be able to state criteria for

abandoning a hypothesis of congruence. For example, how much congruence

can we expect from a random assemblage of dadograms? These questions are

explicitly statis tical.

Cladistic biogeography involves questions of estimation as well as

hypothesis testing (Farris, 1981:83). I have stressed hypothesis testing because

it is still not known whether there is the equivalent to a phylogenetic tree for

areas. The existence of a phylogenetic tree linking taxa is generally accepted,

so taxonomic congruence functions not as a test of the existence of the tree but

as a test of our ability to recover that tree (compare Penny et al. [1982] with

Penny and Hendy [19851). If the hypothesis of biogeographic congruence is

corroborated then the question shifts from one of testing to one of estimation.

Null Hypothea

Any measure of dadogram similarity is difficult to interpret without knowing

the distribution of that measure under a reasonable sampling hypothesis. The

set of all distinguishable trees is distributed among a smaller number of

distinct topologies (Hendy et al., 7984; Savage, 1983; Simberloff et al., 1981;

Simberloff, 7987). Simberloff et al. outlined three possible distributions of

trees that could sewe as null hlpotheses in dadistic biogeography: (1) atl

distinguishable rees are equiprobable (Hd; (2) all distinguishable topologies

are equiprobable (Ho); and (3) that generated by a Markovian dichotomous

branching process (Hr). Empirical evidence suggests that H1,a is the most

reasonable distribution (Savage, 1983).
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Figulc 4t. Protocol for a statistical test of biogeographic congruence. The encircled numbers
r€Jer to the steps in the text. Given two taxon dadograms (T and T'), the observed similarity
(O) betrreen their area dadograms (A) is found by comparing a median binary Eee (M) for
eadt set of area cladograms. The expecEd distribution of this value (Er,...En) is created by
generating n pairs of random aees (R) and comparing the nredian trees (M) for the area
cladograms (A) generated from each random tree.

Teslt Protocol

The proposed test protocol (Fig. 4.8) is

(1) For each set of area dadograms generated from a taxonomic group,

obtain a median binary fee.

Find the minimal length tree for the maFix of pairwise distances

betrueen the median binary trees. This is the observed arnount of

similarity betrnreen the area dadograms.

(3) Compare the length of the minhal tree with an erpected distribution.

(2)

The expected distribution may be generated by the following:
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(4) For each tD(ory generate a random dadogram with the same nusrber of

toca.

(5) Randomly assign the actual distribution of eadr tocon to a different tip

of the random dadogran

(6) At 
"lyze 

the random cladograur using the same assumption used for

the observed tarcon dadogram.

(n For eadr taxon we now have one or more area dadograms generated

from a random tree. Analyze these cladograns using steps (1) and (2).

This generates a single value of the expected distribution.

(8) Repeat steps (4) to (7) a large number of times to build up an expected

distribution.

EF

Figurc {.9. (A) A six area dadograrn (D) A taxon cladogram with two taxa widespread.
Under Assumption 0 the dadogram in (B) will gve the cladogram in (A) as the unique
solution (see text).
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Note that the random trees being generated are random taxon

dadograms and not random area dadograms. It would be illegitimate to

generate random area dadograms directly as this could lead to spurious

estimates of the probability of observing a grven degree of congruence.

Suppose that we have a six area cladogram (Frg. 4.9A). If we obtain a second

dadogram for four taxa occurring in the same six areas (Fig. a.9B) and analyze

it using Assumption 0 we would get an area dadogram identical to the first.

The probability of getting two identical, six area cladograms is 1/945. But,

because there are only 15 possible four taxon cladograms we would in fact

expect identical area cladograms one trial in 15.

GENERAL AREA CLADOGITAMS

If there is significant agreement between area dadograms then the question

arises as to what information the dadograms agree on. General area

dadograms may be constructed using consensus methods or parsimony

methods ffiyamoto, 1985). A useful collection of papers on consensus

methods appears in the Vol. 3, No. 2, 1986 issue of the lournal of Classification.

One promising consensus method was described by Nelson (1979).

Nelson's 097il consensus method.- Nelson's (7979) method has been

repeatedly misconstrued as being the same as strict consensus. I have earlier

shown (Pag+ 1987) that it is a clique method. Clique methods may be most

appropriate when the areas being studied are related in more than one way.

Components from the different, incongruent area dadograms will be assorted

into different diques that relate the areas in different ways.

Parsimony metlnd.- If the areas are related in only one way then a

parsimony procedure will give the most economical sunrmary of the

components of the area dadograms.
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IMPLEMENTATION AI{D APPLICATIONS

I have incorporated the algorithms described in this paper into a computer

program whidr is written in Pascal. The program runs on the IBM PC and

compatible computers under the MS DOS operating system. For details on

obtaining this program please write the author3. Two applications of this

software are described below.

Rasen's flg7il study.-Following Plaurick (1981) I omitted area'11' and

treated areas '4' and '5' as a single area, '45'. Heterandna yielded one, three

arrd 27 area cladograms when analyzed under Assumptions 0, 1 and 2

respectively. Xiphophorus yielded one, nine and 425 dadograms for the sarne

assumptions (Fig. 4.10). Under Assumption 2 there are three area cladograms

shared by Hetrandria and Xiphophorus, the same result that Plabrick (1981)

obtained. Under the other two assumptions there €ue no shared dadograms.

Zandee and Roos (1987) were unable to reproduce Plahrick's result, for

reasons which will be discussed elsewhere (Page, in prep.)4.

To test whether Hetqandna and Xiplaphorus have congruent area

dadograms I generated 100 random trees for each genus using a Markovian

model. Each random tree was analyzed using Assumption 0, 1 and 2. The

resulting distributions of the SD6 and SDl tree comparison measures is shown

in Fig. 4.71. Hetqandria andxiphophorus have significantly (p <0.05) congruent

area cladograrns only under Assumption 2, and only when comparing

triPleb.

Craoaft's fi986) study'- Area dadograms were constructed for

Poephila, Petroplum, Ptiloris, Malurus and Tregellasia using Assumption 1. For

each genus I generated 100 random trees and analyzed eadr tree under

Assumption 1. None of the minimal tsees derived from eac-h set of random

3. SeeChapter 7.
4. See Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.10. Reanalysis of Rosen's (1978, 1979) data. Fot Xiphophorus andHeterandna the taxon
cladogram and the maiority ruIe consensus area dadograms for Aszumption Q 1 and 2 are
shown. The number in each box is the number of equally parsimonious area dadograms. The
intersection is the set of area dadograms that both Xipttophorus and Hetqandna support.

Figure 4.11. The frequency distributions for 100 pairwise comparisons between 100 randomly
generated taxon cladograms with the sarne distributions as Heterandna and Xiploplorus
analyzed under assumptions 0, 1 and 2. Results for both SD. and SDr are shown. The
observed values between Hetnanilria and Xiplwplnrus are indicated (v).
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Tn$Ilosia,Pdloris Petrophasa

B

Fleure {.12" (A) The freq-umcy dishibution of the lengths of 100 estimated minirnal t.ees for
100 seb each of five randomt_y generated taxon clado}"-r with the dis6ibutions of the five
birds studied by cracraft (tgg-61. The length of the obdrved minirnal tFee (B) is indicated (V).

trees was as short as that for cragaffs original cladograurs (Fig. a.12).

Flowever, this result is not a valid test of biogeographic congruence as the five

bfuds were not selected at random but rather were chosen

"...because 6q p! only possess withinjroup patterns of nariation
susceptible to dagistic analysis, but also becairse 6f ti.ei, oorlmon history.;;
lCracraft, 19%9791

Poephlla
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DISCUSSION

The importance of testing hypotheses of biogeographic congruence is shown

by ^y reanalysis of Rosen's poeciliid data. The equivocal result for this

"dassic" shrdy suggests that it is not unqualified evidence for biogeographic

congruence. Studies such as Cracraft (1986) and Cracraft and Pnrm (1988) are

valuable exploratory studies but they do not establish congruence, because

the area dadograms they reported were not based on random samples.

Statistical tests of biogeographic congruence are in their infancy. The

power and robustrress of the methods described here and by Simberloff (1987)

are unknown. Also unlcrown are the affects of uncertainty in estimates of

evolutionary trees (Felsenstein, 1985; Lanyon, 1985; Penny and Hendy,1986;

Sneath, 7986; Saitou and Nei, 1985) on area dadograms derived from those

estimates.

The recent experience of ecologists with the use of "null hypotheses"

has some lessons for biogeographers. In particular, we should be cautious in

the interpretation of the results of tests for biogeographic congruence. Non-

random area dadograms iue a de facto prediction of several models of

speciation. Allopatric and parapatric speciation models imply that certain

spatial arrangements of phylogenetic relationships are more probable than

others. For example, we would expect sister taxa to be geographically

adjacent to each other. Vicariance models include allopatric speciation but

with the additional prediction that speciation events in different taxa have

occurred synchronously.

It is a conunon misconception that "vicarianc€ biogeography" is based

on the assumption that gross tectonic processes (or indeed vicariant

processes) are the sole causes of congruent area dadograms. Endler (7982,

1983) has argued that congruent area dadograms may reflect current

ecological processes, ild corunon dispersal pathways may also result in
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congruence.Iust as it would be naive to automatically attribute congruence to

"vicariance" it would be naive to automatically attribute incongruence to

"dispersal" (craw, l98i; Rosen, 1995). complex geological and

geomorphological histories can result in incongruent area cladograms.
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APPENDIX

Algorithm for ,4ssutnption 7

Before describing this algorithm it is necessary to define postorder and

preorder traversals of a tree. If when traversing a bee the teft and right

descendants (if they exist) of any grven node are visited before that node is

visited then the traversal b postoriln If for any given node that node is visited

before any of its descendants then the traversal is yeordn. For the tree in Fig.

4.13A the postorder sequence is (1,2,3A,s,G,7) and the preorder sequence is

(7,7,6,2,53,4).

For eadr nodei of the area tree we define two sets Di and M; and two

Boolean switches R; and Ei. Dicontains a list of alt .ueas that the node i or its

descendants occur in. Micontains a list of areas that are missing from Di $ is
true if nodei is redundant, otherwise R; is false. Ei is true if terminal tacon i is

endemic, otherwise E; is false. The algorithm for assumption 1 is

1. For eadr terminal node f e S, let D; be the distribution of i. If f is
endemic then set Ei to true, otherwise Ei is false.

2. Traverse the tree in postorder. For each internal node i with left

descendant I and right descendan t r, let Di = Dr u Dr. II Dt v D, * A
then set Ri to true. If & is true then let M7 = p, \ D1 and M, = Dl \ D,

Gig. a.13B).

The first pass identifies internal nodes that have left and right

descendants with overlapping sets of areas. This is caused by redundancy.

Under Assumption 1 areas present in one descendant of a redundant internal

node's area set but not in the other descendanfs area set must be missing due

to the extinction, failure to crcllect, or incorrect identification of one of more
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Figure 4.13. Steps in the dgorithm for corsEucting an area dadogram underAssumptigl 1.

(AJ A taxon cladogram for four taxa occuring in five areas. The first pass of the-algorithm
identifies node 7 a! redundant (*) due to thebverlap between the descendants of that node
(D1 = (A"E), D6 = [B,C,D,E]). (B) Table strowing the values of D; and Mi after the first and
second passes of the algorithrn (C) The matrix for input into a parsimony al_gorithm. Note
that node 3 is a widespread taxon with a non-redundant ancestor (node 5) so it is not
repreented in the matrix (Step I of the algorithm).

taxa. The first pass identifies these sets of :ueas. Because any area misstng

from a node's area set must also be missing from the area sets of that node's

descendants, a second pass is needed to cromplete the descendant's area sets.

3. Traverse the tree in preorder. For each node i with ancestrd nodei, let

Mi= M;v Mi Gig. a.138).

The results of this two-pass algorithm can be converted into a set of

cladograms by making use of two useful properties of parsimony
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algorithms, assuming that the algorithms can find all most parsimonious trees

(for example by branch and bound search [Hendy and penny, l9g2)). rt a
parsimony algorithm always constmcts fully bifurcating trees then the

distribution of a widespread taxon can be represented as the union of that

taxon's distribution plus that of all other descendants of that ta><on,s ancestor.

Because this results in the areas occtrpied by the widespread taxon having the

sarne comPonent states, a parsimony algorithm will output all possible trees

subject solely to the constraint that the areas occupied by the widespread

taxon ,ue convex. Secondly, if data for an area is missing from part of an area

tree then the parsimony algorithm wiU place that area in all possible positions

on the tree (subject to any constraints due to information from other parts of
the tree). An algorithm for constructing a matrix for input for a parsimony

algorithm is

4. For eadr area i, traverse the tree in postorder. For each node i with
ancestral node k of the tree, unless that node is a widespread taxon

with a non-redundant ancestral node (i.e if it is not the case that E; is

false and R* is false),let

Ai={
1,rf ie Di

?ifieMl
0 otherwise.

where A is the matrix for input into the parsimony procedure, arrd,,?,

is the symbol for missing data (Fig.  .13C).

Note that in this case the parsimony algorithm is being used simply as

a tool to generate trees, so that a clique method that could accommodate

missing information could also be used to give the same result, though
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widespread taxa would result in polychotomies unless coding methods

similar to Zandee and Roos (1987) were used.

Algorithm for '4ssumption 
2

The first step of Assumption 2 is the removal of any occrrrrences of

widespread taxa in areas that are occupied by endemic taxa (Fig. a.14A). This

removes widespread redundancy.

1. For each terminal vertex i e S,let Dr be the distribution of i.

2. LetE bea set,and letE=@. Foreadrendemictaxon i,let E= EuDi. E

is then the set of areas that contain endemic tar<a.

3. For each widespread taxon i, let Di = Di \ E. Any previously

widespread taxon that now occurs in only one area is considered to be

endemic.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until there iue no dranges in the distributions of

the taxa.

If the resulting tree (Fig. 4.748) contains only endemic taxa and no

redundant distributions then that tree is the area cladogram. If there are still

widespread taxa then eadr occrurence must be treated separately, the other

occurrences of that taxon being allowed to occtrr anywhere in the dadogram.

5. For the n widespread taxa calculate the cartesian product

D;xD;a1x...x Dn.
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Figure-dl{. Steps in cpnsructing an area cladogram under aszumption 2. (A) A taxon area
cladogiam for four taxa ocmrring in five areas.-One ocrurrence of area E (E*) is redundant
and will be eliminated by steps 2-4 of the algorithm. (B) The result of eliminating the
redundant occurence of E. (C) The two starting points for the addition of widespread
distribudons, obtained by considering first one then-the other occurrence of the widespread
taxon (step 5). In each case the other area that the taxon ocorrs in is placed in all possible
plac€s on the dadogram (O).

Eadt element of the cartesian product contains the crcmbination of

occrurences of areas that, together with the distributions of the

endemic tar(a, constitute a starting point for the next step (Fig.  .l C).

If some or all of the dadograms produced by step 5 all contain

endemic, non-redundant distributions then these may be directly analyzed by

steP 7. If none of the dadograms do not contain redundant distributions then

those containing the fewest redundancie are selected for step 6.

6. For each redundant distribution l', create the set R; of all tersrind

vertices that are labelled by that area. Calculate the cartesian product

R; x R;11 x...x Rn.
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The set of endemic taxa that are not redundant, together with each

element of the cartesian product from step 6 represent the possible

placements of the redrmdant distributions. Each possibility is input

into step 7.

For eadr possible staring point the areas not present in that cladograrn

are placed in all possible positions on that cladogram (Fig. a.laC).

The resulting dadograms are sorted to remove duplicated cladograns.
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Comments on Component-Compatibility in
Historical Biogeographyt

This paper is a commentary on Zandee and Roos, (1997; see also Humphries

et al., 1988) recent attempt to develop quantitative methods of analysis for

dadistic biogeography. Although I share their desire for an explicit

methodology (Page 1988)2, I believe that their contribution is marred by a
number of errors and misunderstandings. Three items in particular deserve

comment.

Firstly, Zandee and Roos misunderstood the rationale for Nelson and

Plabrick's (1981) Assumption 2 because they confused taxonomic with
biogeographic relationship. Assumption 2 is a me;rns of avoiding

confounding geographic proximity with cladistic relationship. I shall argue

that the appropriateness of the three different interpretations of widespread

taxa (Assumption 0, 1 and 2) depends on the cladistic relationships of the

widespread taxory and on the spatial iurangement of the .ueas of end.emism.

secondly, although Zandee and Roos' intention was to implement

Nelson and Platrrick's Assumption 1 and 2, they omitted Nelson and

Planick's procedures for handling redundant distributions. That part of
Assumption 1 and 2 that they did ctroose to implement they did so

incorrectly. Finally, I show how Platrick (1981) and Nelson and platnick

(1981) consEucted general area dadograms from individual cladograms. My

1. Published inClailistics (.198il S:167-t82.
2. Page (1988) is Chapter 4.
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commentaly does not cover all the issues raised by Zandee and Roos'paper;

readers desiring a more general discussion of area cladogram construction

and comparison are referred to page (19gS).

The rationde for Assumption 2

At first glance this notion s€ems a bit of esoterica of interest only to the
crazed devotee of dadistics. (Nelson, 19S4:2g0).

Widespread taxa are a source of ambiguity because two areas may share the

sarne taxon due to both geographic proximity and cladistic relationship.

Given this ambiguity, what might we infer about the cladistic relationships of

areas sharing a widespread taxon? Three different answers have been

proposed: Assumption 0 (Zandee and Roos, lggz), Assumption 1, and

Assumption 2 (Nelson and Plabrick, 1981). Assumption 0 constrains areas

sharing the same taxon to be monophyletic on the resulting .uea cladogram;

Assumption 1 constrains the areas to be convex (mono- or paraphyletic);

under Assumption 2 the areas may be polyphyletic (page, 19sg).

A crucial distinction must be made between the relationships of taxa,

and the relationships of tue:rs. Assumption 0, 1 and 2 areinterpretations of the

relationship between areAs, not between taxa (Platnick, 1988). Ironicallp

Nelson and Platnick themselves obsctred this distinction. In introducing

Assumption 2 they wrote (p.432):

Under the ass,umption that the favanese and Bornean occurences of species 1
might in the future be distinguished as separate taxa, then whatever ijtme of
one occurrence might not be tme of the other occurrence. In concnete terms
[Fig. 5-1], if species 2 in Sumatra and species 3 in Asia are more closely
related arnongst themselves than to specils 1, the relationship might t" t"r"
only for the favanese octurrence but not for the Bomean, or ior tf,e Bornean
but not the favanese.
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1 Jovo Borneo

2 Sumotro

5 Asio

Figure 5.1. A dadogram for three taxa found in Iava Borneo, Sumatra and Asia (after Nelson
and Plahick, 1981:Fig. 7.28).

Nelson and Plaurick did not distinguish clearly between the

relationships betrueen lava and Borneo (areas) and the favanese and Bornean

occurrences of species 1 (taxa). Indeed, in their first sentence they considered

the possible relationships betrreen the two (potentially) resolved parts of

species 1. As Wiley (7987) points out, if species 1 is ever resolved into two

taxa, then any autapomorphies of species I become possible synapomorphies

for those two taxa. Furthermore, Wiley (p.297) argued that

Assumption 2 is not reasonable sinca it has the effect of treating the othcr
grouq of BWi6 as paraphyletic and this rpnflicb with the original
phylogenetic hlpothesis whidr groups these taxa as sisters based on
synapornorphies.

This argument requires the qualification that the additional evidence usd to

resolve species 1 may conflict with the original data, and hence may support
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B
A lc

D

Figure 5a (A) Four hlpothetical areas, each area corurected to every other area, G) the
corresponding Faph showing interconnections between the areas, and (C) the known area
cladogram.

other phylogenetic hlpotheses (Page, 1988). Irn any event, Wiley's counter

argument would only apply if in fact Assumption 2 made any daims abut

the relationships between taxa. That it does not can be seen from the

following example, based on Nelson and Platnick's (p. 453\ fust "thought

experiment".

Consider four areas, A, B, C, D, arranged such that each area shares a

border with every other area (Fig. 5.2A). This situation can also be depicted as

a graph (Fig. 5.28) with the vertices representing areas, and the edges

representing the interconnections betrnreen the iueas. The six edges

conespond to the six possible pairs of areas that can share a widespread

taxon. The dadistic relationship between the four areas is known (Ftg. 5.2C).

Given this configuration of areas it is possible for two areas to share the

s.rme tocon without those areas being cladisticdly dosely related. For

example, if a tocon fails to respond to the vicariant event separating off area

A, then iueas A and D may share the same ta:<on (Frg. 5.3; the other possible

pairs of areas sharing the same tocon are (A,B) and {A,C}). Assumption 2

would allow seven area dadograms to be constructed from the observed

taxon cladogram, based on different positions of areas A and D. One of these

A
A

B

c
D
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Geography Taxon

-ABCD

Figure 53. Example of a taxon occupying the four areas in Fig. 52 that fails to respond to the
first of three vicariant events (numbered 1-3), resulting in a widespread taxon occupying
areas A and D. Note that A and D are not sister areas.

seven dadograms is the correct area dadograrn. Despite Nelson and

Platnick's statement quoted above, we have made no inferences about the

relationships between any taxa, unresolved or otherwise.

Note that this example shows that two areas ttrat are not sister areas

can share a widespread taxon. Consequently, under Zandee and Roos'

preferred interpretation (Assumption 0), only those widespread taxa that

happen to occtrpy sister areas will be correctly resolved. In this example,

<:.,

4
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Assumption 0

.B

Assumption 1

re\nJ (c )s

Y

Assumption 2

A. lC

\

Figure.S-4. Grap-hs showing the p{rs of areas in Fig. 52 straring a widespread taxon that
would be correctly resolved under Assumpdon e t aria Z.

Assumption 0 will correctly resolve only one of the six pairs of widespread

ta<a (Fig. 5.4); Assurnption 1 wil include the correct area cladogram as one of

its solutions for three pairs of widespread taxa (Fig.5.a); under Assumption 2

the conect area dadogram will always be a member of the set of solution area

dadograms (Fig.5.a).

consider a firrther example, again with fonr areas, but this time

arranged as in Fig. 5.5A. In this example there iue only three area

intercorurections to be severed, and only three pairs of widespread taxa (if we

restrict ourselves to a simple vicariant model with no dispersal). Assumption

1 will correctly resolve all three pairs of widespread taxa, as will Assumption

2. However, Agsuntption 2 has a lower empirical cpntent than Assumption 1

B= F G Hffi

Figure 55. (A) Four hlryothetical areas, (B) the corresponding graph showing
interconnections betr'veen the areas, and (c) the known area cladogram tgL teltl.

A
E F G H
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(it allows a greater number of equally parsimonious area cladograms), and it
permits some area relationships that seem unlikely given the distribution of

areasi for example it allows areas E and H to be sister Eueas Out see Hillis,

1985). Therefore, the appropriateness of Assumptions 0, 1 and 2 depends on

the dadistic relationship of the widespread taxa, and on the spatial

Eurangement of the areas of endemism at the time of the relevant events.

Finally, for those less than crazed devotees of cladistics who have seen

nothing to change their first impressions of Assumption 2, consider Platnick's

(1981) analysis of Rosen's (7978, lgzg) data for the fish Hetrandn'a and

xiphophorus. Rosen found three pairs of adjacent areas occupied by a

widespread taxon. Each of these areas also harbored an endemic taxon of the

other genus. For each pair of :reas the endemic taxa in the two areas are not

dosely related. Treating the widespread taxa as fully informative of area

relationships (e.g. Assumption 0) would conflict with the evidence of the

endemic taxa. Platnick's analysis suggests that the conflict results from

confounding geographic prodmity with cladistic rela tionship

Implementing Assumptions 1 and 2

Zandee and Roos' implementation of Assumption 1 and 2 is incomplete

because they do not incorporate Nelson and plabrick s (pp. uz4sg)
procedures for interpreting redundant distributions. This is a serious

omission because redundancy occurs in many area cladograms, and

Assumption 1. and 2 interpret redundancy quite differently. If we consider

only widespread taxa (as do Zandee and Roos), then the results under

Assumption 1 are a subset of those under Assumption 2, and the results

under Assumption 0 are a subset of those under Assumption 1 (Nelson and

Platnick, p. 462; Zandee and Roos, p. 3lZ). Flowever,
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for species-cladograms induding widespread redundant elements, the results
under assumption 1 are not a subset of [hose under assumption 2; in any case
where a speciesdadogram is informative under both assumpuoni t}re
o"t:tlj: u1d_er assumprion 1 contradict those under assumption 2. (Nelson
and PlaErick, pp. 4624631

Any implementation that ignores redundancy cannot claim to be a full
implementation of Nelson and Platnick's methods. Nor are Zandee and Roos

successful in implementing a subset of Assumption 1 and 2. some of the

differences betrnreen Zandee and Roos' results and those in the secondary

literature are due to inconsistencies that Zandee and Roos' encountered in

that literature (e.g. Humphries, l9g2; Humphries and parenti, 19g6).

Ffowever, the remaining differences are due to flaws in Zandee and Roos'

own methods.

CONS]RUCTING AREA CLADOGRAMS

It is important to distinguish betrseen a method and its implementation. Most

implementations of Assumption 0, 1 and 2 use some combination of a cod.ing

method and a tree building algorithm to generate area cladograms (Brooks,

1985; Wiley, 7987; Zandee and Roos, lgg7). By altering the coding method one

can persuade a tree building program to output the appropriate set of
topologies. The program is primarily a tool to generate tree. while
convenient, this is not the only way these methods can be implemented.

Indeed, Assumption 2 can be more efficiently implemented using a recursive

branch adding and removing algorithm (page, lggg).

Zandee and Roos consFuct area cladograns from the largest cliques of

compatible qlmponents in a data matrix (see Meacham and Estabrook t19g5l

for an introduction to the concepts of compatibility and clique). Those cliques

that maximize the value of support minus contradiction (hereafter gc) are

selected as the best dadograms. This criterion counts as support all those
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components that fit perfectly on the tree (i.e. are compatible with that tree),

and counts as contradiction all changes of state on that tree for components

that do not fit perfectly on the tree (i.e. those that show homoplasy). In this it

differs from the Wagner parsimony criterion which minimizes the total

number of changes of state, and treats only the extra changes of state for

homoplasious components as contradiction (any component that has different

states for a set of areas requires at least one change of state to fit on any tree).

Though they referred to trees selected by their criterion as being the "most

likely representation(s) of a phylogeny" (p. 307), Zandee and Roos did not

attempt a likelihood justification of their criterion (for a comparison of

Wagner parsimony and compatibility methods within a likelihood framework

see Felsenstein, 1981). Their method is available in Zandee's (1988) computer

program CAFCA.

Zandee and Roos'novel criterion for choosing the best trees lead them

astray. Homoplasy (contradictory information) can arise in area cladograms

in only two ways: (1) in individual dadograms if there is redundanry (Pag+

1988), and (2) between general area dadograms if they specify different area

relationships. Zandee and Roos' coding method introduces a third, artificial

source of homoplasy. Although they were aware ttrat this homoplasy is

artificial (p. 312), they still used 9C to evaluate different dadograms,

resulting in incorrect solutions.

XIPHOPHORUS AS AN EXAMPLE

Zandee and Roos' reanalysis of Rosen's dadogram for Xiphoplwrus under

Assumption 1 shows the flaws in their method. Under Assumption 1 the set

of areas occtrpied by a widespread taxon (assuming no redundancy) can take

any position on an area dadogram subject solely to the constraint that that set

of areas is convex on the area dadogram (Page, 1988). Two taxa of
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5

4

5

10

8

2

Fi8ure 5.6. Strict consensus tree for the {5 equally parsimonious area cladograms for
XiltoPlntas under Assumption 1 (areas 4 and S^Ueaied as distinct, Xifuplnrus"treated as
primitively absent from area Z).

xiphoplwus are widesprea d: x. alaqai in areas 4, 5 and 5; x. "pMH" in areas 9

and 10. There are three possible placements for the areas 9 and 10, and 15

possible placements for the areas 4, 5 and 6 on an area cladogram, giving 45

(= 3 x 15) area dadograms in total (Fig.5.6)

Zandee and Roos' Table 22 lists the "rlistributional t14)es" for

Xipltoplwrus generated by their coding method (reproduced here as a binary

maFix, Table 5.1- for this example I follow Zandee and Roos and treat the

absence of Xipltopltnus in area 7 as due to primitive absence). I analysed the
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Table 5.1. Binary coded matrix of the distributional twes for Xiphophorus
genrated by Zan[ee and Roos' codiig method hfti z,andei'ittd'i*t,Iiaf ,-iiitZ
2D.

Areas Distributional types

1 100000000000000000000000001
2 010000000000L00L11L1111L111
3 001000000000000000000000011
4 0 00L 000001t_000L 0001 00L 1 01 L1
5 000010000L0L001000010t 01t L1
6 00000100001100100000101111 1

7 000000000000000000000000000
I 0000001 00 00 01 0011 1 L1 1L 1 l" L 1 1

9 00000001000o0L0L01L11L111L1
r.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 o 1 0 o 1 1 1 1 L 1 1 1 1 L 1

matrix in Table 5.1 using the computer program CLINCH (version 6.2, written

by Kent Fiala, State University of New york, Stony Brook). CLINCH found 45

maximal diques, as did Zandee and Roos. These cliques corespond to the 45

area cladograms summarized in Fig. 5.6. This is the correct solution, but

7-ande and Roos then proceeded to evaluate the S.C for each clique, retaining

35. They then compounded their error by comparing the 45 diques against the

matrix for Assumption 0, for whidr only 3 have maximal values of gC. But

there is no homoplasy in the matrix for Assumption 0, and the homoplasy in

the matrix for Assumption 1 is artificial. The solutions for the two

assumptions differ not in relative parsimony but rather in empirical contenh
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T"PIS 5.2. Binary godqd matr.ix of distributional types
for Xiphophorus that lus nohomoplasy

Areas Distributional types

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

10000000000001
0L000000011111
00100000000011
000i.0000000111
000010000001t 1

00000100000111
00000000000000
0000001001111L
00000001001111
0000000010L111

Assumption 0 allows only one area cladogram, and hence has a higher

empirical content than Assumption 1., which allows 45 area cladograms.

Nor is the artificial homoplasy introduced by Zandee and Roos

necessary. A Wagner parsimony algorithm will generate the 45 iuea

dadograms from either the matrix in Table 5.1, or from the matrix in Table

5.2, assuming that the algorithm finds all equally parsimonious, dichotomous

solutions (for example the branch and bound search option in Swofford,s

(1985) Program PAIJP). Trees generated from the second maeix have no

homoplasy. A desaiption of the coding method used for Table 5.2 is given in

Page (1988).
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Itg": 5.7. Trlelson's problem". Combination of three area cladograms (I, tr, and ltr) yielding a
fuIly informative result (after Nelson, l9g4;Fig. ll.l2r.

PAUP A\TD ''NELSON'S PROBLEM''

Lest the reader draw the qonclusion from the above example that simply

substituting the Wagner parsimony citerion for the $C criterion will salvage

Zandee and Roos'methods, cpnsider a recent attempt to quantify the analysis

of "Nelson's problem', (tlumphries et al., 19gg). Nelson (19g4) devised three

taxon-area dadograms that, r:nder Assumption 2, jointly yielded a single,

frlly inforrnative area cladogram (Frg. 5.2). Figure 5.g shows the logic of
Nelson's analysis. Eadr of the cladograms I, tr, and Itr supports a set of
equally parsimonious area cladograms. These sets overlap; Nelson's solution

is the only dadogram shared by ail three sets.

Hunphries et al. (pp. ggl-994) coded the components of each

dadogram in the solution sets, and analysed the resulting maEix (their Table

12.6) using PAUP. They obtained two equally parsimonous rees (labeled 1

and 2 in Fig. 5.8) with a length of 69 steps and a consistenry index of 0.7?5,

and daimed (p. 394) that their method 'has the advantage of finding all

solutions without the piffalls of consensus trees and it utilizes the principle of

parsimony." This purported advantage is illusory - in this example their

method finds too ffiany solutions. Nor is the method a complete

illtl
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Fjg:* sa.-The logic of the solution to 'Nelson's problem". Under Assumption 2, each
cladogram (I, II, and IIII tuppotts a set of equally pariimonious area ctadogranrs. These three
seB (labeled I, II and III) overlap. Cladogrlm i is the intersection of all-three sets, and is
Nelson's fully informative rezult. Cladogrlm 2 is an additional. incorrect solution found by
Humptuies et aL (1988)

"quantification of component analysis" (p. 391) because we still have to

generate the area dadograms by hand.

Hunphries et al.'s coding method violates the crucial assumption of

independence of draracters (Swofford and Maddisory lggn. For example,

their matrix has six entries for component 7. Component 7 occuts in three

dadograms in the solution set for cladogram I, and three cladograms in the

set for dadograrn II, hence the weight of six. But the occtrrrences of
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comPonent 7 within each set are not independeng they are generated from the

siune dadogram. There are only two independent ocqrrrences of component

7, one each for dadograms I and tr. Humphries et al.,s extra solution (their

Fig- 72.14(i)) is an artifact of this coding method; it is not a valid solution

because it is not .rmong the most parsimonious iuea cladograms for

dadogram Itr.

The correct solution to "Nelson's problem" is the intersection of three

sets. Because there is a tree conrmon to all three sets there is no conflict

between Nelson's three dadograms (c.f. Mickevich and Farris, 19g1:365;

quoted below). Hence, Humphries et al.'s value for the consistenry index is

spurious, and their use of PAUP in this context is inappropriate. pAUp is a

program for finding wagner trees - it was not designed to find the

intersection of sets.

Explaining the "unexplaine d jumps"

The next stry -of converting several area-cladograms into general area-
cladograms, still needs fufiher elucidation (e.g. thI unexplainei iumps from
Figs.8.2*27 to 8.28 in Nelson and platnick, 1911, or from'Figs. z.5o td 2J1 in
Humphries and parenti, 19gb). (Zandee and Roos, p. 306)

There are several ways we could construct a general area cladogram from
individual (or "fundamental") area cladograms. We might see if there is a

dadogram that each set of fundamental cladograms agree on. plabrick (19g1)

used this approadr in his reanalysis of Rosen,s (lg7g) data. The solution to

"Nelson's problem" discussed above is another example. In the absence of a

common dadogram (or dadograms), we might extract from the different

dadograms those ParF that each agree on, to form a consensus tree (Day and

Mclvlorris, 1995). Nelson and platnick (19g1) adopted this approach. Or, we

might choose to resolve any contradictions between the different fundamental

dadograms by using the Wagner parsimony criterion (Miyamoto, 19g5;

Wiley, 1987), provided that appropriate coding methods are used. I shall
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illustrate the first two methods by using the examples that were opaque to

Zandee and Roos.

PLATNICK,S REAI\iALYSE oF ROSEN'S DATA

Planrick (1981) reanalysed Rosen's (lg7g,lg7g) data using Assumption 2, and

identified three area cladograms that both Xiptwphorus and Hetqandriaagreed.

on. Zandee and Roos expressed surprise at this result, which they were

unalle to repeat (at one stage in their analysis they had generated &431

general area dadograms for the tr,rro fish). They attributed PlanriclCs result to

the fact that apparently [hel let onty areas 3 and 9 take different positions
yl9"t Als.untptio.n 2 $cau-se they aie part of the range of the wid'e,spread
Heterandria species...8 and the xiphophonrs species ...7. Ho*"rrer, when this
assumption is strictly applied, the different positions for areas 10 and 2,9 and,
2, or 10 and 3 should also be taken into account. (Zandee and Roos, p. 330;

lhe qliPses rePresent the words "in area", which were mistakettfy itisertei
into Zandee and Roos'manuscript during the editorial process lZandee, pers.
comm.l)

Because Platnick was only interested in identifying the shared area

dadograms he was spared the tedium of generating all the equally

parsimonious area cladograms. If one is comparing the area cladograms for

two different dades, md some areas are part of the range of a widespread

taxon in one dade but each area harbors an endemic taxon in the other clade,

then the general area cladogram will reflect the relationships ind.icated by the

endemic taxa (assuming that they are consistent with the relationships

allowed by the widespread taxon). Platrrick's reanalysis made use of this fact,

because for Hetnandria artd Xiphophorus, each widespread taxon in one clade

is consistent with the relationships indicated by the endemic taxa in the other

dade.

I have confirmed Platnick's result using a computer program described

elsewhere (Page, 1988). My program found 27 equally parsimonious area
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Xiphophorus Heterandria

ligt 5.9. Venn diagram shollng the results of analysing Rosen's (197g,1979) cladograms
for Xiphoplnnrs and Hetaandria under Aszumption'z. *ipnopmna supports 425 {uailyparsimonious area cladograms, Hetaandria supports 27. T?reie aie ttnee are cladograms that
both genera a8!ee on. The line X-+I represenii ttre distance betr,rreen the centroids of the two
sets of area dadograms.

dadograms for Heterandria, and 445 fot Xiplwphorus. Ignoring iuea Z (which

contains no Xiphoplwrus) there are 3 cladograms that both genera agree on

(Fig. 5.9). The strict consensus tree of these three cladograms is identical to

that fourd manually by plabrick (Fig. 5.10).

A STATISTICAL DIGRESSION

Platnick's analysis suggesb a statistical test of area cladogram congruence.

Earlier I proposed a test for comparing area cladograms that uses the distance

betr^teen the general consensus trees (Perury et al., 1982) for two or more sets

of area dadograms (Page 1988). This is analogous to measuring the distance

betnreen the centroids of eadr duster of cladograms in "tree space" (Fig. S.9).

Hettandrla and Xiphophnus had significantly I < 0.05) congruent cladograms

with one tsee comparison measure, but not another. This test of biogeographic
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5

45

10

7

I
2

Frgure 5.10. Strict consensus tree for the three area dadogranrs supported by both
Xiphoplnrus and Heteranilna under Assumption 2.

congruence is open to a criticism of similar measures of ta:<onomic

congruence:

If representatives can be fuund in the two zuites of trees whidr agree on the
groupinp, therr there is no dispute between the data sets: therc is a Fee b
which both can agee. If other representatives can be found - et rundom or
othrlrtobe- that have different groupingp, this reveals only the ambiguity of
the data sets, not disagreements htween thern When data sets admit of
multiple trees, the conflict between the data sets is shown by the disparity
between the most similar pair of trees that can be found. (Mickevich and
Farris, 1981:365, my emphasis)

There are three area cladograms supported by both Hetqandria artd

9

Xiphoplwrus. I testd the null hypothesis that this degree of overlap is no more
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Figure 5.11. Distribution of overlap between the area cladograms for Xiplophorus and the area
cladograms for 999 randomly generated trees with the same number of tira (with the same
distributions) as Heteranilrda. Shaded bars represent an overlap equal to or greater than that
observed.

than could be expected due to chance using an approximate randomization

method. Firstly I generated 999 random trees using the Markovian model.

Each tree had the same nunber of tal<a as Heterandria, and each taxon in each

tree was randomly assigned the same distribution as a member of Hetrandria

(see Page, 1988). Area dadograms were consFucted for each random tree

under Assumption 2. The resulting 999 sets of area cladograms (each

containing 27 trees) was compared with the 425 area cladograms for

Xiphophorus. The distribution of the degree of overlap is shown in Fig. 5.11.
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The estimated probability of obtaining the observed degree of overlap is
0.009, so the null hypothesis is rejected.

WFIAT IS NELSON'S CONSENSUS METHOD?

Nelson and platnick used Nelson,s (lg7g) method to ar:rive at the general area

dadogram in their Fig. 8.28. Nelson,s method has been repeated.ly

misconstrued as being the $lme as the strict consensus method, a

misunderstanding that arose in the exchange between sokal and Rohlf (19g1)

and Schuh and Farris (19g1). Sokal and Rohtf dubbed the consensus trees

used by Schuh and polhemus (19g0)

strict consensus trees, since they consist of iust those zubsets of oru,s("informative components", Nel6n, 1979,) thai are corunon to both trees
being compared. (Sokat and Rohlf, 1991:312)

In their response, Schuh and Farris (19g1:339) preferred to call strict
consensus trees "Nelson trees", app;rrently not realising that the two methods

are different.

The strict consensus tree contains only those components that occtrr in
all the trees being comPared. When comparing only two trees (as Sokal and

Rohlf, and Schuh and Farris did), Nelson's ("1,979) method will give the same

result as shict consensus. The difference between the two methods only
becomes apparent when comparing more than two trees. For example none of
the components in Nelson's (1979: Fig. 5.4) sunmary of Michener,s five bee

dadograms occurs in dl five cladogtams. Elsewhere I have pointed to the

relationship between Nelson's method and compatibility analysis (page,798z;

1988). I have since refined my earlier implementation of Nelson's method

and present a definition and an algorithm for Nelson,s method in the

Appendix.
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Table 5.3. Binary matrix repraenting the r.2 cotnponents in tlrc
three fundamental cladogramb in Fig. {.72.

Areas Components

L 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9L0L1L2

L

2

3

4

5

6

7

s17 1,2222321111L

l. Frequency of ocrcurrence.

The specific e<ample mentioned by Zandee and Roos was Nelson and

Plaurick's (pp. 49&508) reanatysis of Holloway and |ardines' (1968) study of
Indo-Australian biogeography. Nelson and Plabrick extracted three simplified

area dadograms from Holloway and fardine (Fig. 5.12), containing a total of

12 different comPonents (Table 5.3). There are two cliques with the largest

number of replications of components: {'1,,2i,4,5,6,4 and {2,gA,5,6,Z,g}. got}r

diques share the set of "true" components (2F,4,s,6,A ftomwhich Nelson and

8

9

000000010L00
11_000001101L
r_1_1000010L00
r. 11000011100
100110000010
1001100000L1
r_00101000000
r-00101100000
r.00101100000
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Butterflies Birds

Nelson consensus Strlct consensus

Bats

5

2

6

7

1

2

3

figttt" 5.12" Three fundamental area cladograms derived from the distributions of butterflies,
birds and bats, with their conesponding l.Ielson (onsensus and strict oonsensus .trees. The
ymlgi1e of the components ofthe chlograms corresponds to that in Table 5.3 (modified
from Nelson and platnick, 19gl:FigB gr5-2g).

Platnick's general area cladograrn was constructed (Fig. 5.12). of the six

remaining componelrts, Nelson and plabri* (p. 4g) wrote:

4

5

6

7

Thrce of these (components l, g, l0) involve differmt relationships for
Australia larea U, *9 Ty two of the three conflict, one with the other; any
one of the three could be added to the general cladogram without conflicl,
but no two of the three could be aaded; these tfiree componenb are,
therefore, ambiguous components.
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This statement is incorrect. While components 1 and 8 are ambiguous

(they are not in both diques), component 10 is false; it cannot be added to the

general dadogram because it is incompatible with component 2. To

emphasize the difference between Nelson's method and strict consensus, Fig.

5.12 also shows the strict consensus tree for the three area cladograms.

Summary

Cladistic biogeography is a subject in search of both data and method.s of
analysis. The pauciV of data is highlighted by the number of times that

Rosen's study has been used to illustrate a method (Humphries, l9g2;

Humphries and Parenti, 1986; page, 19gg; plabrick, lggl; simberloff, rggz;

simberloff et aI., 1981,; wiley, 1,9g7; Zandee and Roos , lggTr.Important as

Rosen's data are, they do not illustrate all the aspects of area cladogram

construction.

Methodological advances in cladistic biogeography have been

hindered by uo abstruse and at times contradictory literature. Some of the

diffictrlties encountered by Zandee and Roos are attributable to this problem.

Other of their difficulties are due to their choice of an inappropriate tree

building method, and an incomplete understanding of the techniques that

they hoped to implement. I would hasten to add that I am not suggesting that

Zandee and Roos' contribution is without value. They have drawn attention

to the inconsistencies within the secondary literature on cladistic

biogeography, they note ttrat Assumption z may be computationally

impractical in many cases because of the large number of equally

parsimonious area cladograms it can generate (a problem encountered by

Ladiges et al., 1987), and their discussion (p. 312) of Farris optimization
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(Farris, 7970) highlights the neglected problem of measuring the relative

parsimony of different area dadograms (see also page, 19gg).
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Appendix

NELSON CONSENSUS TREE

Nelson (1979:8) defined two possible relations betrareen two

comPonents A and B: A and B are either combituble or non-combiruble.

combinable components may be related by inclusion (A c B, or B C. A),

exdusion A n B = @) or replication (A = B), hence A and B are combinable if
A n B € IA/^,81. The analogous relationship between characters is

compatibilffy (Estabrook and McMorris, 1980). A set of mutually compatible

clraracters or components is called a clique.

A Nelson consensus bee is defined as follows: given a collection of trees

(called a profile), the Nelson consensus tree is the tree consructed from the

dique G containing the components most frequently replicated in the profile.

If trpo or more diques have the same, maximal number of replications of
components, then the Nelson consensus tree is constructed from those

comPonents common to all those diques. Nelson's original definition did not

specify that the replicated components had to be compatible (although

presumably this was intended); consequently his originat definition need not

result in a tree (McMorris et al., 19g3: 125).

The Nelson qlnsensus tree partitions the components in the profile of
trees into three sets: (1) those that occur in the consensus tree ("Eue,,); (Z)

those that occur in some but not alt of the cliques with the most replications of

components ("ambiguous"); and, (3) those components in neither category (1)

or (2) ("false"). Nelson (p. 10) also distinguished between true components

that are replicated, ithd those that are not. Note that Nelson and plaurick,s

(pp.499,504-505) discussion of the components for the general cladograms in

their Fig. 8.28 and Fig. 8.36 is in error. component 10 in Fig. g.27 is false, not
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ambiguous (see main text), and component 33 in Fig. g.23 is ambiguous and

hence cannot be part of the general cladogram in Fig. g.35.

ALGORITHM

1. Create a set S containing all the non-trivial components for.rnd in the

trees in the profile.

2. For each comPonent l, let wib the number of times that component

occurs in the profile.

3. Find the k diques Gl of S that have the greatest number of replications

of components, i.e. that maximize Zr, - I G* l, vf e Gt, where lc* | i,
the number of components in the clique Gp

4. The set of true components T = A, s;sr G1 T is the general cladogram.

5. Thesetof arnbiguouscomponentsA = ( ursisrGi)tr.

6. The set of false components F = S \ (f L/ A).
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Component Analysis: A Valiant Failure?r

Abstract Recent criticisms of component analysis are based on

misunderstandings of the relationship between crcmponent analysis,

parsimony' and consensus methods. These criticisms are rebutted, and the

appropriateness of applying the Wagner parsimony aiterion to the study of

biogeography and cospeciation ib questioned. An alternative parsimony

method, previously applied to mapping gene cladograms onto organism

cladograms, is developed.

1. To appearin Cladisfics QggU 6.
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component anllysis, then, should take its place arong with area cladogram
reduction... and the ancestral maps method ... as a failed (if valiant) attimpt
lg_.p-Tq9__a ggneral analyticat protocol for vicariance biogeography. (E. b.
Wiley, 1988b: 278)

The recent New Orleans symposium on vicariance biogeogaphy (Cracraft,

1988a) featured methods derived from Brooks, (19g1) work (Cracraft, l9ggb;

Kluge, 1988; Mayden, 1988; wiley, 1988b). wiley in particular concluded that

"Brooks' parsimony analysis', (BpA) was superior to all other methods

proposed to date, notably Nelson and Plarrick's (1981.) component analysis

which Wiley (1988b:288) rejected because it "does not offer a viable set of
analytical techniques." In this paper I shall argue that Wiley's consigning of

comPonent analysis to history's scrap heap is premature. His criticism of

component analysis rests on misunderstandings, and his own method of
choice has a number of serious problems.

Although wiley's critique of component analysis is flawed, he

addresses problems neglected in the literature, specificatly measuring the

degree of parsimony of a given area cladogram, and interpreting

incongruence between two or more area cladograms. The second part of this

Paper outlines a method derived from Nelson and Planrick's (1981) approach

to the first of these problems, which is related to techniques used in the study

of molecular evolution and host-parasite associations. I apply this method to

Humphries et al.'s (1986) recent study of cospeciation betr+'een the fungus

Cyttaria and its host, southern beech trees (Nof hofagus).

Making area cladograms

Cladistic biogeography constructs fundamental area cladograms for

individual dades. A dadogram of taxa and their distributions is mapped onto

one or more dadogram of areas. If every taxon is endemic to a unique area

then the problem is trivial; we simply substitute areas for taxa. This proced.ure
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Teble5'1' Fourrulcsforka7r ctinstluanrbiguityintroihrdbyabsingeras,wiltcsprcedtara,anilrcduruIentdistributians,
Thac ot ttm difucttt intctpctettns of nissing erus, thnc difuent rcstlictiotrs placeil on tlu psitilm of ercas slglriag tlu
sotu bmn' end thre diffardt vtocchtres lar nv*ng rzdndant dbttibtttiotrs.

Rule

Misslng

lllCaS

Widespread

taxa
Redundant

dlstribudong

BPA

Assumpdon 0

Assunption 1

Assnurption 2

unlnformative

primidvely abscnt

uninforrradve

uninforuradve

sisb rreas

dster areas

oonvex

float all but one

occurence

foidusdveORinga

tnclusive ORingb

all oco.rrrences valid

each octrurence

considered separately

a. This procedure is descibed by C/Grady and Deets (19g2).
b. Obtaining the Boolean inner product (Zandee and Rooo, 19g7309) is computationally identical with C/Grady and
Deet's indusive ORing.

is complicated by missing areas, widespread taxa and redundant

distributions (Nelson, 19M; page 1998)2.

Rules for converting taxon cladograms into area cladograms have been

proposed by Nelson and platnick (19S1) (Assumptions 1 and 2), Zandee and

Roos (7987) (Assumption 0) and Wiley (tggZ, 19gga, 19gSb) ("Brooks

parsimony analysis", BpA). These rules are summarized in Table 6.1.

Assumption 0 and BPA were developed jointly by Zandee, Roos and wiley,
and differ in how they interpret missing areas; BPA treats missing areas as

uninforrrative, Assumption 0 atributes the absence of a clade from an €rea as

b"iog due to primitive absence. For missing areas, BPA and Assumptions L

and 2 are identical; Assumption 0 allows a subset of the solutions permittd
by the other three rules. For widespread taxa (in the absence of redundant

distributions), Assumption 2 allows the largest set of area cladogran$, a

subset of which is also allowed by Assumption 1. Assumption 0 and BpA are

still more restrictive, allowing only a subset of the area cladograms permitted

2. Page (1988) is Chapter4.
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under Assumption 1. Hence the sets of area cladograms atlowed by the rules

are related as BPA = Assumption L c Assumption 1 c Assumption 2. For

redundant distributions the relationship betrreen the sets of area cladograms

permitted by the different rules is more complex (Nelson and plahrick, 19g1).

Two points deserve comment. Firstly, the rules in Table d.1 are not

mutually exdusive. We could devise other rules combining different aspects

of each rule; for example, we could treat widespread taxa under Assumption

2, but redundant disFibutions under Assumption 0. Secondly, there is an

important distinction betrueen the rula in Table 1 and the atgorithns used to

find area dadograms satisfying the rules. wiley uses the wagner parsimony

siterion to find area dadograms satisfying the BPA rule, while Zandee and

Roos use dique methods for the nearly indentical Assumption 0. We can also

use wagner Fees and diques in imprementing Assumptions 1 and 2 (page,

1988; Zandee and Roos, r98z), although for Assumption 2 there are more

efficient algorithms available (page, 19gg). I shall return to this point below.

Wiley's critique of component analysis

wiley (7987,1988E 1988b) regards component analysis, ,,major weakness (and

fatal flaw)" to be its reliance on consensus techniques to construct area

dadograms. Flowever

This- criticism might have less weight if it were not for the additional
weaknesses associated with the approach. For example, if we coutd validly
gmerate new components under the assumptions regarding missing ani
widmpread taxa, we could skip consensus inarysis ana emltoy st"id"ta
parsirrony techniques to arrive at an hypothesis of area 

-reiationships.

However, we carmot do so because the fataf flaws concErn not only the udof
consensus techniques to analyze "raw" data, but also the underlying
assumptions used to generate new component sets necessary to proteci thE
consensus trees from collapsing. (Wiley, lggga:526)
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Wiley's argument hinges on the validity of the assumptions used to

constmct area dadograms. 4 as I shall show below, Wiley's criticisms of

these assumptions are incorrect, then his sole objection is to the use of

consensus tedrniques to construct general area cladogr;rms. Wiley mistakenly

believes that Assumption 1 and 2 are devices employed simply to salvage the

use of consensus bses - if one is going to use consensus method.s then those

assumptions are needed to get a result. This is false. The point of examples

such as Humphries and Parenti's (1986:4047) is that whether we regard two

or more area cladograms as conflicting depends on how we interpret

ambiguities such as missing areas and widespread taxa. Consensus trees

happened to be a convenient way of presenting the example; their pedagosc

utility does not make the use of consensus trees a requirement of component

analysis.

WHAT IS COMPONENT ANALYSIS?

Wiley's inversion of the logic behind Humphries and parenti,s example

emphasizes the need to distinguish betrareen two quite distinct methods that

have, perhaps unfortunately, become jointly known as "component analysis."

The first method (Assumptions L and 2), constructs area cladograms

from taxon cladograms. Assumptions 1. and 2 are rules that partition the set of

possible area cladograms into parsimonious and less parsimonious solutions.

This is dearly shown in Nelson and Platnick's seventh chapter "Biogeographic

patterns: Component analysis" where they painstakingly enumerate all

possible area dadograms and count the number of ad troc hypotheses for each

dadogram. As for all parsimony methods, dadograms minimizing the

number of adtnc hypotheses are favoured over less economical solutions.

The second method combines incongruent fundamental area

dadograms. In their reanalysis of Holloway and Jardine's (1968) data Nelson
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and Platnict (pp. 49$508) used Nelson,s (1979) consensus method, which I
have discussed in detail elsewhere (page, 19g9b)3. These two methods are

completely separate. Contrary to Wiley, there is no necessary connection

between the method used to consEuct fundamental area cladograms and that

used to create general area dadograms. My concern in this paper is with the

first problem, which has attracted the most attention to date.

What the two methods do share is the treatrnent of cladograms as sets

of components (hence the term "component analysis',). Assumptions 1 and 2

establish mappings betrpeen components in taxon and area cladograms,

Nelson's consensus method finds sets of mutually compatible components.

Other interpretations of dadogrruns are possible, such as sets of nestings and

triplets. Adams (1985) has developed consensus methods based on nestings,

the utiliry of this approach inbiogeographic analysis has not been explored.

MSSING AREAS

What does the absence of a clade from an area allow us to infer about the

relationships of that area? Wiley (1,992:296-297) orincrzed component analysis

because

It solves the problem of missing taxa by assuming that these taxa were onc€
Present and have become extinct or by aszuming that a species is present but
unsampled. These propositions are less parsimonious thar, the proposition
that the missing taxon was primitively absent.

Wiley then (p. 301) contradicts himseUby stating that each of the three

explanations "...calls for a biological intelpretation in the absence of data and

is thus adltoc." Moreover, component anarysis allows for all three

explanations.

3. Page (1989b) is Chapter 5.
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Ilg.tt 6.1aThe eguinalence of the treafinent of missing areas under component analysis and

PPA. ql. Cladogram for three hypothetical birds. (b). Ttre missing area (SA) can be iaaed at
five dffferent places on the cladogram. (c). Binary coded matrix for the cladogram in (b). (d.
lle five area cladograms resulting when the missing area (SA) is added to the cladogram in
Q). These firre cladograms arealso the most parsimonious Wagner trees for the matrix in (c).
H3lphries and Parenti's (1986) example of component analysis followed steps (a), (b) and
(d);Wiley's (1988b) example of BPA followed steps (a), (c) and (d). The rwo approaches are
equivalent, and arrive at the same result.

wiley codes missing areas as "missing data", thus adopting the very

convention for which he criticizes component analysis. Ignorance of the

relationships of an uninhabited area can be depicted in two ways: all possible

relationships for that :uea can be enumerated, or we can show the

relationships only for inhabited areas. Humphries and Parenti (1986) adopted

the first convention, Wiley adopted the second. The two are different ways of

saying the same thi.g, as can be seen from Wiley's use of Humphries and

Parenti's example (Fig.6.1). Given three hypothetical endemic birds, one eactr

in Africa, Australia and New Guinea, there are five possible placements for

South America, which lacks a representative of this dade. These five

dadograms are also the most parsimonious cladograms for Wile/s bi."ry
matrix.
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WIDESPREAD TAXA

opinion on the evidence afforded by widespread taxa ranges from Kluge,s

(1988:316) view that they :ue uninformative and shourd be ignored

completely, to Zandee and Roos', and wiley's contention that widespread

taxa are equivalent to synapomorphies in phylogenetics. Nelson and

Platnick's Assumptions 1 and 2 occupy intermediate positions between the

two extremes. Under Assumption 1 the areas occupied by a widespread taxon

will form a convex group on the area cladograry under Assumption 2 each

ocflurence of the widespread taxon is considered separately, the other

occurrences are allowed to "float" in the dadogram (plaurick, 19g1).

Wiley (7988b:277) believes that

Relative to the original data, assumption 1 allows a widespread species to be
paraphyletic on area cladograms while assumption 2 allows thern to be either
Para- or polyphyletic. In terms of the characters supporting the original
phylogenetic results, the effect is to render these characte-rs intolomoplaiies.

This objection rests on a confusion between taxa and areas.

Assumptions 1 and 2 concern the relationships of areas, not taxa (Platnick,

1988). It is the areas comprising the taxon's range that are allowed to be "para-

" or "pol54)hyletic", not the widespread taxon itself. To be fair to Wiley, this

confwion originates with Nelson and Platnick, because they described

Assumption 1 and 2 in terms of the relationships of each occtrrrence of the

widespread taxon, should that taxon be resolved (page 19s9b).

Wiley (7988b:277) is aware of this counter argument to his objection,

but is unimpressed:

one might argue that this isn't true since area cladograms are not about taxa
but about areas...The problem with this argument is that it assumes that area
dadograms of groups have nothing to do with the phylogenetic trees of the
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lm! FouPs, a curious claim since area dadograms are derived from
phylogenetic trees and information about the rangeJof taxa.

Component analysis does not assrune that area cladograms have

nothing to do with the phylogenetic trees from which they are derived; rather,

it allows for the possibility that cladistically uruelated areas can share the

same taxon simply because of geographic proximity (page 19g9b). To

illustrate this pointl have reproduced Platnick and Nelson,s (1928) Figure g, a

diagram with implications that are little appreciated.

suppose that there are four .ueas (A, B, c, and D), arranged as in Fig.

6.2' artd that these areas are sepiuated by three vicariant events (1, 2 and 3). If
a taxon originally inhabiting the area A + B + C + D fails to respond to one of
the three vicariant events then a widespread taxon occtrrring in two areas will
result. Because of the spatial configuration of the areas (each area is adjacent

to the other three) all six possible pairs of areas may share the same taxon.

The questiory then, is what are the relationships of the areas harboring

the widespread taxon? Figure 6.2 shows that areas that are not cladistically
dosely related (e.g" A and D) may share the same taxon. To heat the areas

sharing the widespread taxon as sister areas (i.e. BpA and Assumption 0)

would, in this example, mean that we would recover the correct area

dadogram for only one of the six taxon-area cladograms; under Assumption 2

we would always have the correct area cladogram as one of the solutions for

each of the six dadograms (Nelson and plaurick, 19g1; page,lgg9b). At no

time is the original phylogenetic hypothesis questioned.

Given that Assumptions 1 and 2 can generate many more ,uea

dadograms than Assumption 0, might it not be reasonable to proceed on the

assumption that areas sharing the same taxon are indeed sister areas, until
any evidence to the contrary emerges? wiley (l9ggb:276) would answer ,,yes,,,

and I a$ee he has a point (d. Humphries, 19g9). But I emphasize that the

assumption that areas sharing the same taxon might not be sister areas makes
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ECDV'/ffi
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AECD

\X/ffi

A
BCD

V/ffi
BAGD

Y/ffi

A
BCDV/W

fJqure 5.2 Four t"o.rn four conesponding areas, with interrelationships as in top right area
dad_ogram and distributiop_a1in lop left-rnap. Row 1, possible axon cladograris a-nd area
configurations if a qotp failed to respond to event f; row 2, possible axon iadograms and
area configurations if a group failed to respond to event 2; row 3, possible axon ciadograms
a1d-area -P{pt"Uon if a group faitea t6 respond to event 3. Note that areas that are not
dadistically-9otly related may share the same widespread taxon because the areas are
geographically adjacent (Redrawn from platnick and Nelson, l9zg:Fig. g.)

no daims about the underlyrng phylogenetic hlpothesis. Assumptions 1 and

2 no more challenge the original draracter data than do Assumption 0 and

BPA.

Evidence that Assumption 0 and BpA did not apply to a given case

would be incongruence between two or more area cladograms caused solely

by widespread taxa. Rosen,s (lgZ1,1rg7g) study provides such an example.

The geographic incongruence between the fish Xiphopltorus and Hetqandria
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under Assumptions 0 and 1 disappears under Assumption 2 (Plaunick, 1981;

Page, 1988). Of course, we could invent any number of plausible procedures

for removing incongruence between these two area cladograms. Whether the

area dadograms supported by both Xiphophnus and Hetqandria arereal, or an

artifact of Assumption 2, is an empirical question (platnick, lggl:227).

In summary. Assumptions 0, 7 or 2 place different restrictions on the

possible interrelationships of areas sharing widespread taxa. Assumption 0 is

the most restrictive, Assumption 2 the least restrictive. The different

assumptions are analogous to different orderings of character state trees in

phylogenetics (Page, 1988). Some character state trees conflict solely because

of the way they are ordered, that is, the character state trees do not conflict if
ordered differently (Meacham, l9g4). Analogously, area cladograms can

conflict if widespread taxa are heated under one assumption, but they might

not conflict if treated under another assumption.

Wagner parsimony in biogeography

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RULES AN]D ALGORITHMS

There is a difference between rules for the construction of area cladograms,

and the algorithms that optimize cladograms for that rule. I view the use of
Wagner trees in dadistic biogeography as simply a computational dwice to

generate area dadograms. We can use dique methods (Zandee and Roos,

1987) and other algorithms (Page, 1988) to the same ends.

consider again the example that wiley took from Humphries and

Parenti (1985). Wiley's (1988a:Fig. fr) coding can be modified by scoring

South America as "missing data" for all five variables (Table 6.2). This is

equivalent to Wiley's coding, but makes explicit the relationship between the

cladogram and the matrix. Each term and component of the cladogram
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Table 6.2. Wilat's Q.988a:Fis.7D binarv
coding of the aiea cladosrani in fU. 0.1
ttudfie{ by--scoring Sorith Americf $A)
as "?" fot all codesl

Areas

Codes

54327

AS

NG

SA

AF

10101
01101
?????
00011

corresponds to a bir"ry variable. This matrix supports five equally

parsimonious binary wagner trees corresponding to the five equally

parsimonious area dadograms.

The "missing data" score in each binary variable can be expanded into

two new bi^*y variables, which together contain the two possible states for

South America (Table 5.3). Note that each of the new binary variables with
more than one "1" score coresponds to a component in one or more of the

five area dadograms. This matrix supports five maximal cliques, which

correspond to the five area dadograms. This is Zandee and Roos, approach.

The Wagner and dique methods are simply tools to create the area

dadograms. Th"y are not always the easiest tools to use; using them to

implement Assumption 2 gets rather messy. Fortunately there are other

methods available (see Page 1988).
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Table 6.3. Birunt codes in Table 6.2
expanded bv rdlacinc each missins
pdlue score "? "' bu ilte tan possibfe
b:ryoru scor6 (0 or-7). Each column in
Table 62 corrreponds to a pair oftsorc oJ colT6po,
columns in this tabte.

Codes

Areas

5544332211

AS

NG

SA

AF

11001100L7
0011110011
0101010101
0000001111

HOMOPLASY IN WAGNER TREES

If we aPPly the Wagner parsimony criterion to studies of biogeography and

coevolution, then we have to interpret homoplasy on Wagner trees. As Wiley

discovers, this is not straightforward, and strains to the limit the analogy

between phylogenetics and biogeography (Sober, 19gg).

Figure 6.3 compares the problem of optimizing a character state tree on

a taxon dadogram with the optimization of a fundamental area cladogram on

a general area dadogram. Character states 3 and 5 appear twice on the

dadogram (Fig. 6.3c), indicating that the transformations 1 + 3 and 3 -r 5

have occtrred twice (for consistenry with Wiley I have used the DELTRAI{

optimization algorithm [Swofford and Maddison, lgg7]). Character state

dtanges on the dadogram represent the transformation of one state into
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3

Fjg-* 63. OPtimizing a character state tree and a fundamental area cladogram on a
dadogram. (a). Character state tree with five states, two of which are hlpothetical
intermediates. Taxa A and D share character state 5. (b). Fundamental area clado-gram with
three terms and two components. Areas A and D share taxon 5. (c). Cladogram foifour taxa
(areas). DELTRAI{ optimization of character state (component and term) changes shown (see
texO.

another, whether the character state shows homoplasy or not. Homoplasy is

simply extra transformations.

In wile/s application of wagner parsimony to biogeography,

homoplasy has a different interpretation. The components of the area

dadogram estimate anc€strd distributions. Ancestral distributions fitting

perfectly to the tree are due to vicariance, dispersal is invoked to explain

those distributions that do not fit the tree. If the occrrrrenc€ of ancestor 3 in

areas C and D (F g. 5.3c) is due to vicariance then the occturence of 3 in area A

is due to dispersal. In contrast to the phylogenetic example, we do not

postulate that 3 arose twice (that would require the independent origin of the

sarne taxon), but rather that 3 iuose in one place and dispersed to another; the
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extra stePs on the Wagner ree represent the arrival of a taxon in an area, not

in situ transformations.

This interpretation of homoplasy founders on the problem that the

binary codes derived from the area cladogram are not independent (page,

7987:4; Mayden, 1988:33&334). This is appropriate for a character state tree

because the hansformation of the state 1 into the state 5 requires the

intermediate state 3 (i.e., 1 + 3 -r 5). But it is not appropriate for taxa; if the

ancestral taxon 3 disperses into area A then there is no need to postulate that

its descendant 5 dispersed as well; the former simply inherits its range from

the latter. Alternativeln if 5 dispersed into A it is not necessary to require that

its ancestor also dispersed. Note also that the position of 1 on the area

dadogram implies that area A already crontains a representative of the clade

in area A prior to the "dispersal" of 3 and 5; the optimization implies that area

A contains three taxa.

Wiley is forced into all manner of a posteriori rationalizations to

resolve these problems. The difficulg of tryrng to apply a model based on

vertical transmission of characters to a situation involving both vertical and

horizontal transmission (Sober, 19gg) is highlighted by Wiley's (l9ggb:2g7)

rule that "no ancestral species c;ln appear on the tree twice". This rule rests on

a confusion of changes on a taxon cladogram with changes on an area

dadogram. If a descendant can disperse then so can an ancestor; the point is

that only one or the other of an ancestor-descendant pair need make the

journey.

Wiley and others have seized on BPA as a straighfforward application

of the Wagner parsimony criterion to biogeography. It has yet to be

demonstrated that this is a valid application of the Wagner criterion. The

ntunerous ad hoc adjushnents Wiley is forced to make to the distributions of

ancestors and descendants on his Wagner trees suggests that it is not.
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Mapping trees - an al ternative parsimony criterion

Both Wiley's and Zandee and Roos' methods make use of the well developed

th*ry of the relationship between character state trees and cladograms

(Estabrook et d., 7975; swofford and Maddison, 19g7). In contrast, one of the

least developed asPects of component analysis is the measurement of the

degree of parsimony of a given area cladogram. part of the appeal of the

Wagner method advocated by Wiley is that it provides such a measure, the

consistency index (Kluge and Farris, 1969). Although I have argued that

Wagner parsimony is inappropriate in biogeography (or at the very least has

been misapplied lsee also page, lg$gb]), there is clearly the need for a

measure like the consistency index.

Nelson and Platnick's (1981) approach to measuring the degree of

parsimony of an area dadogram parallels Goodman et al.'s (1979) method for

reconciling gene and organism cladograms. Goodman et al.,s method was

inspired by the realization that (page 132):

Since a $rven gene rnay duplicate within its species lineage, and distinct sister
Senes rnay h expressed in different species, the topologies of the gene and
species lineages may not be the same for the same set or contdnporary
species.

They outlined a parsimony strategy for reconciling gene and species

trees by postulating the minimum number of gene duplications required to fit
the gene tree onto the species Fee. Postulating a gene duplication requires one

or more gene loss events to be hypothesized. Analogously, Mitter and Brooks

(1983:Fig. 2) reconciled conllicting cladograms for the pinworms Enterobius

and hominoid primates by postulating the presence of two lineages of

Entnobius on the Hominoidea, coupled with hypotheses of either loss of

parasites due to extinctio& or collection failure. Humphries et al. (1986,) used
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Ftgure 6.4. (d A dadogram for four taxa (l-{) found in four different areas 0,85, and A), and
two area cladograms (b and c).

the same approach in their study of organisms associated with Nothofagus.I

shall now outline a parsimony criterion for component analysis that is based

on Goodman et al.'s, and Nelson and Plaurick's work, ild can be applied to

both biogeographic and coevolutionary studies.

MAPPING BETWEEN TREES

Consider two trees, one called the observed tree, O, the other the user tree, U.

The observed tree is a tree of taxa and their distributions (over iueas or hosts),

the user tree is a tree of either areas or hosts. Define a map between the two

trees as a function, f, that relates the components of O to the components and

terms of U. Each cpmponent, k, in O has a left and right descendant, Lr and Rr

respectively. The function / maps k onto the component or terrn in U that is

the rzosf taent contmon ancator (MRCA) of L1 and Rr in U. For example,

component 1 in Fig. 6.4a has L1 = (B) and R1 = {S,A}. The MRCA of L1 and Rl in

Fig. 5.4b is component b, so flf ) = b. Component b is the ittuge of component 1

under/.

Finding the MRCA of L1 and Rr in U for each component in O

establishes a map betrnreen the two trees. For example, the map berr,veen Fig.

JBSA
1234
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6.4a (the observed tree) and Fig. 6.ab (the user tree, in this case an iuea

dadogram) is:

flO)=a

fll)=b
flZ) - c.

This map has two important properties. Firstly, each component in O
maps onto a different component in U, hence the mapping is one-to-one or

injective. Secondly, every component in u is the image of a component in o;
such a mapping is called surjectioe. A mapping that is both injective and

surjective is called a bijection The mapping between O and U will only be a

bijection if there iue no missing rueas (or hosts), every taxon is endemic to a

unique area (or host), and O and U specify the same area (host) relationships.

The map between Fig. 6.4a and Fig. 6.4c is:

flO)=a

flD =A

flZ) =b'

This map is not an injection (components I and 2 map onto the same

component in Fig. 6.4c), nor is it a surjection (component d in Fig. 5.4c has no

image in Fig. 6.4a). Goodman et al.,s rule for reconcilng two such trees is:

RULE 1: Create a duplication in U whenever a

component in O and either of its descendants map

onto the same component in U (i.e if f(k) = f(Lp)

and/or flk) =,ffRd then there is a duplication in U

atf(k)).
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Figure 65. Reconcilation of a taxon cladogram (Fig. 5.4a) and an area cladogram (Fig. 6.4c).
SoUd ci-rcl-es are components in the area clidogram wrucn are the image of coirponens in the
taxon dadogr_am and are labeled by both the taxon and area component labels. Components
that are not the itn"ge of a taxon component are repr€sented by bpen circles. The latter are
items of error.

Component 1 and its right descendant 2 both map onto component b, so a

duplication in U at component b is required. The resulting tree (Fig. 5.5) has

two extra copies of component b Cq and b"), and one extra copy of
q)mponent d (d'). We could rewrite the map between Fig. 6.4a and 5.4c as:

flO) =a

fll)=b
fl2) =b" '

This map is an inlection (each component in the observed tree maps onto a

different aomponent in the reconciled h:ee), but it is not a suriection

(components b', d, and d' have no image in the obsenred tree). The

aomponenb b', d, and d'and their associated terms are itans of arn (Nelson

and Platnick, 1981:417). The total items of error can be readily calculated by

comparing the numhr of nodes (terms and components) in the observed tree
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with those in the reconciled tree (a bio"ry cladogram with z terms has n - L

comPonents). Fig. 6.4a has seven nodes, Fig. 6.5 has 13 nodes, hence there are

73 - 7 = 6 items of enor. Each additional component contributes two items of

etror, itself and its associated term. Note also that the reconciled tree

Preserves the relationships between the taxa shown in Fig. d.4a.

Biologically, the reconciled cladogram impties that the clade in Fig.

5.4a diverged into two lineages prior to the separation of areas B, S and A.

Taxon 2 is the sole known repreentative of one lineage, taxa 3 and 4 are the

representatives of the other lineage. Three taxa (corresponding to the tfuee

terms in the six items of error) have either gone extinct or are undiscovered.

By adding enough terms and components, an observed tree can be

reconciled with any user tree. The number of items of error needed to

reconcile the observed and user trees is measure of the fit berween the data

(taxon dadogram) and hlpothesis (area or host cradogram). The problem of
constructing an area (or host) cladogram from a taxon cladogram can

therefore be characterized as finding the area (host) cladogram(s) with the

minimum number of items of enor.

Assumption 1 and 2

So far I have considered only taxa endemic to a unique area. In such cases

Goodman et. al's procedure can be used unmodified. I shall now extend their

procedure to handle widespread taxa and redundant distributions.

WIDESPREAD TAXA

under Assumption 1, the areas occupied by a widespread taxon must be

convex on any reconciled area dadogram. Solutions found by Goodman et

al.'s procedure will not always satisfy this requirement.
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ffurc 6.6. (d Cladogram for thrce taxa, one of whidr occun in two arcas, and the two
possibilities O and c) for componmt analysis under Aszumption 2 (afbr Nelson arui Platsrick,
1981:Fig.728).

For examplg consider the tacon dadogram in Fig. 6.6a and the area

dadograrn in Fig. 6.4c. The map between these two trees is:

flO)=a

J(1) = b'

This map does not require a duplication, but areas I and B aren't

cpnvex on Fig. 6.4c. The following addition to Goodman et al.'s procedure

accomodates this situation:

RULE 2: Let k be a crcmponent in O that (1) does

not have a left or right descendant that maps onto

fik), and that (2) one of its descendants is a

widespread taxon, and the other descendant (z) is

a dDmlrcnent If any area inflft) but not in t is dso

occupied by the widespread taxon, then there is a

duplication in U at flm).
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figurc 6.7. Reconciliation between a taxon cladogram with a widespread taxon (Fig. G.6a) and
an area cF{ogram (Fig 6.ac) under Assumption 1. The two ocrurrences of the widespread
taxon are labeled la and lb respectively.

In this examPle, component 0's left descendant is the widespread ta:<on

1 (found in areas I and B), and its right descendant is component 1.

Component 1, (s,A), maps onto component b, (B,s,A). Area B is absent from

comPonent 1 but is part of the distribution of taxon 1, hence by rule 2 there is

a duplication at f(t) = b. The reconciled tree for these two cladograms (Fig.

6.7) agunpreserves the relationships between the taxa.

Note that Fig. 6.7 requires 13 - $ = 8 items of enor, two items less than

calculated by Nelson and Plahrick (1981:Fig. 7.75.7, Table 7.3). Similarly,

another three of the 15 possible trees (Nelson and Platnick's Figs. 7.15.2,

7.75.!0, and 7.15.11) all can be recpnciled more parsimoniously than Nelson

and Platnick indicate. These more parsimonious solutions also

unartbiguously place the areas ocorpied by the widespread taxon (compare

Fig.5.7 with Nelson and Plabdck's Figs. 2.15.1 and Z.16).

Assumption 2 places fewer constraints on the placement of areas

occupied by a widespread taxon. Any arangement of those areas is

permitted, providing that at least one of the areas remains in the place
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Figure 5.8. (a) A dadogram for four taxa, two of which (1 and 4) ocrur in the same area (S),
and an area cladogram (b). (Arter Nelson and platnick, 1991:Fig. z.zg.ln.

specified by the widespread tocon. For example, given Fig.6.6a, there are two

possibilities: iuea I can remain fixed, and area B be allowed to float (Fig. 6.6b),

or area B can be fixed, and area I can float (Fig. G.6c).Given a taxon cladogram

and an area dadogriun, all the possible starting points are generated (for

example by the algorithm in Page[1988]) and each is reqcnciled with the area

dadogram. The measure of fit is the fewest items of error required by any of

the possibilities. Irr this example, Fig. 6.6b requires two items of eror to be

reconciled with Fig. 6.4c, whereas Fig. 6.6c requires eight items of error.

RE DUNDAI$T DISTRIBUTIONS

Fig.6.8a shows a dadogram for four taxa, two of whictr occur in area S. Under

Assuutption 1, tar<on 1 is a relict of a larger dade whose representatives in

areas A and B are either uncollected or extinct (Fig. 6.9). Goodman et al.,s

unmodified rule is adequate for this example, but it will not always work. So

the final modification for Assumption 1 is:

SABS
1234
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Figure 6.9. Reconciliation between a taxon dadogram with a redundant disribution (Fig. 8a)
and an area cladogram (Fig. 8b) under Assumption 1.

RULE 3: Let k be a component in the taxon

dadogram.If the distributions of the left and right

descendants overlap then there is a duplication in

U atflk).

Under Assumption 7 aII the components in the taxon dadogram are

mapped onto the area (host) dadogram. Hence the reconciled dadogram

must explain the distribution of all the ta:<a. Assumption 2 allows for the

possibility that some of the taxa that occur in the sarne area may have

dispersed ttrere. For example, we could ignore the ocru:rence of ta:<on 1 in

area S, and map only the componene 1 and 2, or we could ignore the

(xcrrrenc€ of tacon 4 and map just components 0 and 1.

My earlier algorithm (Pag+ 798:269) for Assumption 2 coruidered all

possible combinations of redundant distributions. Nelson (pers. comm.) has

pointed out that this can ignore information in the taxon cladogram. For

example, imagine that the two taxa "missing" from :ue:rs A and B in Fig. 5.9

have been found, resulting in the taxon-area cladogram ((A,(BF)),(A,(4S))).

1234
ABSABS
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My 1988 algorithm generates all three cladograms for the areas (A,B,S) as

starting points, rather than just (A(B"S)) as one might expect. In deciding

whether to map a partictrl.u cpmponent in the observed tree, an improved

algorithm would take into account whether that component was replicated

elsewhere in that tree. The map can then be interpreted using rules 1 and 3.

IMPLEMENTATION AI{D APPLICATION

The approach outlined above has been implemented in the Fif command in

my program COMPONENT for MS DOS microcomputers (Page, 1989aF. Fit

can map an observed tree on to one or more user trees, construct reconciled

trees, and calctrlate items of error.

To illustsate Fff I witl use Humphries et al.'s (1986) dadograms for

southern beech frep.ls (Notlnfagus) and their parasitic fungi (Cyttaria) (Figs. 6.10

nigra

gunnii

pallida

septentrionalis

johowii

exigua

hookeri

Figure 6.10. cladogram for cyttaria (after Humphries et al., 1986:Fig. 4.10).

4. See Chapter 7.
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menziesii

cunninghamii

moorei 
.

dombeyi

nitida

betuloides

Figure 5.[. Qadogram for Nothofagus (after Humphries et al., 1986:Fig. a3).

Table 6.4. Host-parasiterelntims for Nothofanrs anil
Cyttaria species'lfrom Humphriis et al., (798il; see
C;isci et a1.,(d,95il for corrrr;rtonsl.

Cyttniaspecies Nothofagrc species

ffigra

gunni

Wllida

sqtatriotulis

iolroutii

aigua

Ir&lcEri

mal,g;ier;ii

menziaii,cunninglutttii

nnaiuii

mmrei

ilonfueyi,betuloiila

betuloide

betuloids
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and 5.1.1., Table 5.4). [Crisci et al. (1988) have since published a quite different

dadogram for Cyttaria, and Humphries (pers. comm.) is revising his

Nothofagus data set.l The map between the two cladograms is:

flO)=A

flr)=n

f(2) =s

fl3)=B

fl4) =D

flS) = N.betuloides

Under Rule 1., there are two duplications of component B (mmponent 1

and its descendant component 2 both map onto component B, as do

comPonent 2 and its descendant component 3). The descendants of both

comPonents 4 and 5 overlap (all occur on N. betuloides), so by Rule 3 there are

a further two duplications, one of component D and one of N. betuloides. The

resulting tree (Fig. 6.12) requires 18 items of error, and is identical to that

found manually by Humphries et al. (their Fig. a.11).

How do we interpret the degree of fit between Cyttaria artdNothofagus?

Are 18 items of error a little or a lot? To answer this question we need to know

the distribution of the measure of fit between the two dadograms. Assuming

that all distinguishable dadograms are equiprobable (see Simberloff et al.,

1981), this distribution is easily obtained by mapping the dadogram for

Cyttaria onto all the 945 possiblg fully resolved dadograms for the six

Notlufagus taxa (Fig. 5.13). Fifteen trees require the same or fewer items of

error as does Humphries et al.'s dadogram for Notlnfagus. Hence, the

probability that a six taxon tree drawn at random would require 18 or less

items of error is 75/945 = 0.016. This degree of fit between Humphries et al.'s

dadograms for Cyttaria and Nothofagus is unlikely to be due to chance alone.
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HOST
menziesii

{:unninghalTiii

moorci

menziesii

menzresil

betuloides

PARASITE
nigra

gunnii

gunnii

pallida

septentrionalis

johowii

johowii

exigua

hookeri

Figure 5.1.!L Reconciliation ben^'een dadogram for the parasitic fungus Cyttaria (Fig.5.l0) and
its host, Notlnfagus (Fig. 6.11), under Assumption 1. This tree requires 18 items of error.

Other hlpotheses of tree distribution, sudt as a Markovian model (e.g.

Savage 1983) could dso be used to generate the set of user trees

(COMITONENT indudes a Markovian randorn tree generator).

Srunmary

Component analysis is one of the least understood methods of dadistic

analysis. Explanations of the method have focused on how it deals with

missing areas and widesPread taxa (e'g' Humphries and Parenti, 7985;

x;;i::''"'""

v,d:;;"''
.5 z betuloides
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NEMS OF ERBOR

Fignre 6.13. Distribution of the items of error required to rcconcile the dadogram for Cyttarin
Gig. 6.10) and the 945 possible cladograms for the six Nothofagus taxa in Fig. 6.11.

Zandee and Roos,7987). The problem of redundang (of both endenic and

widespread taxa), and Nelson and Platnick's approach to measuring the

degree of parsimony of area dadogriuns, among other asPects, have been

largely ignored. Critiques of component analysis, partiodarly the daim that it

is a Gcnsensus method, have been little more than caricatures (of both

component andysis and consensus methods).

The advantages and limitations of component analysis are poorly

known, because the method itself is still being developed. For exanple,

Cracraft (1988b) questioned its ability to deal with multiple area relationships,

a concern raised by Craw (1982,1983) some years previously. Platnick and

Nelson (1984) saw no intrinsic reason why component analysis could not

accommodate multiple area relationships, and drew an analogy with hybrid

taxa. I have suggested that, since Nelson's $979) method for constructing

general area cladograms is clique method @age, 1989b), it could be
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generalized to situations where there is more than one hieradrical pattern by

considering diques other than the largest to be informative (Page 7987:6).

This area is just one aspect of component analysis that requires further

development.
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COMPONENT: A MS DOS Program for
Component Analysis

The previous three chapters describe algorithms for constructing and

comparing area cladograms. In this chapter I briefly describe the

implementation of those dgorithms in a computer Program called

COMPONENT. A copy of this program and its documentation are included

in this thesis as Appendix I. First released in March 7989, some 25 copies of

COMPONENT have been purchased by researchers in New T-r:alarrd,

Australia, Europe, and the United States. I have used COMPONENT to

explore confidence intervals on dadograms (Chapter 8) and to compare host

and parasite phylogenies (Chapter 9).

Motivation

COMPONENT was written first and foremost as a tool for my own research.

As the program grew I decided to make it available for others to use. My goal

has been to design a program that (1) implemented methods for constructing

and comparing area dadograms, and (2) contained a variety of tree

comparison tools. Hence COMPONENT is intended to complement the

dready existing phylogenetic softr'vare (e.9., PAUP, PFIYLIP, Hennig85, and

MacClade), rather than compete with it. The only other software that

implements cladistic biogeographic methods is Zandee's program CAFCA

(Collection of APL Functions for Cladistic Analysis), which is available for
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both mainframes and personal computers. CAFCA uses Zandee's

"component-compatibility" approach, which I have criticized in Chapter 5.

COMPONENT was written in Pascal using Borland's Turbo Pascal4.0

compiler. Pascal was chosen for primarily historical reasons; my introduction

to dadistic software was through Felsenstein's PH\{-IP package, which

Felsenstein distributes as Pascal source code. Pascal is less efficient than

languages such as C, but its SET data type is particularly useful for dadistic

problems.

Feafures

COMPONENT is designed to be easy to use. It features pop-up menus (Fig.

7.1'), a full-screen text editor that can interactively correct mistakes in data

files, and graphical display of dadograms. The manual (Appendix I) includes

worked examples illustrating all aspects of the program's use.

COMPONENT is divided into three main modules: BUILD,

COMPARE, and GENERATE. The BUILD module computes area cladograms

under Assumptions 0, 1 and 2, and can compare parasite and host dadograms

under the hypothesis of "association by descent." The COMPARE module

provides nrunerous tree comparison tools (including consensus bees, and

component and triplet measures of tree similarity) for analysing BUILD's

output. COMPARE can also analyse files supptied by the user. GENERATE

constructs random binary rooted trees, which can be used to generate

expected distributions of various tree comparison statistics.

Chapters 4,5,6,8, and 9, and the use/s manual (Appendix I) illustrate

some applications of the program. COMPONENT is likely to be useful to (1)

biogeographers interested in constructing and comparing area dadograms,
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Figure 7.1. COMPONENT 15. An example sct€en display.

(2) parasitologists who want to compare host and parasite cladograms, and

(3) systematists interested in problems of to(onomic congruenc€.

Requirements

COMPONENT requires an IBM PC or compatible with a hard disk drivs at

least 512K RAI\,i, and a CGA, EGA, VGA, or Hercules graphics adaptor. The

complete package (E)G files, graphics drivers, example data files) occupies

877Kof disk spaae.

'-l
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What COMPONENT doesn't do - yet

The current version of COMPONENT has some severe limitations, some I

imposed from the start, others have become apparent through use. The Make

free command is cnrde in comparison with the analogous features available in

phylogenetic programs. Mal,'e free implements the algorithms described in

Chapter 4, which are limited to simply generating trees conforming to the

constraints imposed by various rules for constructing area cladograms. Now

that.I have begun to develop a parsimony criterion for area dadograms

(Chapter 6), an obvious improvement would be to combine that criterion with

a brandr-and-bound search procedure guaranteed to find the most

parsimonious area cladograms (where such a search is feasible).

COMPONENT would then permit more sophisticated biogeographic

analyses.

Chapter 9 makes use of dendrograms as well as dadograms in

analysing agreement between host and parasite phylogenies. COMPONENT

does not make use of the extra information contained in dendrograms.Its tree

comparison features could be extended to include dendrograms. Similarly,

COMPONENT's random tree generator could be improved by inceasing the

range of tree types that it can generate. These and other refinements should

make the program more useful to biogeographers and systematists interested

in questions of geographic and taxonomic congruence.
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Cladistics with Confidence: The Bootstrap
Revisitedt

A goal of dadistics is estimating the cladistic parameter (dadogram) for a

Soup of taxa (Nelson and Platnick, 1981). This estimate is based on a sample

of the features of the taxa, and because it is based on a s:unple only it is

attended by " degree of uncertainty. A number of methods have been

proposed for estimating the sampling error of a dadogram (Felsenstein,

1.985a, b; Lanyon,1985; Penny and Hendy,79f35; Sneath, 79f35; Saitou and Nei,

19f36), amongst them the bootstrap (Diaconis and Efron, 1983).

Bootstrapping is a computer intensive method that involves

resampling many times from the original data to create a series of fictional

data sets. The idea behind this procedure is that the set of estimates of the

parameter constructed from the bootstrap samples has a distribution that

approximates the distribution of the actual parameter. Felsenstein (1985b)

applied the bootstrap by resampling (with replacement) characters from the

original taxon by character matrix. Some draracters may be represented more

than once in a given bootstrap sample, others draracters may not be

represented at dl.'

1. This chapter is a draft of a paper I intended to submit io Chdistics. However, soon after I
sent it to colleagues for their comments, Michael Sanderson's paper 'Confidence limits on
phylogenies: Theboostrap revisited" appeared in Cladrsfi'cs ft9\il 5:111-172, in which he
described the same approach for constructing confidence limits from a set of trees. Although
this chapter differs from Sanderson's in a number of ways it is too similar to Sanderson's to
merit publication in its present form. I thank Jim Carpenter, Joe Felsenstein, and Brian
McArdle for their conrrrents on the manuxript.
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For each bootstrap sample we construct one or more trees. As

Felsenstein (1988) notes, it is not at all obvious how to convert these trees into

a confidence interval. Felsenstein himself has suggested recording the number

of times a given component occurs in the set of bootstrap trees. If that

component occurs in more than, say,957o of the trees, then that component is

induded in the 957o confidence interval for the dadogram. This approach

may be of most use to a systematist interested in how much confidence he or

she can place in a given component, but in other applications the set of

bootstrap trees themselves may be of interest. In particular, dadistic analysis

of biogeography and co-speciation involves mappings between dadograms

for taxa and areas, or between hosts and parasites (Page, 798fr; in prep.)2.

Different dadograms may imply different mappings (Humphries et a1.,1986).

In a sense, the set of most parsimonious trees constitutes a confidence

interval; gtven the data we cannot choose betrueen them (although methods

for doing so have been suggested [Carpenter, 19881). But, as Felsenstein

(1985b) emphasizes, the set of most parsimonious trees may seriously

underestimate the actual confidence interval. Finding the minimd tree does

not obviate the need for estimating confidence intervals (pace Carpenter,

1987:53). Parsimony provides a criterion for droosing one or more trees from

amongst all the possible trees, given the data at hand. Bootstrapping (as well

as other methods for estimating confidence limits) allow us to assess how

much confidence we can place in that set of trees. For example, how confident

are we that a tree, say, one extra step in length is not also a reasonable

candidate for the true dadogram? The results of Cavender (1978, 1981) and

Felsenstein (1985a) suggest we should be considering trees with somewhat

more than one extra step.

In this paper I suggest a method for constructing a confidence interval

from the set of bootstrap trees, complementing Felsenstein's approach of

2. Page (1988) is Chapter 4, Page (in prep.) is Chapter 5.
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constmcting a single bootstrap estimate of the dadogram itself. To illushate

the two approaches I present an analysis of Kluge's (1939) study of taxonomic

congruence between two data seB for Epiuafes. Readers interested in the

vdidity of employing the bootstrap in dadistic analysis are directed to

Felsenstein (1985b). I make no attempt in this paper to assess the effects of

violation of the assumptions of this application of the bootstrap (sudt as

independence of draracters) on the validity of the method's results.

Confidence intervds for trees

The bootstrap generates a set of hees called a profile, P. Felsenstein (1985b)

suggeted conshucting a bootstrap'estimate from P by asking whether a given

component (specified prior to bootstrapping) occurs with a given frequency

in P. For a 95Vo confidence interval only those components occur in 95Vo or

more of the trees would be induded in the bootstrap estimate.

Felsenstein describes a.n easy way to find this estimate using the

majority-rule consensus Eee (Margush and McMortis, 1981) for the profile

Mni@). This fee contains only those components occurring in more than

half the trees in P. Maj@) belongs to the M1 family of consensus trees where

0.5 < t < 1.0 is the smallest proportion of trees in P that a component must be

present in P to be included in the consensus tree. For Maj@),1> 0.5; for the

strict consensus tree, I = 1.0. Clearty for the 95% confidence limit, I = 0.95.

Wareham (1985) has described an efficient algorithm for computing Mt trees,

another algorithm is implemented in Felsenstein's CONSENSE program in

his PH)fI-IP package.

The majority-rule tree has another interesting property that I shall

make use of, namely it is a median tree for the profile (Barthelemy and

Mctvlorris, 1986). A median tree is a tree with the smallest mean distance
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Figure 8.1. A profile of five trees (numbered 1 to 5) and their maprity-rule consensus tree
(inset).

between itseU and dl the trees in the profile, where the distance d between

two trees T1 and T2 is

d(Tt,Tz)= lrruTz | -zlrrnTzl;

i.e il(TtT;) is the number of components present in T1 but not h Tr, plus the

number of components in T2 but not in Tl (Hendy et al., 1984; Robinson and

Foulds, 1981). A median tree can be likened to the center of a profile of trees

in "tree spae."

To illustrate this concept, Fig. 8.1 shows a profile of five trees for five

tDCa, together with the majority-rule consensus tree. Fig. 8.2a shows a

principle coordinates ordination of the pairwise distance matrix betr'rteen dl
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Figurc 8f (d hincipal cpordinates ordination of the dissimilarity rnatrix calculated using
componmts for the five trees in Fig.8.1 (solid cirdes) and their maprity-rule consensus tree
(open circle). The distance betrreen each tree and the consetrsus tree is indicated. (b)

Diifibution of distances between 10 trees with the five topologies in Fig. 8.1 and their
maiority-rule consensus tree. The five trees with a distancr of four units from the maiority-
mle Eee lie outside the 957o confidence hterval. The dashed line shows the expected
distribution of 100 random tees for five taxa.

six trees. The twodimensional ordination distorts some of the relationships

betrseen the Eees, but it caprures the idea of. Maj(il as a median tree. I-et us

now consider a profile of 100 trees, each of which coresponds to one of the

five topologles in Fig. 8.1. Given that the frequencies of the topologies 1 to 5

are 35, 35, 15, 10, and 5 respectively, then the lvIai@ in Fig. 8.1 is also the

IvIai@ for these 100 trees. We can then plot the distance of each tree from

Maj@) (Fig. 8.2b). For comparison Fig. 8.2b also shows the expected

distribution of distances between the majority rule consensus tree and 100

random trees for five tarca.

Figure 8.2b suggests a definition of a confidence intervd. For a (1 - c)

confidence limit on a profi,le of k trees, those (1 - a) o k trees dosest to lvtni(P)

forsr the confidence interval. Given a 95Vo confidence limit (a = 0.05) and F

our profile of 100 trees, the confidence intenval comprises the 95 trees doset

to Maj(D. Hence the confidence interval for this profile excludes the five trees

in the profile with topology 5. These trees lie on the periphery of the profile in

o123450
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"tree space" (cf. Fig. 8.2a). Choosing a value for a involves a trade off between

precision and risk; smaller values increase the size of the confidence interval,

increasing the probability that the interval does indeed indude the cladistic

parameter; larger values reduce the number of trees we have to consider, but

increase the risk that a tree outside our confidence interval is in fact the true

dadistic parameter.

Practical Issues

The tootstrap can be implemented using existing tree building softr,vare if

that software can weight characters. For each of bootstrap sample each

character is weighted by how many times it occurs in that sample

(Felsenstein, 1985b). Felsenstein's PHYLIP package contains programs for

bootstrapping trees, but their tree building algorithms are relatively slow and

inefficent (Platnick, 1987).I have used f. S. Farris'program HennigS6 version

1.5 because of its speed and fledbility. HennigS5's branch and bound search

option is fast enough to be used on moderately large data sets (Platnick, 1988),

hence guaranteeing that the trees constructed for each bootstrap sample are of

minimal length. Furthermore, Hennig86 collapses arbitrary resolutions of

dadograms, so that only components acrually supported by data occur in the

bootstrap profile. Other programs with these features, such as the

forthcoming PAUP version 3.0 may also be used.

Some of the bootstrap samples of characters may support a single

minimal tree, while others may support multiple equally parsimonious

solutions. Ideally each bootstrap sample should contribute the same number

of trees to the profile. HennigS5 can restrict its output to just a single tree, but

if we do this we run the risk of underestimating the actual spread of trees. In

particular, if two different bootsbap samples contain the same characters with

the same frequencies, ild that set of characters generates more than one
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minimal tree, and we restrict ourselves to a single tree per sample, then we

would want to extract different trees from the two bootstrap samples. The

approach I have adopted is every time a bootstrap sample generates more

than one tree, a single tree is selected at random. This ensures each bootstraP

sample contributes a single tree, whilst minimizing the dtances of truo

identical samples contributing the same tree.

Hennig85 can be used to implement bootstrapping by creating a

procedure file tike that in Table 8.1. The command nead (lines 1 to 3) reads in

the taxon by character data matrix. Line 4 opens a log file to which the

bootstrap trees are written. For each bootstrap replicate a randomly generated

weight is assigned to each character, such that the sum of dl the weights

equals the number of draracters in the orignal data matrix (line 5). Then the

trees are calculated (in this example by HennigS5's ie (implicit enumeration)

command,line 5), and written to the log file (line 7). Lines 5 to7 are repeated r

times. Finally the log file and procedure files are dosed (Iines 8 and 9). Two

utility programs, one to generate bootstrap procedure files, the other to select

at random one tree from multiple equally parsimonious trees are available

from me.

The first step in analysing the profile is to calculate the majority-rule

consensus tree. Then, each tree in the profile is compared to the majority-rule

tree, and a frequency distribution of those distances is consFucted. Unless

every tree in the profile is different we will also need to be able to extract the

set of different topologies. My program COMPONENT implements all these

features, as well as a ntunber of others. Felsenstein's PHYLIP package

indudes a consensus tree program.
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An Example-Kluge's Epioates data

Kluge (1989) presented a cladistic analysis of two independent data sets for

the boid snake genus Epioates, one biochemicd (folson, 1987), the other

morphologrcal.The seb of minimd length trees for the two data sets were

similar but not identical. Kluge resolved the conflict between the two data sets

by combining them, finding two minimal length trees, and conduded that the

resulting dadogram was "robust." Making the somewhat dubious

assumptions that all the characters in the two data sets are independent and

that they were choosen at random, I used bootstrapping to address two

questions:

(1) Do the two different data sets conflict?

Q) How adequately do the suite of minimal length trees for each data set

estimate the corresponding confidence interval?

In atl cases I did two bootstrap runs, each of 1000 replicates, on each data set.

There were no significant differences between the results of the h^/o runs, so

only the results of the first run are given. All trees were calculated using

HennigS6's branch and bound search command re, which finds all minimal

length rees (up to a limit of 1.00, which was never reached). If there was more

than one minimal length tree for a replicate, one of those trees was selected at

random. Each run of 1000 replicates took between three to four hours to

complete on a 8MFIz NEC V20 based IBM compatible PC microcomputer.
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CONGRUENCE

The majority-rule consensus trees for the 1000 bootstrap trees for both the

biodremical and morphological data (Fig. 8.3) are identical to the strict

consensus trees cronstructed from the minimal length trees for the original

data sets (Kluge 1989:Figs 4 and 5). Felsenstein (1985b) noted that for

perfectly dean data, support by three draracters was sufficient to ensure the

indusion of a component in the 957o bootstrap estimate of the dadogram. For

both the biochemical and morphological data sets only components

supported by at least three unique and unreversed diagnostic

synapomorphies appear in the Mo.gs trees (Table 8.2).

In Nelson's (1979) terminologlr, the dadograms constmcted from the

biodremical and morphological data are fundamofial cladograms. We can

attempt to combine the fundamental dadograms to produce a gatnal

cl"adogram, in this case by constructing the Nelson consensus tree (Nelson,

1979; Page, 1989)3. Nelson consensus Eees, often confused in the literature

Kluge [1989] included) with strict consensus trees (Sotat and RohU, 1981)

consist of the set of mutually compatible components most commonly

replicated in two or more trees, together with any unique components that are

mutually compatible with eadr other and with the replicated crrmponents.

Components compatible with the replicated components but not with each

other are ambiguous components (see Page, [1989] for details and algorithm).

When comparing the majority rule consensus fees for the two data sets there

are three replicated components (1, 2, and 4), and three ambiguous

components (3, 7, artd 9). Components 5 and 8 are not replicated but are

compatible with the replicated components. Two of the ambiguous

qcmponents (7 and 9) occur in fewer than 957o of the bootstrap trees for the

morphological data (Table 8.2), consequently they are not in the M9.95

3. Page (1989) is Chapter 5.
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Figure 8.3. Maprity-rule (top row) and Mo.gs (bottom row) consenzus trees for 10CI bootstrap
rees for Kluge's (tgggl biochemical and morphological data for Epinats, together with
Nelson consensus trees for both. C-omponents appearing in less than 95% of the bootstrap
Eees arc represented by open circles.

consetrsus tree (Fig. 8.3). The MO.SS trees for the biochemical and

morphological data do not conflict with one anothet' - there are no

ambiguous components. Hence the taxonomic incongruence between the truo

data sets (due to qcmponents3,T,and 9) disappears with the removal of those

components lacking significant (> 95Vo) suPPort (for another example see
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Table 8.2. Freauencv of occurrence fu) of each cotttponent in the 7000
bootstrap tras'constiucied from tlrc biochbmical and'morphological data,
and tlu'numbq of uniaue dnd unreversed diagnostic wnapomoryhies k)
suVporting tlu same -iCInponott in the orifinal daia. Note tlut only
componants supported 0y three sr more syruPofiiofpntes occur rn more
tlun 950 QSVI) of thebootstrap trere.

Biochemical Morphological

Component

nc n

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

987 4

873 2

976 6

970 5

853 1

1000

992

991 6

995

723

967

607

6

1

3

2

Ward, [1985]). This is an example where consensus methods can be used in

conjunction with the bootstrap, to resolve incongruence htween different

trees by weight of evidence (d. Kluge 7989; Miyamoto, 1985).

That the two data sets support consistent bootstrap estimates suggests

the possibility that there are rees in common to the two confidence intervals.

Because many of the trees for the biochemical data are not fully resolved (they

contain polytomies), whereas all but one tree for the morphological data are

fully reolved, we need to look for trees that are consistent with each other, as

well as tree that are identical. Seven of the 35 trees in the 957o confidence
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interval for the morphological data are consistent with a total of 19 of the 70

trees in the 957o confidence intenal for the biochemical data. One pair of trees

is fully resolved. Because there are trees that both data sets can agree on, the

two data sets are congruent Mickevich and Farris, 1981). The majority-rule

crcnsensus tree for the 25 mutually consistent trees is identical with the Nelson

consensus tree for the M9.95 trees.

CONFIDENCE INTERVAIS

For the biochemical and morphological data sets there are six and two

minimal length trees respectively (the ten minimal trees reported by Kluge for

the biochemical data indude trees with arbitrary resolutions). In contrast, the

95Vo conhdence intervals for the sarne data sets contained 70 and 35 trees

respectively. Obviously the set of minimal trees is an underestimate of this

confidence interval. Trees that are not of minimal length are also reasonable

candidates for the true cladistic parameter. This will not come as news to

most systematists, who have long been aware of the wisdom of looking at less

parsimonious trees (e.g. Fitch,1984). What the bootstrap offers is a means to

decide just how many of these trees need be examined.

To illustrate this, I have analysed the combined biochemical and

morphological data sets. If one subset of characters has many more character

transformations than another then it may be appropriate to weight the

characters in the two data sets so that the total number of weighted

transformations is equal (Miyamoto, 1985). Kluge (1989) felt this was

unneccessary for his data set; I did two andyses, one simply combining the

two data sets ("unweighted"), the second containing two copies of the

biochemical data to make the number of transformations more nearly equal

("weighted"). The booBnap trees from both data sets support the sarne
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Figure 8.4- Mairrity-rule (top row) and Mo.gs (bottom row) consensus h€es for l0O bootstrap
trees for Kluge's (1989) combined biochemical and morphological data for Epioata.
C-omponents appearing in less than 957o of the bootstrap trees are rePresented by open circles.

The unweighted aata set contained a single copy of the biochemical daA, the weighted daA
set contained two copies.

majority-rule tree, but differ in the numhr of different topologies in the 957o

confidence interval (47 versus 25) and in the number of components Present

in the Mo.gs tree (4 versus 5, Fig. 8.4). For the purposes of discussion I shall

consider only the weighted data set.
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Figure 8.5. Distribution of dissimilarity befween lS0 bootshaP trees for weighted combined
data set and their maiority-rule consensus tree, calculated using componenb (a) and triplets
(b). Dstances outside the 95% confidence limit are indicated by solid bars.

Of the 25 trees forming the 957o confidence intervd for the weighted

data set, three differ from the majority-rule tree by only a single comPonent

(Fig. 8.5a); each tree corresponds to a different resolution of the subtree rooted

at component 6. These three topologies jointly occur 633 times in the

boobtrap profile. The remainit g 22 trees are all three units distant from the

majority-rule tree. Figure 8.5a illustrates one defect of the measure of tree

dissimilarity based on components; it is a poor discriminator between trees.

For ten taxa there are 34A59,425 possible binary rooted trees (282,737,824 if

polytomies are allowed), but only 17 possible values of d(TuT). A more

discriminating measure is the number of treeta:con statements or Fiplets

(Dobson,7975;Page,1988) the tr.r'o trees agree on. For ten ta:<a there are 120

possible triplets. Figure 8.5b shows the distribution of the number of triplets

resolved in the same way in both the majority rule tree and the trees in the

boobtrap profile (calculated using an algorithm derived from unpublished

work by C.R Doucette [1985], see also Day [19861). Triplets resolve more
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Table 8.3. Conuarison of the numbr of tres with tlu sme len?th for
tlu oripinal cuhbtned aid weishted data set, with those in thZ 95Vo

bootstr"ap atimate of tlrc confiduice interual kalculated using tripletd.

I-ength Bootsfap Original data

167

762

163

2

1

0

4

1

5

0

3

2

5

3

4

1

5

3

6

11

2

1

0

7&

165

766

767

168

769

770

177

L2

74

details of the profile. There are 633 trees that resolve all the triplets they have

in common with the majority-rule tree in the same way (these are the same

three topologies that are one component removed from the majority-rule

tree).A further six topologies (occuring a total of 186 times) differ in only one

triplet. Together these nine topologies form the81.9%o confidence intenval and

crcmprise all possible resolutions of the two trichotomies in the Nelson

consensus tree for the two MO.SS trees in Fig. 8.3. These nine trees indude the

two minimal length trees (length = 161 steps), together with trees up to five

additional steps in length. 11'r. 95Vo percent confidence interval (calculated

using triplets) includes trees with up to 11 extra steps. Table 8.3 shows that all

the frees with up to five extra steps for the original data are induded in the
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Figure 8.6. The strict consensus tree for the nine trees forming the 81.97o confidence interval
foi ttre weighted data set. The nine trees correspond to all possible resolutions of the two

trichotomiel in the consensus tree. Note that the tree is identical with the Nelson consensus

tree constructed from the Mo.gs trees for the biochemical and morphological data.

957o corrfidence interval, after which the proportion of Possible trees of a

grven length represented in the bootstrap profile begins to dedine.

Whether the set of minimal trees adequately estimates the actual

confidence interval depends on what confidence level is selected.They dearly

underestimate the size of the 957o confidence interval. However, for the

weighted data set 87.9Vo of the bootstrap profile had one of the nine possible

resolutions of topology in Fig. 8.5. The more venturesome might restrict their

attention to just those nine trees, the more cautious might prefer to consider

more of the trees in the profile. The boobtrap at least provides an estimate of

the risk involved in either descision.

Since this exercise was motivated in part by biogeographic croncerns,I

had considered generating the area dadograms supported by the trees

forming the confidence interval on our estimate of the dadistic parameter for
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Epicrata. Alas, the taxon-area cladograms for Epirates show appreciable

redundancy (Nelson and Plabrick, 1981) caused by the sympatric occturence

of three taxa on the island of Hispaniola. This source of ambiguity, additional

to any ambiguity in the taxon dadogram, reduces the biogeographic

informativeness of Epicrates. Whether the redund*cy is due to dispersal

(Tolson, 7987; Kluge, 1988) or tectonics (Rosen, 1985) cannot be resolved

without other taxon-area dadograms.

Sumnary

The bootstrap is one way of assessing how much confidence we can have in

our estimate of the cladistic parameter. We can respresent our estimate as

either a tree comprising only well supported componeng (Felsenstein, 1985b)

or, as I have suggested here, as a set of trees. The two approaches are

complimentary. A bootstrap analysis of Kluge's Epivata data showed that the

bootstrap estimates of the fundamental cladogr€uns for the biochemical and

morphological data sets do not conflict, that there are trees either in common

or mutually consistent in the 95Vo confidence intervals for the two data sets,

and that the combined data supports bootstrap estimates consistent with the

general dadogram supported by the fundamental dadograms for the two

data sets considered separately. Kluge's con-fidence in his estimate of the

cladogram for Epiuafes seems justified, although the 957o confidence interval

is somewhat larger than the two trees he considered to comprise the best

estimate.
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Temporal Congruence and Cladistic Analysis of
Biogeography and Cospeciationl

Abstract.lJadistic analysis of congruence between different area

cladograms, and between parasite and host cladograms, is tlpically limited to

comparing branching sequences only. Adding information on timing of the

cladogenetic events can increase the power of the analysis. Instances where

two dadograms have the same branching pattern but the relevant events

occurred at different times can be distinguished from genuine congruence

(cladistic and temporal agreement). Temporal information can also help

resolve instances of apparent incongruence. As an examPle I reanalyzc data

from Hafner and Nadler's (l^988) elegant study of cospeciation between

pocket gophers and their chewing lice. By combining both dadistic and

temporal information, estimates can be made of relative roles of cospeciation,

dispersal, and extinction in structuring the pattern of host-parasite association

between the gophers and their lice.

1. To appearinSystatuticZoology Q99U 39.
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Questions of congruence are centrd to dadistic analysis. Congruence between

different clades, for exarnple between dadograms for a parasite taxon and its

host, or between area cladograms for two different ta(a, are of special interest

to parasitologists and biogeographers (Nelson and Platnick, 1981; Brooks,

1988). Attempts to investigate congruence between clades may be frustrated

by ambiguities such as widespread taxa, redr.rndant distributions, and

sarnpling error (Nelson and Plabdck, 1981; Nelson, 1984). For example,

Plafrick (1981) has shown how the apparent incongruence found by Rosen

(7g7gl.) between area cladograms for the fishes Xipltoplnrus and Heterandria

may be an artifact of how Rosen interpreted widespread taxa. Under another

interpretation of widespread toca, the two genera are in complete agreement

on the relationships of the areas in which they co-occur.

Incongruence between clades may be due to a combination of sampling

error and extinction. Consider the cladograms in Figure 9.1 for hypothetical

parasites and their host taxa. The two cladograms are incongruent. This

incongruence might be an artifact. Figure 9.2 shows a reconciliation of the two

cladograms obtained using the procedure described in Page (1990)2. This

cladogram contains eight itetta of arcr (Nelson and Platnick, 1981); eight extra

terms and components (Nelson, 7979) are required to reconcile the dadogram

Parasltes

b-

d-

2. Chapter 6.

Figure 9.1.lncongruent host and parasite dadograms.
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Hosts Parasltes

?

a,

?

a,

v

z

Figure 92. Reconciliation between the incongruent host and parasite cladograms in Figure
9.1. The parasite cl,adogram is interpreted as a relict of a larger dadogram. Open circles and
question marks represent the additional componenb and terms (items of error) nec€ssary to
reconcile the two dadograms.

for the parasite with that of its host. These items of error could be due to the

extinction of some parasites on some hosts, or our failure to collect those

parasites.

If we add sufficient extra components and terms we can reconcile the

parasite cladogram with any host dadogram. How then might we refute the

hlpothesis that parasite and host have coevolved? If the fit betrpeen parasite

and host trees is not significantly better than a tsee drawn at random from the

set of all possible host cladograms, then we could reject our hlryothesis of

cospeciation.
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abcd wxyz

(a) (b) (c)

:f

t'f
':L HlIT

Figure 93. (a) A host phylogeny consistent with the host dadogram in Figure 9.1, and two
parasite phylogmies (b and c) consistent the parasite dadogram in Figure 9.1. The ages of the
cladogenetic events in parasite phylogeny (b) are all consistent with the reconciled cladogram
in Figure 92, whereas only one of the events in parasite phylogeny (c) is consistent with the
reconciled cladogram in Figure 92.

We could also predict, given the reconciled fee in Figure 9.2, that

further collecting would recover the missing parasites from hosts a, b, c, and

d, removing the incongruence. But these predictions have only heuristic value

(Nelson and Platnick, 1981:412). Failure to collect the missing parasites does

not refute the hypothesis, for our search might not have been exhaustive

enough, or the parasites could simply be extinct.

Tanporal Congrunce

Flowever, Figure 9.2 makes another set of predictions. If the

components of the host and parasite dadograms represent dadogenetic

events, then components 2 and C, and 1 and A are predicted to be

contemporaneous, and component 0 should be either contemPoraneous with

or predate component A. Figure 9.3 shows a host phylogeny consistent with

the dadogram in Figrrre 9.1, and two parasite phylogenies, both consistent

with the parasite dadogram in Figure 9.1 and hence incongruent with the host

dadogram. The ages of all three dadogenetic events in the first parasite
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GOPHERS
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bursarius 
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Figure 9.r1. Hafner and Nadle/s (1988) interpretation of the Parasite-host relationships
between pocket gophers and their chewing lice. Parasite and host arc connecd by thin lines;
stars rna;k hlpo-thesized dispersal events. Components labeled by letters are shard by the
host and parasite trees; components markd by encircled stars are unique to the Parasite tree.
(Redrawn from Hafner and Nadler, 1988:Fig. 2. In that paper the louse Geomydoecus chaPini
was incorrectly called G. yucatanensis [M. S. Hafner, P€rs. comm.].)

phylogeny (Fig. 9.3b) are consistent with the ages Predicted from the

reconciled tree. The second parasite phylogen/ (Fig. 9.3c) agrees with the first

prediction only, hence refuting the hlpothesis of strict cosPeciation.

These hlpothetical examPles show that deciding whether two

cladograms (be they for parasite and host, or for areas) iue congruent may not

always be snaightforward (Nelson and Platnick, 1981; Nelson, 1984). Adding

the dimension of time to our analysis enhances our abiliry to distinguish

congnrence from incongruence (see also Grande, 1985). The most detailed

source of information on the timing of cladogenetic events is likely to be the

"molecular dock."
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This paper presents an empirical example of the utility of information

on the timing of dadogenetic events in investigating the congruence between

a pair of host-parasite cladograms, based on Hafner and Nadle/s (1988) data.

The hosts are eight taxa of pocket gophers (belonging to the genera Thomamys,

Geottrys, and Orthogeomys), the parasites are 10 to<a of chewing lice (belonging

to the genera Ttumomydoecus artd Geomydoecus). Hafner and Nadler (1988)

identified six components (A, B, C, D, E, and F in Fig. 9.4) that were

equivalent in the fwo taxa. Components A, C, D and E were considered to be

contemporan@us and therefore due to cospeciation between gophers and

lice. Two components (B and F) were not contemporaneous. Hafner and

Nadler postulated three instances of parasite dispersd to explain the apparent

incongruence between the two dadograms.

My analysis of Hafner and Nadler's data supports most of their

condusions, and extends their analysis by showing that the aPParent

incongruence between the gophers of the genus Ortlwgeotnys and their lice

(Fig. 9.4) can be alternatively explained by postulating a combination of

sampling error and extinction, without invoking dispersal. This explanation is

supported by molecular dock estimates of the relative ages of the components

in the two cladograms.

MATERIALS AI{D METHODS

Ovmtitut

My analysis has two parts: (1) estimation of the phylogenies of the

gophers and their lice, and (2) comparison of those phylogenies. br comparing

the gopher and lice phylogenies I consider both cladistic and temporal

information. Without a molectrlar clock the comparison would be restricted to

cladistic information only.
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To estimate the gopher and lice phylogenies I first constructed most

parsimonious cladograms for both taxa. I then tested whether the molecular

clock hlpothesis was consistent with those dadograms. Having failed to

refute the clock hlpothesis for either taxon,I then used UPGMA dustering to

estimate their phylogenies.

The dadistic aspect of the estimated gopher and lice phylogenies was

compared using component anlysis (Nelson and Platnick, 1981). From the

resulting map between host and parasite phylogenies I derived predictions

about the relative ages of host and parasite speciation events. These

predictions were then tested.

Data

Hafner and Nadler's (1988) data consisted of allele frequencies at 31

loci for eight gopher taxa, and allele frequencies at 14 loci for ten lice taxa.

Their data are reproduced here in Appendices 9.1 and 9.2.

Parsimony

Swofford and Berlocher (1987) have described a parsimony criterion

for allele frequency data that avoids the problems associated with

"presence/absence" coding (of either alleles or allele combinations). Their

method has been implemented in the program EREQPARS (version L.0,

written by D. L. Swofford). FREQPARS uses linear programming to assign

allete fequencies to the hypothetical ancestors. Because linear programming is

computationally intensive, FREQPARS is restricted to either a simple heuristic

search for a single tree, or to optimizing one or more user trees. It does not

have the branch-swapping or branch-and-bound features of parsimony

programs for discrete dtaracters such as PALIP (Swofford, 1985).
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Table 9.l.Discrete coding of allele frequency data for pocket gryhcrs.

Characters

1 1 1 1 1 11111 2 2 2 2 2 2 22 2 2 3 33 3 3333334 4 4 4 4 4

r 2 3456'1 8 9 o 1 2 3 4 561890 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 I 9 0 1 2 3 4557890 1 2 3 4 5

ralpoides 3 3 o01oo 1 1 4 4 1 5 4 OOOO1 5 3 4 5 1 5 5 5 283 4 3 2 0000001 532 4I

bottae 4 4 oo1o0 1 1 4 4 1 4 3 ooolo 43 4 4L4 4427 24 2 3 0000010 4233I

bursarius 5 1 O1OOO 1 1 3 3 1 3 2 OO1O0 323L 1 3 33 1 5 1.3 12 0000100 3 L 1 1 1

hlspidus 2 1 01000 tt22 1 2 1 1OOOO 2123:.222 1 5 1 2 1 1 1000000 2I121

cavator 1 2 01001 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 01ooo 7712 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 0001000 1 1 1 1 1

underfioodL l l OlOlO 1 1 1,1 1 1 1 11000 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 l- 1 1 1 0010000 1 1 1 1 1'

cherriei 1 1 11000 1 1 1 11 1 1 11OOO 11,11 1 1 1 1 12 1 1 1 I 1100000 1 1 1 1 1

heterodus 1 1 11OOO 1 1 1111 1 01000 1 I 1 L 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11100000 1 1 1 1 1

Characters g-7, !5-19, and 34-40 are pres€nce or absence. of an allele, all other
characters represent a single locus. l. Adh.2. Sih. g. Ldh-74.4. Uh-lb.5. Ldh-7c.6. kth-7d.7.
Ldh-ls.8. ui-2. s. Mdh-l,. tO. Mdh-z.rr. Me.t2.Icd-7.L3. Icd-2. 14. Gdh.1l5. G6pda.fi. G6pdb.

17. G6pitc.18. G6pdd. 19. G6pde. n. aGpd. /r. Sod-7.22. Sod-2. 23. Got-l.24. Got-2. 2s. Ck-7. 26.

Ck-z.27. Ak 28.Est-D.z9. Pep-A.gO. P;p-B.gl. PqC.g2.bp.33.Fum.34. Acon-7a.t5. Acon-7b.

36. Acon-7c.97. Acon-7iL.38. Acon-7e. 39. Acon-I.f. 4o. Acon-7i.41. Aan-2. A.Mpt43. Gpi. A.
Alb.4s.Hb.

Swofford and Berlocher (1987:302) suggest using a manual "iterative

refinement" approach to search for the most parsimonious tree(s). I have

found that for small numbers of taxa with few polymorphisms an effective

search strateg-y is to: (1) code the allele frequency data into discrete characters;

(2) find the minimal and near-minimal length trees for the discrete data using

a branch-and-bound search (Hendy and Penny, 7982); and then (3) inPut

these trees into FREQPARS as user trees.

I used Swofford's (1985) program PAUP 2.4|1, to find minimal trees for

the discrete data. Loci for which there were no polymorphic taxa (or the

polymorphisms were due to unique alleles) were coded as unordered

multistate characters with the alleles as character states (Mickevich and
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Table 9.2.Discrete coding of allele frequenc! datafor chmtinglice.

Characters

t234567890L234567890

wardi
minor
thomomyus
actuosi
ewingi
chapini
panamensis
setzeri
cherriei
costaricensis L 2 3 1 3 l- 1 1 010L000 L 1 1- 2 2

Characters 9-15 are the presence or absence of an allele, all other characters represent
a single locu.s. 1. Mdh.2. Me.3. lcd.4. Xdh.5. Sod-l.. 5. Sod-2.7. Ak.8. Uae.9. Esfl. 10. Estb.1,1.
Estc.l2.Estd.lg.Este.l4. Estl. rs. EsE.15. Pep-A.77. PqC.ll8. Ada.l9.Fum.20. W.

Mitter, 198'1; Buth, 1984). PAIJP's UNORDERED command optimizes

multistate characters using Fitch's (797L) method which produces equivalent

results to linear programming (Swofford and Berlocher, 7987:324). Loci for

which there were shared polymorphisms were coded using the independent

alleles method (Mickevich and Mitter, 1981). This coding method preserves

more of the information in the data than does coding different allele

combinations as different states (e.g., Mickevich and Mitter, 1981). The

resulting matrices are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Minimal and near minimal

length trees were found using PAtIPs BANDB and BBSAVE commands.

1 3 2 I 4 2 2 4 000r.010 L 4 2 r 7

13275224000101014218
r 2 1. 5 2 L 2 3 000i,r-00 1 t 3 1 5

L 2 4 s 1 1_ 2 3 0001011 1" 1 3 L 6

r 2 4 4 r L 2 3 0001010 L 2 3 1- 6

113231130011000254L3
L 2 3 3 3 L 1 2 0r_1"0000 L 4 1 L 4

L 2 3 3 311 21r-00000 l- 31 1 l-

L 2 3 2 3 1 1 1 0100000 L 1 1- 2 2
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t:

t:

Figue 9J. The three kinds of trees refered to in this paper. (a) A dadogram. O) An additive

tri. (cl Anultrametric tree. All three trees sharc the-sanp cladistic inforrnation: ((A,B),C).In

addition the additive tree has branch length information (w,x,y, and z). U the tips of the tree

areequidistantfromtheroot(i.e.,*=iandz=w+y),thentheadditivetreeisdsoan
uttrametric tr€e. On an ultsametric tree the disance of any tip to an anc€stral component is

the "height" of that component. For example, for tree (c) component AB has a height of 2

units, and component ABC has a height of 4 units.

Test for a Molecuhr Clock

The test for the clock makes use of truo different t)?es of trees.

Ultrametric trees (also called dendrograms; Fig. 9.5c) impose the constraint

that all terminal toca be at the same distance from the root of the tree. This is

equivalent to hypothesizing a molectrlar dock. Additive trees Gig. 9.5b) do

not impose this constraint on the branch lengths of the tree. Given a

cladogram constructed from the data by a method that does not assrune a

clock (e.g., a parsimony method), if there is a moleorlar dock then the branch

lengths assigned to that tree by the ultrametric and the additive models

should not be significantly different (Felsenstein, 19&t). If the additive model

is a significantlybetter fit then the clock hypothesis can be rejected. Note that

an ultrametric model cannot be a better fit than an additive model (Farris,

7979:49il.
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Branch lorytls.-Branch lengths for the ultrametric and additive

tree models were estimated by least squares fit to a Manhattan distance

matrix. The Manhattan distance D between two taxa A and B is given by

D(A,B) = (t/2 lp,in - piiBl) /N, (1)

where piin andpiiB are the frequencies of the fth allele at theith locus in taxa A

and B, respectively; Miis the number of alleles at the lth locus; and N is the

total number of loci.

For an ultrametric tree the least squares estimates of the heights of the

components are given by

T = (B'B)-18'D,

where D is the column vector of m = n(n-7)/2 pairwise distances between the

n populations, T is the column vector of at most (n-1) component heights, and

B is a m x (n-1) matrix in which Bi = 1 if the ith component is the most recent

corunon ancestor of the pair of taxa whose distance is D; (Chakraborty, 1977).

For an additive tree, T is the column vector of at most (2n'3) branch lengths,

and B is a rt x (2n-3) matrix in which Bii = 7 if the jth branch is on the path

between the pair of taxa whose distance is D; (Cavalli-Sf.ov.a and Edwards,

7967; Farris,1981).

If d;iis the pairwise distance between the taxa i and i derived from the

data, and pii is the pairwise distance between i and i implied by the additive

(ultameeic) tree, then equation (2) finds the branch lengths (component

heights) that minimize

NMi
>'>'
i=1 i=7

(2)
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(3)

Statistical trr;t-trf there is a molecular dock then an ultrametric tree

should be as good a fit to the data an the additive tree. To test this hypothesis

I used Smouse et al.'s (1986) extension to Mantefs test of matrix

correspondence. Given two distance matrices (Xl,Xz) and a "response" matrix,

Y, we can use the X matrices to predict the elements of Y. Smouse et al.

describe how to assess how mudt additional information is added by X2,

given that X1 has already been induded in the analysis. The test statistic is the

increase in the coefficient of multiple determination (p2) upon the addition of

Xz.

To test for a clock, Y is the observed distance matrix, X1 is the

cophenetic matrix for the ultrametric tree, and X2 is the cophenetic matrix for

the additive tree. Adding X2 should significantly increase the value of R2 only

if there are significant departures from the ultrametric model. The

significance of the increase in R2 was evaluated by permuting Y 5,000 times,

holding both Xl and X2 constant.

This test is a nonparametric analogue of Rohlf and Sokal's (1981) F-test

for comparing additive and ultrametric trees, which has been used by

Felsenstein (19U, 1986) to test for a molecular clock. The F-test is

inappropriate in this situation because of the nonindependence of departures

from the tree model (errors) (Farris, !982,7986; Felsenstein,1988).

PlryIogmetic Infar ntce with a Clock

The phylogenies of the gophers and the lice were estimated using

ultrametric trees (i.e., assuming a molecular dock) constructed from pairwise

distance matrices. Estimates of genetic distance are subject to (sometimes

considerable) uncertainty due to sampling error (Mueller and Ayala,7982),
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which affects both the topology of the tree and the heights of the dusters in

the tree. Confidence intervals were placed on the estimates of both topology

and duster height using the bootstrap (Efron,7982).

For eactr data set I generated 1,000 bootstrap data sets by sampling loci

(wittr replacemen$ from the original data (Felsenstein, 1985a; Sanderson,

1989). For each bootstrap sample a Manhattan distance matrix Df was

constructed and an ultrametric tree computed. Finding ultrametric trees that

minimize expression (3) is an NP-complete problem (Day, 1987).

Bootstrapping is computationally intensive, so I used the fast, heuristic

method of UPGMA clustering, whictr is known to perform well (Farris,1969).

UPGMA trees were computed using a Pascal program I wrote that used a

combinatorial algorithm based on priority queues (Belbin, 79M; Day and

Edelsbrunner, 1984). This program could not search for equally well fitting

trees (Hart,1983),but would collapse zero-length branches to polytomies.

The majority-rule consensus tree (Margush and Mctvlorris, 1981) for the

1,000 UPGMA trees constituted the bootstrap estimate of the topology of the

phylogeny (Felsenstein, 1985a). The consensus trees were found using the

Consensus command in my program COMPONENT (Page, 1989)3. Confidence

intervals for the duster heights in eadr consensus tree were computed using

the percentile method (Efron, 1982). For each duster 1,000 bootstrap estimates

of its height were computed by solving equation (2) for the majority-rule

consensus tree and each bootstrap matrix D;*. The central 957o of the

disbibution of duster heights constituted the 95Vo anfidence interval.

Component Annlysis

Reconciling parasite and host cladograms.-The Fif command in my

program COMPONENT was used to reconcile the parasite and host

3. See Chapter 7.
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cladograms, under Nelson and PlaUrick's (1981) Assumptions 1 and 2 (see

Page,1990). The difference between the number of terms and components in

the reconciled tree and in the parasite tree is the number of items of error. The

significance of the observed items of error was evaluated by reconciling the

parasite tree with 1,000 randomly generated binary rooted trees with the same

number of taxa as the host. The random trees were generated using a

Markovian model (Harding, 7971,; Savage, 1983).

Cmrponent maypings.--The reconciliation between Parasite and host

cladogram produces a mapping betrueen the components in the parasite and

host trees. If the mapping is unique (one parasite component maPs onto one

host component) then both components are expected to have the same height

(the cladogenetic events they correspond to occurred at the szune time). If the

mapping is many to one (more than one parasite component maps onto the

sarne host component) then more complicated relations might be expected.

Component mappings were evaluated by comparing the bootstrap

distributions of component heights for each parasite-host pair of components.

Statistical test.-fi parasite and host have strictly cospeciated then the

heights of each pair of parasite-host components both estimate the date of the

same speciation event. If we replace the parasites with the hosts that they

infest, then we would expect to get an ultrametric tree identical to that for the

hosts. Because of uninfested hosts, widespread parasites, and multiply

infested hosts, simply substituting hosts for parasites will not dways produce

a tree with all members of the host dade represented only once. Such is the

case with the lice in this study, so Nelson and Plabrick's (1981) Assumption 2

was used to construct a host dadogram from the parasite cladogram using the

algorithm described in Page (1988)4.

Lapointe and Legendre's (1990) double permutation test was used to

test the null hypothesis that the ultrametric tree for the hosB derived from the

4. Chapter4.
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parasite data was not significantly different from the actual host tree.

Lapointe and Legendre's test uses a normalized version of Faith and Belbin's

(1985) intermediate dissimilarity index (NISI). Given two ultrametric trees

and their respective copheneticsimilarity matrices A and B, then the index is

MSI= 1-({1 + tGLl*i-gtl -minimum(A4,Bqy))/MAXll/2), (4)

where A4 and 84 are the mphenetic values of the ith andlth taxa in A and B,

respectively; and

MAX = maximumtll 1 .1,4' n4 l,LE minimum (A4,By)1.

The significance of the statistic is evaluated by constructing pairs of random

dendrograms with the same component heights as A and B. I constructed

5,000 such pairs using Lapointe and Legendre's CONSENSUSTAT algorithm.

RESULTS

IsThere a Clock?

Gaphns.-For the discrete data in Table 9.1 PAUP found a single

minimal length tree of 92 steps, nine trees of 93 steps, and 28 trees of 94 steps.

When all 38 trees were optimized by FITEQPARS, five trees had the shortest

length of 773.92 steps. Hafner and Nadler's (1988) tree for the gophers was

among the 38 trees and had a length of 774.32 steps.

Figure 9.5 shows one of the five best trees. Note that the branch lengths

shown are only one of the possible most parsimonious reconstructions

(Swofford and. Berlocher, 1987; Swofford and Maddison, 1987). For example

the inequality of branch lengths between the sister taxaThomoffiys talpoides

(s)
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bursarius

talpoides

hispidus

2#underwoodi

cavator

heterodus

Figure 9.6. One of the five equally parsimonious trees for the gophers Oength = 173.92 steps).

Branch lengths computed using FREQPARS. The tree is arbitrarily rooted.

Figure 9.7. Two equally parsimonious reconstructioru for the gophgr Adh loctrs for the Fee in
Filure 9.6. The toius ioitriUutes eight steps to the total length of the tree (173'92 steps). The
diiribution of these eight steps depends on the alleles assigned to the hlpothetical ancestors.
The reconstnrction on the left is the one found by FREQPAR9.

yc

e

b
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talpoides

bottae

Figure 9.8. Least squares estimates of the branch lengths for the tree in Figure 9.6 and the

diitance matrix in GUte 9.3, under the additive tree model. The Eee is arbitrarily rooted'

and T. bottae can be rernoved, or completely reversed in other, equally

parsimonious reconstructions (Fig. 9.7). Because of this ambiguity in

assigning alleles to hlpothetical ancestors, the unequal branch lengths in

Figure 9.5 do not constitute evidence against the dock hypothesis.

Figure 9.8 shows the least squares estimates of the branch lengths for

the tree in Figure 9.6 and the distances in Table 9.3 under the additive tree

model. The ultrametric cophenetic matrix is a very good fit to the data (R2 =

0.9956); addition of the additive cophenetic matrix does not significantly

improve the fit (increase in R2 = 0.0022., P(Hd = 0.8805). Hencg the data are

consistent with a molecular ctock.

Lice.-PAW found six minimd trees of 47 steps, and a further 51 trees

of 48 steps for the data in Table 9.2. Twenty one of these trees, induding

Hafner and Nadler/s tree (Fig. 9.9), had the shortest length of f36-74 stePs

when optimized by FREQPARS. The ultrametric tree model is a good fit to the

o.o69
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Table 9.3. Pairztise Manlwttan distancs between gophsr
taxa (taxon narnes are abbraniatd to tlu first two lalers of
the syecific epithe).

Table 9,4. Paitutise Manluttan distances between lice taxa (taxon names
are abbrwiated to ttu first two lettss of tlu spectftc epithet, except tlwt
Geomydoecus chapini = ca).

ta bo bu hi ca un ch

bo 0.513

bu 0.806 0.839

hi 0.839 0.839 0.513

ca 0.839 0.839 0.629 0.568

un 0.839 0.839 0.554 0.512 0.183

ch 0.841 0.841 0.559 0.5M 0.191 0.133

he 0.U2 0.&12 0.588 0.529 0.169 0.141 0.099

u)a mi th ac ew ca Pa se ch

mi 0.243

th 0.679 0.679

nc O.ffi 0.673 0.323

eu, 0.669 0.697 0.479 0.235

ca 0.821 0.821 0.679 0.680 0.7M

pa 0.7L4 0.7L4 0.&3 0.U3 0.643 0.535

se 0.786 0.786 0.643 0.Ug 0.543 0.571' 0.204

ch 0.857 0.857 0.643 0.&3 0-71'4 A.577 0.393 0.479

co 0.821 0.800 0.607 0.509 0.7M 0-607 0.474 0-479 0'129
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thomomyus

oir 
actuosi

;;- costaricensis

Figure 9.9. One of the 21 equally parsimonious trees for the lice 0ength = 86.74 steps). Branch

lengths computed using FREQPARS. The bee is arbitrarily rooted.

Figure 9.10. kast squar€s estimates of the branch lengths for the ttee il Figure 9.9 and the

dii6nce matrix in Tible 9.4, under the additive tree model. The tsee is arbitrarily rooted.

ewingi

chapini

o.u4

thomomyus

actuosi

panamensis

wardi

minor

setzeri

cherriei

o-o97

o.138

o.303

ol15

chapini

panamensis

setzeri

o.o72

- 
cnenlel

oo57
costaricensis
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data (R2 = 0.9?ft); the additive tree model (Fig. 9.10) does not significantly

increase the fit (increase in R2 = 0.0591, p(Ho) = 0.1,074). Hence the data (Table

9.4) are consistent with the molecular dock hypothesis.

Phylognetic Estimates

The bootstrap estimates of the phylogenies of the gophers and their lice

are shown in Figures 9.77-9.74. Tables 5 and 6 summarize the confidence

limits for eactr c\cmponent. Both trees are topologically identical to those

found by Hafner and Nadler (1988:Fig. 2;mY Fig. 9.a).

Gophns.-Nl components in the gopher tree occurred in at least 70Vo of

the bootstrap trees. The two main points of uncertainty are: (1) the

relationships of Orthogeomys hispidus (789 trees out of 1,000 supported the

monophyty of Ortlngeontys, t87 trees had Geomys bursarius more dosely

related to the other species of. Orthogeorays than is O.hispidus, and 30 trees had

G.bursarius and O.hispidus as sister taxa); and (2) the relationships between O.

caoltor, O. underwoodi, O. chetriei, and O. hetqodus. The resolution of these four

taxa shown by the majority-rule consensus tree was by far the best supported,

the other resolutions were supported by betrueen one to 116 trees.

Lice.-Theestimate of the lice phylogeny is less certain than that for the

gophers, reflecting the smaller number of characters available. The greatest

uncertainty lies near the root of the tree. fust over half (520) of the bootstrap

trees supported the monophyly of Geomydoecus, whereas 380 trees grouPed G.

tlwmomyus, G. actuosr, and G. aoingi withThotttomydoecus. The best supported

components were among those linking the most recently diverged taxa (e.g. 1,

3,7,8).

Rooting.-IJltrametric trees are, by definition, rooted trees. Although

Hafner and Nadler's (1988) original data did not indude outgroups they have
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talpoides

bottae

bursarius

hispidus

cavator

underwoodi

cherriei

heterodus

Figure 9.11. Maprity-rule consersus tree for 1,000 bootstraP UI€MA trees for gophers.

Figure 9.12. Maprity-rule oonsensus tree for 1,00 bootstrap T IGMA trees for lice.

wardi

minor

thomomyus

actuosi

ewingi

chapini

panamensis

seEeri

cherriei

costaricensis
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Figure 9.13. Bootstrap confidence intervals for the estimate of the gopher phylogeny. For each

coinponent the shaded rectangle encloses 50Vo of the distribution of the bootstrap estimates of
that component's height, andlhe number records the percentage of bootstraP trees in which
the corresponding component ocorrred (see also Tabte 95). Scale is in ManhatAn distance

units.

Figure 9.14. Bootstrap confidence intervals for the estimate of the lice phylogeny. For each

component the shaded rectangle encloses 5070 of the distribution of the bootstrap estimates of
that component's height, andlhe number rrords the percentage of bootstrap- trees in which
the correiponding component occurred (see also Table 9.6). Scale is in Manhattan distance

units. tOO
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talpoides

bottae

bursarius

hispidus

cavator

underwoodi

cherriei

heterodus

wardi

minor

thomomyus

actuosi
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Table 93.. Summary statistics for tlw bootstrap estimates of the phylogeny of !h,
pocket swh-ers Gis.-9.7il. For'each componeni the table lists the frequugy of t-tat
'cotttpoient in the f,000 bootstrap trea ffaul, and the tnean (x), uariance (*), median
(i)'ana 95Vo conf'rdmce intnvil (9|Vo'eJ-.l1or tlu 7,000 bootstrap estimates of the
height of tlnt cotttponant.

Height

Component ,fooot s2 95Vo C.l.

A
B

c
D
E

F

G

-o.ggs

1.000

0.789

0.999

0.751

0.725

0.838 0.00436

0.511 0.00794

0.592 0.00635

0.528 0.00578

0.181 0.00359

0.737 0.40229

0.098 0.00147

0.839 0.703

0.613 0.452

0.59s 0.431

0.529 0.365

0.777 0.073

0.132 0.052

0.094 0.035

- 0.960

- 0.774

-0.730

- 0.589

- 0.310

- 0.242

- 0.181

Tabte 9.6. Summary statistics for the bootstrap estimate of the phylogeny of lhe
cheuing lice Gig. 9-.14). For aich component thc table lists the frequryru of t-llat

contpoient in thE 7,000 bootstrap trea fftml, and the tnean (x), aariance (sz), median
(i)'and 95Vo confidence intervit (95Vo'e.[) 1or thc 7,000 bootstrrp estimates of the
height of tlut coniponent.

Height

Component ftoot s2 95Vo C.l.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1.000

0.520

0.975

0.782

0.619

0.753

0.9v
0.989

0.757 0.00826

a.240 0.01122

0.652 0.01034

0.358 0.01364

0.235 0.0112^5

0.572 0.01333

0.472 0.075n

0.209 0.01130

0.726 0.00713

0.757 0.561

0.243 0.057

0.653 0.451

0.377 0.1,42

0.227 0.060

0.571, 0.339

0.411 0.797

0.2M 0.000

0.729 0.000

- 0.921,

- 0.457

-0.u2
- 0.585

- 0.470

- 0.803

- 0.551

- 0.419

- 0.314
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since reported that the rooting of both trees is supported by outgroups

(Hafner and Nadler, unpubl. manuscript).

Cottptwtt AnalYsis

Assutttption l.-{Inder Assunption 1 all occturences of parasites on

hosts are interpreted as being due to association by descent. Dispersal of

parasites (host-switching) is not considered. Fifty-two items of error are

needed to reconcile the estimates of the host and parasite phylogenies (Fig.

9.15, Tabl e 9.7),Based on the distribution of items of error for 1,000 random

trees (Fig.9.76), the degree of fit between parasite and host dadogram is not

significantly better than could be expected due to chance (pGIg) = 0.051).

HO6TS

tdp.i(br
ldD
t,4,,ratt
lit'{t).
cavabr
Uffi
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dFEer
Donrt
MgttB
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,'l'!dtt
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hratfur
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u*td
o,t'ritt
ffitaw
aoal,
ltt|.Arr
h.tor
cavrb,
urdf,d
dilrid
hffitt
at{tF?
attltarcld
Ghaniai

hffirt

Figure 9.15. Reconciliation between parasite Gig. 9.12) and t-ro3t Gig' 9'11) dadograms under

Aisumption l. The items of eror are represent& Uy opencircles (componens) and italicized

taxon names (terms). A total of 52 items of error are needed to reconcile the two trees.
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Table 9.7. Map betwean parasite anil host cotttponents under ,Assuttt?tions 7 anil 2.

Host

Parasite Assumption 1 Assumption 2

A
B

:

D
E

E

G

A
B

A
A
A
D
E

E

G

0

1

z
3

4

5

6

7

8

+
E
=oo

Figure 9.16. Distribution of items of error for 1,000 random trrees for the eight goptrcr taxa

*,frer reconciled with the louse cladogram (Fig. 9.1D under AssumPtion 1. The-obse'rved

value (52) is arrowed, and is not signiiicanfly slnaler than could be expected to be due to

chance flHOl = 0.051).

Items of enor
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wardi

minor

thomomyus

actuosi

ewingi

chapini

panamensis

setzeri

cherriei

costaricensis
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HOSTS

talpoides'

bottae'

talpoides'

bottae'

bursarius

hispidus

cavator

underwoodi cherriei*

cherriei'

heterodus

Figure 9.17. Distribution of hosts on the lice dadograrn" Host occtrnences labeled with an
asterisk (*) are nsdundant. Under Assumption 2 the occurrence of Garrydoecus setzni on
Orthogamys cheniei is ignored because O. eJwniei has an endemic parastie (G. chatieil. There
are four p6ssible cladograms that can be generated from this dadogram, corresponding !o tlte
removalbf a pair of parasites of Tlwnontyus talpoide and T. bottae. The dadogram with the

best fit is fonned by removing Gamyitoectts thomotnyus and G. rctuosi Oroken lines) and
therefore componens 3 and I (oper, cirdes). Removing those parasites is equivalent to
postulating that they dispersed to their present hosts.

,lssumption 2.-Assumption 2 allows for the possibi[ty that the

multiple (redundant) occurences of parasites on the srune hosts might not all

be equally informative of host relationships. Some of the redundant

occrurenc€s may be due to dispersal of parasites to new hosts. Nelson and

Platnick (19S1) distinguish between trn'o different t,?es of redundanry:

redundant endemic taxa (e.g-, Geontydoecus tlnmomyus and G, actuosi), and

rednndant widespread to<a (e.g, G. se2cri). For redundant endemics, dl but

one occurrence on a given host is ignored at a time. Four lice taxa have

redundant distributions (Thomomydoecus wardi, T. minor, Geomydoecus

thotnomyus, and G. actuosi), so there are four different possibte combinations of
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HOSTS

talpoides

bottae

bursarius

hispidus

cavator

underwoodi

cheniei

heterodus

cavator

underuoodi

cherriei

heterodus

PARASITES

wardi

minor

ewingi

chapini

panamensis

setzeri

(setzeri)

cherriei

costaricensis

Figure 9.18. The best reconciliation between parasite (Fig. 9.12) and host Gig. .9.11)
ctiaograms under Assumption 2. The items of error are represented by open circles

(comionents) and italicized taxon names (terms). Eight items of eror are required to

reconcile the two trees. The occurence of Gamydoeus seAeri on Orthogatnys ch*tiei was

removed by the algorithm for Assumption 2, but the reconciled tree shows that this

occurrence can be explained by descent.

Figure 9.19. Distribution of items of error for 1,000 random trees for the ei_ght gopher taxa

wien reconciled with the louse cladogram (Fig. 9.16) under Assumption 2. The_obsened

value (eight) is arrowed, and is significantly smaller than could be expected to be due to

chance (dH1l = 0.001).

+
g
=o()

Items of error
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o
lrJ
Eo
G
E

HOST HOST

Figure 920. Plot of heights for pairs of host (gopher) and parasite 0ouse) comPonents under

Aisumption 1 (a) and iGzumption 2 O). Each point is the median of 1,000 boostraP esdrnatet

the horizontal and vertical iines 
"te 

the 95% confidence intervds for gophers and lice,

respectirrely (see Tables 5 and 6). Scales are in Manhattan distance units.

lice. For example, we might ignore the occurrences of Geomydoecus thomotttyus

and G. actuosi onTlwmantys talpoida and T. bottae,resPectively (Fig. 9.77).If a

widespread parasite infests a host that also harbors an endemic Parasite, then

under Assumption 2, the occurrence of the widesPread Parasite is ignored.

This rule is quite arbitrary, but increases the informativeness of the parasite

dadogram.

One of the four different interpretations of the Parasite dadogrart

under Assrrmption 2 (Fig. 9.18) had eight items of error (pfiol = 0'001, Fig'

g.7g). The remaining 1t1ree cladograms each had 40 items of error' The

cladogram formed by deleting Thottrotttydoecus wmdi and T. minor was not a

significant fit (p(FIo) = 0.112), the other two were barely significant (p(FI6) =

0.M7 md p(Ho) = 0.M8).
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Cotnponent naypings.{Jnder Assumption L four parasite components

(0,2,3, and 4) map onto the host component A, implying that the common

ancestor of the eight gophers sampled by Hafner and Nadler contained at

least four different lineages of lice. Of the four componenB, 4 is predicted to

be contemporaneous with A, whereas the other components are predicted to

predate host component A (Fig. 9.15). All four predictions are falsified (Fig.

9.20a). Component 4 postdates component A, while component 0 is

approximately contemporaneous with it. Similarly, component 1 postdates its

equivalent host component, B. These discrepancies might be due to different

rates of evolution the lice and pocket gophers, but the mappings between

Ortlugeotnys and its lice suggest otherwise (see below).

Under the best fitting tree for Assumption 2 (Fig. g|t'il), components 3

and 4 are ignored because Geonrydoecus tlwnomyus and G. actuosi are assumed

to have dispersed to their hosts, not evolved in situ. Component 0 is predicted

to be contemporaneous with component A, and component 2 with component

C. The data are consistent with both predictions (Fig. 9.20b).

Orthogennys.- Figure 9.4 suggests that there are three points of

disagreement between the phylogeny of Orthogeomys and its parasites: (1)

component 7 (G. panamansis + G. setzeri) conllicts with the host tree; Q) G.

setzqi infests both O. undetwoodi and O. cheniei, which Hafner and Nadler

attributed to dispersal of G. setzqi onto O. cherriei; and (3) component 5

(Hafner and Nadler's component B) predates the equivalent host comPonent.

Both Assumption 1 and Assumption 2 suggest an alternative

interpretation that e<plains dl three apparent contradictions. Parasite

components 6 and 7 both map onto host component E, implying that two

lineages of parasites infested the ancestor of t}ire caaator Soup of gophers (O.

caoator, O. undmpoodi, O. cheniei, and O. heterodus'). One lineage is represented

by Geomydoecus panamensis and G. setzeri, and the other is represented by G.

chqriei and G. costariciensrs. Under the hypothesis of association by descent,
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cavator

Danamensis

underwoodi

seEeri

cheniei

heterodus

costaricensis

Figure 9.21. An hlpothesis explaining apparent incongrumce between Ortlogamys Eonhgrs

"tia 
tn"it parasitii iice. T*o ciades oiUie are postulated to have infested the ancestor of the

O. camtoi goup. The first clade (represented by Gamydorls pryna:r;is-an!. Gt setzqi)

differentiat& wittr O. ctoator, but did not differdntiate when O, unilenoadi split from the

ancestor of O, cherriei and O. het1roiltts. As a result, G. seZeli infests both O. unilnttooili and O.

clwriei. The first clade is either extinct or uncollected on O. heteroihts. The second clade
(represented by G. ctwrici and G. costariciensis) is either extinct or uncollected on O. croator

a"i O. undatiooili. The three predictions about the relative ages of speciation events in the

gophers and the lice ate numbered l-3 (see text).

G, panarwrsis and G. sAzqi diverged at the same time as O. cawtor did from

the rest of the caoator Foup Fig. 9.21). When O. undmnodi dlerged from the

ancestor of O. cherrieiand O. luterdus, G. setzsi did not differentiate, hence its

occtutenc€ on O. chsriei can be explained by descent, not dispersd' The

predicted representative of this louse dade on O. lvtsodus has either gone

extinct or is uncollected. The second louse clade (represented by G' chmiei
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Figure 9.22 Frequmcy distributions of the
bootstrap estimates of component heights
for host (H) components E and G, and
parasite (P) components 6, 7, and 8. The
vertical line is the rnedian. The model in
Figure 9.21 predicts that pairs of components
G and 8, and E and 7 should be
contemporaneous (predictions 1 and 2,

respectively), whereas comPonent 6 should
predate component E (prediction 3). The
data are consistent with these predictions.
Scale is in Manhattan distance units.

and G. costaricensis) has either gone extinct or is uncollected from O. caaator

and O. undmpoodi.

This interpretation predicts thah (1) parasite qomPonent 8 should be

contemporaneous with host component G; (2) parasite comPonent 7 should be

contemporaneous with host component E; and (3) Piuasite comPonent 6

should either predate host component E, or be contemPoraneous with it.

Figure 9.22 shows that the distribution of the b,ootstrap estimates of the height

of components E and 7, and comPonents G and 8, are almost coincident,

whereas the distribution for component 5 is shifted to the right (earlier in

time) of component E, as the interpretation predicts. However, for each pair of

'components the estimates of the heights are not significantly different (1)
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fl9e8 = 0.302, p(Ho) > 0.1; (2) hegs = 0.230, pGIo) > 0.1; and (3) ttsss = 7.652,

p(IIg) > 0.1. Although the height of neither component 6 nor comPonent 7 is

significantly different from the height of component E, component 7 is dearly

closer to that of component E than is component 6. Note that although the

95Vo conhdence intervals for the heights of components 6 and 7 overlap, they

are significantly different (in 958 of the 1,000 bootsEap trees the difference in

height between components 6 and 7 is greater than zero). This is because

confidence intervals on component heights in the siune tree are not

independent (Mueller and Ayala, 7982:734).

Statistical fesf.-Two different cophenetic matrices were calculated for

the parasites. The first matrix (Table 9.8) was computed from the best fitting

tree under Assumption 2 (G. thomomyus and G. actuosi deleted, Figs 9.18 and

9.?3a). The null hypothesis that the cophenetic matrices for the gophers and

their lice were not more similar than could be expected due to chance was

rejected (NISI = 0.8581, p(Ho) = 0.001).

By ignoring the ocflurence of G. stzqi on O. chqriei, Nelson and

Plabrick's (1981) rule for handling redundant, widespread taxa results in

incongruent parasite and host dadograms; their rule implies that O. caoator is

the sister taxon of O. underutoodi (Fig. 9.23a). But the mapping described above

shows that the two trees are not incongruenh the distribution of G. sefuqi is

consistent with the host tree. The parasite tree does not contain a component

equivdent to the host component F (Table 9.7), so I placed G. setzsi in a

triclrotomy with G.patumensls and (G. chsriei + G. costaricensis), and gave that

trichotomy the height of parasite component 7. The resulting matrix (Table

9.9) is an even better fit to the host tree (NISI = 0.9088, p(HO) = 0.0002).
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Table 9.8. Pairrutise Manluttan coohenetic similntitV trutrix between
ooclrct swher taxa based on allele frequettcies in Xoihers fuppt right
'trianglil'and allele frequencies in'pa:rasitic lice Uowq left triangld.
Valu-es for tlu licewre c'orrputed for tlu tree in Figure 923a.

ta bo bu hi ca un ch he

ta 1.000 0.387 0.163 0.163 0.163 0.163 0.153 0.163

bo 0.757 1.000 0.163 0.163 0.163 0.153 0.163 0-153

bu 0.22t, 0.227 1.000 0.407 0.407 0.4A7 0.407 0.407

hi 0.227 0.?27 0.318 1.000 0.472 0.472 0.472 0.472

ca 0.221. 0.221 0.318 0.429 1.000 0.819 0.819 0.819

un 0.221 0.227 0.318 0.429 A.796 1.000 0.863 0.863

ch 0.221 0.221, 0.318 0.429 0.589 0.589 1.000 0.901

he 0.227 0.227 0.318 0.429 0.589 0.589 0.877 1.000

Table 9.9. Modiftcation of the
matrix in Table'9.8, calculated
frwn the tree for the lice in Figure
'9.23b.

ca un ch he

un 0.796

ch 0.796 0.796

lu 0.796 0.796 0.877
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s=1-D

(a)

(b)

Figue 9J3. (a) Ultrametric tree for SoPhefs derived from the parasite phylogeny under

Aiumption 2 (Table 9.8). G) Modificatibn to tsee based on results of component mapping
(Table i.g). Scates are in Manhattan disance (D) or similarity (S) units.

DrsctrssloN

Limitatians q thc AnnlYsis

The analysis presented here has severd limitations. Perhaps the

greatest is the rncertainty in the estimates of the host and parasite

cladograms. This is partictrlarly acute for the parasites. The variance of the

boobtrap estimates of the comPonent heights for the lice was uP to five times

greater than for the equivalent host components. Muctr of this difference is
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due to the smaller number of loci (14 versus 31) sampled. A more precise

estimate of the lice phylogeny must await the examination of further

characters.

Although I have restricted my attention to uncertainty in comPonent

heights, there is uncertainty in the topology as well. Mappings between other

pairs of bootstrap tsees could be explored. Sanderson (1989) has described a

method for delimiting confidence sets of trees from the set of bootstrap trees.

The molecular clock hlpothesis is central to tests of temporal

congruence. Comparing branch lengths for additive and ultrametric trees is

not an unbiased test of the clock hypothesis, because current methods of

assigning branch lengths to these trees are biased towards uniformity of rates

(Fitch and Smith, 1982). A better test for the clock is clearly needed (see

Felsenstein's [1988] discussion of other tests). Furthermorg while the dock

hypothesis may hold overall,local variations may distort estimates of the ages

of particular events, resulting in false condusions. A more sophisticated

analysis would allow for such local variations in the dock (e.9., Hasegawa et

a1.,1989).

The use of distance methods in phylogenetic inference is controversial

(Farris, 1981., 1985, 1986; Felsenstein, 79M, 1986). Because I have modeled

phylogeny as an ulnametric tree I have used a distance method to estimate

component heights. For both the gophers and the lice, the estimated

phylogenies are among the most parsimonious (or nearly most parsimonious)

trees for the data, hence little or no explanatory power has been sacrificed by

using distances.

Indeed, with a molecular dock both autapomorphies and invariant

characters become informative. The number of autapomorphies a taxon

possesses is expected to be proportional to the time since that taxon diverged

from its sister taxon. Invariant characters do not discriminate between

topotogies but do provide information on time of divergence. It is in this
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sense that "phenetic" techniques such as UPGMA use information

disregarded by parsimony methods (Cornish-Bowdery 1983; Felsenstein,

1985b). Of course, if the underlying assumption of uniformity rates is

violated, then UPGMA is not appropriate for phylogenetic irrferrence (e.g Kim

and Burgman,1988).

Tenporal Congruence

Information on the timing of dadogenetic events permits more detailed

tests of hypotheses of cospeciation than is possible with only cladistic

information (the branching sequence of a dadogram). Hafner and Nadler

(1988:259) point out that although the Tlwnonrys-Tlwmonydoecus association is

cladistically congruent (components B and 1), speciation in the parasitic lice

postdates that in the host gophers (Figs 9.4 and 9.20). This they term pseudo'

cospeciation. Estimates of the number of instances of cospeciation based

solely on dadistic congruence could be inflated by cases of pseudo-

cospeciation.

Temporal information may also help resolve instances of dadistic

incongruence, as I have suggested here for four species of Ortlwgeonrys and

their lice. In this instance Hafner and Nadler underestimated the number of

cospeciation events. They posrulated that Geomydoecus setzcri dispersed to O.

chqie| whereas my analysis shows that the distribution of G. setzni can be

explained without invoking dispersal.

Hafner and Nadler (unpubl. manuscript) have since outlined a linear

regression approach to comparing rates of evolution in host and parasite

lineages. We can use a similar approach to characterize each speciation event

in the history of a parasite lineage (Fig. 9.20b). For the 10 lice there have been

nine speciation events. Two of these events (components 3 and 4 in Fig. 9.12)

were accompanied by transfer to new hosts (in both case from Geomys
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bursrius to a species of Thornomys), five were crrspeciations (represented by

componen ts 2,5, Z and 8), and one was a pseudo-cospeciation (component 1).

The remaining event (component 6) was a speciation of the lice independently

of their hosts, resulting in two lineages of lice infesting the same lineage of

hosts. If this interpretation is correct then there may have been up to three

additional speciation events (accompanied by up to three extinction events),

corresponding to the missing parasites of Ortlngeornys (Fig. 9.21).

Nelson and Plabrick's (1981) approach to reconciling parasite with host

cladograms is just one possible method for determining the component

relations betr,veen cladograms. Other possibilities indude finding the largest

subtree (Finden and Gordon, 1985) of hosts for which both parasite and host

agree.This method may be more appropriate if dispersal has played a major

role in structuring the distribution of the parasites. By combinit g tree

comparison methods, temporal information, and randomization tests, a

rigorous approach to testing hlpotheses of cospeciation (and, by analogy,

vicariance) can be developed.
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Appendix 9.1. Elattottrorph frqucnci* for 37 loci in eight tan of pulcet gophers. AII

ftquenci* are 7.00 unlas otlvnni* ittilicated. Tarnn rume abbrmiateil as inTabb 93.

(Dataaurtay of M. S.Ilafna anil S. A,Nadlrr.)
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Appendix 9L Elahomoryhfrequencia for74 toci in 70 tam of chaoing lice. All freEtencia ate

7.00 unles oth.erutise hdicated, Taxa abbrwiateil as in Table 9.4. (Data cowtay of M. S. Hafrcr and

S. A.Nailleil
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Introduction-1

INTRODUCTION
Usjng lhis Manual o Hardware and sot'tware requirements . lnstalling
COMPONENT

COMPONENT is designed to complement efsting tree building
software (such as PHYLIP, PAUP, Hennig86, MacClade) by"providing tooE
for making area cladograms, comparing host and parasite-dadograml, and
performinf statistical fests of hypotheJes of taxoriomic and bio-geographic
tongruencE. Emphasis has been pfaced on ease of use, with featurd like pop-
up irenus, a built-in full screen tbxt editor, ild interactive graphics displiy bf
cladograms.

COMPONENT's primary purpose is to construct area (and host)
cladograms under Assurirptionb 0l 1 ind 2 (Zandee and Roos, 1987; Nelson
and Platnick, 1981). To- help interpret the resulting area cladograms,
COMPONENT provides a riumber'of tree compariion tools, su-ch as
consensus trees, ilaiwise distance measures, and a raridom tree generator. The
user can displarr files of trees on the PC sraphics screen, and-print selected
trees. A buili-in editor lets the user constrrict data files for analy^sis, as well as
interactively correct mistakes in those files.

Usine This Manual- The first part of this manual tells you how to get COMPONENT up
and running, ana gives a brief overview ofthe programYs features.

The second part of the manual describes the main commands in detail,
and lists the error messages you may encounter. Details on the algorithms
used by COMPONENT mEy b'e foundhere.

COMPONENT is a collection of tree tools, so one of the first questions
you may ask is "what can I use these tools for?" Part three of the manual
brovides worked examples of how you can use COMPONENT to construct
irea cladograms, compire parasite airdhost cladograms, construct consensus
trees, and explore questions of taxonomic and geographic congruence.

Hardware and Software Requirements
To run COMPONENT you will need:

I an IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/z o{ que compatible microcomputer with at
least 512K RAM and a hard disk

r a CGA, MCGA, EGA, VGA, Hercules or true compatible graphics
adaptor.

I MS DOS (PC DOS) 2.0 or later.

Installing COMPONENT
MIke sure vou are in the root directory of your hard disk. Create a

subdirectory called cp by gping the command:-

mkdir \cp
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Now type in the command

restore a: c: /s

This command copies the files from the two distribution diskettes to
the subdirectory \ip. Vb"r computer will prompt you to insert the first
diskette, and then the second diskette.
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USING COMPONENT
Starting and stopping COMPONE{!r Menus o Files o Enor messages o Results o
Viatin! files o b'ire{tories o DOS shell o Settings

Startins and stoppine COMPONENT
To start C-OtvIPOt IENT type cp and press the Enter key. Quitting

COMPONENT is simply a mattdr of choosing the Quit command from the
main menu.

Menus
A typical pop-up menu looks like this:

aln menu

Generato
Edt t
U i er.r tre o
Di rcctorg
0S shell
Settlngs
Qui t

You can select an item by pressing the key corresponding to the
highlighted letter of the menu itein,'or by ilsing thei Up arrovi and Ddwn arrow
ke"vs t5 move the hiehlieht bar up and dovvn the-list of bptions, pressing Enler
wfien the bar is on the o-"ption you want. To close a menu, justpr-ess Esc.-From
any menu in the program you c.rn return to the main m6nu by pressing the
Es6 key to close ea^ch ffienu fn turn, or directly by pressing the F{?key.

There are three type of items:

I Commands perform a task.

r Toggles let you switch a feature on of off.

r Settings allow you to specify certain information.

Files
DOS files are described by a three part hle specification:

x: filename. ext

where x: is the drive specifier, filename is the name, and .ext is the filename
extension. COMPONENT uses the following extensions as defaults:

.TRE

.DTA

.OUT

tree files
data files
output files

You do not have to use these extensions. See the section entiled "File Formats"
for the formats of the tree and data files.
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COMPONENT requests file narnes by displaying a window:

ir re nane

ll

Simplv type in the name of the file you want. The name is not entered
until v-ou'|i"#it" eifer ["v If you do hot supply an extelsioir-then the
;;;;ti"t tfiii"pp""a tt" 

"pbtopfi"te 
default ex'teinsion (e'g' 'TRE for a tree

fiiJfTi.tt ;"il'lt;;iyFioii"itTu" displayed the next tilnd y.oy request the

;;; ?il" ;;a;i';;-'y'"; c.n use trre saine-name repeatg{ly "lt{qlll9rynqit. If vou want to entdr a new n€une you can edit t|e existing niune usmg me
Homei End, Backspace, Del, Left arrow and Brgttt arrow keys.

If you are unsure of the name of the file you wll!, yoq c?n type in,a
mask. Misks are file specifications that contain the wilcl card cnaracters 'r

""a1;'.-fnl'Z' 
.h"i".t"f rt""at for a single character only,-the'*' character for

one or more iit*".t"ii (se" yo*" DoS manual' for more details)'
COU1lOUUf{f wiit-aiiptay i popiup directory of all files corresponding to
that mask, for example:

l\*,TBI

RANDOIl 1. TRE

RANDOII2. TRE

BOOTSTRA. TRE

You can select a file by moving the highlight bar onto the file you want
and pressine the EnterkeV. To e16it the directory without selechng a tlle Press
Esc. the corfimand Direcfory in the main mend lets you look at a directory ot
files without having to selecl a file.

If COMPONENT asks for a mask instead of a file name, then a PoP-uq
directory will not appear. Masks are useful if you want to process a.grouP ot
files. Foi example, th-e Shared trees command Iets you comPare one tile wrtn a

set of files coriesponding to a mask. Note that you can enter a trle nalne
instead of a mask if you o-nly want to use a single file.

Editing files
You can edit files usinq the Edit command. Edit invokes a full screen

text editoi iomplete with blo?k commands and find-and-replace searching.
This editor can'also be loaded by the Buitd and ComP;u'e conunands to let
you correct mistakes in a data or tree file.

Viewing tree files
Anv Eees stored on disk in a tree file or a data file can be displayqd 9n

screen usihe the View Tree command. View Tree lets you browse through the
trees in theTile, and print selected trees on a dot mabix printer.

Printing files- -- --fit"riln 
be printed from within the editor by the command Ctrl-K P (see

the section "Edit'i fot 
^ote 

details). Trees can be-printed.by the View Tree
iommand on a dof mutrk ptir,ter using either norriral or bitrirapped graphics
modes (see the section "Vie'w Tree" for irore details).



Each error message is listed in the section entitled "Error Messages".
Press Esc to clear the me5sage. Some errors caused by mistakes in data or tree
files can be corrected therdand then, so COMPONENT displays a message
like this:
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Error Messages
Most Errors encountered by COMPONENT are displayed in a window

like this:

Emor

Ed i tor
line 38 Col I Insart C: NETSOH?9. TNE

N

( ( 1,2), ( (3, (4,5) ), ( (6, (?, (8,9) ) ), ( 18, ( 11, (12, 13) ) ) ), 1{) l;

Calculating consensus tnec
C : \CP\DATA\NEISON79. TRE

1B0tl Sgntax error ln trce descrlptlon. Ioad edlton? (Y/N)

If you answer yes, then COMPONENT loads the editor and places the
cursor at-the possitiori where the error occurred:

( ( 1,2) (1, (,1, S) ), (6, (?, (8' 9) ) ), 18, ( 11, 12, 13), l{);
( ( ( ( 1, 4;6,7,9), 2, 3 ), 5, ( ( 10, 11, t3 ), 12 ) ), 9, t'l) ;

Results
The results of an analysis are stored on disk as tree files and output

files. These files can be vitiwed by the Edit and View tree commands.
COMPONENT's progress is displayeil in a window like this:

Pnofilal
0utput +

Tree +
CONSENSE. OUT

CONSENSX. TNE

Headlng tneei 2

Enror

- 

Calculatlng consensus
Pnofi lai C: \CP\DATA\NILS0N?9. TnE

0utput + CONSEHSE.OUT

Tree + C0|ISEHSE'TfiE

fieadlng treei 2

Press Ctrl-Break to stop

Pness Ctrl-Break to stoP
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The title of the window describes the oPeration (calculating. a

consensus tree), the input (C:\CP\DATA\NELSON79'TRE). and oup,ut ttles

aab-NSENSE.Oi-n;- CdntSnUSE.TRE), and - 4 counter-. is. displayed.-(in this
i*"*oG it records the number of hees read from the file)' You can-interupt
;h;--t6d*. tt piising the Clrl and Break keys together; you will then be

returned to the last menu You useo.

When the operation has finished, the flashing message 'Finished
press Usc' is disillayed. Pressing Esc closes the window, and returns you to
the last **"d--' il; - --d;E ---U,," ---"p"l"d"" iook (in 'hours

*i""t"i,llconds.hundreds of seconds) is displayed in the lower righ! corner
of the window. If an error is mcouni"r"a, tOilfONghff first diSplays the

Iit.t 
^"rrig", 

it 
"" 

tit" **Jige;u"""ccessful - press Esc'.

DOS shell
The command OS shell lets you leave COMPONENT temporarily and

run DOS commands. Your screen will look something like this:

Approximate menorg available 10EX

Type EXIT to retunn to progrrm. .,

The lBIl Pensonal Computen DOS

Uersion 3.10 (C) Copynight Intennational Business tlachincs Corp 1901, 1985

(C) Copyright llicrosoft Corp 1981, 1985

c: \cP)

The details will depend on your particular hardware and software. To
return to COMPONENI itpe exit.'If thbre is not enough memory for a DOS

shell, COMPONENT wiU display an error message.

Settinss
The settinqs command lets vou alter some of COMPONENT's features'

At preseni thereTr only one settin'g you can alter, namely the characters used
bv CONTPONENT to draw trees:

Bv default, COMPONENT uses IBM graphics characters to draw trees.
If vou #ant to print a tree, or print a file that contains a drawing_of a tree,
it d" ontv print'ers supportine the IBM graphics character set will produce
proper d?aivings. If y6ur prillgr d_oes nof sdpport the IBM graphics set, then
vou mav want-to todele tfie IBM characters cifi so that treeiare drawn using
6nly stahdard ASClldharacters recognised by all printers.

Bui I d
Compare
Gc ne rate
Edi t
Uieul tnee
Dinectong
OS shell

EIIIICT-
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TREES AND CLADOGRAMS
Trees o Cladograms o Components o lcaaes o Labels o Nested Parentheses Format o
Comparing trdes

A dadogram is a kind of tree (Hendy and Penny,79M).I shall use the
two terms inteic'hangeably in this manual. 

-

Cladoxrams are rooted trees. Following Nelson (1979) I shall refer to the
groupings ol dusters implied by the tree ai the components of that tree. For
example/ glven tne clactograrn:

Java

Borneo

Sumatra

Asia

the components are:

0: lava, Borneo, Sumatra, Asia
1: Borneo, Sumatra, Asia
2: Sumatra, Asia

If the cladogram is also a phylogeny, then each component is a
monophvletic srouE. The tips (also citled tirms) of the dadoiram are its
Ieaaes.^ Eich leif is'referred'to by its label; in this example ldva, Borneo,
Sumatra, and Asia are the labels of the four leaves of the cladogram. A
collection of cladograms is called aprofile.

Describing Trees in COMPONENT
COIvIPONENT imposes the following limitations on trees:

I no tree can have more than 50leaves.

r trees (with few exceptions) must be rooted.

The Build and Generate commands are limited to binary (fully
resolved trees). Atl the Compare commands cErn process nonbinary tfees, but
the Shared trees, Merge, anil Combine commanils may not always function
properly (see the "Coripare" section for more details). Unrooted 6ees can be
iepieseirted in COMPONENT as rooted trees with a basal trifurcation (I. S.
Fairis' HennigS6 and I. Felsenstein's FITCH programs use the szune
approach). ThE View Tree command can display bbUr-binary and nonbinary
trees.

Nested parentheses format
frees are stored on disk in the nested parentheses format agreed to at

an informal meetins of a number of programirers at the 1986 meedngs of the
Societv for the Stud"v of Evolution. Tieeiproduced by software confoiming to
this stindard can be read directly bv COMPONENf. PHYLIP and MacCl6de
conform to this standard. Plotfikis ahd confiles produced by PATIP 2.4.1., and
HennigS6's default tree format will require minoi editrng.
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Each component on the tree is enclosed in a pair of parentheses ('(', ')').
Sister componeirts are separated by a comma- (','). The description is
terminated by a semicolon (';'). The ldaves of the tree can be repres6nted by
either a number, or a label. The label must consist only of letters- (both upper
and lower case are allowed), numbers, and the underscore character ('-'). The
label must start with a letter. Examples of valid labels are:

Hen lsland
N tuTsca
bifrraculata
E10

Tree descriptions produced bv other programs may contain branch
length informatioir, repr^esented by'a colori ('5 followeil by a number.
COI,IPONENT can read such desiriptions, but iqnores the branch length
information. The figure below shods three exairples of trees and their
corresponding tree descriptions:

COMPONENT uses three different approaches to comparing trees:
comparing whole trees, comparing componentsl and comparing triplet-s.

Whole trees
The simplest comparison is to ask whether the trees are identical or

not. If a tree hai one or niore labels that are not present in the other tree, then
COMPONENT will prune the corresponding- leaves from that tree. For
example:

AA

DD

c c

(A,B,C,D); (A,(8,(C,D)));
(1,2,3,4); (1,(2,(3,4)));

(A,B,(C,D));
(1,2,(3,4));

Common mistakes
COMPONENT can detect most syntax errors in tree descriptions.

Likely sources of trouble are:

I Unbalanced descriptions. The number of left and rieht parentheses
must be equal, andis equal to the number of componen-ls in the tree.

I Missing commas. Commas must be included to separate every sister
grouP.

t Using a tree from another program that does not conform to the
standard.

Comparing Trees
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l-B
1I r-c|-l

l-D

COMPONENT regards the two trees as identical, because they both
specify the same set of rrilationships for the labels that they have in common,
i€ (B,(c,D)).

Components' If the information content of a cladogram is contained in its
components (Nelson,7979; see Adams[1986] for an alternative view), then one
apprlaline measure of tree similarity is the number of components present in
oh^e or ottrer, but not both of the trees. This measure is theiymmetrii diffuence
of components:

n

SD,(T7,7)= | Tr | + | Iz | -zlTpT2l

SD, is calculated as follows:

(1)

where T1 and T2 are two trees being compared. This measure is a metric, has a
known irrobabilitv distribution (Ilendv et al., 19U), and can be calculated
efficiendy (Day, i985). Its main drawback is that the ratio between the
number of numerically distinct values of SD. and the number of distinct trees
(Shao and Sokal's [1t861 recognition ratio) ii very low. Given the two trees
below,

A

B

c
D

T1

T2

T1n'T2

lrr I

lrz I

lT1nr2 |

SD,

= {{A,B,C,D},(B,C,D}, {C,D} }

= [[A,B,C,D],{A,B},{C,D}}

= {{A,B,C,D},{C,D}}

=J
=$
-/
=3+3-2x2=2.

COMPONENT first prunes off the labels unique to one or other of the
trees before calculating the 3D" between the two treed.
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Triplets' Triplets are three taxon (or area) statements, and any dadogram is a
collection'of three taxon (area) statements (Nelson and Platnick, 1981:238).
Estabrook et al. (1985) and Day (1986) have described the analogous unit for
unrooted trees as quartets. For-n leaves there are T = n(n-1)(n-Z)/6 triplets,
each of whidr has'three possible resolutions. When comparing fwo 6ees (Tl
and Tr), these triplets miy be divided into five classes: s, the iumber of
tripleis resolved'and idedticat in both trees; d, the number resolved differently
inboth trees; r7, the number resolved in Tl but not in T7; 12, the number
resolved in Tr but not in Tr; and u, the nurirber unresolied in both Eees.
Always, s + [+,r1. + 12 + u'= T. COMPONENT computes the dissimilarity
betwden T1 and T2 as

SD1(T1,T) =21+ rI + 12

which is standardized to the range (0-1) by dividing by

?s +2d+r7 +12

(2)

(3).
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FILE FORMATS
Tree files o Data files

Tree Files
A tree file contains a list of trees stored in the nested parentheses

format. Tree files are used as input by all the Compare optioits, and are
output by the Build, Generate ana Compare conunands. You can use the
built-in eilitor to create tree files, and the View tree command to display the
trees on-screen, and to print them. Tree files have three parts:

r a header, listing the number of trees in the filg and the number of
Ieaves in the tsees (all trees are assumed to have the same number of
leaves).

I A list of labels, one to a line.

r The tree descriptions. These can extend over more than one line, but
must alwavs stirt on a new line. The labels of the taxa can be included
directly il'thS tree descriptions, or referred to by the order in which
thev are listed.

J

An example
Given the two trees,

A

c
D

the corresponding tree file is:

c

c

c

An example tree
(This comments
the first line
of the comments

24
A
B
(-

D
(A, (8, (C,D)));
((A,B), (C,D) );

file containing two trees.
section is optional; note that
immediately after the end
starts with a blank [' '] ) .
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The trees could also be written as:

(L, (2, (3,4) ));((r,2), (3,4));

Data Files
Data files are used exclusively by the Build commands Make Tree,

Diagnose, and Fig data files store the aistribution of a taxon, ild one or more
taxdn cladograms. You can create data files using the built-in editor. Data files
have five pa-rts:

I An optional header containing comments on the data file. This allows
vou tb include information suEh as the source of the data. There can be
iury number of comment lines in the file, but they must all be at the
begining of the file, and each line must begin with in upper case'C'.

r A line,listing (in order) the numbers of taxa, areas (hosts), and trees in
the file. The number of taxa and areas (hosts) both cannot exceed 50.
The first character of this line must be a blank space (' '), to tell
COMPONENT that the optional comments part has ended.

I A list of the names of the areas (hosts), one to a line. These must follow
the same rules as for labels in tree files (see above).

r Names, and distribution of taxa. Each taxon description starts on a new
line. The label for the taxon is followed bv the nufnber of areas (hosts)
that it occurs in, then each occupied aiea (host) is listed. The list
consists of one or more numbers iorresponding to the order that the
areas (host) appear in the data file.

r Taxon cladogram description. The tree descriptions can extend over
more than oie line, but must always start on a new line. The labels of
the taxa can be included directly in'the tree descriptions, or taxa can be
referred to by the order in which they are listed in the data file.

Two examples
Given the following cladogram for the fish Heterandria (taken from

Rosen,7979),

attenuata

jonesi

litopetas

obliqua

anzuetoi

cataractae

dirempta

bimaculata

6

L

9

45

10

7

8

2and3
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the corr€sponding: data file isi

c
C Ro-sents 1L979,, cladogra,m for Hetenandria.
c
C (This comnents sectlon ls optional.i note that
C the fL:rst lLne immedlately after bhe end
C of the cornrnents starts wj.th a blanlc [ | '] ) .
c
891

At
A2
A3
a45
A6
.47,A8
A9
A10
aLtenuata L 5
jo.nes5. 1 1
JL.itoperas X I
o,bJ.iqua L 4
anzuet,oi 1 9
cataractae 1 6
dirempta 1. 7
bi.maculata 2 2 3
(attenuata, ( jonesi, (Iitoperas, (obligua, (anzuetoi,
(cataractae, (di,renptarbimaculata) ) ) ) ) ) ) ;

The ttee could alsobe described as:

l]-t 12, (3, (4r (5, 16, (7,8)l))))),'
The eieht fish tal<a occur in a total of nine different areas (A1-A10).

Hetera:ndria a{tenuatais endemic to area AC which is the fifih area tristed in the
data file, so that taxon's distributionis code-d ast

aLtenuata 1 5
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A second exauple is the funggs,Cg ttaria, parasitic an Ndhofiioas.

c
c
c
c

Hunphries et aI.'s (1986:Fig, 4.10) eladograrn
#40 for Cyttatria"

75L
menzlesiL
cunningtr
m,oore:il
dombeyi
be,Lul.oide
nigna I 1
gunni 2 L 2
Balllda 1 L
septentrionalls 1 3jahowL Z 4 5
exlEua 1 5
hooke,rri- L 5'

{:(1i (2 r (3r,4) ) )' (5, (6rV) ) } ;

jahowi 245
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BUILD

Aoklft7.area cladograms.o Diagnosing cladograms o Fitting taxon (parasitd to area
( ttost ) clad.ograms . uptnns

On selecting the Build item from the Main menu you will be prompted
for the file name 6f the data set you want to analyse. Ttre Build menu'will
then appear:

Make tree enables you to construct area dadograms under
Assumptions 0, 1 and 2.'

Diagnose identifies taxa that are widespread (found in more than one
arefor ho-st), and dishibutions that areiedundant, without calculating
any area cladograms.

Fit maps one dadogram onto one or more other dadograms. This is
equivalent to a "usei tree" option. Fit can be used to asse-ss the relative
pfosimony of one or more area cladograms, or to measure the fit
between parasite and host dadograms.

Options p{ls up lpgp-yp menu that lets you modify settings affecting
rne calculauon ancl q$pray or resruts.

I

I

I

I

aln men

Cor-Bu i Ic.lIIEIEE
Edl Di asno
uil Fit
Di I Option
os'
Settlngs
Qui t
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MAKE TREE
I(aking area and host cladograms.lnput o Options o Results o Conecting enors in
the daiit file o LimitationsoAlgorithmb

Make Tree constructs area (host) dadograms under three
rules (Assumptions 0, 1, and 2). On selecting the Make Tree item
Build menu -the Method menu will appelr, listing the three
cladogram construction:

different
from the
rules for

Once vou have selected a rule Make Tree will start to analvse vour data
file. By adjudHng the options (see the section entitled "Options" Seto'w) before
running Make tiee, you can suppress area (host) dadogrem calculation, create
matricds for other piograms, and direct the output to v-arious files.

Input
Make Tree requires a file conforming to the data file format (see the

section entitled "File Formats"). This file contiins a list of areas (hosts) that the
taxa occur in, the distribution of each taxon, and one or more taxon
cladograms.

If an area or host that lacks a taxon is induded in the data file then a
warning messaqe is written in the output file. COMPONENT places such
areas (f,'osts) iriall possible places on the area (host) dadograni. This may
cause the program to run out of memory, in which case you-should remove
that area oi hdst from the data file.

Options^ The following options (set by the Options menu) determine aspects of
Make Tree's operation:-

I Calculate toggles on and off the calculation of area (host) dadograms.
The default i-sbn. This feature has two uses:

COMPONENT uses a branch-and-bound Waener parsimony
algorithm to construct area cladograms under Assuription 0 and 1.
Tlils algorithm is less sophisticited than those avhilable in the
prograri's HennigS6 and PA'UP. You may wish to use the branchand-
bouid options iri'those programs for t'arge and/or messy data sets,
you may even need the fieur-istic methods alrailable in thosti programs.
Toeelin-g the Calculate option off, and tosgling the Print matiix on will
sui'ires5 the calculatioh of area clad-oirairs; COMPONENT will
prbduce a matrix file in the format specilied bv the Prosram option.
this matrix can be directly input into the approphate soft#are.

-tlain mentt-rITtilTt]:rl
Cor-Bui ld
colEEIEE
Edl Di asnos
uil Frt
Di I options
osl
Settl ngs IQuit I

Assumptlon O

Assumptlon 2
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I

I

The second use is under Assumption 2. Even a small number of
widespread taxa can result in many ar'ea cladogr;uns being generated.
Toeeline the Calculate option off ianU suppres; the calculatYon of the
areiclaEograms. Instead, COMPONEUt' ^wiU find only the startins
points for 6ach set of area dadogr€uns, and write these'to the outpu"t
file. This feature may help you tdestimate how many area cladogrdms
Assumption 2 will ginera^teiwith Calcutate on. J

Display taxon cladogram(s) togeles on and off the writins of taxon
dadosrams to the oubut file. Tfi'ddefault is on. This featureis useful if
you hlve a large number of taxon dadograms to analyse. If togqled on-then COMPONENT draws the firsi 10 taxon' dadoqr"a;ns as
dendrograms, there after it writes the dadograms in tf,e nested
parentheses tormat.

Print matrix toggles on and off the Print matrix mode. The default is
off. When in eff-eEt this mode causes a binarv coded matrix to stored in
a matrix file. This matrix may be used 5y the Wamer parsimonv
progr:un selected by the Proeiam option. fhe Print inatrii< mode i's
bnli relevant for Assumptioni 0 andi, and allows you to use another
program when COMPONENT's branch-and-bound algorithm bogs
down.

Program lets vou choose which format you want for the binarv coded
maEix. COMPONENT supports HennfgS6 version 1.5 (the default),
PAUP version 2.4.1. and thd PHYUP pacliage.

Output file lets you change the default narne for the output file.

Results
When the Calculate mode is in effect, the area (host) dadograms are

stored in a tree file whose default name is FILENAME.TI{E where
FILENAME is the n:une of the data file. If there is more than one tree in the
data file, COMPONENT seates a treefile for each set of area cladograms. The
files are named FILENAMEI.TRE, FILENAIVIE2.TRE, and so on. UsE the View
Tree command to display the area (host) cladograms.

COMPONENT creates an output file that contains the taxon
cladogram(s) together with information ibout the analysis. If the Print matrix
mode-is in effect, COMPONENT creates one or more matrix files in the format
specified bv the Program option. If there is more than one tree in the data file
then the mitrix filesire numbered just like the tree files.

Correcting Errors in Data Files
COVPONENT lets you correct most errors you may.encounter in a

data file, without having fo stop your analysis. If hn error is encountered,
COMPONENT first disp-lays thd eiror messige, then asks you whether you
want to load the editor. Pr'ess Y to load the eilitor, N to half the analysis 

-and

return to the Build menu. If you answered Y (for Yes) then the built-in editor
will be loaded, and the curior will point to the point where COMPONENT
stopped reading the data file. The eiror will have occurred at or before the
cursor position."After you have corrected the file you can save it (Ctrl K-D, see
the sec'tion entitled "E'dit"); COMPONENT will then resume the analysis. If
another error is encountered, you will again be given the opportunity fo load
the editor.

T
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Limitations
Make Tree can only accept binary trees, Polytomies are not allowed'

Howener, ii *iii aicept riultipl^e trees. the nurirUei of areas (hosts) cannot

exceed 50.

If COMpONENT runs out of memory in which to store the area (host)

cladograms it dispiay; "";t-; *"s"g", and writes those trees it has saved to
tf;";fit;:-^f-*"t*ng message is"rnrritten in the output file. Umitations
specific to one or other assumption are:

I Assumptions 0 and l The branch-and-bound algorithm in.Make Tree

iJ-tit"ti to bog down if there are more than ten areas. You can.get
Ito""dttit pi6Ui"* bv toggling the Calculate optiol off,-and toggling
the Print mdtrix optiori on-t-o crEate a matrix for analysis by a wagner
parsimony prograin such as Hennig86 or PAUP'

I Assumption l The algorithm used by Make Tree m-ay overes.9mate the

""t"Uui 
oi Lq"iii\' fiirsimonious alea (host) cladcigrams if there is

redundaniv il',- iti6 f"iot cladogram. I suggest that you use the Fit
command-io-*ipltre ta*on claHogram onTd the treed in the tree file
nroduced Uv t"tit" Tr"", to check tfie results. All the trees should have

il;;;;"-",ild;f it"ririoi error. If they don't, only those trees with
the fewest items of error are correct.

Assumption 2 COMPONENT treats all redundant areas in the same

;;;;&;atJtJof wttetter iust a single area, or a whole clade is
redunddirt. For example, given the cladogram:

B

c

COMPONENT's algorithm will treat each occurence of the redundant
ur"us (A u"a cl ?parately, resulting in all tlTeg possible area

cladoeramr f* a, g, ;id a. f itre clade [e,C] as a whole is.regarded as

;;a;.?;iih;;-;Ji tnJnitCof these soiutions is valid (this is also the
resutt COVri;CjN-nf./f G-G;"rption 1 al gorithm vyoqld give)'. To avoid
this problem vou may wish to break up the original taxon clagog-rlm
into the individual, redundant clades and input lhos-e seParately' You

can use the Diamose command to identify the redundant clactes'- If the 
-ia"xon -cladogram 

contains numerous redundant areas,

then COMPONENT m"fnoi be abte to-generate and s.tore all the
possible startinq points for analysis' If tNs happens a warrung message

in'itt Ue inserted"into the ouput file.

Algorithms'-'---f[eheorithms 
used in COMPONENT are describ"d itt Page.(1988), to

which ir,i"ti"?"o ir iJr"rrla for details. A brief description of these algorithms
follows.
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For Assumption 0 Brooks' (1981) codinq method (see O'Grady and
Deets, 1987) is u^sed to construct a binary cdded matrix. This matrix is
analysed by a branch-and-bound algorithm (Hendy and Penny, 1,982) to find
the most parsimonious Wagner trees.

For Assumption 1 the two-pass algorithm described in the Appendix to
Page (1988) is used to construct a binaryioded matrix. This matrix is'analysed
by"a branch-and-bound algorithm (Heirdy and Penny, 1982) to find the inost
parsimonious Wagner trees.

The first step in Assumption 2 is the removal of most occurrences of
widespread taxa iri areas that'are occupied by endemic taxa. If none of the
areas fhat a widespread taxon occurs in are unique to that taxon, but each
area is also occupied by another, endemic taxon, then COMPONENT does not
remove those 'areas.' If it did, then that taxon would have a null
distribution it wouldn't occur in any areas.

The next step in the algorithm is to generate all the possible starting
points for further ahalysis. Eaih starting poiit consists of a single occurrence
bf a widespread taxon, and a single ociirirence of any redunda-nt areas (each
starting p<iint is an element of tlie cartesian producf of the widespread taxa
and reduhdant areas, see Page [1988]).

The last step is the addition of the areas not present in the starting
points.. COMPONENT does this using a recursiv6 branch adding and
removrnq procedure. The trees resulting from one starting poinl may
duplicati tr'ees obtained from another starting point. To ensure thit this does
noi occur, COMPONENT stores the trees iri i balanced binary search tree.
Only trees not already generated are added to the search tree.

\
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DIAGNOSE
Diagnosing a taxon cladogram

Diasnose allows you to identify which taxa are endemic or
*iaespieifi.;d ;h;f *eii are redundarit. This allows you to examine the

taxon'cladolram without cdculating an .uea cladogram'

Input
Diaenose reouires a file conforming to the data file format. (see the

section-entiied "File- F;t*its;). rnis file coritains a list of areas (hosts) that the

iJi-occur in, the distribution of each taxon, and one or more taxon
dadograms.

Output-it" output from Diagnose is written to the ouQut file specified by the
Output file item in the Options menu.

Limitations
The limitations of Diagnose are the same as those for Make Tree'
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FIT
Mayping cladograms o User trea o ltuts of enor

Fit enables you to map one dadogram onto one or more other
cladoerams. This is equivalent to a "user tiee" option. You can use Fit to
measrire the degree of'parsimony of an area cladcigram, or the degree of fit
between parasitE and host dadoerams. Fit also creatEs a "reconciledruser tree
which explains the observed trde by the fewest duplications of parts of the
user tree (see Page [submitted] for details).

Input- Fit requires two data files, the first in the standard data file format, the
second in the tree file format (see the section entitled "File Formats"). If you
are comparing area dadogriuns, then the first file contains a single taxon
cladograh (th"e "observed hee"), the second file contains one or ni-ore fully
resolvtd area dadogr.uns (the "user trees"). If you are comp:uing parasite anil
host dadosrams thEn the first fite contains a- single parasite dldoeram (the
"obseryed Lee"), and the second file contains onE or' more host clldograms
(the "user trees").

All the areas (hosts) in the first file must be listed in the same order in
the second file. The second file can also contain areas (hosts) not in the first
file, but these must be listed after the areas (hosts) in common to the two files.
For example, given this data file for the parasitic fungus Cyttaria:

Humphries et aI. I s (1986:Fig. 4.10)
cladogram #40 for Cyttaria.

u

751
menziesii
cunningh
moorei
dombeyi
betuloide
nigra 1 1
gunni 2 L 2
pallida 1 L
septentrionalis 1 3
jahowi 2 4 5
exigua 1 5
hookeri l- 5
((Lt (2, 13,4) ) ), (5, (6,7)));
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the user tree file might be:

C

c

Part of Humphries et al.'s (1986:Fig. 4.3)
cladogram #40 for Nothofagus.

16
menziesii
cunningh
moorei
dombeyi
betuloide
nitida
( (1, (2,3) ) , ( (4,6) ,5) ) ;

Note that the host cladoqram contains six species of Nothofagus, while
the Cyttaria data file contains dnly five NothofagLrs. The extra Nothbfagus (N.
nitida) is listed after the five infected hosts.

Options- The following options in the Options menu affect Fit:

Displav taxon cladosram(s) toeeles on and off the writing of the user
tree^s to the output-fiIe, and "t[e creation of the tree lile FIT.TRE
containins the retonciled trees. In addition, if toggled on (the default)
COMPONENT writes the mapping between thE- observed and user
hees to the output file. If toggled ofl, only the number of items of error
is written.

r Output file lets you change the default narne for the ouput file.

Results
The output file contains the observed tree and a list of each user tree

toqether with the number of itata of error (Nelson and Platnick, 1981) for each
usEr tree. If there is more than'one user tree then a histogram of the
distribution of items of error will be displayed on screen.

The reconciled user trees are written to the tree file FIT.TRE. This tree
file differs from standard tree files in the following ways:

r The header to the file FIT.TRE alwavs contains 50 leaves, no matter
how many leaves were in the data file. Extra leaves are labeled M1, M2,
etc.

I If an area (host) harbors more than one taxon (i.e. is redundant), then
Fit labels each occurrence Labell, Label2, etc. This is because View Tree
requires each leaf to have a unique label.

r The reconciled user trees stored in FTT.TRE may have different
numbers of leaves.

Items of Enor
The items of error of a user tree is the number of exfra terms and

components required to reconcile the user tree with the observed tree. For
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Observed tree

example, given the following observed three taxon cladogram containing a
widedpreat taxon that occuri in both ]ava and Borneo, an? a fully resohied
area dadogram,

then under Assumption 1 the user tree has two items of error; it contains one
more term and one more component than the observed tree (see Nelson and
Platnick, 798'l:421,-423). In this irext example (Nelson and Platnick, 1981:Figure
7.1.5.4):

Java Borneo 1

Sumatra 2

Asia 3

Ljser tree

User tree

Java la

Borneo 1b

Sumatra 2

Asia 3

Asia

Sumatra

Borneo

Java

Observed tree

Java Borneo

Sumatra

Asia

requires 10 items of error.

1

ttA

3

Asia

Sumatra

Borneo

Java

Asia

Sumatra

Borneo

Java

1b

1a

3

2

This method is equivalent to the assumption of "association by
descent" in coevolutionaryitudies (Mitter and Brooks,1983; Humphries et al.
7986).

Limitations
Fit handles widespread taxa and redundant areas under Assumption 1..

The number of areas iri both the observed and user tree data files-cannot
exceed 50. All ;ueas in the observed tree must be included (in the sarne order)
in the user tree data file. You can also include in the user file areas that do not
occur in the observed tree file, but these must be listed after the ;ueas that the
traro files share in common.
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To use Fit under Assumption 2 vou will have to first analyse the data
file (containing the observed nee) usinf Make Tree with the Calcirlate option
off. The ouhrit file will contain the s-tarting Doints for furths component
analysis. It i's these starting points that you-rvill need to input as observed
need (one per data file).

Algorithm
The algorithm for Fit is based on that described by Goodman et al.

(1979). For fuither details see Page (submitted).
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Options
Options menu o Program menu

The Options menu contains the settings for the Make Tree command.
The settinqs'affect whether the area dadofams are calctrlated, whether a
matrix for-another program is calculated, what format the matrix takes, and
the files that the output-is sent to.

Co1-Bui I d-'l
ce I llako tnee I

3il 311"""=" I..rEGI,

Jlai r hertu-1
JilrEI|Il

os
Settingt
Qui t DGffit-Taxon c I adosram( s)

Pnint matnlx
proGram

n
off

Henni g85
C: \DATA. OUT

On
On

0ff

OutPut ft le

The options available are:

r Calculate toggles on and off the calculation of area dadograms.

r Display taxon cladogram(s) toggles on and off the following features:

Make Tree writing taxon dadograms to the output file.

Fit writing map between observed and user tree to output file.
Creation of Tree file for reconciled trees.

Print matrix tossles on and off the Print matrix mode. When in effect
this mode causeia binary coded matrix to stored in a matrix file.

Prosram lets vou droose which format you want for the binary coded
mafri*. COMFONENT supports HennigS6 version 1.5, PAIIP-version
2.4.1 and the PHYLIP package.

al n menu-1rfr;-l
Co
Ge
EA
Ui
Di
os
Setti ng
Qut t

Calculata
Ill spl ag taxon
Print matrlx

cladognam(s)

Output fi le C: \DATA. OU
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Output file lets you change the default name for the output file.
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COMPARE
Consensus Trees t Comparing Trees o Combining Tree FiIu

On choosing the Compare item in the main menu, the Compare menu
aPPears:

atn manu

Ed
Ui
Di
os
Se
Qu

Shared tnesr
compane Al I
Triplets
Pained companlson
ll e nge
comEine

I
t
I

I

I

Consensus calculates three kinds of consensus trees.

Shared trees finds dl the trees in couunon to two or more files of trees.

compare All calculates the pairwise dissimilariW between the trees in
two ?iles using the symmetric difference of comp6nents (SDr).

Triplets calculates the pairwise dissimilarity between the trees in two
filei using the symmetric difference of tripleis (SDr).

Paired comDarison calculates the pairwise dissimilarity betureen lists
of trees in'two or more files dsing the symmetrii difference of
components (SDr).

Merg.e combines, the trees in traro or more files, producing a tree file
containing a single copy of each tree.

comBine combines the trees in two or more files, producing a tree file
containing as many copies of each tree as occurredin the input files.

I

T

Build
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CONSENSUS
Choosing a ConsensusTree o Strict o Majority-rule oNelson o Output o Limitations
o Algoriihms

Consensus calculates a consensus Eee for the trees stored in a tree file.
You have the option of calculating a -strict, majority.-ru1e, or Nel:on consensus
ir"". ft 

"-.ots"fis,tt 
tree is written"to both a tree and an output file.

Choosing a Consensus Tree------Ofi [i"i"g t],u Consensus command, a pop-uP menu aPPeius listing the
three kinds of consensus trees you can make:

The possible consensus trees are:

I Strict consensus trees (Sokal and Rohlf, 1981) contain only those
components in common to all the trees in the file.

I Maioritv-rule consensus trees (Margush and Mclvlorris, 1981) contain

""ij, tndse components that occur ininore than half the trees in the file.

r Nelson consensus trees (Nelson, 1979). The Nelson consensus tree is
the clioue containine the most frequently replicated comPonents in the
file. If there is more"than one such diqire, [hen the Nelson consensus
tree contains those comPonents commoir to all the diques.

Having made your choice, you will be prompted for the name of the
tree file you want to analyse.

Output' The consensus tree is written to a tree file (CONSENSE.TRE) and to an
output file (CONSENSE.OUT). Note that both files are overwriten by each
sub'seguent use of the Consensus command; if you want to save your results
you will have to either copy or rename the appropriate files.

The output file lists all the components occurring in the bees in the file,
tosether with their frequencv of occdrrence. For Nels6n consensus trees the
filE dso contains the ctimpoirent compatibility matrix, and the list of "Eue",
"ambiguous" and "false" components.

Limitations
Consensus can handle both binary and nonbinary, rooted trees. The

aleorithm uSeS a 2024 cell hash talile to store the components, so

CbfUpOwENT is limited to this number of different components. Nelson

Ge
Ed
ut
Di
0s
Se
Qu

Shanad troee
compare Ai I IEIETriplats I n"J
Palred companl Nel
ll o rge
comBlnc
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consensus trees can only be calculated from profiles containing less than 200
different, nontrivial components.

Algorithms
COMPONENT stores the components as bitrnasks in a 2024 cell hash

table. The hash kev for the bibnask bf a component is that bitmask loeical
AND 2023. Given'a fUe of k trees, the strict ionsensus tree consists of-iust
those components in the hash table with a frequency of k. For majority-iule
consensus^trees, the cut-off is k div 2 + l.

I have described the algorithm for Nelson consensus trees elsewhere
(Page, 1989). COMPONEI{I [ses Bron and Kerbosch's (1980) branch-and-
botiird algorithm to extract the cliques of the component compatibility matrix.
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SHARED TREES

Finding the trees in common to tuto sets of trees o Kinds of comparisons
Limi t alions o Algor ithm

The Shared trees command finds the trees (if any) that are shared by

two sets of trees (called profiles).

Shared trees may not always work-correctly with:ronbinary trees. ThisShared trees mav not always worK correcuy wltrt nunuulcuy tr-sc

is because the algorit(m use9. io encode and.itore, th," tlT?-yllSfl:

You can do a single c,o.mparison between two profiles, * T:lgPl:
comparisons between one proflre and many other profileis. This last feature is
usefirl for statistical tests.

The number of trees in the profiles do not have to be equal, nor do the
two profiles havstohave identical leaves; providing that the profiles share at
least^three leaves, COMPONENT wil pruhe off the leaves unique to one or
otf,"r of the sets of tr""r (see the section^entitled "Trees and Cladograms")-

Kinds of Comparison
You can .o*put" one profile with another, or one profile wit\ maly

nrofiles. In the firsi case wlien COMPONENT asks for the mask tor the

5"J"iil" pidm", ri^ity ,yp" in.the name of the file containing the second

;;;;iii tr;Ji iaro-files are being compared g9I,IPoNENT wfu write anv
trees rn .o**or,'ii iii;il; rh"r'?o-iTi[" .itt"a Contlaoru.TRE. This file is
noiaeutea if more than two files are being compared. In both cases the ffees
ir, .o**on to the two (or more) profilei are listed by number in the file
coMMoN.ouT. Noi"1}.rit the filestot"ttraoN.ouT an6 couuoN.TRE are

overwritten with each call to Shared trees.

Limitations
The amount of available memory will limit the size of the first profile-

If there is too little memory (indicated'by an error message) and the second
profile is smaller, try enteriirg the second profile first.

nroduce the same"code for a binary tree but will only do so for nonbinary
irees if the descendants of any polytbmy are always ordered i1 the same w?y'trees if the descendants of any polytomy are always Or61ereq ln ule s;une way.
I f yo ur f i le s in cl u de nonb in aiy' "f : yP." ..T -+:* $."" llE: g.,H:"t- :T*lll jJtil-C;;;iie all lomrfiand (rifrictr has no difficulty _lyith nonbinaryuslng the uompare all commanq (wnlcn naD Iru tJulruurly 

-vvrrrt 
r.'

trees) to search lor trees in the two profiles that are identical (5D" = g;

Alsorithm'-''"--eCjMpONfruT 
converts the trees in the first profile-(after prunning off

utrV .rt iq* labels, see the section entitled "Trees and $la.dograms") into a

ili.;-;f ;t 
"rua"ir, 

ihen stores the string in a balanced binaiy search tree'

ij;i;F;t"i"ili.;thi,ii?"I" tree in the sEcond profile also occurs in the first
;;ftl;il';fii;i;;;iti"? oi.onverting the tree iir the second file into a string,
ifi;'i;khf /oi iiiii-itring i" the Einary search tree. The algorithm for
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converting trees into strings may not always produce a single unique code for
nonbinarv trees.
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COMPARE AtL
comparing all tre.4. in two prot'iles o Kinds of comparison o Limitation o Algorithm

The Compare All command comPares every.tree it 91". Profile with
very tree in a sdcond profile, using the symmetric-difference of components
(s4). r

For each pair of trees COMPONENT calculates _the symmetric
differenie "i .o*fi*"ti ti"" tt 

" 
t".iio" entitled "Trees and Clad6grams").

eor"p"r" All displiv;ift aiii"tc"r as a histograrn, and stores them-in a file
r,"m6d coMPA[L.Our.

Kinds of Comparison
If von rb"ciiy the same name for the fwo profiles, then-COMPONENT

will coi6;;;'";h ir* i" tt 
" 

profile with every <ither tree in the same profile.
The lo#er left niangle of ^ the distance riratrix is written to the tile
iOVfpnf-L.OUT. ti vo"u specify different profiles then the complete pairwise
diltatce matrix 

-iJ-*tftt""' t" COMFALL.OUT. Note 0rat -the file
ebtWfAff.OUT is overwritten with each call to Compare AlL

Limitation
Compare all can handle both binary and lonb4ary, roo.ted-trees'The

u*o,rtf oi f"uif"Ut" *";;;y will limit thdsize of the firsf profile.,If there is
t;;-tittl" memory (indicated by an-error message) md the-second profile is

smaller, try entering the second profile first.

Algorithm
LomDare All makes use of Day's (1985) cluster table data structure to

calculalJiiiS &it"t ce befween two tr6es. A cluster table is a specially coded
a;r*iFti";b- ttu" that lets. you-.quickly.find out whether fhat hde has a
siven ^component. The trees of fhe fiist profile are held in memory as a linked
fliii of alr'rsf"; tables. The trees in the seiond profile are read in,-ohe at a time,
ind the distance between that tree and rlach tree in the first profile is
calculated.
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TRIPLETS
Comparing all trees in two yofiles t Kitrds of comparison o Limitation o Algorithm

Triplets compares all the trees in two files, using the symmetric
difference of triplets (SDr, see the section entitled 'Trees aid Ctad6grams").
Triplets displays the distances as a histogram, and stores them in a file named
CO\{PALL:OU[. Unlike the other tree domparison options, Triplets displays
the frequency distribution of the normalized-SDf multiplied by 100.

Limitation
Triplets can handle both binary and nonbinary, rooted trees. The two

files beini compared must have the'same number of leaves with the sarne
labels (iilthe sime order). Unlike Shared Trees and Compare All, Triplets
cannot prune offunique labels.

Aleorithm
Triplets is based on Doucette's (1985) data structures and algorithm for

calculatin! quartet measures of dissimilarity (Estabrook et a1.1985; Day,
1986). Triflleis are quartets in which one member is always the root of the tre'e.
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PAIRED COMPARISON
Comparins two or more lists of trees o TheTree List FiIe o Comparing two profilu c
-oiioi.r:i"'g more than two profiles o Limitations c Algorithm

ThePairedComparisoncommandcompareshMoormorelistsoftrees
usins the symmeric difrerlnie of components^ (see the section entitled 'Trees

and Cladograms"). H
H
oa
OO

H

Note that, in conffast to shared Trees and CompaLe {11,. Paired
Comparison treats lhe piofiles as ordered lists; the first tree in the first profile
;";#;;;e ;tliii;iiIJiiil* ilth;;;.'"4-fiofila, the second tree in tfi e firs t
;;Iit;'1a'iif, t1"-r"io"a tree in the second pr6file, and so on. The list of files to
E;;;;;;;d-i; iioiua i" j rite. You'musf create this file before using Paired

Compaiison.

The Tree List File
The tree list file contains alt the file that you wish to compare, and can

be created usins ti.J U"iit-in editor. The first liire of tlre tree lisf file specifies
;i";;b.t;ft;Jiwhich cannot exceed 10). Then follows the namebf each

file, each starting on a new line. For example

2
RANDOM1. TRE
RANDOM2. TRE

specfies that the two files RANDOMI.TRE and RAITIDOMz.TRE are to be

;5;p;"4. tfr" fit"r listed must have the same number of trees, otherwise an

error occurs.

Comparing two profiles-----r T[""""ir"ii" airt*.e between the pairs of trees are written to the file
coIvIP;\REtoIJr-- Il the profiles have more than one tree in them,
COMPONENT displays a histogram of the frequencies of each distance.

Comparing more than two Profiles' CON{PONENT calculates the distance between three or more trees as

the leneth of the shortest mebic tree(s) for the pairwise distance matrix
U"r*""ti the hees (see Page U9881 for details). The lbngths of the mebic trees
are written to the iit" COfi,tpaf<EbUf. If each profile has only one tree, then
the metric tree is also written to COMPARE.OUT. If the profiles have more
ifti" o"e tree in ihem, ttren COWONENT displays a histogram of the

frequencies of each distance.

Note that the file COMPARE.OLJT is overwritten with each call to
Paired comparison.
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Limitations
Paired Comparison can handle both binary and nonbinary, rooted

trees. It is limited tir comparing up to 10 profiles. When comparing-only two
profiles there is no limit bn thE size of tlie profiles (other thin wfiether you
have enough disk space to hold the output lile); when comparing more than
two profile-s, Paired Comparison has the same limitations as Comfare All.

Aleorithm
Paired Comparison makes use of Day's (1985) cluster table data

structure to calculaie the distance between two trees. A cluster table is a
specially coded description of a tree that lets you quickly find out whether
that tree has a given coinponent.

When comparins onlv two profiles COMPONENT reads in a pair of
trees (one tree froin eaih pr<ifile) arid calculates the distance between the two
trees. This is repeated unfrl all the pairs of trees in the two profiles have been
compareq.

When comparing three or more profiles, COMPONENT reads in one
tree from each fil6, coribines them into-a tree file and then submits the tree
file to Compare All. Compare All returns a pairwise distance matrix for the
set of trees.The length of ilre minimal metriciree(s) for that distance matrix is
a measure of ho*-similar the trees are (Page, 1988). COMPONENT uses
Faith's (1985) heuristic algorithm to estimate ihe topology of the metric tree.
The leneth of the metric Eee is calculated exactly ulsing-Gomory's (1963) all-
integer linear programming algorithm (Bauer, t9$; LeTkowitz ind D'Esopo,
1,963; Langmaack, 1955).
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MERGE
Muging two or more tree files o Source and destination files o Limitation

The Merse command lets you merge rwo or more tree files' The
resultine nt" .ofituinJall the distiniuishable"trees in the tree files. Trees that
occur in"more than one file appear oily once in the resulting file.

Source and destination files
COil,IpONENT pio*ptr for the source files and the destination file.

The firstio*ce nle ^"ii n"rire a iingle file, but the second source can be a file

^iit. F"ili"*pt", to *"tge the tenhes fREgSf .TRE..TREESI0.TRE, the first
iii"-*o"ta U" ittrnt.TRE, ilre mask for the second file would be TREE*.TRE.

Limitation
Meree mav not alwavs work correctly with nonbinary trees. This is

b".unse-tt f ute;tittrm niea tb encode and stoie the trees will dlways produce
th;il" ioa""foi i bi#t tree but witl only do so for nonbinary 

-trees if the
a"r.l"au"ts of any potvt6*V are always oi.dered in the same ivay. -If yo-ur
files include nontiinarv tree-s you can check Merge's result by using the
Compare all command'(compafe the destination file rnrith itself). EY"ty tree in
tf," d"iii"utir" iifi;fiJtba different, so you can check this by looking for
trees that are identical (SD. = $)
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COMBINE
Combining two or more tree files o Source and destination files

The Combine command lets vou combine two or more tree files. The
resulting file contains all the trees iir the tree files. Trees that occur in more
than ondfile appear the same number of times in the resulting file.

Source and destination files
COMPONENT prompts for the source files and the destination file.

The first source file mu'st narire a single file, but the second source can be a file
mask. For example, to combine the-ten files TREES1.TRE..TREES10.TRE, the
first file would be TREEI.TRE, the mask for the second file would be
TREE*.TRE.
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GENERATE
Generating random trees o Kinds of Trees o All trees e Equiprobable o Markouian o
Linitatiois o Atgorithm

The Generate command lets vou generate hees. This feature is
particularly useful for statistical tests bf co"ngruence. You can generate all
bossible tr6es (limited to trees with three to serven leaves), and rafrdom trees
irnder rwo different assumptions.

Kinds of Trees
On giving the Generate command, a poP-uP menu aPPears listing the

three possible d[shibutions of trees:

The possible distributions are:

r All trees generates all possible trees with a specified number (3-7) of
leaves.

r Equiprobable qenerates random hees under the assumption that all
distirieuishable- trees have an equal probabilitv of oicurring. For
e*amile, for five leaves there arri t05'distingui'shable, rootedtrees.
Equifrobable assumes that alt 105 trees are equally likely to occur.

r Markovian generates random trees using a strictly dichotomous
branchins pr"ocess. This model starts with I tree witli two tips, then
selects orie'tip at random. This tip bifurcates, giving three tipsl One of
these tips is ihen selected at random, bifurcate?, ana so on rintil a tree
of the desired size is reached.

Savage (1983) discusses the empirical evidence bearing on which
method of generating trees is most appropriate.

Limitations
Generate can create up to 100000 random trees with up to 50 leaves.

Only binary trees can be geneiated.

Aleorithm
COMPONENT uses a uniform random number generator based on

Schrase's 1979) FORTT{AN implementation of the Iinear congruential
method. The sequence of random numbers X is generated using the rdcursion

Xn*t=aXnmodp (1)

where p = /31 - I = 21,47483647 and a. = 75 = 76807. Turbo Pascal's Random
functioh is used to supply the seed X6.

Edl-Di stni
Ui IEIIIE
Di I Equi pr

!sl 
Ilarkov

Quit
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EDIT
Enterins and Editins Text o The Editing Scveen o Basic Moaement Commands o
Insnt aitd Delete Cffimands o Block Coimands o Miscellaneous Commands

The Edit command invokes COMPONENT's full-screen text editor.
With Edit you can create and edit tsee and data files, and browse through
output files. The editor can be invoked from the Main menu, or from witlin
Build if COMPONENT detects an error in the data file.

COMPONENT's editor comes from the Borland's Turbo Pascal Editor
Toolbox. If you are familiar with Borland's Turbo Pascal Editor, SideKick
Notepad, or- almost any other PC text editor, then you will probably need
littlehelp in using Edit;beyond looking at the Quick-Command Reference. If
you are new to Pt text editors, then the following documentation (adapted
from the ToolBox user's manual) describes how to tise the editor.

Enterins and Editing Text
fou enter texlin the editor in much the same way as you enter text on

a tvpewriter, and most of the keys on the keyboard-behive in the same
fasfrion (press,ing Enler terminates aiext line, for rixample). But there are many
tmPortant outerences.

The cursor always indicates where new text will be entered, and you
can move the cursor in a number of ways (the commands to do so are
described later). You can correct mistakes quickly and easily using the delete
commands. You can copv and move teit with the Finil conrimand and
optionallv replace it with'another string of text with the Find-and-replace
c6mmand. Aild, in most cases, you can-even "undo" your last few chdnges
with the Restore line command. Each command (and there are many more) is
described brieflv in the sections that follow. However, for a brief glince at all
the commands ind their respective keystrokes, refer to the following table.
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Editor Quick Command Reference

Function Keystrokes

Character left
Character right
Word left
Word right
Line up
Line dbwn
Scroll up
Scroll dbwn
Page up
Page down
geEinine of file
EnE of fiie
Besining of line
EnE of line
Top of screen
Boitom of screen
Top of block
Bottom of block
Iump to marker 0..3
'Set 

rirarker 0..3
Previous cursor position
New line
Insert line
Insert control character
Tab
Delete current character
Delete character left
Delete word
Delete to end of line
Delete line
Find
Find-and-replace
Find next
Begin block
EnA block
Copv block
Mcive block
Delete block
Hide block
Mark current word as block
Read block from file
Write block to file
Printblock
Toggle insert mode
foEEle autoindent mode
Tofgle fixed tabs
Restore line
Exit editor (Save)
Exit editor (No save)

Ctrl-S or Left arrow
Ctd-D or Right anow
Ctrl-A or Ctrl-Left anow
Ctrl-F or Ctrb4ight anow
Ctrl-Eor UP arrow
Ctd-Xor Down anow
Ctrl-W
CIqLZ
Ctrl-R or PgUP
Ctrl-C or PgDn
Ail-Q Ror Ctrl'PgUP
Ctrl-Q C or Ctrl'PgDn
Ctrl-Q S or Home
Ctrl-O D or End
Ctrl-Q Eor Ctrl-Home
Ctrl-Q Xor Ctrl'End
Ctrl-Q B
CffQ K
cfl-Q o.Ctd-Q 3
Ctrl-K 0..Ctrl-K 3
CTrbQ P
Ctrl-M or Enter
Ctrl-N
Ctrl-P
Ctrhlor Tab
fufG or Del
Clrl-H or BackSPace
Ctrl-T
Ctrl-Q Y
Ctrl-Y
Ctrl-Q F
dil.Q A
Ctrt-L
F7 or Ctrl'K B
FB or Ctrl'K K
Ctrt-K C
Ctrl-K V
Ctrl-K Y
Ctrl-K H
Ctrl-KT
Arl-K R
Ctrl-K W
ctd-K P
lns or Ctrl-V
wro t
Ctrl-Q L
Ctrl-Q L
Crrl-K D
Crrl-K Q
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Note: When the notation Ctrl- precedes another key, it means that you hold
down the Clrlkey and press the second key. Lr the cise of commands using Ctrl

and two keystrcikes (for example, Ctrl'K K), you hold Ctrl down only while you
press the fiist key, not the second.

The Editing Screen

naito"ffi
c

C Helson anil Platnick's (1981lFig ?.11) clailognam
C for three hgpothetical fish species found in Java (J),
C Bonneo (8), Sunatra (S), and Asia (A).
c

C Beferencei
C Helson, G. and N. Platnick, 1981. Systernatics anil biogeognaphyl
C Cladistics and vicariance. Columbia Univensity Press, Neu Yonk.

c
341

J

B

s

R

species-l 2 L 2

species_2 1 3

species-3 t {
(EEtrEll,(2,3)):

^N^Q-Qui t^il^D-save and quit ^N^Q-Quit

The top line of the editing "window" is always the sfafus line providing
the followin g information:

Command echo
When the first key of a command assigned to traro keystrokes is

pressed, or when the Instirt control character coirmand (Ctr|P) is given, the
keystroke is echoed at the left edge of the status line. For. glqlnPle, if.you start
to enter a command that begins-with Ctrl-K (such as Ctrl'K C), ^K will appear
until the second keystroke has been entered.

Line z
Shows the number of the line containing the carsor, counted from the

start of the file.

Col z
Shows the column number containing the cursor.

Insert
Indicates that Insert mode is in effect.
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Indent
Ind,icates that Autoindent mode is in effect. Ctrl-Q / toggles autoindent

on and off; refer to the Toggle autoindent command.

Tab
Indicates that the fixed tabs (toggled on and off with Ctrl'O D are in

effect.

X:FILENAME.EXT
The drive, name, and extension of the file being edited. Although the

editor accepts
C:\DOCS\SAMPLE.DOC

Path
the D:

th clestqnanons ror exdlrtPre/
path name wiilnot be displayed on the stahrs

desisnations for example,

Iine.

B asic Moo ement C ommands

Amons the most basic commands in any editor are those that move the
cursor;it[;& 

"tt";i"g- 
the text.-On IBM PC's ind compatiblgt, bI_.9I":gT

the cursor ."n ,tr.t"-ltv"b" moved in one of two ways: with a key on the cursor

^oA nr '^riilr e "nnrr-frnl characfpr " Frlr examnle. to mOvg thg CufSOf Onep-ad. or with_a "conhol character.l. roI, gI1APlf, to lPy,u^tli: :Htt:.,:l:'.ffi*td 6th" riet t, pt"rs either the Frght arrriw key or Ctrl'}. (In the listings
rhat follow- the ke"v seiuence on the leftls t}ire Wittary key sequence ancl thethat follow,-{" \gy seiluence on the left fs pritmlV keY sequence and t

""J 
o" the iight, if 'any,'is the secondary key sequ'ence.)

Character left ctrt'S ot Left arrow
Mo,res the cursor one character to the left. This command does not

work across line breaks; when the cursor reaches column 1, it stops.

Character risht Ctrl'D or Right affow
Morre"s the cursor one character to the right. This command does not

work across line breaki; *h"t the cursor reachEs the right-h+.d gdge of the
text window, the text starts scrolling horizontally until it reaches the extreme
right edge of the line (column 248), where it stops.

word left CtrhAor Ctrl'Lett arrow
Moves the cursor to the begining of the word to the left. This command

works across line breaks.

Word rieht Ctrl'F or Ctrl'Righ! arrow 
-

ftfo""t the cursor to the begining of the word to the right' This
command works across line breaks.

Line up CtrhE or -UP 
ailow--'- -'f"foves 

the cursor to the line above. If the cursor is-on the top line of the

window, the window scrolls down one line.

Line down Ctrl* ot Dovn errow
Morr", the cursor to the line below. ff the cursor is on the next-to-last

line of the window, the window scrolls up one line.

Scroll up drl'W
$[rolls up toward the beeining of the file, one line at a time. The cursor

remaini ot itr fr,e until it reach"es th6bottom of the window.
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Scroll down C:trl-Z
Scrolls down toward the end of the file, one line at a time. The cursor

remains on its line until it reaches the top of the window.

Page up Ctrl-R or PgUp
Moves the cursor one page up with an overlap of one line.

Page down Ctrl-Cot PgDn- Moves the cursor one page down with an overlap of one line.

Begining of file Ctrl-Q R or Ctrl-PgUp- Moves the cursor to the first character in the file.

End of file Ctrl-Q C or CtrhPgDn
Moves the cursor just beyond the last character in the file.

Besinins of line CIrl-Q Sor Home
Moves the cursor to column 1 of the current line

End of line Ctrl-Q D ot End
Moves the cursor to the end of the curent line (the position followin

the last nonblank character on the line). Trailing blanks are dways remove
from all lines to preserve space.

Top of screen Ctrl-O Eor Ctrl-Home- 
Moves the cursor to the top line of the text window.

Bottom of screen CWO X ot Ctrl-End

Bottom of block Ctrl-Q K

Set marker 0..3 Ctrl-K0..Ctil-Kg
Sets one of the four invisible text markers at the cunent position of the

cursor: Ctrl-K 0 sets marker 0, Ctrl'K / sets marker 1., and so on.

Moves the cursor to the bottom of the text window.

Top of block Ctrl-Q B- Moves the cursor to the position of the block-beein marker set with Cfrl-
K 8. The command works even if the block is hidden o-r the block-end marker
is not set.

Moves the cursor to the position of the block-end marker set with Ctrl-K
K. The command works even if the block is hidden or the block-begin marker
is not set.

Previous cursor position Ctil'Q P
Moves to 

-the last cursor position. This command is particularly useful
to move back to the last positidn after a Save, a Find, or i pind-and--replace
operation.

Iump to marker 0..3 Ctrl'Q 0,CtrbQ 3
Moves the cursor to one of the four invisible text markers created with

the Set marker. CtthQ 0 iumps to marker 0, Ctrl'Q I iumps to marker 1, and so
on. If the specified marlier has not been set, the curSor is not moved.
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Insert and Delete Commands

These commands let you insert and delete characters, ryord,s-,,qnd lines'
Two relatea command;;;'covered in later sections: Restore line (Ctrl-O [) and

Delete block (Ctrl'Kn.

New line drl'M ot Enter
In Insert mode, this command inserts a line break at the cursor's

position. tf Autoinde-r* moae is in effect, the cursor moves to the next line and
io""tfiJ'i'"i.t";;i"il ; m" fitst "o"tit""t 

character in the previous line;
otherwise, it moves to column 1 of the new line.

In Overwrite mode, this command moves the cursor to column 1 of the

next line *itt o"f i"ilti"g anu* titr", whether Autoindent mode is in effect

or not.

Insert line clrl'N
ft iittr a line break at the cursor's position. The cursor does not move.

Insert control character Ctrl'P
Allows cottttol characters to be entered into the text' For elample'

nressine Ctrt'p ""a 
it"" Cirt-a*ould insert a Ctrl-G (the bell character) into the

["*r-C&ttol characters are displayed as highlighted capital letters'

Tab Ctrbl or Tab

Moves the cursor to the next tab stop. In Insert mode, any text to the

rieht of the cursor is moved along with it; in Overwrite mode-, onIJ the cursor
i;";;;;J. rh;i;"ti;";atM tuit t"b stop depends on whether fixed tabs or

smart tabs are in effect.

Delete current character
Deletes the character over

right of the cursor one position
acloss line breaks.

ArbG or Del
the cursor and moves any characters to the
to the left. This commaird does not work

Delete chatacter left C:ttt'H o1 BaqkSpace-

Moves cursor one character to the left and deletes the character
nositioned there. Any-characters to the right of the cursor are moved one

fi;iiffi-r" iti" t"fi. it' ttt" *irot is at coluirn 1 at the time the command is

ffi"ii, iir"-il;ibt" etra-or-utre marker for the previous line is deleted instead,

Xna tne two lines are joined.

Delete word ctrl'T
Deletes the word, to the right of the cursor. This command works

across iine breaks and thus may be irsed to remove line breaks'

Delete to end of line Ctrl'Q Y-Deletes 
all-text from the position of the flrrsor to the end of the line.

Delete line ctrl'Y- -----prgietes 
the line containing the orrsor and moves ?ny lines below. it up

one line. The cursor moves to cotlumn 1 of the next line. You cannot restore a

deleted line, so use this with care.
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Block commands

A block is any arbitrarily defined, contigtrous unit of text; a block can
be as small as a sindle charactdr or as large as an entire file. Mark a block by
placing a beein-blo& marker at the first iharacter in the desired block and air
bnd-bi6ck mlrker iust beyond the last character. Once marked, the block can
be copied, moved, deleteil, or written to a file.

Althoueh marked blocks are normallv hiehliehted. the block mav be
"hidden" (or rfiade visible) with the Hide blo6k cdmri'and. Many of the blbck-
manipulation commands described here work only when the block is being
displived. The block-related cursor movement commands (Ctrl-O B and Ctrl-l
f, des&iUed in the section "Basic Movement Commands") work whether the
block is hidden or displayed.

Besin block Clrl.K B or F7
Marks the beeining of a block. The marker itself is not visible on the

screen, and the bloc[ becdmes visible only when the end-block marker is set.
You can also use the begin-block markef as an extra text marker and iump
directlv to it with Ctrl-Q 8"(see the Set marker command in the section entitleil
"Basic Movement Commands").

Marks the end of a block. Like the begin-block marker, the end-block
marker is invisible, and the block itself wiil not be displayed unless both
markers are set. You can also use the end-block as an extra iext marker and
iump directlv to it with Ctrl-Q K (see the Set marker command in the section
'entiited "Baslc Movement Commands").

Copy block Ctrl'K C
Creates a coDv of a marked and displaved block at the cwrent cursor

position. The origihil Utoct is left unchariged, and the markers are placed
around the new copy of the block.

End block

Move block

Delete a block

Hide block

Read block from file

C}rl-K K ot FB

CtrhKV

Ctrl-K Y

C:til-K H

CtrhK R

Moves a marked and displayed block from its current position to the
cursor's position. The markers remalh around the block at its ne:w position.

Deletes a marked and displayed block. There is no command to restore
a deleted block, so use this comrirand with care.

Toesles on and off the visual marking of a block. Block-manipulation
commands"work only when the block is being displayed

Mark single word Ctrl'KT
Mirks a single word as a block, combining the functions of the Begin-

block and End-blo"ck commands. If the flrrsor iJ positioned within a word,
that word will be marked. If it is not within a word, then the word to the right
of the cursor will be marked. And if there is not word to the right of the
cursor then the word to the left will be marked.

Reads a file into the text the cursor's current position exactly as if it
were copied from another part of the text. The file iead in is marked as a
block. When you use this cbmmand, you are promPted for the name of the
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file to read. If you have used this command earlier in the eaitilq_s9ssion, the
last file narne d"t"tea *itt G displayed. You may enter a new file name, ma]<e

minor chanses to-ttre o"" airptiv"f using the Backspacekey, or accept it.by
pressins EntEr. The file specifieid rirav be any legal file name, including a drlve
ltrd/ot"p"th idmtifier. Cancel the commanif by pressing Ctrl'U'

write block to file ctrbKw
Writes thJ currentlv marked block to a file. The block is left

unchansed, and tire block niarkers remait in place. You are first prompted for
;iid;h;. Th"-iittipl.iii"a can be any le^gal file name, induding a drive
*Al;;;tft ia""tin"i.'Vo" should avoid'usiilg file narnes with the extension
.3|K;t{[u5L ttiiJ eitension is used by the ediior when creating backup_fll":;
If the file specified already exists, you-are asked if you want to overwrlte lt' u
vr" piEJJfu tior No), yod can ent6r a new file narire, make mino.l changes to
ite drtrent one usins'the BackSpace key, or cancel the command by Presslng
Ctrt-U.If no block is m"arked, this'commdnd is ignored.

Print c'til'K P
Printsthecurrentlymarked(anddisplayed)blockon'thedefault

printer. If no biock iJ marfua or if the marked^block is hidden, the entire file
is printed.

Mi s c ell ofl e ou s C omm an ds

TNs section discusses a number of commands that do not fit readily
into any of the previous categories.

Toeele insert mode Ctrl-V or Ins- -o"--S.G.tr f"t"tt or Overwrite mode. In Insert mode, text_to the-right of the
cursor as new text is entered.In Overwrite mode, any text above the cursor rs
overwritten when new text is entered.

Toeele autoindent Ctrl'Q I- -o"- Whl"-grri"i"dent mode is in effect, the New line command (Enfer or
Arl-lry will move ih"-i*iot io tt" next row and the same column as the first
nonblank character on the previous line.

Toeele fixed tabs ctrt'o r- -"--Wh;" ii*"a tabs are in effect, the tab stops (normally) start.4t column 9

and occur everv g.oi"*nr thereafter. By defatilt, fixed tabs are off, and smart

;;; ;;;".'r,rn{"" i*"tt tius are in use', the tab stops are determined by the

locations of the ;;d bn the pt"nio"ili";; the iirsl character in each word
i""i"J""tJ a tab stop. When ffxed tabs are used, the Tab command inserts a

;Gili;b .i1x|;.i;!i it J *iiJoi'i position. When smart tabs are used, the tab

is slored as a series of blanks.

Restore line arro L

Undoes anv changes made to a line of text as long ?9 youl.?t" not left
the line. iti" fi"" is iesio?ea to its previous contents regardle-ss of. the changes

*ia".-sitrce the Delete line command (Ctrl-Y) move_s the cursor to what was

;;id;ii^"orh"tli"t Restore line cannot recover lines deleted with it.

Find ctrl'Q F
Lets vou search for a sffing of up to 30 characters' When you enter this

.o**J1-d; ih; ri;t"r ii"" is lie"tEa unh you will.be asked for a-search. sbing-

ir," iuri #"r.tr rtiii;;L;;i-G ""trcil ue displayed. You can select it again
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by pressing Enter, edit it, or enter a new search string. When editing strings,
BackSpace ileletes the previous character, Ctrl-R restoies the previorls strii-g,
Clrl-S'moves the cursoi to the left, and Ctrl-D shows the next 'character to thle
right. Esc or Ctrl-U will cancel the search command, ild CtrLP can be used to
eri'ter control chara-cters (for example, to find a period at the end of a line, you
would search for .Ctrl-M, where Arf-M was entere?l with Ctrl-P artd Ctrl-M).

After the search string is entered, you must specify your search
options. The options you usedlast, if any, aie displayed.-You-cah enter new
oftions (canceling old ones), edit the curient opdolns,'or select them again by
piessing Enter. ThE following options are availa6le:

B Searches backwards from the current cursor position toward the
begining of the file.

L Limits searches to the currently marked block.

rr rx may be any number. Find the nth occurrence of the search string,
count-ed frornthe current position of the cursor.

U Ignores case; treats all alphabetic characters as if they were uppercase.

W Searches for whole words only; skips matching patterns embedded in
other words.

If the text contains a target matching the search string, the cursor is
positioned at the end of the target.

Find and replace Cttil-Q F
This bperation works the same as the Find command, except that you

can replace the "found" string with any other string of up to 30'charact'ers.
After ehterinq the search strinE, you are asked to entdr the feplacement string.
The last repla-cement string, if--iy, will be displayed; you cari accept it, edit it,
or enter a new strtng.

Finally, you are prompted for options. The options you used last are
displaved at fir'st. You c'an enter new optons (canceliirg the old ones), edit the
curient options with the Backspce key, or select the saire options by pressing
Enter. Thdoptions available are the saine as those for the Fiird comriraha witfi
the excepticin of the following

G Searches elobally. The entire file is scanned for the search string,
reeardlesiof the'current position of the flrrsor. The search starts at the
be-giryrg of the file if s6arching forwards; at the end of the file if
searching backwards.

N Replaces without asking. Does not prompt for confirmation at each
occurrence of the searchitring.

If the text contains a target matching the search string, the cursor is
positioned at the end of the tarelt. You are Ihen asked if vou -wish to replace
it. Press Y to replace it, or N t"o ignore it. You can aboit the operatioh by
pressing Ctrl-tJ.If you seiected the N (no prompting) option, this qirestion will
hot be a"sked.

You can speed up global search-and-replace operations by selecting the
N option and tfien pr6siing a key (preferalily for a nonprindng charatter,
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such as ESC or ,nS). The screen is then no longer updated when each

replacement is made.

Find next c:trt'L- 
Repeats the last search operation. If the last search command called for

" 
ni"a'ofeiiEoi, t:fr t"*"-t"-"i.t itti"g and optiong--Wdl be repeated;-for a

Ffia;T-;;pi;;"p"t;dd, th-replacenfient strihg wiU be reused as well.

Exit Editor (save) cIrhKD--- - S;;* tt eJUe beine edited and exits from the editor. The original file (if
any) is renamed to FILENAIvIE.BAK.

Exit Editor (No save) clrl'KQ---- --E;ts'frorn the Editor without saving the file being edited. If the file has

been ildiGA F; *ill U" as["a b veri$ that you do-not want to save the
file.
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VIEWTREE
Viatirrg and printing trees

The View Tree command enables You
files and data files. The tree being displayed
printer.

The Screen Display

to look at the trees in both tree
can be printed on a dot matrix

H

R

R

0

N

t
P

C

c
sJ

D

K

The top line of the screen shows the number of the tree currently
displaved. anh the name of the file (in this example we're looking at th'e
eiehth'treb in the file PENNY.TRE). The bottom 1in6 displays the corirmands
foY browsing throueh the file, and for printing trees. To- use a command
simply presi the kef corresponding to th-e undeilined letter. The commands
are:

Last
Display the tree (if any) before the current tree.

Next
Display the tree (if any) after the current tree.

Tree
Display a particular tree. You will be prompted for the number of the

tree you wani to view. Type in a number anh pre'ss Enter. Press Esc to cancel
the cbmmand.
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Print
print the currentlv displayed tree. If a dot-mahix printer is connected

to vour co*prrtet thd curieruty displayed tree will be printed as a

i"*tiJntuti.-iiril; either ihe iBM gr"phic's character set, or stirndard ASCII
;h#i!;;ab;ft"g o" tt 

" 
riute o"f tlie IBM graphics character toggle in the

Settings menu.

PrtSc
print the whole screen. If a dot-matrix printer is connected the current

screen display wiil G iJ"il" the printer. Yoir printer must be Epson FX80

compatible.

Quit
Quit View Tree.

If the tree file contains only a single tree (for example a consensus tree)

then only the Print, PrtSc and Quit comirands are available.

Limitations
View Tree uses the file extension to identify the. type of. file it is

readins. If the 
"*i""iion 

ir-.nia then View Tree assrimes it is readlng a d-ata

iil;;tffi;;; it;;;;;"Jthe file isiFetrile. Files in the data file forinat but
without the default extension .DTA will cause an elror'
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ERROR MESSAGES

Error messages

coMPoNENT displays error messages i. PoP up windows like these:

f,rror 

-
1801: Sgntax erlor ln tree dcscrlptlon' Load tt11oo'1 1YlH)

Ennor

luntlmc crror 283 at AgcD:8818 Hcrp otrcrflol, lrror. lrcss Esc'

Runtime elrors cause the module being run to halt' If the module is
being ;;U;$t the main Program, then you wilt be returned to the last menu'
If the error o..*ri"iiiil tth;"ilt"ipi"Lii * tt e" yo" will be returned to DoS.

consist of the error number and an explanatgry
messages are accompanied by the Program location

Eror messages
Error messages

message. Runtime error
of the error.
DOS Errors

2 File not found
Reported if the name assigned to a file does not specify an existing file'

3 Path not found
fiepoiied if the name assigned to a file is invalid, or does not specify an

existing ffle.

4 Too many open files
Rep6rt6d iaih; prosriun has too many open files. DOS never allows

more ti,;f, is ;#" iit"i pE p.ocess. If you'A"iq!t error with less than 15

oDen files. it 
"i"v- 

i"ai.it" firat the CdNflb.SYS file does not indude a

FfiE'S=;; a"ttv #tn-it ttt" ""t.y 
specifies too few files. Increase the number to

some suitable value, for instance,2:0.

5 File access denied
R;p;;t"dlian attempt is made to write to a read-only file, or if the disk

is full.

S Invalid file handle
This error is reported if an

svstem call. It should irever occur;
dariable is somehow trashed.

12Invalid file access code

15Invalid drive number

16 Cannot remove a directorY

17 Cannot rename across drives

invalid file handle is passed to a DOS
if it does, it is an indicition that the file
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I/O Enors

100 Disk read error
Reported if an attempt was made to read past the end of the file.

101 Disk write error
Reported if the disk becomes full.

102 File not assigned

103 File not open

104 File not open for input

105 File not open for output

106 Invalid numeric fonnat
Reported if a numeric value read from a text file does not conform to

the propei numeric format.

Critical Errors
MS DOS critical errors. These will cause the program to hdt.

150 Disk is write-protected

l5l Unknown unit

152 Drive not ready

153 Unknown command

154 CRC error in data

155 Bad drive request stnrchrre length

156 Disk seek error

157 Unknown media type

158 Sector not found

159 Printer out of paper

150 Device write fault

161Device read fault

162 Hardware failure

Fatal Errors

200 Division by zero

201Range check error

202 Stack overflow etror
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203 Heap overflow error

204 Invalid pointer operation

205 Floating point overflow

205 Ftoating point wrderflow

207 Invalid floating point operation

Graphics Errors"^-t'Tiiu* 
f,"-pru.r and font drivers are contained in the \CP\CP

subdirectoryT sti Vo" sh-outd orfy encounter a graphics error if you do not
have the appropriate graphics hardware.

-1 (BGI) graphics not installed (use InitGraph)

-2 Graphics hardware not detected- ---"11g;tt"alf vour computer does not have one of the graphics adaptors
supported by COMPONENT.

-3 Device driver not detected

-4Invalid device driver file

-5 Not enough memory to load driver

-6 Out of memory in scan fill
-7 Out of memory in flood fill
-8 Font file not found

-9 Not enough memoty to load font

-10 Invalid graphics mode for selected driver

COMPONENT Errors
The following errors are unique to COMPONENT'

1001 Svntax ertor in tree description
there is a syntax error irrthe tree description'

1002 Cannot find this label-- -- -A 
label in the tree description is not in the list of labels.

1003 More right than left parentheses
The tree e;;i;e;li *"t"i"t more right -than left parentheses' The

error mav occut *V*L.i" U"tt""e" the start "of tne nee description and the

point wh6re the pro'gram stopped reading the tree'

1004 More left than right parentheses
The tree J"i.ti'ptio'" *"[ii"i-*ore left than righ! PalenJheses. The

error mav occut;;y*I',;i"'U"-rt"""" the-start of the treE description and the

point wh'ere the pro-gam stopped reading the tree'
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1005 Tree Darser stack overflow
- R"ported if the stack for the tree description parser overflows. The tree
has too m;rnv leaves.

1005 Numeric label out of ranqe (1-50)
The number corresponiling to a label in the tree description is larger

than the number of leavesin the dee.

l00T Insufficient memorv to create tree
The program cannbt allocate enough memory to create a tree.

1008 Missing ";" or more')rr than fr(rl

The tr-ee description has finished prematurely, either because it lacks a
semicolon, or because there are more right than left parentheses.

1009 Duplicate label
The same label appears more than once in the sarne tree description.

This is not allowed.

ll00Insufficient memory to store trees
The is not enough memory to store the trees in memory.

1300 Expecting a comment or a blank
Iteporte? if the line in a data or tree file that contains the number of

taxa and irees does not start with a comment symbol ('C') or a blank (' ').

1301Invalid number of taxa (1-50)
The number of taxa must be in the range 1-50.

1302Invalid number of areas (1-50)
The number of areas must be in the range 1-50.

1303Invalid number of both taxa (1-50) and areas (1-50)

1304 Too few areas for taxon
Reported if there are too few areas listed after the first number in the

distributibn [st.

1305 First character of a label must be a letter.
Labels for taxa and areas must always start with a letter.

1306 Valid symbols are {A..2,a..2,0..9,J
Repoited if a tree label contains an invalid character.

1307Invalid area (must be in the range <1,..,Areas>)
The areas in the taxon distribltion list must be numbered between 1

and the number of areas in the file.

1308 Common areas must be in the same order
Reported by the Fit command if the areas in common to the observed

and user files are not in the same order.

1309 Taxon cladosram for BUILD must be binary
The presen"t version of BUILD is restricted to anatysing binary (fully

resolved cladograms).

1400 Insufficient memory space for text buffer
There is not enough memory to load the editor.



L401 File too larqe to edit
The file re-quested is too large to edit.

1402 File creation etror
The editor is unable to create the requested file. The disk may be full.

1403 Disk write error
An error occrrrea while the editor was writing a file. The disk may be

futl.

1404 Error when closine file
An error o.ii,"3*f,if" the editor was closing a file. The disk may be

full.

1500 Unrecognised consensus tree-""" -oriy-3tri.t,;;J&t:rut t *d u"lson consensus g.ees are supported.

1501 Component hash table overflow^--^ -n"do-tt*a -Uv 
in" Consensus command if there are too many different

componeirts in the profile.

1502 Too manv components in profile
n"""iida bv tonsensus'command if there is not enough memory to

store all tfie comp<inents in the profile of trees.

1504 Insufficient memory for compatibility matrx------ii"6;t"dttitr" f.i"iJo"iofis"tsns hee routine if there is not enough
memory fo create [he component compatibility matrix'

1500 Label hash table overflow-- - -Reported iiih; t"it table for hee labels overflows. This error should
not occuri if it does it is an indication of a bug in the Program'

1501 Too few labels in common
The two 116; EiJEang .o*p"ted have fewer than three labels in

common.

1700 Insufficient memorv for cluster table
There are too mani trees in the profile to be stored in memory.

1750 Different labels in the two files
The t 

"o 
it"" }U"s;ust have the same number of labels in the sarne

Error messages-S

order.

1800 Tree files have different headers
Tree files beins Merged or Combined

headers the same nurXber of lrees and labels, with
order.

must have identical
the labels in the sarne

1801 Insufficient memory for tree list---- --ft 
" 

profiles beingtombined are too large to store in memory.

1901 Unequal numbers of trees^-"^ "il;;;t"d il-P;;ea eo*p*ison if the files being compared do not all
have the dame nurirber of trees. 

-
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2100 Not able to solve tableau
Reported by Paired Comparison if the length of the m,etric tree cannot

be solved.Uy Uflt programmirig. This error shoirld not occur; if it does it is
an rnolcanon ot a Dug rn tneProgram.

220l Insufficient memory to store free list

2202 DOS setblock etror before H(EC call

2203 DOS setblock error after EXEC cdl critical error

2204 Insufficient memonr to nrn DOS command
There is not enough memory to create a DOS shell.
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WORKED EXAMPLES
ExanryIes of COMPONENT's use

This part of the manual describes seven examples of the kinds of
questions COMPONENT can be used to address. Each e-xample is taken from
the literature. In each case you can repeat (and often extentl) the published
analysis. The examples are: '

1. Making area dadogr:uns under Assumptions 0, 1 and 2, using a
hypothetical examplE from Nelson and Plaurick (1981).

2. Exploring host-parasite cospeciation using Humphries et al.'s (1985)
daia for Nothofagus andCytthria.

3. Constructing consensus trees, using Nelson's 0979) reanalysis of
Michener' s (1977 ) data.

4. Findine trees in common to different sets of trees, and using this tool to
explord the difference betrn'een the equiprobable and-Markovian
distributions of trees.

5. Compaling all trees in a set of trees, repeating Penny et al.'s (1982)
sruqy ol taxonomrc congruence rn marnmars.

6. Investisatine the distribution of dissimilarirv between random trees
generafed E'y COMPONENT, and comparing this to the known
ilistribution ialculated by Hendy et al. (19&).

7. Usins COMPONENT's features to reanalyse Rosen's (1979) classic
poeciliid fish data, repeating analyses by Platnick (19s1) and myself
(Page, 1988, 1989).

All the data and tree files for these examples are on the distribution
disk in the subdirectorv \CP\EXAMPLES.
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EXAMPLE 1: MAKING AREA CLADOGRAMS
Make Tree o Fit o View Tree

This section illustrates the use of the Make Tree and Fit commands to
construct and interpret area cladograms. It also shows the difference in the
way that Assumptions 0, 1 and Ztreat widespread taxa.

Background- Nelson and Platnick (1981) illustrated their methods for constructing
area dadograms using hy2othetical dadograms relating the areas Jav{,
Borneo, Suinatra, and Asid.-An example is their hypothetical cladogram for
three species of fish (Fig. 7.11):

Java + Borneo 1

Sumatra 2

Asia 3

where species 1 is widespread (occurring both Iava and Borneo) and species 2
and 3 ire endemic. Given this cladofram, what can we infer abbut the
interrelationships of the four areas? tlearly, this depends on how we
interpret the piesence of species 1 in both fava and Borneo. Nelson and
platnick propoied two differ^ent interpretationi (Assumption 1 and 2),Zandee
and Roos (1987) have described a-third (Assumptioh 0, see also Brooks
[1e81]).

These three different methods are analogous to using different coding
methods in analysing multistate character data;iarhether you-treat a multistatE
character as ord'eredor unordered can affect the implicalions of two or more
taxa sharine the same character state. Ordering a chaiacter may constrain taxa
sharins a iertain character state to be mo"nophyletic. Treiting the same
characler as unordered may remove that restrictibn (see Page, 198d').

You can use COMPONENT to explore the effect that choosing different
assumptions has on the resulting area clidograms.

Do the Followine- - ---The-;;;ri cladogram shown above is on the distribution disk as
NP.DTA. Do the following:

I Make sure you are at the Main menu in COMPONENT.

t Choose the Build option.

I COMPONENT will now ask for a data file name. TyPe in llp . DTA.

r From the Build menu, choose the Make Tree option.

r From the Method menu, choose Assumption 1.

r A Results window will pop up, displavine COMPONENT's progress.
A counter will displav the nu'mber'of iaxSn dadograms reacl in, and
the number of area'clddograms generated. A colourEd box will appear,
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then begin to be fitled in by a different colour. This records the
progress "i COTvPONENT's 6ranch and bound search for the most
parsimonious area dadograms.

I The area clad.osrams are written to a disk file called NP.TRE. You can

look at the "t"l?iaogt*s by using the View Tree command'

Under Assumption 1 there are three most parsimonious area

cladosr-ams- for [G-'f,;-NP.Dil, each gqe_ peing a'resolution -of the

ii;;;.8;;;o,i5"^"i"Ari"il uict otb*y (c. f . Nelson "and Platnick, 1 981 :Fi g-

il4i. R";e;'itiu Jtepi above, but this'time choose Assumption 0 and then

Assumpfion 2. Under Assumption 0 there is one most Parsimoruous area

A;a;;'#, ""a"i'atil;pd;ti f th"t" are seven (c.f. Ne'lson and Platnick,
1981:Fig.7.32).

Less p arsimonious solutions--" r f"f"f."--ft"" ]i"as only the most parsimonious area clado-grams.

However, you .ir, 
-,tr" 

the fit command ^to examine other possible area

A;;;;J ""a 
t*"""* itt"it d"gi& of parsimony under Assuinption 1 and

il;*";;.t;ir;;;d platnick's ite#;;fiiir upprouch (see Page lsubmitted] for
details).

Assumption 1
For Assurnption 1 Nelson and Platnick (Figs. 7jl'4, 7."1'5; Table 7'3)

"r,rr*"iited 
all rs''p6rJiUt" arei ctaaogi"ms for four ireas, and measured each

cladograms items'oi-"tioi (a crit6rion of fit berween taxon and area

cladofram). You can do a similar analysis:

r Make sure you are at the Main menu in COMPONENT'

I Choose the Build oPtion.

r COMPONENT will now ask for a data file name. TyPe in NP . DTA.

I From the Build menu, choose the Fit option.

I COMpONENT witl now ask for a user tree file. TyPe in ttpu. rnn. This
file contains all15 possible area dadograms for four areas.

r COMPONENT will now map the taxon cladogram onto each user tree,
and then aispiay i t irtogtui" of the frequeniy of occurrence of each

number of items of error-
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Note that there are three most parsimonious area dadograms, each
with fwo items of error. Fit will sometimes find more parsimonious mappings
between taxon-area and area dadograms than did Nelson and PlauriCk. In
this example, Nelson and Platnick a[tributed 10 items of error to the other 12
area claddgrams, whereas four of those dadograms require only eight items
of error.

COMPONENT writes a list of the items of error of each user tree to the
output file NP.OUT. The reconciled hees are written to the file FIT.TRE, and
yor^ cun view them using View Tree. The tree shown below colTesPonds to
Nelson and Platnick's Fig. 7.1'5.4.
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N1

Y2

J

B

R

N3

N1

7.

2.

Assumption 2
Using Fit under Assumption 2 is more complicated. Itather than use

the taxon-aiea cladogram direitly, we must first find the starting points for
analysis under Asstimption 2 (these can be found using the l\llake Tree
cominand with the Calculate toggle switched off). Under As-sumption 2, there
are two starting points (c.f. Nels-oi and Platnick, 1981: Fig.7.28):'

E
E

There are five places we can add Borneo to tree 1, and five places we
can add Java to tree 1. Three trees generated from tree 2 dupli-cate trees
generated from tree 1, so there are sevdn distinct area cladogram5 in all. Each
itarting point must be input separately into Fit, and compaied with the user
trees. Foi example, the fir3t file Npt.UfR is:

Java

Sumatra

Asia

Borneo

Sumatra

Asia
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U
c
U

First starting point for Assumption 2

341
J
B
S

A
species_l
species_2
species_3
(L, (2,3)) ;

1L
L3
L4

Note that all the areas of interest are listed, even though Borneo is
unoccupied. In the second file file the distribution of species 1 is -

species_l 1 2

For the first starting point, there are five most parsimonious trees with
two items of error each (trEris2,8,13,'l-.4, and 15); for the second starting point
trees 2, 7, 8,9, and 14 are the most parsimonious, giving a total of seven
equally parsimonious area cladograms.

Assumption 0
Under Assumption 0 area cladograms are Wagner trees, hence the

desree of parsimonv of an iuea cladodam is measur-ed by its consistency
index. You^will need to use a programEuch as PAUP, HenriigS5, or PHYLIP
MIX to investiqate different lsei trees. COMPONENT can produce data
matrices for thele programs (see the section entitled "Make Tree').

Further Readine
Nelson Ena Platnick grve a detailed if at times difficult to

follow discussion of the conitruction of area cladograms. Platnick (1981)
gives a clear example of the use of Assumption 2.
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EXAMPLE 2: PARASITE AND HOST
CLADOGITAMS

Fit o Viant Tree o Gennate

This example illustrates the use of the Fit command to map a parasite
cladocram onto dne or more host cladoqrams. This ecample uses Assumption
1, wtffch is equivalent to the assumpti6n of "association by descent" (Mitter
and Brooks, 1983; Humphries et al., 1986).

Backsround
" Southern beech trees (Nof hofagus) and their parasitic fungi (Cyttaria)

have recently been the subject of claEistic analysp_S{qryl4"t et al-' 1986).
You can repriat and extend fheir analysis using COMPONENT.

Do the Following- - - H"mphrie"s et al.'s (1986) cladogramsfor Cvttarrc (their'Fig.4.10) and
Nothofacus (their Fie. 4.3) are on the dftribution di-sk as CYTTARIq..DTA and
NOTFIO.Tf{E, respe;ctively. Do the following:

I Make sure you are at the Main menu in COMPONENT.

r Choose the Build option.

I COMPONENT will now ask for a data file name. TyPe in
CYTTARIA. DTA.

r From the Build menu, choose the Fit oPtion.

I COMPONENT will now ask for a user tree file. TyPe in NOTHO. TRE.

The reconciled dadogram is written to the file FTT.TRE:

menzL e5l L

11t

n2

menzi esi I
cunningh
t13

menzi esi 2
N1

moor ei
dombegi
ME

betul oide
N6

n7

bet ul oi dl
bet ul oi dZ
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This tree is the cladogram for Cyttaria if it strictly coevolved with
Nothofasus. Eighteen extra terms or corriponents (items of error) have to be
postulaTed in"order to reconcile the two dadograrns;'these events may
^comprise failures of Cvttaria lineages to speciate, -extinctions of lineages of
Cutthria, and collectiori failures. Tf,ese iterirs of error are represented 5y the
labels Mr on the hee. The actual occurrences of CVttaria taxa are labell6d by
the host thev occur on. Compare the tree found by Fit with Humphries et al.'s
Fie. 4.11. Tlie only difference is that Fit labels tlie tree with the host names,
whereas Humphries et al. labelled their diagram with the parasite names.

Testins the Hwothesis of Cospeciation
TIow do we interpret th6 deeree of fit betwen Cattaria and Nofhofagus?

Are 18 items of error i little or i lot? To answer tf,is question we'cduld
eenerate all the possible rooted binary trees for six tax-a (the number of
T,lothofasus specied used by Humphries et al.), and calctrlate the items of error
for ea'cfi tree^. This can be easilv done bv COMPONENT. The distribution disk
contains all 945 possible tr6es for dix taxa (created using the Generate
command) in a file^ called NOTHO945.TRE. Run Fit as above, but this time do
the following:

I Before choosinq the Fit item in the Build menu, select the Options item.
To speed up FiI, switch the Display taxon dadogram(s) togfle off.

r When COMPONENT asks for a user tree file, tyPe in NOTHO945. TRE.

Computins items of error for all945 trees takes about eight minutes on
a 8MFIz IBM PC Eompatible. The distribution of items of error iE:

N 945
lfean 42,3?
S tDeu 5. 50

o
\t,

ffi
tilt
l':i:ll

u l;ill " "

' 
tTil,llffirfl

e e e a :Lh : e e:sfl ilfiil[]lil- e E
0 3 6 I 12l5r82t2+27 30333639{2{5{85r6{52
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Nine trees with 76 items of error are more parsimonious than
Humphries et al.'s Nothofaws cladogram (tree 'number 328 in
NOTFIO945.TRE). Six trees are Equally parSimonious. Hence the probability
of eettins the observed desree of fit6efween parasite and host ii15/945 =
0.016 (un?er the assumptioi that all possible hebs are equiprobable).

Further reading
Lnsq et al. (1988) have published a quite different dadogram for

Cvttaria, and they have also notbd a number bf erroneous host records in
F{umphries et al.'(1986). Humphries (pers. comm.) is revising his Nothofagus
dadogram, so this example is now aca-demic. For more detailson Fit see Page
(subniitted).
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EXAMPLE 3: CONSENSUS TREES

This example illustrates the use of the Consensus command to
construct consensus trees. It dso corrects the widespread misconception that
Nelson consensus trees are strict consensus trees.

Background-Nelson (1979) used Michener's (1977) study of allodapine bees to
illustrate some aspects of cladistic analvsis. Nelscin took fivti fundamental
cladograms (his Ffet. 1.1-1.5) from Michener, and constructed a general
cladofoam (his Fig.-4) that summarised what Nelson termed the "clEdistic
aspedt" of the furi'damental cladograrns. Nelson's general dadogram consists
of^the larsest set of replicated coinponents, toqetfi'er with any ionreplicated
componeits that are cdmpatible with the replicited components. You'can use
COMPONENT to reprodice Nelson's analysis.

Do the Following
Michener'ifive allodapine bee cladograms are on the distribution disk

as NELSON79.TRE. Do the fcillowing:

I Make sure you are at the Main menu in COMPONENT.

I Choose the Compare option.

r From the Compare menu, choose the Consensus command.

r From the Tree menu, choose the Nelson option.

Consensus oViapTree

COMPONENT will now ask for the narne of the file containing the
trees; type in NELSoNT 9. TRE.

A Results window wil pop up, displaying a counter showing
COMPONENT's progress.

The Nelson consensus tree is stored in the file CONSENSE.TRE.I
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The file CONSENSE.OUT lists all the nonbivial components in the five
cladoprams and their freouencv, tosether, the component compatibility
matrif, a list of the various'catefiories"("true", "false", 'hmbiguous"F that th-e
components fall into, and the N-elson consensus tree. The consensus tree is
drawn as a dendrogram:
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Consensus tree

l-A

l-c
I r-p-f0l-E

r_00

| ,-xr-4 0

| 
'-l'?0r-M

| ,-rr-4 0

I r-cl-4 0

| 
'-H-f0r-I

Eadr component in the tree is labelled bv the percentaqe of trees in the
profile that it octurred in. You mieht like to c6mpaie the cottents of the file
COUSETSE.OUT with Nelson's diScussion and his Table 1.

To see the difference between Nelson and strict consensus trees, repeat
the above steps, but choose the Strict option from the Tree menu instea?l of
the Nelson op-tion. The file CONSENSE.TRE now contains the strict consensus
tree. Note thAt it is a completely unresolved "star Fee":
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Further Readine
The core" of Nelson (1979) is reprinted in Nelson and Platnick

(1981:305-323). Nelson and Plabrick's text cbntains three other applications of
Nelson's consensus method (Fiss. 8.25-8.28; 8.29'8.32; 8.33:9.36), which
unfortunately contain some min6r errors. For a full discussion see Page
(198e).
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EXAMPLE 4: FINDING SHARED TREES
Generate o Shared Trees

This example illustrates the use of Shared Trees to find the trees in
common to two- tree files. At the same time, this example illustrates a
difference between random hees generated under the two different models:
the Markovian model (Hrra) and thE all distinguishable trees are equiprobable
model (Hp).

Background- For five taxa there are 105 distinguishable trees (Felsenstein, 1,978).
However, each one of these trees belongs t6 one of three different topologies:

iln
0.571
0.333

0.286
0.500

0.143
0.167

The freouencv of eadr topolosv for the two different distributions is
given above. For eiample, 60 oT ttrJ-tOS trees have the "Hennigian comb"
iopology on the lefu the 60 trees differ only in the labels assigned tb each leaf.
So for? set of random trees generated under the Hn hypoihesis, we expect
60/1,05 -- 0.571. to have this toiology. Under Hv, onlT oirb third (0.333) oT atl
the expected trees will be Herinigiiir combs (Sirirberloff et al., 1981). You can
use COMPONENT to demonstrale this.

Do the Following
On the distribution disk you will find the following files:

COMB.TRE
The 50 five leaf trees with the Hennigian comb topology.

EQUIS.TRE
One thousand random trees with five leaves, generated under the

hypothesis that every distinguishable tree is equally likely to occur (Hp). This
fili was made using COMFONENT's Equiprbbalile opfion in the denerate
command.

MARK5.TRE
One thousand random trees with five leaves, generated under the

Markovian model (Hr,,,r). This file was made using COMPONENT's
Markovian option in the Generate command.

We would expect 0.577 x 1000 = 571of the trees in EQUIS.TRE to be
Hennigian combs, but only 0.333 x 1000 = 333 of the trees in MARKS.TRE to
be Heinigian combs. Do the following:
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Make sure you are at the Main menu in COMPONENT.

Choose the Compare option

From the Compare menu, choose the Shared trees option.

COMPONENT will now ask for the first file narne; type in coMB . TRE .

COMPONENI will now ask for the mask for the second file(s); type in
EQUIs. TRE

A Results window will pop up, and the file names you typed in will be
displaved, toeether wiih'counters showine the progr'ain's progress'
COMI5ONENT reads in the 60 trees in COMB.TRE, thEn the 1'000 trees
in EQUIS.TRE. The screen displays a running count of the number of
trees in EQUIS.TRE that are alsb in COMB.TRE.

Because COMB.TRE contains_ all poss-ible trees with the HennigrT
comb topology, any free in EQUIS.TI{E with this topology must also occur in
COMB.TRE.5o wei are using Shared trees to count-the n-umber of times that
topology occurs in a randoni'sample of trees. Shared trees creates two output
trles:

COMMON.OUT
Lists each pair of trees Oy number) in common to the files COMB.TRE

and EQUIS.TRE. 
'

COMMON.TRE
Lists all the trees in EQUIS.TRE that also occur in COMB.TRE.

Repeat the sequence of steps above, but with MARKS.TRE instead of
EalIg.ISE. Note th-e difference-in the frequencv of. Hennigian combs in
EQUS.TRE and MARKS.TRE. How do the'freqriencies compare with our
expected values?

Further Reading
simberlorf drew attention to the implications of different hvpotheses of

tree distributions for statisticallv testine ^cladistic biogeographii hvpotheses
(Simberloff et el., 1.981,; Simb'erlofl igen. Savage- (1983) discir-sses the
empirical evidence bearing on which method of ienerating trees is most
apiropriate. Platnick's (19E1) reanalysis of Rosen'{ (t928, 1979) data is an
elample of finding the bees in common to fwo sets of trees (see Page, 1989).
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EXAMPLE 5: COMPARING ALL TREES
Compare all o Consensus

This example illustrates the use of Compare All to compare all the trees
in two tree files, is part of a study of taxonomic congruence. You can also use
Compare All to-con'struct confidence intervals for clidograms from the results
of bcbtstrap resampling (see Sanderson ,1989).

Background
In an elegant study of taxonomic congruence, Penny et al. (1,982)
rcted miniinal and n'ear minimal leneth tr-ees for 11 manimals from fiveconstructed minimal and n-ear minimal length $ees.{o1lt 4aniryls.fr9.mfi.ve

different protein sequences. By comparing the distribution of similarities
between *rese trees'with that-expect:ea if-ttre trees were sampled from abetween ihese trees-with that-expectbd if-the trees were sampled from a
random disbibuted, Pennv et al. fo'und eratifvins consistencv with the theorvrandom disbibuted, Penny g! al. {oqldFatifying consistency wit-h the theoryfound grautyms consr

ONENf to rrlpeit their analysis.of evolution. You can use COMP

Do the Following
Penny et ii.'s data is on the distribution disk as PENNY.TRE. Do the

following: -

r Make sure you are at the Main menu in COMPONENT.

I Choose the Compare option.

r From the Compare menu, choose the compare All option.

r COMPONENT will ask for the name
PENNY. TRE.

r COMPONENT will now ask for the
PENNY. TRE again.

of the first file. Type in

second file name; type in

A results window will pop up, displavins the n.unes of the files you
typed in, toqether withh touirter displayine which tree is being r'ead
ih, and how-many pairwise distance's COMpOtIENT has calcilated.
For this example theie areT4l distances to be calculated.

COMPONENT will displav a histosram of the frequency of each
distance class. These values differtUghtly fr"om those publish'ed by Penny et
al. (p. 199).
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Consensus tree
Pennv et al. (p. 200) describe the calculation of a genual consensus tree,

which hii t(e i"tereiting property that, of the 39 trees, it has the smallest sum
of pairwise distances beFmeeri it and the other 38 trees'
ihil" ;;; U" iiioi" than one general consensus tree. When there is only one

r""!i"i .6*r,r.rc tiee, then"that tree is also the Nelson consensus tree

fffii;;",-{gZi. n"^^y el al.'s data set has a unique general consensus 11ee, so

we can use Colrii;dNnr.rrloi"plit the next 3tep"in their analysis. Do the

following:

I Calculate the Nelson
for details).

consensus tree for PENNY.TRE (see Example 3

I Use the Compare All option to comPare PENNY.TRE with
NELSON.TRE (the Nelson consensus tree)'
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N39
llean 5.49
StDev 2,29

{ 5 6 7 I I l0 ll 12 13 l{ 15 16 17 18

The histogram shows that one of the 39 trees in PENNY.TRE is
identical to the Nelson consensus tree. If you look at the file COMPALL.OUT
you will see that the Nelson tree is identiial to tree 7.

Further Reading
Pennv et-al. have further extended their study, presenting it as a test of

the maximum parsimony criterion for tree buildin-g, iather thin as a test of
the theory of evblution (Penny and Hendy,1985a;19.85).
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EXAMPLE 6: RANDOM TREES
Generate o Paired Cotrparison

This example illustrates the use of the Generate and Paired
Comparison command to compare lists of trees, as well as some properties of
the symmetric difference of components (SDr).

Background- Hendy et al. (1984) have worked out the distribution of the symmetric
difference of components (5D"7, under the assumption that all distinguishable
trees are equiprobable (Hn: the distribution of SD. for trees generated under
the Markoviair model, Hr], is very similar to thaf for trees fienerated under
Hn). t have reproduced Flbndy et'al.'s result as Table 1 (Table 1 applies only
to rooted, binary trees). For a given value of SD" between two trees, you can
use Table 1 to'find what pr:oportion of pairilrise comparisons would be
expected to yield that value.'Foi example, dven tr,vo, five leaf trees drawn at
rairdom frorir the set of 105 possible treeiwith that number of leaves, our
expectation of those two tree's having aSD. of 2 is 0.0577. Note that, as the
number of leaves gets larger, the number of lrees that share no components at
all (i.e. have the laigest vilues of SD.) gets larger. For 15 leaf trees, riearly 90%
of all pairs of treeishare no compohe-nts at lll. Hence, for reasonably-sized
trees, sharing even a few compone'nts is is unlikely to be due to chance.

Do the Following
You can lnvestigate Table 1

COMPONENT's Generate command,
Comparison. For example:

Make sure you are at the Main menu in COMPONENT.

r Choose the Generate option.

r From the Distribution menu, choose the Equiproble option. Table 1

only applies to trees generated using this option.

r COMPONENT will now ask for a file n,une; type in RANDoMI . TRE.

t COMPONENT will now ask for the size of the trees you want to make
(i.e. how many leaves they will contain). Type in a number, say 5.

I COMPONENT will now ask for how many trees you want to make.
Type in a number, say 10 0.

r A Results window will pop uP, displaying a counter showing
COMPONENT's progress. dnie firiisnea,'pressThe Esc key to return to
the Distribution menu.

I Choose the Equiprobable option asain, but tNs time type in the file
narne RANDoli2lrnn. COMPONEI.I will again ask fcir the size and
number of trees vou want to make. Note ihat your last values are
redisplayed. You 6an simply press Enter to accept them.

You now have two files, RANDOMI.TRE and RANDOM2.TRE, each
with 100 random trees with five leaves. Before you can compare the sets of
trees. vou must have a treelist file. There is one ilready madei for you on the
distri6ution disk (called TREELIST.DTA). It simply tells Paired Cbmparison

bv generating random trees usin
thdn iomparinf the trees using Paire
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the files that you wish to compare (see the section entitled "Paired
Comparison" fof details). Do the follbwing:

t Make sure you are at the Main menu in COMPONENT.

r Choose the Compare option.

I From the Compare menu, choose the Paired Comparison command.

I When COMITONENT asks for the name of the tree list file, type in
TREELIST . DTA.

A Results window will pop up, displanng the program's progress.
COMPONENT will.then disiltay a hisf ogiarri' showin g-the fre{ueri'cy of
occr"urence of each distance dass.

To work out how manv pairs of trees vou expect to have a qiven
distance. simplv multiplv the abpropriate value?om fable 1 by the nulnber
of trees in tfrdffles bein'g'compaied. ln this example (five leaf treirs, sq lz=$) for
SD" of 6, we expect 0.657 x 100 = 70 trees to havb this distance. How do your
resirlts compare! with Table 1?

Eurther Readinx
Penny and"Hendy (1985b) provide a useful discussion of SD, and its

applications'.
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Table 1. The frequencv of each distance class for the symmetric difference of
components, andtheir'mean values, for rooted binary tiees with 3 to 15 leaves
(frorir Hendy et al., 19M: Table 4).

n=3 n=4 n=5 n=6 n=7 SD'.

3.33E-01
6.678-01

6.678-02
2.67E-01,
6.678-01.

9.52E-03
5.778-02
2.378-07
6.978-01,

1.06E-03
8.47E-03
4.668-02
2.168-0't
7.28E-01.

9.62E-05
9.62E-04
6.478-03
3.79E-02
2.00E-01
7.55E-01

0
2
4
6
8
10

1,.3M 3.202 5.2M 9.405

Table 1 cont'd

n=8 n=9 n='1.0 n='1.1 n="12 SD''

7.40E-06
8.88E-05
7.008-04
4.80E-03
3.1,4E-02
1.82E-01
7,76E-01,

4.938-07
5.91E-06
6.?2E-05
4.81E-04
3.50E-03
2.65E-02
1..76E-01
7.93E-01,

2.90E-08
4.648-07
4.68F-06
4.01E-05
3.31E-04
2.76E-03
2.29E-02
1.68E-01
8.06E-01

1.53E-09
2.75E-08
3.078-07
2.85E-06
2.55E-05
2.338-04
2.198-03
2.038-02
1.61E-01
8.168-01

7.278-1,1,
1.45E-09
1.788-08
1,.798-07
1,.71E-06
1.66E-05
r.70E-M
1.80E-03
1.83E-02
1.56E-01
8.24F-01

0
2
4
6
8
10
12
1,4

1,6

18
20

11..465 13.511 15.553 17.577 19.608

Table 1 cont'd

n=1.3 n=1.4 n=75 SD''

3.16E-1,2
6.968-1,1,
9.23E-1,0
9.97E-09
1.01E-07
1.03E-06
1.12E-05
7.29F-04
1.52E-03
1.68E-02
1.52E-01
8.30E-01

7.268-1,3
3.04F-72
4.34E-11
5.008-10
5.32E-09
5.70E-08
6.478-07
7.938-06
1.02E-04
1.32E-03
1.56E-02
1.48E-01
8.35E-01

4.688-15
't.22E-1,3

1,.87E-12
2.28E-71,
2.55E-10
2.8/.E-09
3.34E-08
4.27E-07
5.88E-06
8.40E-05
1.12E-03
1,.47E-02
1.45E-02
8.93E-01

0
2
4
6
8
10
12
t4
76
18
20
22
24
26

21,.629 23.634 25.642
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EXAMPLE 7:PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
Make Tree o Shared Trees o Consensus c Generate

This example shows how the different parts of COMPONENT can be
used together to'analyse a real data set Rosdn's 0978,1979) poeciliid data.
Usins dOvtpOtrlENT, you can repeat Plabrick's (1981) analy-sis of Rosen's
data,"and then statistically test the hypothesis that the amounf of congruence
platnick found is greater ihan could 5e expected due to chance (Page, 1389).

Background- Rosen (7978, 1979) presented cladograms for the poeciliid fish
Xiphwhorus and Heterandria. These two fish have very similar distributions in
Cdntral America. Under Assumption 2, the area clailograms of the two fish
are absolutely congmenq there 

-are 
three area cladogrims that the two fish

both agree oir (ptitnick, 1981). Using COMPONENT you can demonstrate
this.

Do the Following- - ----Rr;"t - 
&aograms for Xiphophorus and Heterandria are on the

distribution disk as )FH.DTA and FffiTER.DTA, respectively. The following
assumes that you are now reasonably familar with-COMPOtrlEWf. Do thE
following:

I Use the Build command to construct area cladograms f.or Xiphophorus
and Heterandria under Assumption 2. Xiphophorus supports 425 area
dadograms, Heterandria suppof ts 27.

The area cladograms are now stored in )OPH.TRE and HETER.TRE.
Use the Shared tree command to find the three area cladograms in
corunon to the two fish.

The common area dadograms are now stored in COMMON.TRE. Use
the Consensus corunani[ to find the strict consensus tree for the trees
in COMMON.TRE. Compare this result with Platnick's (1981:Fig. 6).
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Xiphophorus and Heterandria agree on three area dadogra,rns. How
likely is this to be due to chance alo"ne? One way to answer tllris question
would be to do a randomization test. We could gbnerate a large nuinber of
random trees with the same number of to<a andthe sarne disiributions as,
say, Hetnandria. For each random tree we could compute the area cladograms
urider Assumplion 2, and see how many of thes6 area cladograms were
shared with Xiphophor us (Page, 1989).

To do this in COMPONENT you would need to create a data file with
the same number of taxa and the sarire distributions as Hettandria,but with a
large number of random trees instead of the actual cladogram for Heterandria.
YoI could do this by makins a copy of the file HETERDTA (called, say,
RNDHET.DTA), theri use the"comm^dnd Generate to create a file of randofi
hees, then use COMPONENT's editor to add those trees to RNDHET.DTA.
I've already done this for you. The file RNDFfiT.DTA looks like this:
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f
(-

U
c

100 random trees (Markovian model) for
Heterandria.

I 9 100
AL
A2
A3
A45
A6
na.t\ I

A8
A9
A10
attenuata
jonesi
litoperas
obliqua
anzuet.oi
cataractae
dirempta
bimaculata

L
1
1_

1
1
t
1
z

5
L
a

4
9
6
7
23

( ( ( ( (r, (2,4)),3),5), (6,81),71 ;
(( (1, (3,5) ), (( (2,4).,5),8) 1,7);
(( (1,7), (3,5) ) , ((2, (6,8) ),4));

:

( ( ( (1 ,B),7), (2,'(3,6) )), (4,5) );

One hundred trees is rather too few trees, but it keeps this example
manageable. The test involves doing the following:

r Use the Build command to analyse the file RNDFIET.DTA under
Assumption 2. COMPONENT will create a list of tree files
RNDHEI.TRE, RNDHE2.TRE,...,RNDI-IE100.TRE, corresponding to
each random tree. These files will occupy about 107K of disk spacd. On
a 8MFIz PC this operation will take aboul nine minutes.

Use the Shared Trees command to find the number of area cladograms
shared bv Xiphophorus and each randomized Heterandria clado-gram.
The first'file'is XffH.fnn, for the second fiIe name enter the inask
RNDHE*.TRE.

On a SMHZ PC the command Shared Trees this will take about 15
minutes to compare all 100 sets of area cladogr.uns with the 4?5 XiphWhorus
cladograms. COMpONENT will then displayi histogram oJ the frequehcy-of
the dferee of overlap (i.e. the number of ar6a dadofoams in common to'the
rwo seis of trees). Frbm this you can estimate how likely it is that you would
get the observed degree of cohgruence betwenXiphophinus and Hiterandria.
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Further Reading
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Appendix II

Graphs and General tzedTracks: Quantifying
Cr oizat's Panbio geo graPhy

Chapter 3 contains my reply to aiticism of a PaPer that I wrote prior to

enrolling for a PhD. To help the reader follow the argument this appendix

reproduces my PaPer, which appeared rn Systrrutic Zoology fi987) 36:L-77.
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GRAPHS AND GENERALIZED TRACKS:

QUANITIFYING CROI ZNT'S PANBIOGEOGRAPHY

Roorruc D. M. Pect
DcPrrtllr.flt ol Zoology, Unioerity ol Atckland'

Priocle beg, Aickland, Nant Ttalond

Abglrecl.-Aquantltativc epproach t9 Croitlt-l-P:.nbiogeognphy-ir developed Yi"g.'C'lapt'
thcory. Crolzat's o,ii" 

"".fyli'.ll 
tool, the "6ack" (i tine on I mrP lePn*enting thc dbtribution

of one or glor" ur"),-i.qu",i.a *itt, tt. gnph-thcoretic concepiof thc minimal<pannint tree.

Tracks can be npr"r.r,tudUy t ro diffcrenl rnitriccs that enable incongntcnt trackr to bc dettcted

rnd chercd.f.r.r,Fittiil6il. h;;;Giest to-Xiacnti6ed. Tractr cen be oricntated uring

both phylogenetic and biogcographic criteri.. ;'niodes." which are regions whetl there arc large

nuarberr of t1'cks, rre rclated to thc conc.Pi of the connectivity-of a point' The rtatistical

rignidcanct of t,..f *n.ora*cc cen be cvaluitud *ing p.t utrtion tggtr of association bctwecn

matriccr. previous difcuaeione of penbiog"ogi.;ht hii often considercd FlPilF*91-Pry. j:
U. ipfl"n.ti. technique cisrilrr to clust"ianityii. uai.ng lalrice'.of biotic rimilerity' or t crude

prccunor of "i.*"n'.iffi;;ilp.iaTh." 
ir ielecea,ina thcrelationrhip bctwccn vicerience

biogeognphy and panbiogeography is. die;;d' Vicariancc biogeograpiry ir rhown !1* :
dique method barei on tfr-e fe"ss imlnrblc conccpt of thc minimr[Steincr trcc' [Siogcogrepny;

clrdilticr; Croizr,, il".Jl-J-"t; g,"plt tl;+; panbiogcognphy; viceriencc biogcogrrphy'J

Tnckr of thc Ltnd lrc bcginning to win ncogni'
tion in the titcnture, lnd the day cennot bc lar
when thcy will be teken for gn-ntcd r! thc 

'trti&
ticel grag'hr whtch thcy fectually atl' Xccor& of
gcogrlpiric airtribution-liLc Pointt, whatcvcr the

Iini aia n.turc-can rlwryr bc connccted tlont
r linc conmon to rll to Gltabli3h, to rtP,crt, ' trtPh'
thrt is, onc of thc prinery urcens ofrnalytical dig'
cr$oion and cornpariaon in rcicnce lctoittt, l96f:
s6{-5651.

Though the importance of Croizat's
(L952,19-58, 1961, 1964) biogeogtaPhic work
iras been acknowledged (e.9., Crovello,
1981; Nelson and Platnick, 1981; Sneath,
1982), Croizat's actual method of biogeo-
'Braphic 

analysis ("panbiogeotraPhy") hae

iot rained ihe aame tccePtance- Because

of its-perceived lack of rigor (Brundin, 1965;

8^L197$ McDowall, 1978) and the the-
oretical Progress made by N-elson-8nd Plat'
nick (1981), PanbiogeotraPhy is in danger
of being dismiesed a8 a crude, qualitatrve
Drecurs-ot of vicariance biogeography'' A maior i$ue in the debate ig the status

of Croiiat'a method of analysis' Croizat
'drew I considerable number of lines on
maps representing distributions of taxa'
Thise lines he called "tlacks." and the re-

eetitive patterns of theee tracks he tenned
i'ceneralized trackg." Track analysit was

Cioizat's principal tool, yet therehas been

insufficieirt desbption of iust what track

analysis exPlicitly is, beyond simply.draw-
inc lines. Clarification is also needed ol tne

reiationshiP between Panbiogcography
and othet biogeograPhic methods:

. . . thc edvrntrgc of gcncnlEed tncl<r ovrr ilrn'
a.tJ nu.mctic.l-enalyicr (ordination,. cturtcr enal'
yris, nctwor& endyris, greph thcory) nrcd! to.D€

itudied. Thc forrnelization of mckr ir conccpturrty
cloce to biotic limileriticr. Arces ioincd by nunc.r;
ous tracls erc cquivrlcnt to clolc Pointt tn orcF

nltiont of biotic dictrncGs, end to titht clultcllln
dcndrogreru from such .inrilrritia [Snceth' l9E2:

2r31.

Croizat'o frequent reference to the con'
cotdance of i;dividual tracks as bging
demonstrated by "statistical averag:t'j-!!T
prompted eome authort (e.g., Ball, 1975;

tlcpdwatt,1978; Patterson, tgEl) to regard
ceneralized tracks as "gtatistical measureg

6i overall similarity," meanint "about the

same as measures of overall aimilarity in
svEtematics" (Ball, 197 5:42L'1,.Hcnce1 pltl-
b-io""o*t"phy hls been cla$ed as r phc-
netic m-etlio,i' P"tterson (1983:10) felt that
Croizat regarded biogeographic pattern

. , . in thc renc wry u [A. R.] Wdlecc-u latlcticd
(or in Crdow'r (f9t3:II) wor& "cnrincntly:Fqr.
icrt . . . n tyit g morc uPon quntity thrn qudity")'

But seeing the problem as stati8tical doee

not, of necissity, make one a pheneticist'

I
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Nelson and Platnick (1978:476), hardly
proponents of phenetics, stressed that "vi-
cariance biogeography is inherently statis-
tical." Croizat'e frequent but unsubstan-
tiated dlusions to the Etatittical basis of
panbiogeography have been greeted with
understandable ckepticism. McDowall
(1978:90) wrote that

U there is any rtetietical, probability or nathemat'
ical basic to the biogeography of generalized tracka,
it r€mains to be dcsronrtnted by Croizat and those
who follow hisr.

This sentiment wa8 echoed by Simberloff
et al. (1981:49), who cautioned that "the
concept of generalized'tracks' . . . has nev-
er been teeted and may well be a statistical
artifact."

My aim in this paper is to show that
theie is indeed a mathematical basis for the
concept of generalized tracks (as foreseen
by Nelson, t973),for panbiogeography can
be regarded as an application of graph the'
ory (Haiary, L969; Mayeda, 1972; Wilson
and Beineke, 1979) to biogeography. By
placing panbiogeography in this context,
its relitionship to other biogeographic
methods can be clarified. Panbiogeogra-
phy's main methodological rival, vicari-
ance biogeography (Craw and Weston,
1984), ie equivalent to clique cluster meth'
ods and is based on the concePt of the min-
imal Steiner tree, while panbiogeography
is a form of nehryork analyais based on the
concept of the minimal-spanning tree. Vi-
cariance biogeography assumes that the re-
lationship between areas is hierarchic in
form, though the method can be general'
ized to assune that more than one euch
hierarchy exists. Panbiogeography makec
no BsumPtions about the nature of area
relationships and, rurlike vicariance bio-
geography, directly incorporates sPatial
information 8s part of the analyeis (Craw,
r983).

Becauae panbiogeography hae been
equated with cluster methods that operate
on matrices of biotic similarities (Ball, 1975;
gneath, 1982) and with vicariance bio-
geography (Platnick and Neleon, 1984), I
witffirst discuss thes€ two methods before

Ftc. l. Two-by-twocontintrncyablc fornro erees
or trxr A rnd B, rhowing thc four pouiblc outconct
of e corrpariron bctwccn binery codcd prc*nce (p)
or rbaence (o) data. Erch ccll containr cither a "1"
indicating pr.s€nce, ot r"0" indicating rboence.

proceeding to develop a quantitative Pan'
biogeography.

BIOTIC SIMII.ARITY

Moet quantitative biogeographic meth-
ods have to date been either Q- or R-mode
analyses of an r x c matrix (where the r
rows represent species and the c columns
represent localities), with entrieg of 1 or 0
recording the presence or absence of each
species at each locality (Siurberloff and
Connor, 1979).In Q-mode analysis the re-
lationship between localities is estimated
as a fiurction of the ;pecies iesident at each
locality. Conversely, R-mode andysis es-
timates the relationship between species as
a function of each species' occurr€nce at
different sites. Examples of both Q- and
R-srode analysis are the studies of Hollo-
way and fardine (1968) and Kikkawa and
Pearse (1969). In both modes, relationship
is measured by constmctint a 2 x 2 con-
iingency table (Fig, 1) for each pair of areas
or taxa, and then calculating an index as a
function of the frequencies in each of the
four cells.
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There are n'merous measures of biotic between spatial and biological differentia'

similarity in existence (Simpson, 1950; Uo" "* stitl Pertinent' Appropriate meth-

Cheetham "ta 
ffar"i, fgOg;ligetdte "na 

ods of analysis are required'

Legendre, 1983). Simberloff and Connor - ' -
(1979:125) have strongly criuczed these eMoDE ct^Dlsrtc EIoGEoGRAPITY

measunee, ss they "tJ;iitjil;;-;Jl; 
Q-mode analysie in bothsystematicsand

have known probabitity density functions b-io-g99gnp.lry i:,9*"d on the assumption

(making them of fittfe use iniypothesis ttraittr-ereis'a single Tt,9f interrelation-

testing). The ad hoc statistical i iture oi tnipu U"t*uen the JUpcts (i'e" taxa ol ateas)

guch measures is compounded by their in- i;fig clustered' Both evatematists and bio-

appropriateness in #H;T#;il;i;;; t;;r"'"p1";typicatlv issume that such r",'

netic relationships. Cilculating a painrrise iatidnships ari-hieraichic' regardless of the

index of similarity between 
"r"", 

p"*rrp- larticutai methods adopted' As examples'

poses that the to(onomic categoriis us6a lonsider the studies on-the Arrstrdian avi'

to describe.the hro ffii; at" Eo^p"nUf. f"ttt" Uy rcfla;va and Pearse (1969)' as

iiiiliii,l'1'960i:'If the taxonomii treat- wellasira$aft(19E2).KikkawaandPeane
ment of the two Uiotas ls not uniform ttren used a divieive information analycig to sub'

the same taxonomic;"g"t in Uottr Uiotas di"id" a get of sites into "faunal provincee"

will not be comparable] Tixonomic cate- (shown in Fig. 2A). Cracraft combined area

gories, at least at present, are not compa- il"dog"amtforsixgeneralgPro*:e-lten-
nble (Hennig,1966) and cannot adequati- .t"f ""t"" 

clltogralm Ehting 13 areas of

iy ;-;;;;; inyr"d""*ic retationiniis endemism- (Fig. 2B). Despite the consid-

(Lovtmp, lglg).The species catego:y can- erable differences in technique, these two

not be considered to i'"i""ivettitty .om- studies pose- the sage prgb.l.em andanrive

parable unit due to ihe-ai"ersity oI ipecies "ii"."g;,i".bly 
similar-eolutionc preeented

concep6. The poorietationsnip beiween in a si;lilar format (both srudie6 were an-

taxonomic categories and phylog".y ut - ticipatedinbroadoutlinebySpencer'1E96)'
dermines the basis for a rigoro.rr, .otop"r- ficariance biogeography posea three

ative biogeography basedon biotic simi- questions:

larity indices. ... (t) ig cndcniam gcognphtcrlly non-rendom,

AialternativeistoabandontheLinnean snd-ii ro' what erc i=tre rrcec of cndcmirsr?; (2)

,"ri"- in favor of ttre phylogenies them' li*i11tt of ccrtein rrcer of cndcnirrn' rn thc

e!lrr.s. This is tt 
" 

ifptit"ih 3f thos" *'ho intcnclrtionr-h,ipr of thc cndenic trxr Scogrrph-

use Hennigian methods in bio_Feo_s*pfl; if';.UXiHSAT; lf,!i; ilf.ir.'liJ,'ffS
as exemplified by llties (1955), !to"{it l;:'(3);i;;tip"tt.tti(orpettcrnr)of intcnele-

tlgit, tbZZ), ar,i N"lsor, and platnick ri".riini,-- rcfreccntcd by onc or nora cl,rdo-

iit3ii. if,* io*, is then shifted from es- li.-fti or tt""i ao"t thc irttcrn conchtc with

timating similarity to ttre compa,ison if !;ii*tt 
hirtorv?" tNctro-n rnd Phtnick' le78:

patterns of relationship. ;'- -_-,.--,.The inappr"ptt"i""5t of biotic similar' The emphrsis on the relattonehipa be-

ity as an anatyticai concept rendeT floU- tween are'as is clearlv indicative of a Q

lematic the interprel.tiori of area deirdrl -.it oa. Mickevich (liql) hac describcd rn
gramg lnd or "o-paiiro"t 

bctweei iiternative Q rrcthod ("guantitativc phy'

Er".,i'lo;;; "i'd ii.'s;;lrapr.ric ".1qace" logenetic'i"t':f,'jf-:I;L:1$T*rtff;[
[aoti'" dy comparing-geo-gr+hic distance pli.e$trlnsformi
with d.ietances between areas in ordina' ivich, 1982) and the Wagner.pareimony

tions; Holloway ";;;;;;;, tge1rTobler criterion (al.gorithms that 6nd Er@t-Par-

et al., 1970; for r gi;iiii 
"iitipf. 

ii"- fi": eimonioui Wagner treee are Q-mode clus-

guisticcsee OoUsoian]gi".CfgZgl. H;- tering algorith-ms; e'g" Farde' 1970) tobio'

ever, the concep6 of Q- and R-mode anat- g"ogi1nf,f.- Itdickevich's method differe

ysis end the probl-e-nioi trt. relationship Ftoi tti"t of NeLson and Platnick (1981) in
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6 ". , r"-)j -r*....'- i
E::\..-'A'..in

tr
Flc. 2. Comprriron of tr,vo Q-mode rtudies of Ar.utralien evian biogcognPhy. (A) Hicrerchic clarcifcrtion

of feunel provi-ncco derivcd uring r divicivc informatlon enelyeic (rednwn frosr Kikkewa md Pcarec, 1969:

6g. f). (B) Vicrducc cLdirtic.uarmrry of interrcletionshipc oI 13 rrcas of cndcrnism (n&rwn from Cncraft,
19826g, 6).

two important respects. Because it requires
nonovedaPping area states, quantitative
phylogenetic biogeography doee not rec-
ognize any taxa as "widespread." Second-
ly, quantitative phylogenetic biogeogra-
phy obtains a traneformation ceries for area
rtatea (a "biogeographic map") by Farris
optinization of an area cladogran. The 6rst
pass of Faris' (1970) algorithm assigns to
lach ancestral node the intersection of the
etates of its descendants. If there ie no in-
tersection, then the ancestral node is as-
aigned the union of the descendant's atates.
Thic 6rat pass is identicd to Nelson'c (1969)
forsralicm, subsequently rejected as being
inconsistent with the vicariance model
(Neleon, 19741. The aecond pass of Farris'
algorithm is "effective only if one initially
adopts diepenal or dispemal-like ... ex-
planations for the evolution of biological

characters" (Morse and White, 1979:39L

[footnote]).
Brooks (1985) has described another ap

plication of the Wagner parsimony crite-
rion to biogeography in which species
cladogranrs are converted into sratrices of
binary charactere using additive binary
coding (Brooks, 1981). Theee matrices are
then converted into area by sPecieo matri'
cee by adding together the binary charac-
tera for each species that occurs in the same
area. The resulting matrices are then com-
bined and are input into a Wagner tree'
building algorithm to construct the area
cladograur. A problem with this method is
that the binary codes r:presenting the
species cladograms are not independent,
resulting in overestimates of homoplasy if
species are missing due to extinction. The
problem is analogous to the reason the tree
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Frc. 3. (A) Minilnd Stciner t!.c for 6vc potntc. (B)
Minimal-rpanning trce for lernc tivc points.

comparison metric discussed by Penny and
Hendy (1985) can give large values (i1di-
catini large differences) between ttees that
are idlentiial except for the position of one
cpecies.'Nelson and Platnick's method regards
species cladograms containing widespread
or rcdundanitaxa as being samples or sub-
sets of the actual erea relationehips' The
actual area cladogram is identified with the
area cladogram that explains the species
cladogram by invokint the least number
of ad hoc hylothesis of missing species or
misconstruid relationships. This most-Par-
simonious cladogram ig found by branch
swapping and branch adding procedures'
The ciadi-stic comPonents of species clado-
stams (equivalent to the ancestral area

itates) at" the union of the area states of
the descendants. While the methods of

Mickevich (198f ), .Neleon and Platnick
(1981), and ilrooks (1985) seek to !den-!if1
ine unaertying area relationships rpnlied
by obsen'ed elecies cladograms, they do
oo in different rrrays.- - 

nU tfrt 
" 

metho-ds rest on the concept of
the minimal Steiner tree, which connects

a eet of points by adding additional points
to formi connected graph (Fig' 34)' SPan'

nine trees differ in that they directly con-

neclthe original set of points without co-n-

;ilJ;g idditional points (Fig' 3B)'

Phylogeietic trees and. cladogrlms. a1e

,cleirliSteinet rees for they construct ad-

ditional points that may represent €ither
hypothetical ancestnl taxa (e.g., Fatris,
fgiO) or comPonents representing tener-

"ti""iiottt 
about terminal taxa (Neleon and

Platnick, l98l). The relationship between
ohvlocenetic or cladistic reconstmction
lt i stiit.t graphs has only recently been

recoqnized (foutae et al., 1979). An im'
Dort;nt implication for this relationohip ie
ihat the pioblem of finding the- shorteet
lencth or'most-parsimonious phylogenetic
tree-is NP-comirlete (Day, 1983)' Nl--com'
plete problemi have no known, e6cient
itcoriit m for their solution. Therefore,
.til"ts phvlogeny is conceived of in some

different irainei (for example, s€e Rohlf,
lgE4), methods that rely on minimal Stei-
ner tr€es present difficult (but not ingolu-
ble) probllms of tractabilitY.

Viiariance biogeography alrc reliel on
the concept of rninimal Steiner tree3 for its
initial daia, namely taxa cladograms' The
gecond stage in the analyeis (identifying
the underlying area cladogram) al.s1,re-

ouires the ideitifrcation of minimal Stei-
ier trees. With hypothetical examples in-
volvinc thlee or four rpecies ol eaetg

(discusied by Nelson and Flatnick, 19El)'
ihe numberbf poseibte trees is small' For
oroblems of evtn moderate aize (e'g', l0
iie"s), exhauetive enumeration of all the
possible trees becomes prohibitive'

R.MODE AAIALYSIS AI{D
CUQUE.CLUSTER METIIODE

One of the iasuee debated by Craw (1983)

and Platnick and Nelson (1984) was

whether vicariance biogeography is capa-
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ble of accommodating situations where
more than one hierarchic pattern is real. If
biogeographic relationships have a signif-
icant nonhierarchic compon€nt, the task of
biogeographicanalysis becomes how to sort
out the con0icting relationships. The prob-
lem of identifying congruent area rela-
tionships is analogous to the problem in
systematics of finding sets of chatacters that
resolve the same eet of relationships be-
tween taxa. One method of identifying such
eets is character-compatibility analysis (Le

Quesne, 1969,l9E2; Estabrook et d. 1975,
1976; Meacham, 1981a). In this method, two
binary-coded characters are incompatible
(i.e., specify different sets of relationehips)
if all four cells of the 2 x 2 contingency
table discussed earlier (Fig. l) are occupied.
Using this method, a taxon-by-taxon ma-
trix of dietribution compatibilities can be
constructed. This matrix can be rePresent-
ed as a compatibility graph (Meacham,
1981a), with the taxa or anceatral distri-
butions repres€nted as points connected
by lines to other compatible distributions.
Those distributions that epecify the same
eet of area interrelationships will be mu-
tually compatible with one another, and
will be identified in the analysis as such.
In graph theory such groups are "maximal
complete subgraphs" or "cliques." By def-
inition, every member of a clique is di-
sectly connected to every other member.

If the existence of only one hierarchic
pattern of area intenelationships is aus-
pected, then the problem reduces to one
of finding the largest clique of the com-
patibility graph. Component analysis (Nel-
eon, L979; Neleon and Platnick, 1981) is
synonyurous with identifying this clique.
Nelson (19791identi6ed four possible re-
lationships between any two comPonents:
exclusion, inclusion, teplication and non-
combinability. Meacham (l98lb) has
proved a theorem that allowe for eight pos-
eible relationships between two directed
binary characters. Of these, four represent
inclusion, two represent exclusion, and two
represent incompatibility or noncombin-
ability. Since replication is a form of in-
clusion, it follows that component analysis
and compatibility analysis employ the same

concept of retrationship between comPo-
nents and binary charactert, respectively.
Thus, it remains only to ehow that cladiatic

.components are equivdent to binary-cod-
ed charactere. Nelson (1979) defined the
content of a component as the union of all
terminal taxa to which it leads (i.e., its de-
ocendants). This is the eame as the defini-
tion of the content of a binary factor of an
additively-coded character tree (Farris et
al.,1970; Estabrook et aL.,1976): the union
of all character states derivable from that
factor. This relationship is illustrated by
Figure 4. If Figure tlA is a species clado-
gram relating the 6ve species a,b, c, d, and
c, then Figure 48 lists the components and
terms of that cladogram. If Figure 4A is a
character-state tree linking states c, b, c, d,
and e, then Figure 4C is the equivalent
binary coding. Note that the content of the
component analysis and the binary coding
is identical. This identity of component
analyeis and compatibility analyeis can be
illustrated by considering Nelson's (1979')
discussion of Michenet (19771. Nelson
identified lE components in 6ve "funda-
mental cladograrns" (his figs. 1.1-1.5). If
these are'binary coded and an additiond,
hypothetical taxon with all zero comPo.
nents added (to rellect the fact that the
coded components are equivalent to di-
rected characters), then there are two larg-
est cliques. Both theee cliques share com-
ponents 1,3, 4,3, 6,7,8, 9, 10, and 11,
while, in addition, one clique has com-
ponent 2 and the other has component 12.
These last two components are Nelson's
"ambiguous components," while the 10
componento common to both cliques rep
resent Nelson's "tnte courponents." The
components that do not belong to either
of the trro cliques are those that Nelson
termed "false components." Meacham'E
(f 98fb) results also provide vicariance bio-
geography with an alternative procedure
for statieticd testing of area-cladogram
congruence.

Because the clique method can be gen-
eralized to eituations where there is more
than one hierarchic pattern (by consider-
ing more than one clique to be informa-
tive), vicariance cladistics can accommt>
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Frc. {, Thc cquivdcncc of onrponcnt enalyric rnd
.allCt. Uin"ty'coaing. (A) Oadogran relaiing th.c(

6vc cntitica a, b, c, tl, and c. (B) Component rnalytil
of (A), whcre e,b, c, il, end a rcPracntrrxt' (C) Ad'
ditivc binrry coding oI (A), whcrc q b, c' l, e,ttd c
rtPitLant chrrrc{ct atat6.

date multiPle sets of area interr€lationshiPs.
Therefore.Platnick and Nelson (1984) were

iustified in their betief that vicariance cla-
histics need not aqsume that only one hier-
archic pattern is real.

Like-the problem of finding minimal
Steiner trees, there are no known algo'
rithms that will e6ciently find the cliques
of a sraph. The best to date is that of Bron
and k'er'bosch (1980), while tlre problem of
finding the largest clique of i-graph is NP-
complete (Read, 19791.

Clearly, vicariance cladistics ig a com-
eutationillv difficult method and, now that
ihe ceteraitprinciples have been articu-
tatei(Nelso'n and'Flatnick, 1981), there ie
a need for the development of procedures
capable of handling problems of a, worth'
wirile eize. Vicariance studies published to
date'have avoided these problems by either
not using Nelson and Platnick's (1981)
completJ nethod, or by studying only
etrictly endemic taxa.

PAITIBIOGEOGRAPHY AI{D NETWORXS

Any forrraliem based on Croizat'a meth-
od must .ttemPt to incorPorate the key
panbiogeographic concepts of tracks, main
haseings, nodee, and baselines. Vicariance
biogeo[raphy has explicitty incorporated
onli tlie iadk, which it equates with the
arei cladogram. Component analysis 

-re-
sembles idlntificationbf baeelines but dif'
fers in that no expressly biogeographic iir-
foruration is used (Craw, 1983). Nodes and

Frc. 5. Rcprcrcntrtion of nngc of thc bird Mirclrc
nitncans in Airice r.rsing a minimal'sprnnint trec' Ac-

nit dirnibution of birds cstinetcd by dnwint circlc'
etound cach cotlcction locality, with radii Gqurl to
thc srcen (bold ltnc) end to thEG rtrn&td dcvirtioru
(6nc linc) of lcngthr of conncctin8 linkr of trcc (rftcr
Rrpoport, l9E2:69' 3.2).

main massings have no cxplicit cquivdent
in vicariance biogeograPhY.

Croizat (1964:7) de6ned e trsck es t line
connecting all the localitier of a taxon' Ar
such, it ic-equivalcnt to r rpannlng tr-ee

whose pointi tePtesent the collection lo-
calities-for a given taxon. Here I 

-eguate
drawing a nac-k for a epecies with finding
the minimal-epanning ttee that-conleS
the occurrences of that epecies. Minimal'
spanning trees have been used by Rapo-
pbtt (rgEz) to constm(t rpeciec distribu-
tiona (Fig. 5).

Choici of the minlmahPanning trce
over other poesible epanning-treee.ir in-
tended purity as a methodological. con'
vention,'akinio ninimizing residud vari-
ance in leaet'squares regression or-to
evokins the paraimony criterion in cladie-
tics. CrSizat if96E:3f&[caption to fig. {5])
specffically invoked paraimony to pl'acc thc
b'aseline df a group-of woodpeckers co-as

to "rationalizl their digtribution in the
aimplest, most ditEct pocsible manner"'lust
as proponents of parsimony in systematics
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F c. 5. (A) Distribution of tosre 1$ rnd 26rhromoome rpcciea oI Gosypium in North Ancrica (rfter
Ctol2t, 196l:69. ?) connected by an rurdireccd nininel*penning trcc. (B) Croizrt'r (196ft6g. ?) tncl for
arnq aFcics.

(e.g., Farrio, l9E3) do not claim that char-
acter evolution ia neceesarily parsimoni-
ous, neither is the uee of minimal-span-
ning treee in biogeography a claim that
spatial evolution ie paroimonious. While
preeentday dietance between localitiee has
an explanatory (i.e., caueal) role in dis'
persal and diffusion models of biogeo-
graphic ptoceeses (e.g., island biogeogra-
phy), it ie not accorded the same Etatus in
panbiogeography. Past distances between
localitiee due to dtered geographic config-
urations, however, may have a causal role.
Hence, phylogenetic or biogeographic cri-
teria may require tracks to be drawn so that
the tracke are no longer minimal-spanning
tree3. Therefore, the requirement that
nearest geographic neighbors to construct
minimal-spanning trees can be regarded as

a rule for track constnrction in the absence
of other information.

Minimrl-cpeming tle€E can be crlculaF
cd exactly and e6ciently, unlike the NP-
complete problem of minimal Steiner trees.
If the taxon ie distributed over a large area,
the cunrature of the earth's eurface will
nean that straight lines betvveen points on
a map arre no longer accurate eEtimates of
the true dietance between such points.
Phipps (1975) has publiehed a formula to
conect for this distortion.

lf a taxon has differentiated into distinct
entities, then minimal-epanning tr:es for
eadr can be constructed and then linked
together by a minimal-spanning tree. This

procednre produces tracks identical to thoee
drawn by Croizat (Fig. 6). It would be pos-
sible to construct a biogeography based on
theee minimal notione of phylogeny and
tracks, but much more power is obtained
if the method ig extended to incorporate
orientation of tracks uaing phylogenetic
and biogeographic criteria.

Ta"xa are to biogeography what charac-
ter€ are to Eystematics. The requirement
that the phylogeny of a group be fully re-
solved is equivalent to demanding that
characters lacking detailed ontogenetic in-
formation and placement in a transfor-
mation series be omitted from cladogram
construction. Obviously, the more fully re-
solved the taxon or character relationships,
the more informative that taxon or char-
acter becomes. But character analysis is not
divorced from phylogenetic reconstruc-
tion-there is feedback. Initial statements
of homology are bascd on topolqdral cor-
respondence (Jardine, 1969), but these hy.
potheses may require nodification in light
of the reconetructed phylogeny, which is
itself based on the original homoloty Etate-
ments. This heuristic process of reciprocal
illumination (Hennig, 1966) is an impor-
tant part of phylogenetics, though few re-
cent workers have emphasized it (Micke-
vich, 1982). Indeed, the phylogeny may
clarify the status of charactere whose ho-
urology iD diff,cult to establish on topologi-
cal grounds, auch as electromorphs (John-
eon, L9771.
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Frc. 7. Chdogrerr of Eg weep gencrr of ferrily Ageonldec (eftcr Wicbcr, l9E2:63' 3)' Polltneton of it
rcctions Pharmeiocyccr eti U-iu-g.. do not form nonophylctic tlouPt'

The same reasoning can.be applied to
the biogeographic situatiofr, where phy-
loqeneti=c hipotheses may alternately sug-
geit, and be modified by, biogeographic
fivootheses. As an example, consider Croi-
zit"s (1968).analysis of the dispersal of 6gs
(Fdcns; from Coirier, 1955). Corner noted
ih" pres"t ce in New Caledonian Ficus be-

loncins to the gections Urostigma and
Phaimicosycea of characters found in New
World figs belonging to the same 

-gections.
To explain this, Corner Postulated a trans-
Pacifii landbridge, regirding the shared
characters as evidence of phylogenetic re-
lationship. Croizat, however, on the basia

of the disiribution of other membes of the
eectione argued that Fiitls is not a Pacific
qroup, but inetead has Indian and Atlantic
bccah baselines. Croizat attributed the
:imilarity between New Caledonian and
America'n fige to recombination of char-
acteF.

The concept of recombination of char-
acers requires clarification. In this context,
Croizat (igog:ZZS) aPPearE to have been
employing a concePt cimilar to plesiomor-

Phy:

I would tccordingly conclude thrt th' occurcnol
of rc-c "errctica-n; cherectcr in r Fig of Polynerle'
or of romc "Polyncrian" chrracter ln I Fit or D''
urdor docr not arc.n rt ell thrt Fits ro indivicu!,'
ized hrvc nccesHrily "nigretcd rcrrort thc Frcrtc"'
Chtrrctcrr of thc kind-end ir lr wcll lnown ttrrl
.t.f,.i. characrerr lrc lilcly to F tilt rt thc F
riphery of the rangc of r taxon-mly vcty.w'lr-#;. 

d*t riurultriaougty tnrunittcd to Polyne
rian end Agrericen Figc, rcapecivcly, fron.r?tm-
itive node of "radirtion" rct on, and rround Amca'

Certainlv, Croizat had a keen understand-
inc of tfre role of ancestral charac-tert in
ph"vlocenetic inference (for examplg' *9
E'"ii& [1958, vol. 2a:517, footnote] rnd
Croizat tl 9el:208, footnoteJ).

The implication of Croizat'-c hypothesie
concernins the New Cdedonian and New
World Ficu-s is that the oections Urostigma
and Pharmacosycea are not monophyletic'
ividence for this proposition comes from
wi.u"r; (1982) wort 6n the phylog-eny of
the agaonid wasps, which are obligate
svmbi-onts of Ff'ctts. These fig waspo are
(iehlv host specific (Ramirez, 1970), and

Uo"tt wasp and tg are mutually dependent
on eact oit er foireproduction' Neither of
it 

" 
tt"o eections of-figs are pollinated by
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a monophyletic group of wasps. The pol-
linators of the Old and New World Phar-
macosycea figs belong to different subfam-
ilies (Fig. 7), but the precise relationships
of the west Pacidc and Asrerican Urostig-
ma pollinatols are unresolved. Assuming
that agaonids and figs have coevolved
(Murray, 1985), the relationships of Ficus
clearly require reappraiaal (Wiebes, L979).
This conclusion is in accordance with Croi-
zat's earlier biogeographic analysis.

The requirement that biogeographic hy'
potheses be based only on prior, detailed
phylogenetic analyeie implies that the flow
of information is one way, from system'
atics to biogeography. This removes the
possibility for a productive, two-way ex-
change of information (reciprocal illumi'
nation). Naturally biogeographers desire
the best hypotheses available, as evidenced
by Croizat's (1958) extensive use of orni-
thological data, but phylogenetic hypoth-
eses are iust that-hypotheses.

Even if only a few tana in a few areas
have a known phylogeny, the structure of
the network can confer polarity to parts of
the resrainder. Ag an examPle, consider the
area cladogram of Fig. 8A. The taxa in New
Zealand (area 4) and New Caledonia (area
3) are eister taxa; hence, a line is drawn
between the two groups of islands. Yet, the
polarity of this link is ambiguous. This am-
biguity ie removed by addition of Australia
(area 2) to the track. Because the geograph-
ic distance between Australia and New
Caledonia is less than that between Aus-
tralia and New Zealand, Australia is con-
nected to New Caledonia, and the polarity
of the New Caledonia-New Zealand link
ls from the former to the latter (Fig. 8B).
In the 6ame way, New Guinea (area 1) is
added. A ta,ron occurring in Fiji (area 5)
that is part of the same track, but for which
there is no phylogenetic information, may
be added to the track at the nearest point
(New Caledonia) and derive its polarity
from that point (Fig. EC).

Craw (1985:6) stated that

Thc dcining chrnctcrirtic of r trrck ir dircovcrcd
tluough the orientetion of that tnct with nrpcc
to thc t.r or oolln buinr thrt thc tr.cl cno!8!3.
Thia rllowr e hypothecir of the berclinc (dcining

$"e 1z 3 4\\V
&'Y

Ftc. E. (A) Dirtribution of tua (l-5) bclonging to
rane hypothetical treck, rnd the arce cladogram for
four of the taxs. First step in constructint track ir to
link oicter texa ln areas 3 end rl, (B) 9econd linl is
formed bctween areac 2 and 3, which orientates link
3-{. (C) Link l-2 ir formed, orientating link 2-3. Area
5 ioino tr.cl rt nerrest point (rrea p) end trtec ito
oricnirtion from thrt part of treck. '

charactcristic) for thet trrck to bc propoced. hn
tially, treckerre oricntated (i.c. given direction with
respect to l !€a or ocean brdn) by en ordcring of
collcction locditiee for ncerert gcognphic ncigh-
boun within r t xon, In crses whcrt e texon hrs
e particularly complex geognphic dirtribution in-
forsrrtion on phylogcnctic ef6nities end arrin
nrssings mey be nmrrssty in ordcr to draw or
oricnt thc trrcl.

The relationship between baselines and sea
or ocean basins is futther explored by Craw
and Page (unpubl. manuscript). The con-

5
o
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Frc. 9. Tracka and main mucinga usocirtcd with
gene;a Fins and Strcblls (rfter Croizat, 1968:69. 5).

cepts of the baseline and the main massing
are related. Main massints, rePresenting
center€ of numerical, genetical or morPho-
logical diversity (Cmw, 1985), can be used
to orient tracks. To illustrate this, Croizat's
(f968:6g. 5) analyCis of the Pacific distri-
bution of Ficss and SfreDlus is reproduceC
as Figure 9. In his caption to this figure,
Croizat obsewed that,

Along the western 'tcam", Ficus norurally-de'
crearis between Queensland (32 apeciee) and Vic-
tori'a (l rpccies), which ahowg that disperaal of thc
genus "comes in" frorn the north.

Hence, the track New Guinea-Queensland'
Victoria is orientated from New Guinea to
Victoria. Croizat (1968:118) referred to the
Indian Ocean baseline of Fllcus as the "dis'
tal locus of 'origin' of pre'FicrslFicus."
Therefore, other taxa that ehare an lndian
Ocean baseline also share a common his-
tory implying homology (Croizat, 1968;
Craw, 1983). Baselines representing spatio-
temporal homologies can be located with
respict to main massings' For example,
Croizat (1958) identified two distinct mass-
ings of parots in and around AusFalia,
which he depicted using a baseline to con'
nect two oriented tracks (Fig' 10; Croizat,
1958169. 240). These two Eacks or main
massings (see Croizat, 1958, vol. 2b:852

[footnotel) give rise to distinct sets of tracks
(e.g., Croizat, 1958:fig. 242\.Ditrerent base-
lines, much like the concePt of eynapo-
morphy, function at different levels of res'
olution. While all the Parots discussed by

Frc. 10. F.xrrrplc of e bgatinc (thick linc) oricnt ting hf,o tnrck! n end E (eftcr Croizet, f958:6g. 2{0)'
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Ftc. ll. Rcprcrcntetion of trecl involving four ucra (A), cithcr o e (B) dlrrctd or (C) undircctcd con-
ncctivity autrix.

Croizat in relaHon to thie example have an
Indian Ocean bageline, not all have a Tas-
man Sea baseline. Therefore, with refer-
ence to collection localities, phylogeny and
centen of diversity, it ie possible to con-
struct directed spanning trees or tracks on
a maP.

Graphs can be represented algebraically
nsing a variety of matrices (Hatary,1969;
Carre, 1979). Two matrices-the connec-
tivity matrix and the incidence matrix-
are relevant to track analysis. The connec-
tivity matrix is an r x n matrix, where z
ie the number of pointe (corresponding to
localitiee) in the graph. If two points are
connected, the corresponding element in
the matrix is a"l"; if not, the corresponil-
ing clcment iE "0." The rcsulting matrix
Fig. UE) is symmetrical. If the graph is
directed, a5 ate orientated tracks, then the
connectivity matrix can be constructed so
that a "1" ie entered for each pair of points
only if the direction of the connecting link
io from the 6rst point to the oecond point
(rig. rlC).

The connectivity matrix offers a nusrber
of interesting poesibilities for analysis. Fig-
we 12 chows three different, hyPothetical
distribution patterns, all involving the
came three areas. The two taxa of Figure
l2A have overlapping tracks of opposing
potarity. The aesociated connectivity ma-

I

trom2
3

4

trix has entries af "1" on both eides of the
diagonal. When thic ocrurs in the connec-
tivity matrix of a directed graph,where the
points are ranked in the order implied by
one of the graphe, it indicates that one or
more circuits occur (e.9., parts of the graph
where the start and end points are the came;
Carre, 19791. This inplies that the graph
contains contradictory information on the
relationships between the areas involved
and, indeed, the area cladograms of the
two hypothetical tar<a are incongruent.
Figure l2B also depicts the tracks of two
taxa with incongruent area cladograms. In
thia example, the connectivity matrix ha8
"1"8 only in the upper right triangle of the
matrix, indicating that there are no cir-
crrits. Since e track ir en crtinetc of thc
ancestral distribution of a tanon (Croizat,
L964), consideration of the two tracks in
this example shows that the incongruence
of the two cladograms results from the dif-
ferent ancestral distributions of the tn'o
taxa. As a 6nd example, Figure l2C depictc
two taxa with locally-contruent area clado-
grams, but with different dietributions out-
eide the area of overlap. The connectivity
matrix betrays the existence of a circuit,
indicating that congnrent atea cladograars
may arise from the overlap of othennise
distinct tracks, as noted theoretically by
Nelson and Platnick (lgEl) and demon-
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gions with a large number of tracks gtem-

ilring from different baselines.
2 g tl a 2 3 "r"'6"vr'r

\V \y *i[::* ;1'"?:t'#,[1H;$ii,l3[
V y b"t"lit.s (Croizat, 1968; Craw' 1982)-can
/ / also be incorPorated in netrrork.analyaie

-:-:4 bv usinc the incidence matrix' This matrix

'l:1 9l #a i x -i matrix, where i ie the number ofrlr - I t ints ind i is the number of links con-
' 'lo r - | lli,t"" those points. For a directed graph

the ele-ment a, in the incidence matrix is
"L" lf the ith'link is incident on (i'e" ig
connected io) the ith point and is orien-
Cl

? 3. 

' 
3. 2. t ,:*1"#nl*.1'l,f."iillfil*'Jffs

\ y \ y towl{c the ith PoiLt,tl"-o{J ;l'{^tli*\ V V f*tltr.,:*$''""s:ii';'fi ;ilf"li:
\ / / theno;-o'

i'. \ ' 

-t 

Returning to the hypotheticat cxaarples-'N 
lTll of-Fiture l-2, all of t-he tracks can be de'

/ Bil o,l'i*,Krstr'i;15:iittg'"?iH IIH:
Ponents representing Coral.Sea' l*9:"I 3 4 1 e * B:n* ffi:t"itTtl5,, u",.ri,,.i (ror c1-

\ V \ V "-pi", 
see Craw, 1983)' The eame tt:"k"

\/ V ii"".ot"t"tted bv incidence matricee (Fig'

/ / isb-b.Inthe #.t5111n1:,9llj3|;lll
.o.ootttntsAand B in the cladogran have

the ipposite order in the two cladograma

ieinri tombined. This ir ref,ectcd in t}c

"ottl"rpoiaing 
incldencc matrix (Fig' 13D)'

r^rhich have thc game elements but oPPo-
Ftc. r 2. Hypothcticer cxrmprer .l .gan:_ :: :iT'it:lT"::ff, : ;I'T;IX*T""IJ;

ftTffi*i:Elffi.f'ii*3,:i1ff::ffif:: pretiry incongruent, at least one, ir not both

pictcd. 
.onne..rvrry u.tta 'rG sF 

iomp6neats 
-cannot be genuinely homol-

A;,it. The gecond exas-rPle (Fig' 
-r3B) 

il-
lustrates a case where the hrvo tracks 

're
strated by craw (1985). The occurrence. of primarily homologout. (tl 9{ t]"J:-lo^-
circuits in a euite oi-ii."lr indicates that io"""t i;,-ttougti'their history |a1 eub-

the areas involved have more than one sei i"q"."tfy'iiv*g-ed ac a reault of their dif'
of interrelauonstripslhi"litr,i*-ir,"t *itt r.inl*t.ttrat iistriuutione. Note thst the

eearcharratrixrepreseniationof adirected columns in the incidence matrices cotte'

craph for circ'its h";;;;; d.".rop.a uy sponding-tocolrPonentAaleidentical(rig'
ii"i".iirgiO) "r,a 

Sielo (1980). . i'gEl. In-the thiid examp.le Gig' 13€)' in'
"iiiftlriUf" 

to coiitt tcindiies of "con- volving- tw.o lecondarily 'homologour

nrerivils,, fro^ conncctivity mttrices. ttaCks, fhc rhared ComPOnCnt A dOCr not

ffi;,'ii, *; il;ol;;d it t .t^Lto* tracks have the eame -polariry 
in the two cope'

wilr have high valuiJrl r".i-i"aices. In fpi;*ft :15tai"." iratrig99 (Ftg'. r3F)'

i;"j:*,l:thr*Hfti,Tiriffitff trS,*#"T3:S"'i.""',Ttt''i,l!!i;ffi ."1;

tgTt). The terminirii""! p_*"Uel with t-n.y 
".ppto.11h 

the baaeline from oppoeite

Croizat'g aoncept of linoder"' ie obvious- aiii.ti'ohttFig' 12C)' Cornponent A' there-

ifi*-or;;;6t t-C-i".t, 1952) are re- fore, ie the-point of contact between
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Frc. 13.
(D-r).

Rcprcr.ntrtion of trrckr in Figure 12 by r.tiodrtc clrdognnr (A-C) end by lncidcncr grrtricc.

the two tracks. The results of a panbio-
geographic analysis can be expressed in
cladistic form, but the analysis does not
depend so crucially on the minimal Stei-
ner-tree problem. Use of minimal-span-
nint trees means that panbiogeographic
components are not identical to vicariance
biogeography components, reinforcing
Craw'e (1983) contention that the compo-
nent information in the two methods is
different.

STANSNCAL }IYPOTHESIS TESTING

Suppose hro tracks have been construct-
ed using the method outlined above, and
they differ slightly. Are the differences sig-
nificant? The purely logical methods so fat
discussed treat all differences in the same
way-either tracks are identical or they are
not. But (presumably) random factors,6uch
as sarrpling error and ettors in phyloge-
netic reconstruction, may mean that the
observed differences could be due solely
to chance. This hypothesis can be tested

using the connectivity matrices for the two
tracks.

Connectivity matrices are a form of dis-
tance matrix and are amenable to statistical
hypothesis testing using permutation tests
of association between matrices (Mantel,
1957; Sokal and Oden, 1978a, b; Sokal, 1979;
Douglas and Endler, 1982; Dietz, 1983;
Schnell et al., 1985). Hence, Croizat'e oft-
repeated contention that organisms of di-
verse ecologies have very similar distri-
butional patterns can be teste$ statistically
This method applies to both directed and
undirected graphs and, therefore, tracks
that have not been oriented because of lack
of phylogenetic information can still be
tested for congruence. It is a more general
method than calculating the probability of
replicated cladograms occurring by chance
alone (Rosen,l97E; Nelson, 1979; Simber-
loff et al., 1981).

CONCLUSIONS

The method outlined here may be eum-
marized as follows:

o
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Step l.-For Putatively monophyletic
groups construct tracks by either: (a) con'
iecting collection localities by a minimal'
spanning tree (tinksioining main massings
or coincident with ireviously recognized
baselines are possible baselines and senre
to orient aack!); or (b) using resolved phy-
logenies together with the minimal-dis'
tance criterion to construct a spanning tree
where localities are linked to the geo-
graphically-neatest sister group. Phylog'
inv autoniatically orients tracks.

1tn z.-ln"idehce and connectivity ma-
tricej are const.ructed forindividual tracks,
and a fufiher conrtectivity sratrix is con-
rlf,uctd for dl the tracks together. The in-
dividtral conn€ctiviry matrices auy be used
statistically to test for track congruence.
The overail connectivity matrix is searched
for circuits that indicate incongnrent tracks.
These may rcsult from: (a) incorrect phy-
logenetic hypotheses; (b) composite areas
iniorrectly rigarited as eingle areas or lo-
calities (platnick and Nelson, 1984); or (c)

composite geological origins. ,
Tlierefore, cirorits een'e to direct future

reecarch. Localitieg with high conncctivity
tndices deeene further investigation. If
such localities have more tFan one track
oriented towards them they may rePr$ent
nodes (sites with comPosite origins)'

Comparison of individual incidence ma'
trices allows for the recognition of shared
track elements llinks oriented in the same
direction). Such elements or biogeograph-'
ic components imply that the tracks a-re

homol6gous (for ai ieast that part- of the
track) and, hence, have a common history.

Sfep 3.-Results of the analysis ar-e de-
picted on a maP with tracks, baselines,
irodes, and main massings identified. Such
gummaries provide statting points for fu-
turc reeearch.

The graph-theoretic method presented
here by nb meana exhausts the -Poesible
applicatione of graph theory-to biogeog-
raphy, nor doeg it repreaent th€ only- Poo-
aiSle- quantification of Croizat's methods.
Therelbo is much acope for further de'
velopment of my rather inforural pre'
lendtion. Thege (ualifications aside, the
interpretation thaf I have advanced dern-

onstrates that Croizat's panbiogeography
can readily be developed into a guantita'
tive, statisiical method. The computations
required for the method Presented here are

Etriightforward, and the necessary- altg-
rithts and etatistical tects are already
available in the literature. Therefore, im-
plementing of this method on a comPuter
ihould poJe no maior obstacles.
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